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. Four of ~homas Pynchon's virtually ignored short
stor~es are cruclal to a full appreciation and understanding
of hlS larger works; contained in them, in seminal form, is
every theme around which V., The Crying of Lot 49 and
Gravity's Rainbow revolve-.- In the most important of his nine
short works, Pynchon introduces the gamut of alternatives for
human action in the face of a contemporary Wasteland, the
nightmare world of chaos, absurdity and corruption which is
reality this twentieth century. The human responses pre-
sented in "Mortality and Mercy in Vienna," "Low-lands,1I
IIEntr o py ll and "The Secret Integration" are developed and
expanded upon in V. and Lot 49, and throughout the six
works, Pynchon advocates active resistance to the negative
forces which drive the universe: passivity insures a death-
in-life existence and is certainly and irrevocably damning.
In IIMortality and Mercy in Vienna" emerges the most
extreme of the delineated responses. A savior in the person
of Cleanth Siegel effects, through an act of annihilation, a
cleansing redemption for a decadent flock and an absolute
del rance from the void. In V., the annihilation motif
explodes in dimension, with Lady V., Hugh Godolphin and the
Whole Sick Crew illustrating a communal, historical death-
drift via an obsession with inanimacy; in Lot 49, several
characters fer suicide to that more subtle extinction.
Dennis Flange of "Low-lands ll decides on withdrawal
from a led self born of his tendency to passivity. Re-
t ing into a fantasy submarine world with a fictional
image of a rmer self, he substitutes one death realm for
another. In the subsequent novels, Flange is reincarnated in
Benny Profane, Fausto Maijstral and the desperate citizens
who comprise the Tristero.
Mani sting what will prove to be a lasting preoccupa-
tion with the second law of thermodynamics and the field of
in rmation theory, "Entropy" introduces Pynchon's fascinat
with the lication of scientific principles to literature.
Additionally, in the actions of.Callisto and,Meatball Mulligan
surfaces a lari of alternatlves to twentleth cen
reali ssive withdrawal into the hothouse of the
and act involvement in the riotous Street of the
W~ile callis~o determines upon an absurd lifestyle, as will
Sldney Stencll and several characters in the second novel
Mulligan ~tands.as the most heroic of Pynchon's many anti~
heroes; hls futlle struggle is revealed as the best and
. . ,
most dlfflcult, of possible alternatives to the Wasteland.
The first of the author's paranoid questers is pre-
sented in "The Secret Integration," the story of a children's
conspiracy formed to undermine a malicious adult plot which
thrives in Mingeborough, Massachusetts. The actively
rebellious Operation Spartacus embarks upon a quest which, if
destined to ultimate failure, allows nonetheless for a measure
of achievement and the state of "greenness." The paranoia
which enables the Spartacan ringleader, Grover Snodd, to
refashion sinister events of his daily life into an adult
cabal, allows Herbert Stencil and Oedipa Maas to reinvent
terrifyingly random void worlds through the mental projections
of a malevolent V.-plot and a ubiquitous Tristero conspiracy.
Mingeborough's small-scale rebellion mushrooms in the novels
into the obsessive paranoid quests which, if imbued with
dangers and defects, guarantee the survival of Stencil and
Oedipa.
Throughout the short stories, V. and The Crying of
Lot 49, Pynchon endorses active, albei~vain, combat against
the negative forces of degradation, dehumanization and death.
A brief concluding glance at Gravity's Rainbow discloses the
consequence of a universal tendency to non-resistance and
voluntary acquiescence to systems of control and destruction.
Pynchon's third novel, in many respects a summation of his
earlier works, depicts, through such figures as Katje Borgesius,
Franz PokIer and Edward Pointsman, an accretion of refusals
to act. The death of the world is the price, ultimately, to
be paid for passivity.
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1;1Son, • .. .. someday this will all be yours .. II
--Philip Castle,
Cat's Cradle--
lIThere is Thomas pynchon appearing out of nowhere
with a vision so contempora.ry it makes your nose bleed,...l
states Bruce Jay Friedman in his Foreward to Black HlJD'l.or.
Pynchon's contemporary vision, which also makes the heart
sick and the mind reel, is of a diseased and dying \j>lasteland
wor Ld , Whether he is,. as has been variously suggest.ed, a
black humorist, an affluent terrorist., a psychic novelist,
, a novelist. of disintegration, a humorous
, anti-novelist, aneo-realist
or a is possessed of a literary
,
pess.imistic and ultimately
affixed to his name testify,
blackness of that vision,
successive work.
encompasses existence a century
is and sterile, crush-
processes, natural and
2man-made, whioh are ohanneling life eVer deathward; the
author sorutinizes what Bernard Bergonzi terms our "inored-
ible reality," a reality oonstantly transcending itself,
moving always to new heights of absurdity and horror which
stagger even the most extravagantly inventive of imagina-
tions. 2 That the locus of Pynchon's vision is frequently
America is only incidental, for the malaise whioh is the
essence of the twentieth century infects countries and
continents 1 spreading rampantly from its inception at the
end of the nineteenth century, it has long surpassed
epidemic proportions, culminating at last in the terminal
sickness of a world.
Thomas pynchon is a supreme chronicler of the
etiology of the Wasteland contagion, and a concern with
causes
carta
throughout his works as a recurrence of
motifs" After the appearance of V., an ambivalent
commented that "Mr" Pynchon writes with enormous
virtuosity" It is a pity that his imagination
3 i hfUUUU!OUS t.hemes. tt The nauseous tbarnes wn· e •.
, however, less the product of a
than of an eye which overlooks nothing and
intuits much. Pynenonts themes are the
on
ity, U
of Pi
Berqonzi, "America: .. The Incredible. Real-
Novel (Pittsburgh: Un1versity
tSJ:Jul~ah::::::"'-;;';;:";:::;':~~''''~iIr'\, P "a6.
3111' s of l'1hat?, It rev. of v.,
11 October 1963, p. 813.
3result of what Paul t4est terms his "transcendent staren at
the quality of life this twentieth centurYi 4 their nauseous
nature derives from his recognition that there is no
quality to life this century. To elucidate his major
motifs, the author assembles, atomizes and defines con-
temporary man as he exists immersed in contemporary reality.
He delineates the symptoms of an infected Wasteland by
detailing the fate of its victims.
For Pynchon, contemporary man is a product of
twentieth century massness and prosperity. eis individual-
ity has been eradicated in the emergence of mass cities and
societies, bureaucracies and technologies, social organiza-
tions and political institutions. He is dwarfed, stripped
to insignificance, ground into anonymity. Mass man is a
number, an inconsequentiality and a replaceable functionary
unit. Overwhelmed and out-powered by the awesome scope of
industrial and technological energies, his compara-
tively meager resources atrophy, his own feeble energies
longer an established and secure identity, man
al and ifferent: he slips into isolation.
to drift random, a passive receptor to
1 stimuli imposed from outside the self.Inora power
With individuality thus extinguished, extremes of
personali and behavior are eliminated. A universal
1 tiest, IIperpetuating the Obsolete, n Ccnmnonweal,
81 (11 November 1967),204.
average is attained, and deviation from absolute conformity
is denied. The sophistication of mass media and its per-
vasive influence insure even the mass production and
systematic reception and assimilation of opinions and
desires. It becomes incumbent on contemporary man to
accommodate himself to the fact of massness and to weave
himself into the fabric of normaloy and conformity, only
within certain prescribed parameters may he achieve even
the smallest degree of distinction. Man becomes, therefore,
a consumer, acquiring the accoutrements of acceptability.
His ability to consume determines the degree of acceptabil~
ity or distinction he aohieves. His economic potential
derives, in turn, from his capacity to produce in accordance
'('lith consumer demands. Thereby, man himself is reduced to
a commodity, the value of which is commensurate with exist-
Ing desires. If he is able to accommodate himself to the
laws of supply and demand, he is granted normalcy: if not,
he is discarded.
Materialism begets meaninglessness, and life in
s-consuming society comes quickly to consist of little
more than empty and repetitious acts of buying and selling,
initiating what Irving Howe designates as "the hovering
sickness of soul, the despairing contentment, the prosperous
malaise. 115 As man consumes, so he is consumed. t-J'i th
h~1ass Society and Postmodern Fiction,1l
(Ne~;] York: Harcourt, Brace
5possessions and potential determininq human worth" interior
values begin to disint.egrate. Feelings of
fade; old 10yalt.ies and family t.ies dissolve; t.radit.ions
become less bindin9~ established social and religious
~tl!~~~~·rities are weakened; et.hical and moral standards
collapse.. JameaE.. Miller, Jr.. stat.es that grotesque
incongruity between the t,enuous spiritual of
man and his fat, vacuous, unrippled life has been the source
theof much wonder and dismay, horror and
modern novel .. fl6 For Thomas , that
also an obvious manifestation disease ..
is
Concomitant technological
advances denote progress and a
det.erioration of humanity.. In mass societies,
as the material and man-made assume ascendancy, the human
is devalued.. Etienne Cherd1u, a major conspirator in
Pynchon t s liThe Secret Integration, tl may have the final
\-'loro about the coming reign of the non-human1
Etienne confides to his friends: father says every-
thing t s g01ng to be n"lachines when we grow He says t.he
only jobs open wi.11 be in junkyards for busted machines ..
The only thing a machine do is play jokes.. That's
Jr", ItThe Quest Absurd: New
~~~ Surd and Absurd: Essaxs in
""......."1.V'-:-Unlvers!ty of Chicago Press,
6all they'll use people for is jokes. n7
In the interim, contemporary man--passive, isolated
and enervated.--increasingly identifies \<:r!th t:he product:s of
his pride and prosperity and, as Richard Poirer asserts, soon
loses himself in the variety and completeness of his own
corporate invention. 6 He becomes, ultimately, an extension
of his own technologies, and thus occurs the fusion of man
and machine, the decline t:o inanimacy which Pynchon so
vehemently decries. With society object-ified and the
distinction between man and inert rapidly losing its
perspicuity, humanity becomes supremely exploitable. Love
is replaced by mindless sexual activity: from the abandonment
of love are born the extremities of sexual perversion and
violence.
Having thus discarded operational spiritual, social
and moral values and become entrenched in a world which
denies the efficacy of humanity and the validity of the
self, twentieth century man finds he is suddenly faced with
a violent and apparently random universe. llaving dispensed
with a God ,,,ho acts as a unifying principle, shaping and
directing events according to predeterIillined divine
UVLUQS I "The Integration, fI Saturday
Evening Post, 237 (19 December 1964), 42. Hereafter cited
as 51 ..
8 d·' l<iA L,("· ra· tur"" of L.aw and Order, nRichar p01.rer, ..... ....e . < ... "" <
Partisan 36, No .. 2 (1969), 193.
principles and plans, is thereby faith an
7
aft.erl \'lhich might purpose to earthly
1 is confronted a personal of brief
point.s nowhere to an extinct.ion,
confronted, as Irving Howe states, with
of a li without anterior or
hopelessness
terml1nal value. ff 9
Desperate to some measure purpose in
his life the to glean a degree order and.
design from the facts of existence, he turns to history.
Since God no longer serve, man to
history to sense of his world, to
the barrage of catastrophic event.s wh reality
th century. He seeK.S, says James Miller r to mti'ix:<e logical
and less horrify out of of 1-
dozers shovel the les of entangled, , emaciated
ies, men, women and children, into huge trenches serving
common graves, or out of Hiroshima of the stunned, hurt
creatures, blind, half-burned, grotesquely disfigured or
strives discover the reasoning inherent
incredible casual struotion of human 1 on
enormous and hydrogen, concentration
in 'I'he
IrvIng
9 Howe, II Introduction: The Idea of PC1odern, "
of the t-iodern in Literature and the Arts,
(New York:· HorIzon Press, 1967), p. 15.
1 p , 7 ..
8Further, contemporary man attempts to feet causal.
between the assassinations of Kennedys
+"""".J.~'" I the publicly-viewed slaying of Lee Harvey I tbe
Il:lurders of Richard Speck or The Zodiac the ri tualis-
cult murders of Charles Manson. He tries to determine
logical progression from Depression, to McCarthyisM, to the
riots, through the travesty of , to the up-
heaval of Watergate. essays to uncover linkage between
the threat of ecological disaster, an appalling rate
and a startling ups't'll'ing in alcoholism lotion,
a recurrence of world1flide for
and witchcraft and the apparently
of cancer. In short I' to to maxe sense
of
truction and Luau•• i ty"
finds, however, , like , history will not
serve as chaos coher-
Uistory reveals itself as fraudulent, an
ficial effort to impose upon
from meaningless, to infer
of chance, unrelated events.
that ft histor a1 view is
il "''::m··p.. L:~·.f··ic.. ",·t10·n" and am simnlification a falsi-necessar .. y a....... .... Q'" <.JL J r
f ion. Ii 11 To attett'lpt to recreate at and reduce
II Var
r
flO, No.1 (1961),~':..':::..:~::::
9is to fictionalize it, thereby render....
As l.<1ax Schulz comments, history is
to be uult:imately unapprehensible,
~:[ithot1t ascertainable shape or design
limited, impercipient moments of conscious-
" 12
to established ends, history does not resolve
a. valid and comprehensive system and cannot
explain the facts of existence this centu.ry.
Sumrna.rily, contemporary man is helplessly adrift in
a formless and frightening universe where history is random
and ··lrreducible to human comprehension, where old certainties
Itave been proven uncertain if not invalid, where humanity
has been phased into obsolescence.. ais \'lO,rld is a. void, its
essenoe defined by absence--an absence of God and religious
faith, of individual significance, of communication and
love, of meaning, morality and value.. This is the "lasteland ..
Mired in such a nightmare, man is reduced to fo:rmulating
alternatives for personal su:rvival;, he is fo·rced to engage
in schemes which will allow him to cope with s crushing
reality, which will allow him to rationalize the: absurdity
and order the chaos as best he can ..
The plight of man confronted with the fact of a
1 the
Berger,
S5,
itics of P
Borges, Thomas
t' Black
tim'"} of
1". S z, II
Comic Apocalypses of Jorge Luis
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Wasteland emerges as the overriding conoern in
works of Thomas Pynchol1. is preoccupied\'lith the
available to :man in t.he face of a void which is
and inescapable, which offers no ffsafeUregions
which is absolut.ely host.ile to human life. For Pynchon,
vit.al, meaningful existence--life itself--becomes ast.at.e
of mind which is achieved through st.rivin9'1 as Robert Golden
$ta'tes, the aut.hor posits that flit. is we who endow the world
wi.th human qualities and we who eit.her succeed or fail in
at.taining our humanity .. tt13 Life in the Wasteland is
achieved or forreitedas a result: of action alt.ernatives
chosen or denied.. And t.he gamut of 0.1t.ernatives Pynchon
believes t.o be possible t.oday first reveals itse1f in his
short stories.
Alt.hough his t.hree novels have received much acclaim
and critical at.tention, Pynchon's short stories have been
virtually ignored.. The oversight is a literary loss, for,
aside from being valuable in themselves as fine fictional
pieces, the short. stories introduce, with only rare excep-
tions, every theme upon which Pynchon builds his novels.
They elucidate the development of the author and are thus
crucial to a full understanding of the later and larger
works.
It will be the purpose of t.his paper, therefore, to
13Robert E. Golden, ftl\~ags ~;{an. and Modernism:
Violence in Pynchon'g ,"' Crltiqu~, 14, No. 2' (1912), 15.
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examine the most important. of Pyncnon's nina short works
and to disclose how the alternatives introduced in them are
developed and expanded upon in y .. and Th.~ Crying gf ~()t: 49 ..
Not included in this stu.dy are: "The Small Rain," Pynchon t s
virtually unknown first story, published at Cornell while a
student there; nA Journey Into the Mind of Watts, it an essay
examining the riots in the Los Angeles slums; "The Shrink
Flips" and "The World (This One), The Flesh (Mrs .. Oedipa
!'1aas), and The Testament of Pierce Inverarity ," both of which
are near-verbatim excerpts from The Cryi~ ()f Lot 49; and
"Under the Rosa,n a brilliant short story, recipient of an
0 .. Henry prize, which was reworked as Chapter Three of 'i/o.
and the themes of ,,,hieh will be examined as they relate to
the story of Sidney Stencil. Although a brief glance at
~.::.:-;...::...:...~..... ~~~~ will be made, the third novel will not be
1 consideration here. So consistent are Pynchonfs
throughout that an e:Kamlnation of Grav!tIf s Rainbow,
lengthy, would be redundant.
,L"lo'ViU,"'''''_'''._:E f Pynehon IS first widely-printed short
most extreme of his delineated alterna-
with a vision of Apocalypse, "Mortality and
:l.enn,~l' (1959) reveals that death insures an
a blighted world. Since the soul-sick
about in that world lack the illum-
initiative to undertake their own escapes from
the person of Cleanthin-11
under
12
Siegel appears to effect their deliverance. Although other
concerns emerge in this premier work, the theme of annihila-
tion as an answer to the void figures primarily.
As Pynchon continues to write, the actions of one
liberating savior explode into a mania for death. Suicides
become more and more prevalent, cUlminating finally and
deservedly in the universal suicide of Gravity's Rainbow.
In the interim, however, Pynchon discloses that the world
is bending its steps surely, if slowly, towards annihila-
tioD through a willed passion for inanimacy, a form of
actively-manifested death-wish. In The 0Een Decision,
Jerry Bryant states: "Only man gives existence meaning, and
he does so through his powers of endurance • • • Above all,
man gives existence meaning by choosing to endure. n14
lIf.tortali t~l Mercy in Vienna" reveals that, incapable of
even a modicum of meaning, some men simply choose
i at this late stage of the Wasteland disease,
void's residents discover healing and release
Qnu~u&lation, in deliverance via suicides or
..
•al
In ~Low-landsw (1960) emerges the second of Pynchon's
Anti-heroic Dennis Flange, suffocating in the
14 ... fi.·t li""o·vels of Ambiquity.a.n.·.d Affirmation:Jerry Dryan· t l"i .• .'h
.... .•. •..•. . ........•... sS II in The n Decisl.on: Te
Th.··e. Dr.... lima of consciousne , .. ... .....•........ ... ... .l.•• lectual Backg,round
C ... and It.s . . .... ..()l1l>em .. 1970'-;-P .. 267 ..(New Yor : "
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sterile and stifling reality of a garbage "'lorld and a junk-
heap life, voluntarily withdraws from both into an infi-
ni.tely more pleasant realm of his own making. Substituting
by degrees the imaginary for the actual, he retreats finally
and forever into a fantasy submarine world with a fictional
s·elf and an arbitrarily-constructed companion. Ensconced in
a seaworld which reality cannot penetrate, Flange passes his
remaining days oblivious to surface-side actuality.
In Pynchon's subsequent works, withdrawal serves as
an alternative for those unable or unwilling, for whatever
reasons, to endure present reality and to function effec-
tively within its madness and mayhem. Ret.reats, whether to
seaworlds, sewers, selflessness or conspiratorial societies,
illustrate a refusal to participate in the surface Wasteland
are, a
nature~
is
sur
a (19 )
a to
A on
l.anae t g r
1
an
14
Ln i,tiates an atrophy of lnental and moral resources Which
renders him incapable of assuming an effective defensive
stance when reality int.rudes its presence into his hothouse
shelter ..
Contrapuntal to Callisto is Meatball l1ulligari, per-
haps the most heroic of Pynchon's many anti-heroes.. Faced
with a chaos which is irremediable, Heathall nonetheless
strives to bring about an element of ahort-lived order.
Destined to be ultimately defeated in his attempts to induce
order in a system which by its very nature creates disorder,
lviulligan's active and futile endeavors represent the most
positive approach to the void and introduce the alternative
which merits the largest measure of Pynchon's approval.
To illuminate the consequences and dangers of each
response and to f .__.~ establish the nihilistic vision which
11 prevail in the subsequent novels, Pynchon utilizes
i and extensively the second law of thermodyna'1lics,
concept of entropy, as it applies both to closed systems
and to the process of communication. Emerging as a prim.ary
1 creditor in lIEntropy," in addition to physicists
mathematicians such as Rudolf Clausius, lIard Gibbs
and Boltzmann, is the llu'Uerican historian, Henry Adams ..
Of the short stories, "Entropy," ,,11th its heavy reliance
on the scientific principles which are to become pynchonts
preoccupation in later \'lorks, is the most important ..
Although published after the appearance of y.,
15
"The Secret Integration lf (1964) may have been written
previous to the novel; of a much lesser quality than V. and
the earlier stories, the rambling and sometimes too-loosely
constructed "Secret Integration" suffers from some of the
saIne stylistic flaws evidenced in the only partially suc-
c·essful "Low-lands" and has the earmarks of being an
earlier, less mature work. Nonetheless, this short story
focuses upon the fifth and final of the alternatives possi-
ble in the face of the contemporary Wasteland.
Via the children's conspiracy of Mingeborough,
Massachusetts, Pynchon introduces the response which will
occupy his imagination, which will mushroom in scope in the
novels: paranoia as a method of reconstructing and making
comprehensible an insane world and the paranoid quest as a
means of achieving personal meaning and significance in that
reinvented universe.
Paranoia allows for the assumption of malicious--and
irnaginary--plots which render life totally understandable,
if appalling; the quest demands complete involvement and
insures as a result a fulfilling sense of direction and
vitality. A.s Morris Dickstein states: "For Pynchon the
paranoid iInagination is a special way of rebelling or
dropping out, but it1s also more than that. He compares it
to a ha.llucinoqenic drug. For him it rends the veil of
life's banal and numbing surfaces, putting him in touch with
something more deep and rich, which may also unfortunately
16
be quite unreal. Above all it makes him more fully alive,
with a more intense and absolute self than the official
rational culture dares allow. n15 Fraught with dangers
because of the extremity of the response, paranoia and the
quest prove nonetheless to be the salvation of many of
Pynchon's characters.
An analysis of the themes introduced in "Mortality
and Mercy in Vienna," "Low-lands," "Entropy" and "The
Secret Integration" and a study of their development in v.
and The Crying of Lot 49 will reveal the gamut of responses
possible in the face of tonay's outrageous reality and will
disclose the quality of existence each response affords.
It will quickly become evident why Thomas Pynchon is con-
sidered one of the most despairing of contemporary authors.
The possibilities for human action are few: all are un-
pleasant; the best is destined to ultimate failure; most are
fatal.
15Morris Dickstein, flBlaok Murror and History:
F'iction in the Sixties,.fI flart~san Review, 43, No.2 (1976),
209.
SAVIORS AND SUICIDES: Atn~IHILATION AS THE ANSWER
"Hold therefore Angelo--
In our remove be thou at full ourself.
Mortality and Mercy in Vienna
Live in thy tongue and heart."
--Shakespeare, Measure for Measure--
Duke vincentio's charge to Deputy Angelo--to clean
up and restore to order a sinful and lawless Vienna--is
echoed in the charge Cleanth Siegel, self-appointed and
unlikely Messiah of "Mortality and Mercy in Vienna,ll takes
as his own. Siegel inhabits the twentieth century Wasteland,
symbolized in this early story by a microcosmic party of
decadents, a symbol which will emerge often in later works:
he soon discovers one possible response to that blighted
world. In UMorta.lity and Mercy in Vienna,fI which introduces
the Hachel of V. as well as a fascination with T. S. Eliot,
Wittgenstein, Jewish/Catholic schlemihls and pigs, the
author sets fort.h a theme which will echo throughout the
subsequent. novels~ t.hat of annihilation as one alternative
to the void. Although other often-recurring motifs are to
be found here--Joseph Slade point.s out technology and its
relationship to human activity, paranoia as a method of
reconstructing a chaotic world and the assumed moral
18
superior i t.y of primitivsovereivilizedl........the theme of
Apocalypse and death as an answer to the Wasteland figures
primarily and will 100m large in Pynchon' s follo\<ling works.
At the out.set of fl!IIJortality and Mercy in Vienna,"
the Benny Profane prefigurer, Cleanth Siegel, recently re-
turned from the Navy to work on an unnamed Washington commis-
sion, finds himself as host-ny-forfeit to a gathering party
upon the mysteriously abrupt departure of the actual host,
David Lupescu.. Wit.h the t.wo being but "slight.ly flawed
mirror images,H 2 Siegel is immediately established as
Lupescu's Doppelganger and is welcomed as n a sign ..... a
sign and a deliverance" (Mortality, 198). Lupescu tells
Siegel that he, David., has been a bot.t.led genie ffcentury
after centurYI unt.il Sieqel, fisher of souls, pulls t.he
cork
"
(~iortality, 199). The confused Cleanth, thus early
established as savior by this and other allusions to Christ.,
does not yet realize how fully he will fulfill his new role.
That more deliverance is to follow is hinted at in Lupescu's
remark: \I 'Only a matter of time • .. .. Tonight. Of course.
Why.. Why not.' If (l"lortality I 199).
The fleeing freed genie admonishes Siegel that as
t.he new party host l he will be a trinity: neal receiver of
1Joseph Slade, Thoma~ pynchon, iters for 70's
Series (New York: Warner Paperback Library, 1974), p. 24.
2Thomas Pynchon, ilMortali ty and l-1ercy in Vienna t it
~2£~t 9 (Spring, 1959), 197. Hereafter cited as Mortality.
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guests • • • (b) an enemy and (0) an outward manifestation
for them, of the divine body and blood" (Mortality, 199).
If further allusions solidify Cleanth's redeemer role,
Lupescu's parting comment establishes Uthem U as the natives
of the Wasteland jungle. When asked his destination, the
departing former host cries: "'The outside .... out of the
j ung Ie' If and abandons the novice with the words If' r4istah
Kurtz--he dead'lI (Mortality, 199). At this point, an under-
standing of Pynchon's references to Joseph Conrad is crucial
to an interpretation of flMortality and ftlfercy in Vienna."
Lupescu has said that the inside, the soon-to~be
party world, is a jungle, fll-tistah :Kurt.z' SN jungle, in which
the "merry dance of death • • • goes on in a still and
earthy atmosphere as of an overheated catacomb;" Conrad
describes it as abounding in fl streams of death • .. • ~l-te
extremity of an impotent despair .. lf3 A land of "a treacher-
ous appeal to the lurking death, to the hidden evil, to
the profound darkness of its heart, tl 4. it seet.hes wi th an
unbreathably vile atmosphere. The nature and the relation-
ship of Congo to party jungle is thus ominously established.
~~en Mistah Kurtz/Siegel suddenly inherits the party jungle,
he ins to act as host to the arriving natives ..
JJoseph Conrad, t of Da£kn:ss: A~ Authoritative
Text, Backgro~~ds ~~ so~rces, Essay~ 1ncrit1clarn, A Norton
Crifical EdItion, ed. Robert Kimbrough (New York: .. w.
Norton and Co .. , 1963), p. 14.
4Conrad, p .. 33.
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Receiving his guests one by one, Cleanth finds that
they are decadent; for them, being "a little neurotic • • •
is like being a little bit pregnant" (Mortality, 203).
Alienated and depraved, they are residents of Washington,
D.C., the first of many tourist lands which will appear
throughout Pynchon's works, and the aut.hor makes it clear
that tourist lands are spiritually arid and devoid of true
humanity, for their inhabitants live with appearances only
and understand no more than surfaces. Siegel wondexa "how
in the hell it was possible for anyone to sink roots" in a
place like tAlashington "unless it had nothing to do with the
place at all and was a question of compulsion" (!'1ortality,
202). Although uneasy and unwilling to think about it too
seriously, he knows ~1at cities scarcely vary, that be it
~Qj'~'Lidge, Swampscott, Boston or Washington, the golden
ru in any land is "Screw the Sergeant before 'Be
'\'nlZiC2>," that it is "fun to manceuvre" and
ive on being manipulated (Mortality, 197). If the
individual tourists vary, the types are constant (Mortality,
19B), and Siegel soon discovers that these party-goers are
as empty as their land.
Composed of such members as a young girl whose first
words to Siegel comprise a sexual proposition, "a chorus of
roaring bOYS, chanting dirty limericks" ( tality, 200-01),
a woman who has a compulsive habit of picking up men wherever
she goes," Lnce players and drunken sailors" and "Goddamn
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.. • .. sexmachines lt ('Mortality" ,guests center
attention on backstabbing conversation, booze
loveless sexual entanglements.. Devoid of moral values"
these natives are truly Kurtz' s tibrutes .. ff
Conrad writes that in lturtz's
tants "'were all 'i;,raitinq ...... for something ......
the only thing that ever came to them was disease ..
They beguiled the time backbiting intriguing against
each other in a foolish kind of way .. uS l'?ith own
inhabitants doing a similar , it is not long before
Cleanth sees in natives and his jungle $lthe anatomy of
a disease more serious than he had suspected: the badlands
of the heart .. ... that heightened hysterical edginess of
that sort of nightmare it is possible to have where your
eyes are open and everything in the scene is familiar, yet
Where, flickering behind the edge of the closet door, hidden
under the chair in the corner is this je ne sais quoi de
sinist~e which sends you shouting into wakefulness"
(Mortality, 205) .. Before the evening's end, Siegel will
realize the extent to which the disease has progressed, the
extent to which it has created the terminal soul-sickness of
his guests.
In his more realistic moments, the host sees himself
as merely another of the natives, thinking it absurd that
of Darkness, pp. 24-25.
nhe should ever have regarded himself as any kind of healer n
(Mortality, 195-96); he is simply another cog in the mean-
ingless tiashington machinery who pops vit.umin B pills to
ward off frequent hangoversl'carrtes a briefcase of in9ig-
nificantcontents,endures an inconsequential career and
follows nan obscure but clearly-m.a.rked path through. a jungle
of distrainments and affadavits and deposit-ioneD (Mortalit.y,
195)... Yet.I prompted by Lupescu1s admonition, encouraged
of priest capable of 9iving his flock absolut.ion... Since
Lupescu was the only oneaf the soul....sick crew considered
well, and since Siegel appears to
by slow stepsI beq.ins to see himself as the only whole among
many fragments.
Seen by the natives as possessing a priest-like
quality of compassion, the host is coerced into listening to
a series of confessions, Lucy's being the first, and nit was
as if she had said, 'Bless me father, for I have sinned'ft
(Mortality, 203). At this time and in this setting, Siegel
becomes receptive to the penitent approaches of the people.
As the party progresses, or regresses, the bedroom, the
"place for listening to bent souls,fl begins to look like
II some perversely-decorated confessional fl (~1ortality, 206),
and Siegel, finally admitting that he is no longer sure he
isn't David Lupescu, becomes "for the moment, a father
,~-
201). C1eanth suddenly realizes that his parting comment
"had been no drunken witticism: but that the man really had,
like some Kurtz, been possessed by the heart of a darkness u
(Mortality, 212). And Cleanth Siegel, suffoc.ating in that
infectious darkness, finds himself faced with his own choice
of nightmares.
Siegel perceives that if his choice is to be salva-
tion for these natives and this jungle, more drastic measures
must be taken. Another role must be assumed. He, therefore,
begins /3, process which, if necessary, is dangerous "because
in the course of things it was very possible to destroy not
only your f but your as well" (Mortality, 210). L
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Blicero in ~ray'ity·s Rainbow, Siegel begins to see
"every true god must be both organizer and destroyer. n G
is neCessary to cleanse the jungle, and the
self....assignedsavior undertakes to accornplish it. He chooses
to set into motion an ultimate act of mortality mercy.
Discarding his role as father-confessor, Siegel
the garb of savior. He takes upon himself the task of
healer, and IIfor a healer ...... there is no question of
balance sheets or legal complexity" (Ivlo r t a l i t y , 196).. If in
Eliot's barren Waste Land, the Fisher King guards the
talisman and has the power to restore health and life to
his land, Siegel, linked also to the Fisher King several
symbolic references, realizes in himself a similar potential:
to believe that he really does have Uthe power
work for these pariehoners a kind of miracle, to bring them
a very tangible salvation. A miracle involving a hoet,
t:rue, but 1 no holy eUCharist" (Hortality, 212).
f on memories of dead sister, zeit the
doctor and his brother....doctor, the novice savior remembers
necessary relationship between real healing and death.
True salvation requires death.
In the Congo, the rule had been: nTransgression--
Lsbmen -bang~ Pitiless, tiless. t' B the on
6Thomas Pynchon, Grav.ity's Rainbow, paperback (New
York: Viking Press, 1973), p. 99. Hereafter cited as GR.
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n 7 ·d·· S' l' j. . •an· ~n ~ege. a ungle, too, the t~me has come for
restraint. Surveying the bestial humans who comprise
flock, he recognizes that "the horror~fI of their 1n-
degradation can only be atoned for through an
extreme act which he alone haa the power to bring to pass,
and as if it were he working for the International Society
for the Suppression of Savage Customs, his mind registers:
"Exterminate all the brutes!"
To carry out his ritual of redemptive ext.ermination,
the new savior makes use of an already--susceptible Ojibwa
Indian, Irving Loon. One of Pynchon's many paranoids, Loon
suffers from the historically-documented Windigo psychosis,
in which the sufferer becomes one with the cannibalistic
supernatural force, the Windlgo. t\fith the identification
complete, the Ojib\'la, having lived perpetually on the
desperate edge of starvation, sees all living things around
him as possible food sources in the form of fat, juicy
beavers. Knowing Loon to be in the grips of the psychosis,
Siegel decides: "Damn the torpedos • • • Full speed aheao n
(Mortality, 211) and Whispers the word which will incite the
paranoid Ojibwa to violence.. Having thereby initiated the
act of purification, Cleanth walks out on the Indian, who is
loading ammunition into a Bro~ming Automatic rifle.
Savior Siegel abandons the jungle to the cleansing
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the only one partaking of any body and blood, divine or
otherwise" (Mortality, 213). As he reaches the street,
Cleanth hears the screams, t.he breaking glass and the first
shots of the BAR. Vlliistling, he reassures himself with the
thought. that tlthere was really only one course to taken
(r"'1ortality,213). Redeemer/savior Cleanth Sieg'e1 finds his
choice of nightmares and decides for his flock that the only
chance for healing, for real absolution, for them and. for
their Wasteland lies in annihilation.. It is an alternative
to which Pynchon will return many times in his subsequent
works.
By the time ~~ is published r however f Pynchon be-
lieves that the demand for saviors has lessened somewhat,
for man has assumed the task of annihilation en masse.. R.
~q .. B. Lewis ",rites that the author's brilliant v. is "a
novel quite literally about history and possibly about the
termination of human history.n 8 That history reveals a
• ~J. B .. s, "Days of
Essays in
lNe"1" Haven t
.:-..::;~~~~
Laughter , ,. in
and the
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universal dr towards , enoof it approaches
as man becomes more decadent and less than human.
or subconsciously, says Pynchon , contem-
porary man strives for otm annihilation.
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V. f ",rhich Bernard Berg-anz! describes as ~! a monument;
the possibilit.ies of dehurnanisation," 9 is in many re-
a novel about mass annihilation: although saviors
at intervals throughout its pages, the desire for
death is self-asSumed and has attained vast proportions. In
1959, when "Mortality and ~1ercy in Vienna" was published,
Pynchon envisioned a sick and blighted \'Jorld which had
crowned decadence king; Cleanth Siegel donned a redeemer
role and liberated his flock from that decadence. By 1963,
the tflorld had surpassed decadence, and V. reveals that man
1:9 without need of saviors, the drive for death being
communal and the task of annihilation self-imposed.. is,
in fact, the common obsession with death and destruction
~1hich has largely brought. into the irreversibly-
diseased vvasteland. Although v. is peopled with those who
opt for immediate release from a void world via suicide or
lesss
bent on achieving
reveals,,
as a 'Vlhole
.
r
Raynlond Olderman
an se in slow dying. he makes clear, and as
10
so aptly cowmented, that to
of the L"'V=L, p. 96.
"The Illusion and the Pess
A
Haven:
1'1 .. Olderman,
cy 1" in
in the. . teen
97 2r-;-p:--133.
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self-destruction, is comprised of t.hree stages: decadence I
a rejection of humanity; decline to the inanimate, which
manifests itself as a dead-alive state of 11ear.... inertness;
and annihilation, the final achievement of death.,
According to Pynchon .. man falls victim to decadence
when he no longer strives to retain his essentially
nature .. when he loses a valuable sense of self and disregards
th(~ \-:forth and dignity of other human beings and \<fhen he
willingly submits to the corruption and decay which char-
acterize this century .. In V., play director Itague explains:
decadence • • .. is a falling-away from human .. and
the further we fall the less
less hmuan, we foist off the humanity we lost on
inanimate objects and abstract theories. ~11 The growing non-'
humani which decadence denotes reveals itself in two major
ways: the inversion of love and the perversion of sexuality
the continuation and progressive gro't-lth of war , In bot.h
ins nces, love is subsumed by indifference or hatred, and
is viewed as an object .. something to be exploited,
or destroyed ..
to decadence, man then slips by
into inanimacy.. Denying the saving potential of
love human and treating everything in his world
Uy..~.. , V.. (1963; York: Bantam
Al1~ubsequent references to V.. will
edition.
1
Books, 1964), P* 3BO ..
to papernaCK
as an
our more
on
or
comes to
our
; is states the "Freudian death
seen as a subconscious ire to return to the
state from which man arose.11 1 4 By reduc himself
state
of death is nearly lIed
or sUbconsciously, tants of
e .1.o ma.n , 36Cool, II121:
(5eptemner, 1963), 259.
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the twentieth ce.ntury have retrogressed steadily down the
route to extinction. This first novel reveals on a univer-
sal scale the modern tendency t.o what Stephen Koch describes
as If the diminut.ion, oont.raction, and final extinction of the
impulses for life in the spirit. that no longer seeks it.s
natural values • .,15
If the history of mankind in t.his century reveals
the drift t.owards self-dest.ruct.ion, that death-drift. is
encapSUlated in the career of Lady v... A dest.ructive and
dying force, V.' s purpose is to est.ablish "a colony of the
Kingdom of Death" (v., 386), and her decadence and motivating'
obsession with the inanimate point. up the end which awaits
us all.. In this first. novel, annihilation wears the face of
V ...
In all of her manifestat.ions and disguises, V. is
allied with death and destruction. She is associated with
conspiracies, riots and war and is always on hand to encour-
aqe the havoc.. V. is rwnored t.o have served as the lucky
mascot for the Mahdists at the Siege of Khartoum in 1884
(V.. , 364), wea.rinq thenceforward an ivory comb in the shape
of five crucified SOldiers, a momento of the t.ortures
inflicted upon the Mahdi's British. prisoners.. In Egypt,
during the 1998 Fashoda Crisis, she engages in a young and
crude M.ata Hari routine (V., 362), causinq the death of an
15stephen Koch, "Imagination in the Abstract,"
Antioch , 24 (Summer, 1964), 257.
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old spy. In Florence in 1899, she dabbles in espionage and
is enraptured by "the spasms of wounded bodies, the fair of
violent death" (V.. , 192) occasioned by the bloody riots ..
V.. appeaz'a on Malta at the beginning of t.forld War I,
becomes intimate with the poet-militant, D'Annunzio, and
the soon.... to-be-dictator, Mussolini, and remains on the
island for the 1919 June Disturbances, an accomplished and
incredibly cruel veteran of international intrigue. She is
on hand at the occasion of the 1922 Bondel uprising in
South-West Africa, in itself a recreation of the 1904 pogrom
initiated by the German von Trotha.. Most probably, V..
lives in Germany during the early years of Bitler, although
she is also rumored to be inciting chaos in Spain and Asia ..
She witnesses the World War II bombing of Malta and, if
Herbert Stencil is correct, is present to usher in the
debacle of the Atom 130mb and the Cold War. Without political
preference and connected with hints of Apocalypse and Arma-
geddon, V.' s etiology is war (V.. , 362); her habitat is the
state of siege (V.. , 50) J her way is absolute upheaval (V.,
458).
In addition to her linkage with war, VO"s debasement
of sexuality and her perversion of love also associate her
with destruction.. At age nineteen she is a rationalizing
prostitute with a history of four illicit affairs, her
support thereaft·er maintained by a host of men, from a wine
merchant in A.ntibes, to a Polish cavalry lieutenant in
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Athens, to an art desierin Rome (V.. , 151) .. The mysterious
Lady is a deadly romantic partner; love with and for her
brings only destruction. In Paris in 1913, during an out-
burst of depraved cultural modernism, her lesbian-fetish
relat.1onship results in the gory death of the object of her
perverted desire. In 1919, she exploits Sidney Stencil's
love for her and brings about, if indirectly, the old
campa.igner's death. At Foppl f s Siege and in the guise of
Vera Meroving, she is a sado-masochist in the company of
the transvestite Lieutenant Weissmann, who has connections
with Adolph Hitler, as the teen-aged temptress-nymphomaniac,
Hedwig Vogelsang, her Itpurpose on earth is to tantalize and
send raving the race of man" (V., 221).. On Malta during the
second World War, V. is the totally corrupt transvestite Bad
Priest..
But V.. denotes something far more appalling than the
of perverted sexuality an.d love and the non-
humanit.y of war and violence. She is usomething bigger t.han
si.1nple insurrect.ion, biCJqer than a single count.rytt (V .. , 161);
she is t.he sometiling monst.rous whioh has been building
t.hroughout. hist.ory (V., 362), the something which fit.s in
wi th One, the century's mast.er cabal If (V., 210).
R. W.. B.. Lewis states: ltV. is of course t.he dark lady of
apocalypse .. .. .. She is Satan himself in the guise of
the Whore 0·£ Babylon, let. loose upon an apostat.e world to
hurry, enlarge, and direct. the qreat catastrophe; and t.o
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embody and symbolize it in her own being, her own very
body .. .. .. .. Wherever she walks, there are apocalyptic
tremors .. ,,16 Concisely, The Ultimate Plot Which Has No t,Jame
(V... , 210) for which she is the harbinger is t.he plunge to
annihilation brought about: by a decline to the inanimate ..
Her personal history discloses what Lewis terms Il'the delib-
erate and systematic reicization of mankind: t.."le trans·forma-
tion of persons not so much into machines as into sheer
motionless things. tl 1 7
By the first years of the twentieth century,
Victoria Wren has become soulless, determined purely by her
clothes and accessories (V., 375). l-1entally fixed on the
year 1913, Herbert Stencil refleets on the then nameless
woman: "Victoria was being qradua.lly replaced by V.; some-
thing entirely different, for which the young century had
as yet no name.. We all get involved to an extent in the
politics of slow dying, but poor Victoria had become inti-
mate also with the Things in the Back Room" (V .. , 336).
Irving Feldman states that throughout her career, Victoria
uhCle become progressively more reified, political, deracin-
ated, defeminized, 'anti-life,' fetishistic, abstract,
nameless, has becom.e, in short, V.. ",,18 and the character of
1 of the Word, p. 230.
17 of the Word, poO 232 ..
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the Lady of shifting identities symbolizes an undeviating
decline into inanimacy.
V.'s symbiotic and destructive relationship with
Melanie reveals her reversionanct drift to'l/lards annihilation,
for lIt.he Kingdom of Death is served by fetish....constructions
like V.' s , which represent a kind of infiltration" (V.,
386). The V.-Melanie fetishism entails an infilt.ration of
the inert, wherein each is exploited as nothing real at all,
as purely an object of pleasure and desire (V., 379). Their
act of love is a penultimate step, and they anticipate the
day when "dead at last, they would be one with the inanimat.e
universe and wit.h each otherW (V., 385). As Melanie dies,
achieving the desired final state of inertness, V. flees
Paris for f'1:al ta, all the '11hile bending her st.eps surely
towa.rds becoming It a purely determined organism I an automaton,
constructed, only quaintly, of human flesh" (V., 386).
On Malta in 1919, Veronica Manganese is (presumably)
a thirt.Y""'nine-year-old semi-animate with "an obsession with
incorporat.ing little bits of inert matter'! (V., 459).
cont.ent clock-iris eye and the star sapphire
into navel, she desires a foot to complement her
tells S Stencil: II'! would so like
to have an entire foot that 1ifay, a foot of amber and gold,
with veins, perhaps, in intaglio instead of bas-relief
.. .. .. if a girl could have, oh , a lovely rainbow or tY'ardrobe
of different-hued, different-si and -shaped feet.,n (V.,
136
459). By the time she returns to the island for World War
II, V. has acquired her coveted foot.
In 1922, V. has acbieved the status of Henry Adams'
Virgin turned diabolical and destructive Dynamo and, as
Edward l'iendelson say.s,. "embodies the transfer of allegiance
from the power that resides in the human and the living to
the power of the inanimate machine.,,19 In Veronica Manganese,
Kurt Mondaugen recognizes the unfathomable energy which
denotes mechanical dynamism: PIt was her inability to come
to rest anywhere inside plausible extremes, her nervous,
endless motion, like the countercrepitating of the ball along
its roulette spokes, seeking a random compartment but
finally making, havinq made, sense only as precisely the
dynamic uncertainty she wasil (V., 238). At age thirty-nine,
V. is the mechanical inversio,n of the Virgin, a symbol of
the non-human. Robert Golden states that she "represents a
new fe:ninine principle, one that finds its apotheosis in
violence and in threats of the final holocaust•••• v. is
finally a symbol of pure inanimateness, of t.he nothingness
of death .. 112 0
On Malta in World War II, v. apparently reaches
the final state of inertness and achieves the death she has
pursued. As the transvestite Bad Priest who preaches
lYlenae.LSon, "Pynchon ' IS Gravity," Yale
r 62, No .. 4 (SUInmer, 1973), 626.
-..:---
20"Mass Man and Modernism," p. 11.
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nihilism and inanimacy as the ultimately desirable state,
ahe is herself little more than an object. As Fausto
Maijatral witnesses her dismembertt'lent and the removal of
her artificial foot, star sapphire and false teeth r he
speculates that she maybe composed entirely of removable
parts: II Surely her arms and breasts could be detached; the
skin of her legs peeled away to reveal some intricate
understructure of silver openwork. Perhaps the trunk itself
contained ot.her wonders: intestines of parti-coloured silk,
gay balloon-lungs, a rococo heart t1 (V., 322). The onset of
another raid, which scatters the murderous children, denies
Fausto verification of his speculation.
In 1956, Herbert Stencil, who is and must be con-
vinced that V. survived the incident on Malt.a, visualizes
the saventy-six-year-old wOman as she must logically be, as
an object compoaed entirely of intricate and inter-working
inert parts, her:
skin radiant with th.e bloom of some ne't<l
plastic; both eyes glass but no,"" containing
photoelectric cells, connected by silver
electrodes to optic nerves of purest copper
wire and leading to a brain exquisitely
,,,,rought as a diode matrix could ever be.
Solenoid relays would be her ganglia, servo-
actuators move her flawless nylon limhs,
hydraulic fluid be sent by a platinum heart-
pump through butyrate veins and arteries.
Perhaps • • .. even a complex system of pressure
transducers located in a marvelous vagina of
polyethylene; the variable arms of their
tl\Theatstone bridcres all leadinq to a sing.Le
.,/ ...J' ~
silver cable which fed pleasure-voltages
direct to correct register of the digital
machine in her skull.. And whenever she smiled
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or grinned in ecstasy there would gleam
her crowning feature: Eigenvalue's
precious dentures. (V.. , 386-87)
stencil envisions V. as a pure automaton, the inevitable
dead po.int towards ""hich her life has inexorably moved.
What he does not see is that her personal history encap-
sulates and illuminates a universal tendency, for V.'s
obsession with death is the same which has motivated man-
kind, just as her nihilistic desires are t.hose \-Thieh have
directed the events of recent history.
Contained within the characters of V. is the nature
of all modern history, for in her the hothouse, the past,
and the Street, the riotous present and the dreamscape of
the future, are reconciled (v., 459). Raymond Olderman
maintains that she represents everythinq that has happened
and could happen in this century, all of which reveals an
obsession with death and a predictable future which can end
only in annihilation: "Annihilation is the nightmare of
the twentieth century, and it is perha.ps our Fa.te •• .. The
mystery of V.. is the mystery of why we pursue our own
destruction: it is the mys.tery of fact in the twentieth
century, which points repeatedly to the madness of
annihilation--not to the hope of love, but to the waste land
after the holocaust .. u21 Robert Golden states that in her
various disguises and manifestations, V" presages tithe
pp. 1241-125 ..
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future reign of nothingness which modern man, more than
half in love with his own destruction, desires1,,22 the
vision contained within the novel as a whole is, as R. liV. Be
Lewis comments, the reicization "of all humanity by its own
suicidal efforts--following the lead of its Satanic repre-
sentative." 23 V.'s progression through decadence and
inanimacy discloses on a personal scale the unswerving course
of twentieth century man.
Not di.ssimilar to the career of Lady V. and also
representative, in many ways, of the development of modern
man is the life of Hugh Godolphin. Traceable in his personal
history is a steady and voluntary movement towards his own
extinction, and causing those incidents to come to pass is
the repressed and, suhsequent.ly, actively manifested self-
destructive instinct inherent in mankind. From Vheissu to
his Southern Expedition, Godolphin unknowingly enacts a
suicidal inner drive.. By the time of the 1922 Siege at
Foppl's, the same instinct has been universally actualized,
and the campaign for death has become a fact of existence ..
Godolphin*s expedition to Vheiseu was a result of his
involvement at the Siege of Khartoum in 84.. Sent with a
squadron to relieve General Gordon, who had been engaged in
a campaign the Mahdist army, he was unprepared for
Man H.odernism," p .. 12 ..
:2 of Word, p e 233 ..
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the carnage he ~.1itnesaed there. Reviewing the incident for
the innocuous-appearing '\7i.ctoria Wren, he explains: " •I' d
seen some beastliness in my Oriental campaigning, but
nothing to match that • .. .. i\fhat the l-1ahdi had done to that
city. To General Gordon, to his men. I was having trouble
with fever then and no doubt it was seeing all the carrion
and the was te on top of that.. I 'titanted to get away, sud-
denly, it was as if a world of neat. hollow squares and snappy
countermarching had det.eriorated into rout or mindlessness· n
(V .. , 156). \i'Jhen the games of Empire and war suddenly
acquired t.~e status of barbaric slaughter and crucifixion,
a badly-shaken and demoralized Godolphin sought escape.
Seizing the opportunity to escort a ere,,! of eivil engineers
on a surveying expedition for the British Empire, the sea
in had hoped to leave the reality and memory of
encountered was an even more
terror which was
volcanoes '(,'1hien erupted to consume them every
UF'WT""':, it 'lias a of llbarbarity, insurrection,
internee feud" (V.. , 155).
But: the true horror of Vheissu,
in form of Vheissu.
found the nightmare land buried deep
a vast , dead cities, black rivers and
treacherous swamp Landa , beyond weeks' travel over moraine
of ice. A death region where human sacrifice
natives dwelled in cities'lrms s 11
It ins
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to remain with him, Godolphin found in its a.ppearance of
constantly-changing colors.. He remembers: "'The colors ..
So many colors ...... The trees outside the head shaman's
house have spider monkeys which are iridescent. They
change color in the sunli.ght. Everything changes. The
mountains, the lowlands are never the same color from one
hour to the next. No sequence of colors is the same from
day to day. As if you lived inside a madman's kaleidoscope.
Even your dreams become flooded with colors, with shapes no
Occidental ever saw.. Not real shapes, not meaningful ones ..
Simply random, the way cloudS change over a Yorkshire
landscape'" (V., 155). To Bugh, the country seemed to con-
sist of nothing real or meaningful. With its music, poetry,
laws and ceremonies composed of iridescent skin (v., 155),
Vheissu appeared to be nothing more than a raiment of random
and inconstant colors.
Captain Bugh's 1884 expedition was a horrendous
disaster. Of the thirteen who entered Vheissu, only three
returned: the second-in-command, who W8.S thereafter
rendered ..incurable and insensate·' and exiled to a rest
home (v., 168), a civil engineer, who immediately dis-
appeared from the face of the earth, and Godolphin, who
suddenly found himself fury-ridden. More than the feeling
of personal guilt over the expedition's death-toll, more
than the certain knowledge that he was not meant to leave
the mountains alive (v., 167), he was tormented by memories
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of Vheissu itself; he tells Victoria: ft'l dreamed of it,
half the time I lived in it. Itwouldn'1; leave me. Colors,
music, fragrances. No matter where I got assigned, I was
pursued by memories' II (V., 188). And the memory Which most
haunted Godolphin was the memory of the glittering skin;
the suspicion he could not dismiss was that Vheissu was
nothing but skin.
SUddenly bereft of his belief in God and trembling
on the brink of insanity, Godolphin undertook subsequent
missions so mad that he could only have been seeking his
own death. He admits: "'Who am I to know my own motives.
But I did foolhardy things. • •• things which did not have
to be done. The trek along the Barrier. The try for the
Pole in June. June down there is midwinter. It was mad-
n€HSS,n (v., 154) .. Madness or not, Godolphin made, in 1898,
a suicidal effort to determine What, if anything, existed
beneath the skin of Vheissu. In an insane venture to the
Antarctic, he sought deliverance from the tormen.ting suspi-
cion that he had discovered the t.ruth of life there: that
the iridescent. colors were it.s entirety, and the interior
was surface and nothing more. If his deliverance had been
death, it would have been less t.errifying than the under-
standing forced upon him at the South Polee
Godolphin felt compelled to reach the Pole, alone
and in the middle of winter. It. had to be the Pole, for,
as he tells Raf Mantissat t1 'l: had begun to thin.K that.
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there, at one of the only two motionless 'Places on this
gyrating ",Yorlo., 1: might have peaoe to solve Vheissu' s
riddle. ., • • I wanted to stand in the dead center
carousel, if only for a moment: try to ca;t.ch my bearings!l'"
(v., 189). Perhaps, he thought, at the absolutely still
point of the earth, he would find the answer to
opposite, the incessantly-changing, rapidly-shifting
Vheissu.
Digging through the ice of the most "entirely
less and empty place anyWhere on earthJt ('\1., 9) ,
Captain finally discovered the answer Vheissu's
and received confirmation of what lay her
recounts: "'Staring up at me through ice,
preserved, its fur still rainbow-colorro t was corpse
one of their spider monkeys. It was quite real; not Illite
the vague hints they had given me before.. • .. • A mockery
you see: a mockery of life, planted where everything
Hugh Godolphln Wl:UJ inanlmate.. with of course the implica....
tion .. .. .. The skin which had wrinkled through nightmares
all there had ever been. Vheissu itself, a dream ..
Of the Antarctic in this world is closest tOt a dream
of ion'" (V., 139-90) ..
was under surface of Pole;
the same null was beneath theskln
suspected, there waS no
ofin,
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and fluxing radiance, was, in its meaninglessness and mul-
tiplicity, nothing.. Max Schulz believes the word "Vheissu"
to be a pun on "Wie heiest du?" (What is your name?) .. 24
The name and the essence, Godolphin discovered, is
·'Nothing .. ,,25 Having uncovered the spider monk.ey, he
realized that the "Nothing" hesa"1 was the twentieth cerr-
tury and the sum total of life ..
The monkey itself was both a sign of life and a
mockery of h'lltrlan existenoe. Seeming to be animate, it was
not; the perfectly-preserved animal gave the appearance of
life and was dead, a oorpse. So horrifying was the lmplica-
tion for Godolphin--that monkey and man were of the same
essence--that he refrained from voicing it aloud. His
experience at the Pole compelled him to understand that his
obsession with Vhe1ssu was tla dream of ann1hil£1t10n,1t an
obsession with skin, inanimacy, not:hing--death. At the
Pole, Godolph1n was forced to realize his own self-
destructive nature, t.o confront the fact that his fascina-
tlon with Vheissu embodied. an inner desire, a need to
destroy.
In his 1898 Antarctic, Hugh Godolphin made a singu-
lar nihilistic discovery: he was granted a privat.e vlsion
24S1ack Humor Fict.ion of the Sixties, p. 11 •
•~..... ~._"..._.,... _.. ~_.M ... ,.- .. ..,_,-..~ --- ,,- " .. ,
251\1130, and certainly accordlng to Pynchon's inten-
tion, Vheissu can be :read phonet.ically as uV. is yOll,1t
\!Jhich concretizes the relationship bet\veen the fate of
Lady V. and the fat.e of cont.emporary man.
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of the void. Whether t.he spider monkey was actual or
imagined, the understanding gained as a result of its per-
ceived appearance was personal; as the Captain tells his
confidant, Raf Mantissa: "'If it were only a hallucination,
it was not what I saw or believed I saw that in the end is
important. It is what I thought. What. truth I came to'tf
(v., 190). Whether Vheissu existed outside the mind of
Hugh Godolphin was similarly unimportant, the personal per-
ception of a skin 'World and an inner drive being meaningful •
If Raf can understand and, finally, share in Hugh's private
vision, it is only because, Charles Harris insists, his
obsession with Botticelli's "Birth of Venus" is an obsession
with inanimacy which reflects his own sublimated death
26
wish: it is also " a gaudy dream, a dream of annihilation"
(V., 193). voiceless, her surface flooded with motion and
color, she is tina less than Rafael l'1.antissa' s entire lovell
(V., 194).
So devastating was the Captain's discovery of the
nothingness of life and his own repressed potential that he
was content to let the Foreign Office suppress his findings
about Vheiss.u-",usomething so vast and terrifying" that its
name should not be spoken aloud (V., 180)--and the BritiSh
government to publicize his Southern Expedition as a failure.
Godolphin. refused to allow his personal revelation to be
made public, explaining to Raf: n'I had thrown away a sure
p. 87.
2 of the
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knighthood, rejected glory for the first time in my career
••• because of what I found waiting for me at the Pole l tl
{V .• , 189).
His concealment of the horrific discovery arose
partly, he guessed, from humanitarian instincts, from a con-
cern for the consequence a public announcement would have.
Godolphin wondered: "Did he owe it to them, the lovers of
skins, not to tell about Vheissu, not even to let them sus-
pect the suicidal fact that below the glittering integument
of every foreign land there is a hard. dead-point of truth
and tha.t in all cases--even England I s ....-it is the same kind
of truth, can be phrased in identical words? n (V., 169). At
all times, in all lands, the truth will be: lilt was Nothing'
I saw" (V., laB), and Godolphin, who alone knew the magni-
tude of control the burden of such a truth demanded, feared
that it was too much and too maddening for the human race
to endure. Vheissu remained a private annihilistic dream.
By the time Hugh Godolphin appears in 1922 at
FOpplls Siege Party, however, "even nihilism, once a private
affair of the romantic queste.r,. has become public property .... 27
His personal quest for death has been made universal and
actual, and the events which comprise the interlude bet.ween
1898 and 1922 reveal, as Robert Golden states, that uwhen
the ivate vision of nada of the nineteenth century becomes
27 lden, p , 7.
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the public property of the twentieth • the entire world
is threatened with annihilation. ,,28 The even.ts of the early
twentieth centur.y deprive Godolphin of his singular vision;
what was once personal has been made communal and common-
place.
Subsequent to Hugh's Antarctic expedition, the world
witnessed a war in which slaughter devolved from personal
combat to mass destruction.. Individuality vanished with the
millions of wounded and dead in the trenches, and the once-
singular dream. of annihilation was appropriated by a world
that began to seek death on an unprecedented scale.
Godolphin laments an irretrievable loss and explains to Vera
Meroving: "'If anything gave me my Vheissu it was the time,
the Pole, the service ••. But it.'s all been tak.en away
• It's fashionable to say the War did it. Whatever you
choose. But Vheissu is gone and impossible to bring back'fI
(V. j 229}T Vheissu was, he continues, "'a luxury, an
indulgence. ~qe can no longer afford the likes of Vheissu' fI
(V., 230) ..
The war, with the mass carnage of Amiens, Ypres,
JI.1arne, Verdun, r'ieuse-Argonne and Belleau wood., eradicated
individuality and the possibility of the entirely personal
ivate~ In 1922, Godolphin mourns: "'Everyone has an
Antarctic'" (V. j 224). When Vera Meroving protests that
28nMass Man and Modernism," p. B.
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humankind needs Vheissus and questions what will fill the
void left by their disappearance, Hugh replies:
'\What is already filling it. The real thing ..
Unfortunately•••• Whether we like it or
not that war destroyed a kind of privacy, per-
haps the privacy of dream. Conrad tted us • • ..
to work out three-o'clock anxieties, excesses
of character, political hallucinations on a
live mass, a real human population. The
discretion, the sense of comedy about the
Vheissu affair are with us no more, our
Vheissus are no longer our own, or even con-
fined to a circle of friends; they're public
property. God only knows how much of it the
world will see, or what lengths it will be
taken to. It's a pity; and I'm only glad I
don't have to 1 i ve in it too much longer .. II
(V., 230)
A nineteenth century private dream is twentieth century
actuality, and Tony Tanner states: "It is part of the in-
tention of the book to suggest that the world may now be
engaged in making actual a mass dream of annihilation, sub-
29
mitting reality to a nihilistic fantasy .. "
In l89B, Godolphin wondered what evil had created
Vheissu (V., 190). In 1922, he understands that the evil
which made the universal void a reality is man's desire for
death, which manifests itself in the pursuii: of un-
paralleled decadence and the drive for inanimacy. He
realizes, and V. reveals, states Tanner, that "twentieth
century man seems to be dedicatinc himself to the annihila-
tion of all animateness on a quite unprecedented scale, and
9
29 TOnY Tanner, "Caries and Cabals," in City of
eNe,,,, York: Harper and
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",lith quite unanticipated inventiveness.,,30 The evil is
,\'i]ithin man himself, insists Richard Lehan, in his decadent
and deliberate fall from humanity and animacy and in his
"giving himself to monster machines and m.onster systems
that guarantee the lifelessness of a Vheissu.,,31 Vheissu
was born when humanity became a non-hu..man, actively destruc-
tive mass detennined to destroy.
If Godolphin believes that the arrival of the
universal Antarctic void followed directly upon the heels
of the war, Foppl and Lieutenant Weissmann were granted a
preview of its reign during the days of von Trotha and the
Great Rebellion of 1904-07 in Sout~-West Africa. Incited by
the White appropriation of their cattle and livelihood, the
black Hereros and Hottentots rebelled against the Gennan
administration. General Lethar von Trotha, who had demon-
duX" Chinese and East African campaigns "a
certain expertise at suppressing pigmented populations" (v.,
227), was sent to Africa to quash the revolt. In t of
1904, general issued I'Vernichtungs ,
Annihilation Orders, and systematic extermination ensued.
:By von Trotha's instructions, the Herero population
by 64,870, the Hottentot population by 10,000
3
of ~~~, p. 158.
31 Lehan, U]\1an and His Fictions: Ld son ,
Pynchon, Heller, and Barth,rI in ~ 9ang~rou~Crossin2
( : Soub~ern I a Un1.versfty Press, 1973),
p .. 162,.
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and the Berg-Damaras by 17,000. In one year alone, von
Trotha himself was ftreckoned to have done away with about
60,000 people. This is only 1 per cent of six million, but
still pretty good" (V., 227). If the statistics of the
1904-07 German campaign did not approach those of the 1939-
45 genocide, it was an undeniable beginning, with von Trotha
its undisputed master.
During the 1922 uprising of the Bondels, Poppi re-
flects on the days of von Trotha. He reme~bers the
hanging, clubbing and bayoneting of the blacks who could
not resist;- the uVernichtungs Befehl" were destined to be
accomplished utterly, for few of the Hereros were armed,
and fewer possessed operable rifles or ammunition, while
the Germans were equipped with Maxun and Krupp guns as
well as howitzers. Foppl wistfully recalls incidents of the
imationt the "sleeping and lame burned en masse in their
pontoks, babies tossed in the air and caught on bayonets,
girls approached with organ at the ready, their eyes filming
over in anticipated pleasure or possibly only an anticipated
five more minutes of life, only to be shot through the
head first and then ravished, after or course being made
aware at the last moment that this would happen to them U
(V ~, 245).
Under the sanctions of the general, Foppl was able
to unleash his own repressed destructive instincts; his
desire ror death was allowed to surface and take rorm, and
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for this freedom he was ind.ebt.ed t.o von T'rotha.. lie explains
to Kurt Mondaugen: n 'I loved the man • .. • He taught us
not to fear. It's impossible to describe the sudden re-
lease.~ the comfort, the luxury t when you kne\'l you could
safely forget all the rote-lessons you'd had to learn about
the value and dignity of human life..... Till 'We've done
it, we're taught that it's evil. Having done it,. then's the
struggle: to a.dmit to yourself that it's not really evil
at all. That like forbidden sex it's enjoyable'll (V .. , 234).
Under the orders of Lothar von Trotha, Foppl \'las allowed to
abandon his morality and flee his humanity ..
Lieutenant Weissmann, too, remembers the teachings
and techniques of the German general with melancholic
nostalgia and cherishes the feeling of exhilaration and the
spontaneous release from guilt the systematic slaughter
afforded, for, as a young trooper during the 1904 uprising,
he had learned usuo.ply not to be ashaaed , Before you dis-
emboweled or whatever you did with her to be able to take a
Herero girl. before the eyes of your superior officer, and
stay potent.. Al1d talk with them before you killed them
~.rithout. the sheep's eye, the shuffling, and pricklY....heat of
emba.rrassment" (V., 239). Under the license of "Tarfare,
vleissmann was able to give vent to his latent destructive
tendencies, to transform his ot..rn fascination "lith death
into visible aetion ..
During one very ordinary incident, weissmann received
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a Cleanth Siegel-like illumination which further legiti-
mized his actions during the Rebellion.. When a shackled
Hottentot presumed to attack a German trooper, he was sub-
dued by the cus·tamary castration and clubbing, his reIn.aine
be.ing left behind for the vultures and flies.. But rather
than feeling annoyed at the captive and bored at the
thought of having to repeat the act of murder incessantly,
~ieissmann was struck for the first time by a peculiar sense
of peace, nan odd sort of peace, perhaps like what the
black was feeling as he gave up the ghost l ' (V., 245).. For
the lieutenant, "things seemed all at once to fall into a
pattern: a great cosmic fluttering in the blank, bright
sky" (v .. , 244), and he understood that he and the Hottentot
and every other black he would kill thenceforward comprised
a very unique relationship, were two halves \'lhich cohered
into a whole through the single act of murder.
issmann SUddenly perceived that bet1illeen the slayer
and victiJ:n existed a unique bond \'ihich "had only to do \'lith
destroyer and the destroyed and the act which united
+oP,ow, If (V.. r 245). In each individual act of murder, 1j",reissmann
was the role savior, and each black \\1'as 9ranted
iverance; the death one desired to inflict, the other
to receive.. Inherent in the cotnbination of roles
\'faa a II t functional agreement I • • • operational sympathy"
(V., 243). Each, in fulfilling the other's personal need,
was a necessary counterpart in an intimate and private
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gesture. With this .revelation, each subsequent act of
murder assumed a special sigrnificance for Weissmann.
In 1922, he remembers 'II1ith fondness those moments of
intimacy and mutual reward:
Returning fron'! the t'iaterberg with von Trotha
and his staff, they came upon an old "loman
digging wild onions at the side of the road.
A trooper named Konig jumped down off his horse
and shot her dead: but before he pulled the
trigger he put the muzzle against her forehead
and said, ttl am going to kill you. fl She
looked up and said, ttt thank you." Later, to-
wa.rd dusk, there "las one Herere> girl, sixteen
or seventeen years old, for the platoon: and
Firelily's rider was last. After he'd had
her he must have hesitated a moment between
sidearm and bayonet. She actually smiled then;
pointed to both, and began to shift her hips
lazily in the dust. He used both. (V., 246).
Firelily's rider understood that for the African blacks,
mort.ality was the mercy of life, and by the time he emerges
as Captain Blicero in Gravity's Rainbo,\-J', the private
annihilistic dreams of anola onion-picker and a young
Merero girl have evolved not only into the deliberate
attempt an African people at racial suicide but into the
actual, ultimate achievement of a death-obsessed world.
As early as the final days of the 1904 pogrom,
was given hints of the t'\feria to come. When, after
three was fo to move to the African coast to
become a supervisor in a concentration camp, he discovered
that something so unique to the early years of the campaign
had been irretrievably lost; like God.olphin, recognized
that sibil of privacy vanished. ity
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had been destroyed in the masses of killings and the subse-
mas of prisoners. So many were the dead, the
soon-to-be vict.ims and the indistinguishable black faces in
the concentration camp that the meaningful one-to-one rela-
tionship which had imbued his earlier actions 'tr.ri t.h satisfac....
tion had been obliterated.
Scanning the camp's prisoners, ti'eissmann found that
he was It forced to look at them as a collection: know~ing
from statistics that twelve t.o fifteen of them died per day,
but. eventually unable to even wonder which twelve to
fifteen" (V., 249). The exterminat.ion effort had become
:routin and efficient, large-scale; the once-private act
of annihilation had been depersonalized totally, and the
lieutenant. sensed that the singular and the private were
.....,..·.,.,'rittll>''l'''': II a civilian Schachtmeister grovern-
'VIas one among t11any luxuries he'd had to
arsancron« luxury of ing able to them as iv1d....
even to one's concubines: one
a certain
for pleasure,
affair. They werea
no one save
smann's
t of the co~munal1ty of the
focus.
concubines could not be exclu-
, some purely for
too
the ive
off II (V., 250). t'\Te
concubine the
twentieth can
Although
1 s
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guarantee his solitariness of possession, he hid her and
manacled her to his bed, believing that eventually they
could bind themselves together in an isolat.ed, two-way
relationship, he being her owner, she being his cook,
house-cleaner, comforter and oompanion. But he soon dis-
covered that non that. foggy, sweating, st.eri1e coast there
were no owners, nothing owned. Community may have been the
only SOlution possible against such an assertion of the
Inanimate" (V., 253). Sarah was eventually discovered by a
neighboring pederast.ic soldier, who ravished her and then
o,ffered her t.o his plat.oon. When she committ.ed suicide as
a result, Weissmann knew that he 00'110. not reqain "the
luxury and abundance that had. vanished. (he feared) with
von Trotha l l (V., 251) and was oonfronted with the faot of
an object. world he had helped bring into being.
As the lieutenant left the Afrioan ooncent.ration
camp to head inland, he understood fully and finally that
non-human massness had beoome the essence of existence.
Death had been made a pUblic affair, and it would there-
If a season like the Great Rebellion ever oame
to him again, he feared, it could never be in
that same personal, random array of picaresque
aots he was to recall and celebrate in later
years at best furious and. nostalgicI but rather
with a logic that chilled the comfortable
perversity of the heart, that subst.ituted
oapability for character, deliberate scheme for
political epiphan.y (so incomparably African) J
and for Sarah, the sjambok, the dances of deat.h
between Warmbad and KeetInanshoop, the taut
haunches of his Firelily, the black corpse
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impa.led on a thorn tree in a river swollen with
sudden rain, for these the dearest canvases in
his soul's gallery, it was to sUbst.it.ute the
bleak, abstracted and for him rat.her meaningless
hanging on which he now turned his back, but
which was to backdrop his ret.reat until he
reached the Other Wall, the engineering design
for a world he knew with numb leeriness nothing
could now keep from becoming reality. (V., 254)
As sentimental vet.eransof the Great. Rebellion, both
weissmann and FOPpl behold the 1922 uprising of a handful
of Bondelswaartz with exhilaration and optimism: it is, t.hey
believe, t.heir opportunity to retrieve and relive the days
of von Trotha, t.o "recreate t.he Deutscn-Siidwestafrika of
nearly twenty years ago,. in word and perhaps in deed" (V.,
223). But soon into Foppl's Siege Party, they realize that
so total and irreversible are the changes since 1904 t.hat it
cannot be done.
With 'JDies Irae n echoing throughout the sealed-off
house, with the unending routine of drunkenness and gluttony,
flaunted sexual perversion and transvestitism, indiscrimin-
ate sjamboki.ng, hanging and murderi.ng of Bondele, a "soul-
depression,n a something more than decadence defines each
guest.. Foppi and his companions are "dehumanized and
aloof .. .. .. the last gods onearth fl (V .. , 260).. Having
slipped from humanity, they approach inanimacy.
The depravity of Foppl's void-world is so absolute
that Vera Meroving exclai.ms to Godolphin with delight:
''''This Siege.. It' s Vheissu.. It' s finally happened PI (V.,
230).. But the eighty-year-old Captain knows that this void
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is not his Vheissu. His Vheissu was III personal obsession.
His Antarotic vision embodied one man's fascination with
deat.h: t.he Siege Party revealea common iSeeking. Discon-
solate at the pUbllc appropriation of his private dream,
Godolphin resolves; "'Now:t have to go back, it.'s that
simple. I'm be.ginning to think t.hat if I can qet through
our siege party I shall be quite ready for anyt.hing the
Antarct.ic has for me'" (V., 223-24). Unfortunately, in 1922
the road to Vheissu has been worn away, and return is
impossible. Godolphin £ina.lly succumbs and taint.s his
private dream with common aotuality. He is last seen, havinq
exchanged clothing with v., dancing around a hanging Bondel,
sjamboking him as he turns.
Foppl, too, fails of his efforts to bring back the
glory of the abat.toir of von Trot.ha. At the outset of the
Siege, he attempts to assume his one-time savior role, to
force a re"enactment of that unique slayer-victim relation-
ship, telling a soon-to....be-delivered Bondel: It 'Like Jesus
ret.urning to earth, von Trotha is coming to deliver you.
Be joyful; sing hymns of thanks.. And until then love me as
your parent, because I am von Trotha's arm, and the agent
of his will t f1 (V .. , 222).. The occasion of an aerial bomb1.n.g
of a group of unarmed Bondel men, 1;'\1'Omen and children forces
him to recognize, however, that the unity wbich once in-
fused the act of murder with significance has heen shattered ..
All of Foppl r s quests watch the impersonal,
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distanced aerial slau.ght.er silently and breathlessly from
t.he rooft.op, fo·r "no one on the roof wanted to miss any
sound of death t.ha.t should reach them" (V., 256). The
complete success of the bombing mission inspires nothing
more than another in an endless series of riotous celebra-
tions. The special relationship between destroyer and
destroyed has been lost, itself destroyed by community and
conventionality. Annihilation is routine, common fact and
common property.
In 1922, the prospect of annihilation is universal.
In attendance at Foppl's void-world are Germans, Dutch,
English, Italians, Austrians, Belgians, Russians, French,
Spanish and Poles, I'all creating the appearance of a tiny
EuropEuln Conclave o,r League of Nations l ! (V .. , 217).. Fopp1' s
Siege Party is the world, and Lt. ~1eissmann is granted the
knowledge that "the world is all that the case Ls" (V .. ,
259). t4'hat he sees at Foppl' a is what is and will be.
tlJhen 'lJeissmann next appears as Blicero in Gravity's
Rainbo,"l, his prophetic fears about the irretrievable loss
of that flpersonal, rand.om array of picaresque acts" are ful-
filled... Death becomes the ultimate massed affair as the
world achieves the annihilation towards which its intensest
enerqies have been directed. Although Blicero manacles
Gottfried, binds him in a. dog collar and subjects him to
every conceivable perversion and humiliation, cannot
retrieve that forever-lost relationship between the
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de.stroyer and. the destroyed.,. cannot truly infeot the young
boy with his own dying.. That special intimaoy, that unity,
has vanished, for as Gott,fried soars in t.he V-2 over his
own parabola of d.eath,tI'Jeissmann/Blioero is left. behind,
within the reign of gravity, to await the Oven and the
Destiny he has engineered.
The Great Rebellion and Foppl's Siege Party are only
two examples in V. of what Pynohon sees as modern man's
death-wishon a large and active scale.. Charles Harris
comments that, in this first novel, C1the implication seems
to be that all history is but a frenzied pursuit of a
nihilistic dream, that down the ravaged corridors of time
man has chased his own destruction, and that with each suc-
cessive crisis, each increasingly devastating war, man comes
one step closer to the apocalypse he seeks. To portray
this hist.orical death-drift Pynchon includes in V.. a host
of , riots, and sieges. ,,32 Among those included are
the Fashoda: and ~,,-~ Crises, the Fasching in Munich, the 1899
riot in Florence and the 1919 riot on Malta, references to
the Ru.sso-Japanese ~.var, t.he extermination of African blacks
in 1904 and 1922, the Sieqe of Khartoum and the Christmas
Siege of ~~iume in 1920, as well as the bombing of Halta in
World t~ar II and direct references t.o Hitler's genocidal
campaign again the Most of this violence is massive
p .. 87.
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and imperson.al and depicts the· twentieth century ma.ss move-
ment towards extinction.
To illustrate the same tendency ona smaller and
more recent scale, the author employs the vehicle of the
Whole Sick Crew, whose members R. W. B. Lewis describes as
"components of a familiar but more than usually repellent
world, a world on the far side of apostasy and already
doomed and judged .• 1133 The social and moral corruption and
the perversion of love and sex within the Sick Crew,
similar to the chaos and depravity at Poppl's, are estab-
lished characteristics of the twentieth century and are
indicative of man's present voluntary tilt towards death.
Max Schulz states that the ghost of annihilation haunts the
historical chapters and that the words apocalypse and holo-
caust echo throughout .. 34 As will be seen, the same ghost
haunts the pages of the Profane episodes.
Visible in the Profane chapters of V. is the same
menagerie of decadents and death-seekers which roams the
historical ones.. If distanced by geography and time, if the
names and faces have changed, the types are cons1:ant, a.nd
Herbert 51:enc11, who 1:raverses OO1:h realms, recognizes the
similarity and consistency. Cc:mtemplatinq his New York
acquaintances, he is reminded of the agglomeration of
3 of the~=;;;';";"'----' p. 228.
3 ~=~ Humor Fiction 2! the: Sixties, p .. 78 ..
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degenerates who have come alive in his V.....world:
for here was the Whole Sick Crew, was it not,
linked maybe by aSipec t r a 1 chain and rollicking
along ovez some moor or ot."ler.. Stenc·!l saw
here the same leprous pointililsm of orris
root, weak jaws and bloodshot eyes, tongues
and backs of teeth stained purple by this
morning f S homemade wine,· lipst.ick which it
seemed could be peeled off intact, tossed to
the earth to join a trail of similar jetsam--
the diselP.bodied smiles or pouts which might
serve, perhaps, as spoor for the next genera-
tion' sCrew.. . God.. (V., 276)
Stencil concludes that the history of man is not one
of improvement but duplication, if not deterioration. He
is convinced, like Rafael Mantissa, that "all men were cor-
rupt: history would continue to recapitulate the same
patterns fl (v., 145), and he considers the Whole Sick Crew
proof of his contention, for the lifestyle of the Crew
parallels the career of Lady V •• Positing regression to
inanimacy as the consuming sickness of the twentieth century,
David Richter statest ttFor the most part., the story of the
lady V. tells of the disease's inception and its progressive
character, while the Profane chapters tell of the stage
which it has reached by 1956, and indicate something of the
fU'ture." 35
The "Nothing" HUtj'h Godolphin discovered in 189B
flourishes in 1956 because of the Whole Sick Crew. A truly
diseased crowd more than a little reminiscent of Cleanth
350avid :H. Richter, "The Failure of Completeness:
Pynchonls V.. ,n in Faple's Completeness ar;d Closur(g .in
Rhetorical-jfiction(Chlcago: UnIversity of Ch:tcago Press,
i97;rr~-p~~104.. -
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Siegel's lost. flock, the Crew members, Irving Feldman oom.-
menta, are "deniz·ens of the Street, mostly New York in the
1950's, who live out. the Inanimate--rootless, frlqh.tened,
desperate, weary, want1ess,or cynical, they carom around
at random in the great gaudy pinball machine of the t.imes,
ringing up bizarre lights and grotesque soores, colliding
and drifting away t.o turn up again, predictably, in the
oddest holes. lt 3 6 Representat.ive of the human condition,
the Whole Sick Crew, whose name, R. W. B. Lewis sugge.st.s,
is adapted from the "sinful crew" Christ was dispatohing to
37Hell in Michael Wigglesworth's poem, has, in all areas,
nothing t.o offer.
From Pig Bodine, whose chief goal in life is "to
make a career someday of playing male leads in pornographic
movies'1 (V., 201), to Bloody Chiolitz, who prefers to manu-
facture instruments of war rather than children's toys (V.,
211), to racist-authoress, Mafia, who believes blacks, Jews
and immigrants suitable only for comic relief or villainy
(V., 113), to string-smoking Roony Winsome, who decora.tes
his apartment in Early Homosexual (V., 111), the Sick Crew
members are all IJproducts of a decky-dance n (V., 205), with
lives comprised of nothing more significant than drunken,
orgiastio parties, several dozen versions of Cheese Danishes,
indiscriminate sexual couplings and yo-yoinq, the Crew
Cool," p •. 259.
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members are engaged in "the Dance of Death brought up to
date" (V., 282) and are at horne in the void world they,
with their penchant fo·r anything that is life-denying,
foster. They are, as Raymond Olderman states, "wastelanders
right down to the bar they frequent, where 'Time, gentlemen,
please,' echoes from Eliot's waste land.,,38
Forced to live with surfaces because "there's
nothing inside I' (V., 347), the Crew-ites must impersonate
the identities they lack. With their conversations gleane.d
from Time mS·9azine, they converse in proper nouns and
expoundoD philosophical theories about which they know
nothing, allUding superficially to Sartre., tvittgenstein,
de Koonig, Ionesco and Varese, competing among themselves
to see whose combination of 'Words will sound most
intelligent, for ltdepending on hoW' you arranged the
1din9 blocks at your disposal, you were smart or stupid.
Depending on how others reacted, they were In or Out .••
sort of arranging and rearranging was Decadence" (V.,
271). Ii depleted, lethargic group of nlisfits, the Sick
Crew "does not live, it experiences. It does not create,
it talks about people who do" (V., 356). No less tourists
than Slegel's party....goers, the Crew-cro\'Jd is deracinated:
with no real turf of its own, it goes wherever it is heading
and belongs wherever it is.
3 p .. 135.
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Living as it does w:tth su.rf.a,ces.,. t.heSlck Cre\'l
experiences no meaningful relationships.. l!\Talkin9' the
streets of Ne,,, York, Esther Harvit.z mome.ntarily contemplates
the possibilities of menta,l telepathy; almost immedia.tely
she discards the id,ea: "She preferred not: to think about it.
There would be pO't4er in telepathy ,she thought, but much
pain" (v., 84) .. Est.her has no desire for true human in-
volvement or the sharing of another's peLn , Content to
St4in9 on a "long daisy chain of victimizers and victims,
screwers and screwees" (V. I 38), she, Raoul, Slab, Pig, Pu,
Charisma, Mafia, Profane, Rachel, Roony and the rest are,
asserts James Hall, "people trying to make alienation the
is of a hedonistic community. • • • they are beyond the
invent.ive stage of their movement~ their permissible choices
have been and circulated ••,39 The result of the
ification of love is that "it doesn't mean anything U
(V. r 26).
In Is Thomas Pynchon Telling Us?," Josephine
several characteristics of this century
Sick Crew exhibits: one of those relates
the inversion of love. states: "The degree to which
men women want each to ever-ready erotic tools,
ss nor love, is sign of sexual
39 J ame s
tion," Virginia
liThe New Pleasures of the !magina-
Review, 46 (Autumn, 1910), 604.
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hate .. n 40 The Crew fosters this hatred., for, to them., love
consists of empty and repetitious sex acts l' ",'Screwing five
or six times a night, everynlght ,with B, great. many
athletic, balf-sadisticwrestli.ng ho,10:6 thrown in" (V .. , 113) ..
Living in this community in Which surfaces suffice, Esther
has lost Esther, has become alienated from herself and
others, and it. is "thisalien feeling which had driven her
to bed~dth so many of the t'lhole Sick Crewl! (V .. ,. 90) ..
Similarly, after five years of a sterile marriage founded
shakily on sexual intercourse, Roony and Mafia Winsome are
still strangers l' remain '1\olhole selves, hardly fusing at all,
\oTi ttl no more emotional osmosis than lea.kage of seed through
the solid membzenea of con.traceptive or d.iaphragm that were
sure to be there protecting them" (V.. ,. 113).. In the Sick
cre'i"1 communit.y, "'there there is a dearth of human emotion
where the activities of daily life are directionless
Am,..,+-"!" life i ts.elf is at a low prem.ium ..
Esther finds herself uneiCpectedly pregnant,
easily persuaded that abortion is her best course of
action.. To her initial protest that abortion is murder,
the very pragmatic Slab respo:nds~ It 'Child, schmild. A
complex protein molecule, is all l u (V., 331). In addition,
a round tr to FI.'\TR,nR,. he tnaintains, would clearly estab-
lieh I!~sther as yo-yo champion. So convinci.ng are
Us?,"
Uendin i "V'J'hat Is Thomas Pynchon Telling
(March, 1975), 83.
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Slab's argument.s that Estheroonsents,and a very asrreeable
Siek Crew spont.aneously gatherstoget.he.r, ftoheerinsr, warm-
hearted, g.rinning ear to ear ,jiuioed" (V." 333) ,and donat.es
$295.00. Touched by the generosity of the group,. Esther
ascends, appropriately, to the toilet, where she makes a
moving acceptance speech.
So far beyond decadenoe are the Siok Crew members
and their cohorts who meander t.hrough the private sector of
V. that their drive for inanimacy is natural. Racbel
Owlgla.ss, with her erotic attachment to her MG, lives in a
world composed of nothing but ·'objects ooveted or valued"
(V., 18). Sitting in a rock quarry with Benny Profane, she
tells him to pretend that neither of them is real, only the
quarry and the rocks, when he asks Why, Rachel states
simply: '" Isn't that the world tfI (V., 17). Fergus
Mixolydian, whose life is financed bya foundat.ion grant,
prides himself on being the laziest man in New York and
becomes a true extension of his television set (V .. , 45),
while salad-maker Da Conno has no voice except that. of a
machine gun with which he mock-strafes his guest.s (V .. , 14) ..
Similarly, plastic-surgeon Schoenmaker, through
his obsession with introduoing inert. substances into the
face tl.nd elsewhere and his belief that beauty is not
inherent but. oan be bought and sold (V., 36), has aligned
himself with the inanimate. He espouses the same stance
for his patients, and after Esther receives her new nose
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from him-- n identioal with an ideal of nasal beaut.y estab-
lished by movies, advertisements, magazine illustrations.
Cultural hazmeny" (V., 91)--she reflect.s with pleasure upon
her union with inanimaoy, oonfe.ssing: It 'It was almost a
mystic experience. tfhat religion is it--one of the Eastern
ones--where the highest COndition we can attain is tbat of
an object--arock.. It was like thatJ I felt myself drift-
ing down, this delioious loss of Estberhood, becoming more
and more a blob'" (V., 93).
As well as any of the Sick Crew members, Benny
profane illustrates man's voluntary progression to the
inanimate and the desire for death. Not coincidentally,
Profane' a favorit·e bar is the Sailor's Grave and his old
ship the 80a.££01d. KnOWing that he has "one foot. in the
Grave anywayit (V., 2), Benny recoqnizes in himself an active
and deliberate death-wish (V., 15-16) and a fixation with
inanimate things. Although sometimes it seems to him that
II things never should have come this far l l (V., 397), his
actions and attitudes have encouraged the supremacy of
th.irtSls.. He strives to be an object rather than a human
being (V., 123), and he feels at home in a parking lot "sur-
rounded by his inanimate buddies from Detroit" (V., 334).
Dreading the recurring nightmares which foretell his
approaching disassembly, he simultaneously daydreams about
an all-electric woman: ""1aybe her name would be Violet.
Any problems with her, you could look it up in the
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maintenance manual. • • • Remove and replace was all f! (V.,
361). Benny Profane is an "inanimate sObmuckll(V., 199,
360) whose obsession may well be, as Don Hausdorf states,
"a masochistic drive towards chaos and perhaps 'extinc-
tion I 11 41 because he seems determined to destroy any vestiges
of life which rernain \olithin himself and his world.
Typifying Profane's desire to reduce the world to a
dead state are his flzapping'l dead all living things around
him (V., 22), his attempt to upiss n on the sun in an effort
to extinguish it, and his avenging Angel of Death ritual.
If the urinating gest.ure is ludicrous,. it is nonetheless
an action consistent with his charaoter: "(Inanimate ob-
jects could <'1.0 what they wanted. Not what they wanted
because things do not want; only men.. But things do what
they do, and this is why Profane was pissing at the sun) II
(v., 17). Charles Harris believes t.hat Benny possesses an
ambivalent desire for annihilation and states: "His
'pissinq at the sun' in an attempt to 'put it out for good
and all' ••• certainly smacks of nihilism, as does his
'Angel of neath' routine during whioh he marks 'the doors
of tomorrow's victims' not with blood but wi.th contracep-
tives, obvious symbols of sterility.,,42
4100 n Hausdorf, tiThomas Pynchon' a r1ultiple 1\bsurd-
ities,n Wisconsin Si:udies in CgntemPorary Literature, 7,
No.3 (Autumn, ~66), 260.
p. 86.
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Just how nihilistic Profane really is can also be
seen when he assumes his job as night. wat.chman at. Anthro-
reaearch Associates, ""here., says David Richter, "man has
become an object, something which exists to absorb X....rays,
gamma rays, and. neutrons on the one hand, or death-dealing
physical blows on the other. ,,43 At the outset of his job
as guardian for t.he plastic humans, Benny feels Ifacertain
kinship with SHOCK" (v., 265), and SHROUD tells him that he
and his fellow manikin are what Profane and everybody else
will be in the near future, since the human race hasn't. far
to go before achieving inertness, both machines and man are
without souls, and both only masquerade as humans (v., 274).
Don Hausdorf points out that SHROUD and SHOCI< do not
speak with. qu.otation marks, which leads him to .suggest that
fllike demons in Ha\'!1thorne tales I they •seem f to speak, and
\'lie are £t with two possible inferences·: the voices are
of some external truth, or they are Profane's own subcon-
scious prompt.ings.. Profane wonders at one point whether
was his guilty conscience, while in another chapter,
proclaims himself as Profane f s alter ego...-t<1hichstill
leaves the 'truth' open-ended, but suggests that both in....
ferences may be correct .. 1144 In either case, the voices
designate Benny Profane as inanimate kin, and although he
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seeks to deny that re.lationship, as will be seen in the
next chapt.er, he is of their kindnonethelees ..
Composed as SHROUD and SHOCK are of inert materials,
they represent the condition to"1aros which all ht.'l.1Ttani.ty is
moving. R.W. B. Lewis states that the "human impulse to
transmute live flesh into met.al or plastic and t.he scient.i-
fie ur96 toconst.ruct mechanical men are only the outward
signs of the slow deliberate and perhaps inexorable petre-
fa.ction of the human spir.it .. 1145 If, as SHROUD says, Hitler
initiated the movement, by turning millions of Jews into
pieces of lifeless junk, Benny Profane and his cronies have
contributed to the process and encourage its encroachment.
So closely do they approximate the purely mechanieal that
they all approach an apocheir (V., 26). The only possible
consequence annihilation.
The S Crew's ..... -and contemporary man's--unresisted
towards annihilation is brilliantly captured in Slab's
Danish
, ltCheese Danish #35. 11 On this canvas, the cheese
only a Small portion, positioned in one
10'\'J'er corner and impaled on a metal step of a telephone
pole. Prominently ""' ...... ,."layed on the landscape, which is an
ct+"r.::>ai'-, is one tree, perched. upon which is a gaudily-
colored bird.
Pear
bird and the tree represent the Partridge
~'rOD, the symbol Slab has chosen to replace the
4
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universal symbol of the Cross, a symbol of hope and salva-
tion. The artist explains his work to Esther:
I'The beauty is that it works like Ell machine
yet is animate. The partridge eats pears off
the tree, and his droppings in turn nourish the
tree which grows higher and higher, every day
lifting the partridge up and at the same time
assur.1ng him a continuous supply of food. It
is perpetual motion, except for one thing."
He pointed out a gargoyle with sharp fangs
near the top of the picture. The point of the
largest fang lay on an imagin.ary line projected
parallel to the axis of the tree and drawn
through the head of the bird.. "It could as
well have been a low-flying airplane or a high-
tension "lire .. • .. But someday that bird "Till
be impaled on the gargoyle's teeth, just li.ke
the poor cheese Danish is already on the phone
pole." (v., 263)
When Esther questions why the partridge doesn't flyaway
from the inevitable impalement, Slab responds: "'He is too
stupid. He used to know how to fly once, but he's for-
gotten'" (V .. , 263) ..
Although Slab denies that there is an intended
allegorica.l level to the painting, one such interpretation
is obvLoua , Man, like the partridqe, is capa.ble of vital-
ity and hwnanitYf he has the potential for animacy. But
he has allowed himself to become the machine, has forgotten
and forsaken the human instincts which would allow him to
escape the approaching death.. Inching towards chaos, he
sits idly on his perch, too stupid or too indifferent to
avoid his own im:rninent destruction.
Slab's I'ICheese Danish ij13S n portrays on canvas the
very truth Hugh Godolphin had discovered fifty-eight years
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earlier standing at the South Pole.. 'ti'Jhether acti.vely or
subcon.sciously, man is and has been in pursuit of death.
Josephine Hendin states: "Given our destru.ctiveness, our
need to kill, to sully life, our mission on earth •••
must be to celebrate the devil. 'Our mission is to promote
death.,,,46 By turning his nihilism outward, man has pro-
moted death so effectively throughou.t the years that what
was once one man's private dream is the twentieth century's
actual reward for unce.asing and unrivalled effort, Richard
Lehan asserts that tlif Vheissu is a final nightmare state
of human existence, man seems to have cooperated in his own
destruction, seems to have created the state of mind that
made a Vheissu an ultimate reality.1l 47 So painstaking and
determined has been the campaign for nothingness and death
that reversal of those efforts is now impossible.
In the midst of the 1899 rioting in Plorence,
Victoria Wren suggests to Evan Godolphin: "'Perhaps the
only radiance left is in Vheissu' tI (V., 185). To his reply
that life seems to go on in a sort of limbo, an inner king-
dom between Hell and Purgatory, and that there is no Via
del Paradiso anywhere in the Italian city, V. states non-
chalantly: "'Perhaps nowhere in the world 1 u (V., 185) .. In
America in 1956, McClintic Sphere recognizes that the
4611t'~hat Is Thomas pynchon Telling Os?, n p .. 90.
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"perhaps II has been obliterated, that there is no road to
salvation. Sphere laments t.he incurable condition of his
void world and the terminal soul depression against. which
even love is no longer an effective weapon., his hopes for
some sort of healing nwonder drug li have been shattered:
UINow there isn't and never will be. Nobody is going to
step down from heaven and square a't.l'ay Roony and his woman,
or Alabama, or South Africa or us and Russia. There's no
magLc words. Not even I love you is magic enough' II (V.,
343). Ours is a bleak and hopeless world.
Raymond Olderman states of contemporary man: "Like
old Godolphin, standing alone in the vast. waste land at
the South Pole, we must eventually strike through the sur-
face spectacle of things and discover the essential truth--
that there is 'Nothing.' This is the discovery of the void,
the recognition that we live in a meaningless waste land
with no hope of a Grail knight to deliver us. n48 Contem-
porary man lives in a void world wherein inertness defines
existence.
In his search to make nothingness a C01T'lIl1on posses....
sion, man has passed through decadence and succumbed to
inanimacy, Evan Godolphin's state of limbo. There are those
in however, who recognize that such an existence is
actually no I1fe at all. NO longer convinced that life is
4 p. 13B.
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the most precious possession they have because they would
be dead without it (v., 4), andrat.her than e):ist.as objects
and pie.ces of junk, they seek escape aoa the final state of
non -being ..
As a member of the New York City Alligat.or Patrol,
Benny Profane is perplexed by what. seems to be the
reptiles' passive surrender to dea.th.. As he ambles through
the sewers, he encounters eome alligators which lumber just
slOWly enough to be caught, others \'lhich simply sit and.
wait to be shot. It: appears to a puzzled Profane that they
know something he does not:
in some prehistoric circuit of the alligator
brain they knew that as babies they'd been
only another consumer-object, along with the
wallets and pocketbooks of what might have been
parents or kin, and all the junk of the world's
Macy' s , And the soul's passage do,,11"1 the toilet
and into the underworld was only a temporary
peace-in-tension, borrowed time till they would
have to return to being falsely animated kids'
toys.. Of course they wouldn't like it..
tiould want to go back to '!llha t they' d been; anc1
the most perfect shape of that. was dead--what
else? (V ~, 133)
Although Profane does not understand it, the alligators
choose death rather than inanimacy. Unlike the non-hUlIlans
meander aimlessly about topside, the alligators enact
their reptilian resistance to conversion into "falsely
animated" inert objects. Death is an absolute extinction,
the most perfect state of non-being, and is preferable to
the state of junkness ..
Within the t\lhole Sick Cre\\1, Roony '~insome finally
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realizes that he and his cOInpanion.s are products· of So
decadence of which he is the self-proclaimed king.. Coming
to grips with the true nature of t.he Crew and 1.t8 lifest.yle,
he cries: "'Listen friends, ...... there is a word for all
our crew and it is sick .. .. .. there is no one of us you can
point to and call well,n (v •. , 337). He maintains: IqAny_
body ~Tho continues to live in a subculture so demonstrably
sick has no right to call hitilself well. The only \-lell
thing to do is what I am going to do no",', namely, jump out
this window' n (V., 338). When Pig reminds him that life
is his most precious possession, a suddenly-enlightened
Roony retorts: "'I have heard t.hat one before' ..... and
jumpe.d" (" ... , 338). Like Cleanth Siege.l, Roony recognizes
that immediate annihilation may be the answer to the ~'Jaste-
land vo ; although his suicide attempt fails, Winsome
realizes that the non-life he endures, his slow....dying, is
bett.er terrninated ..
Tony 'l'Snller has VJlritten of v.: nThe book itself is
'a dream of annihilation': it is Pynchon 1s \Theissu.,,49
It is that and more. It is Pynchon's vision of a world
ich refuses to resist and , in fact, seems to relish the
rush towards death. pynchon has viewed our contemporary
and :found annihilation-bound.. Josephine Hendin
states of the author: nPynahon is the evil genius of our
f ~~~, p. 172 ..
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time, the man ",lith the quickest eye for what makes this an
a.ge of rapacity and sexual hate.. He is the 1\.merican Goya
whose dazzling canvases are lit frOlu hell, whose message is:
Death Rules. n 50 Death rules because man has al1o",ed Lt13
supremacy. In The Cr;yins! of Lot 49, the Wasteland of V..
has changed little, but the number of those who refuse to
endure the alo"1 dying ,who opt for immediate release, has
grown. In the second novel, death rules and is gaining.
50UWhat Is 'l'homas Pynchon Telling Us?, of POI B2 ..
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III
Of The Cry~9:. of Lot 49 Earl Shorrie; declares: "It
is a terrifying novel.. There are few other places in
literature where the ides of the void is more certain."Sl
In this second, more compact novel ,the tli1asteland is brought
closer to home, narrowed in scope from the world-at-large
to America's own Californi.a, and inhabiting this area are
characters who vary little from those in V.. and are easily
traceable to Pynchon's first short story. The people who
choose or are allowed t.o remain in surface societ.y live
their lives much as Cleanth Siegel's acquaintances do,
going through the ritual of meaningless relationships and
the motions of an empty existence. Those who opt for or
are constrained to accept underground existences endure
another arid lifestyle ~lhich will be examined in detail in
the next chapter.
San Narciso, where much of the novel's action occurs,
is intended as a microcosm of America today and is a certain
void populated by wasted people. John R. Ic~ay remarks: 11The
Cryin.g of L()t. 49... presents the whole of modern AInerica neatly
packaged in Pierce Inverarity's San Narciso--t.he madness of'
its freeways, t.he artificia.lity of its architecture, t.he
sheer absurdity of its social groupings, the emptiness of
SlEarl Shorris" tlThe t~orldly Palimpsest of Thomas
Pynchon, It , 246 (June, 1973), eo.
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its scholar.ship. What has been lost is the possibility,
perhaps, of v.iewing the world as anything othert.hana cir-
cuit set. in evil. ,,52 To Thomas Pynchon, the world iaa
circuit set in evil, and contributing to that representa-
tive circuit is the loss of a sense of self, the lOBS of a
basic humanity, which reveals itself in a growing identifi-
cation of man with his machines. As Peter Abernethy st.ates,
once people forsake the human values which will lend
direction to their lives, they must increasingly derive
their values from the needs of their machines, thereby be-
53
coming merely an echo of their own technology.
As in V., man's alignment with the inanimate is of
considerable importance in The Crying of Lot 49,· and the
\<lilling penchant for inanimacy can be construed as an
arbitrary movement towards death. Mucho Maas, disaffected
husband of heroine Oedipa, as a u.sed car ae.Lesman I made the
haunting discovery that humans' automobiles are no less than
I1 mot o r i zed metal extensions of themselves, of their families
and wh.at their ",hole lives must be like." 54 So total is the
52J ohn R. May, "Loss of the World in Barth, Pynchon,
and Von.negut: The Varieties of Humorous Apocalypse," in
'I'oward A t'tew Earth: Apocalypse in the A.merican Novel (Notre
Dame:- unIversity of r~otre Dame Press, 197::0, p. 200.
53peter L. Abernethy, "Entropy in Pynchon's The
Crying Lot 49,11 Criti~e, 14, No.2 (1912), 21.
54Thomas pynchon,.The, Crying of Lot 49 (1966, rpt.
New York: Bantam Books, 1967), p. 4.-1\11 suhsequent refer-
ence!!:! to The Crying of Lot will be to the reprinted
paperbackedit!on,'hereafter cited as Crying.
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transfer of hUlnanit.y, the identifioation of human with non-
human, that in trading hie car, "each owner, each shadow,
filed in only to exohange a dented, malfunctioning version
of himself for another, just as futureless, automotive pro-
jection of somebody else's life" (Crying, 5).. This volun-
tary foisting of an essential nurnanity onto inert objects
has resulted. in a prevailing moral climate '\-Therein it is
not. only possible but natural that tl a photographer from
Palo Alto ••• thought he was a volleyball" (Crying, 9).
Living on and contributing to that S&'11e circuit of
evil are others who have lost a sense of values and, thereby,
a valid sense of life.. £i.1ucno I4aas, who, as a car salesman,
used sawd.ust to hush sick transmissions (Crying, 4), subse-
quently fails as a disk jockey partly because of an un-
natural preoccupation with statuatory rape; through a
retreat into LSD, he loses his identity and finally dissi-
totally, becoming at last a bona fide member of NADA.
paranoid La\<1Yer Roseman, without the ability to
become a successful trial lawyer himself, has spent most of
his adult life writing lIThe Profession v , Perry Mason.. A
Not-So-Hypothetical Indictment, f! hopin.g that he can destroy
the envied t.elevision lawyer through a literary vendetta.
vlinner Tremaine has become a prosperous e.rltrepreneur by
meeting the current public rage for rifles and swastika
armbands; to his great satisfaction, a large ready-to-wear
store in Los Angeles anticipates a big run on 55 uniforms
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when childrenaoquire their baok-to-school wardrobes.
Further, Lawyer Metzger, co-executor of Pierce Inv,erarity's
esta.te, freezes himself into a role he plaYed as a child
star and runsawa:y with a depraved fifteen-year-old.
As may be expected, although sex is a common pas-
time, love is non-existent.. Husbands and. wives are, like
Oedipa. and Muoho, generally estranged. li..t Echo Courts,
dwelling place of a rock group very aptly titled liThe
Paranoids," there is a uprevalence of teenage voyeurs, 'Viho'd
all had copies of • • • passkeys made so they could check
in at whim on any bizarre sexual action fl (Crying, 30) .. One
of the Paranoids has devoted his life to hanging around.
playgrounds in order to be available for the first '\'1i11iog
eight~year"'old he can find (Crying, 110), \tlhile another
IOHI.obUobsces ly about •• a surfer orgy he had been to the
before, involving a five-gallon can of kidney suet, a
1 automobile ,,1ith a sun roof, and a trained seal n (Cry-
, 24) $ Nearby San Francisco has become justly famous
its ion of "membez-s of the third sex, the lavender
,.. .... n'l'.l·/H U (Crying, 81).
lE'amilial affection has also evaporated in the
ifornia void. Like Slothrop in Gravity's Rainbow,
Z convf.need the. t he has been victimized by the
r'1other ConspiracY1 he tells Oedipa bitterly: It, mother
" • $ Was really out to kasher me, boy, like at piece of beef
on the sink, she wanted drained and white•••• You know
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what mothers like that turn their male ohildren into'"
(Crying, 16). In turn, the victimized children retaliate
by driving their parents to insanity, bringing about Il a
certain harassed style" which is Grace Bortz's and which is
recognizable in anyone with kids (Crying, 112). It...boundinq
in The crxing- of LOrt .49 are soul-sick humans who cat.eqori-
cally deny the responsibilities of age, family and self and
are unable to affirm even the smallest remnant of genuine
emotion or affection.
Thus, existing in a world in which the living a.nd
the inert seem to coalesce, where human relationships are
distinguished only by the degree of sexual abuse, where life
itself is characterized by an absolute absence of signifi-
cance and may actually be nothing more than a slow Udeath
and the daily, tedious preparations for it" (Crying, 137),
many of pynchon'B characters desire the most direct and
speediest route to annihilation. Confronted with the night-
mare of the twentieth century in the form of San Narciso's
half-life, many choose death as a preferable alternative.
As one example of a. deliberate death-seeker, Pynchon
offers a Yoyodyne executi.ve who finds himself automated out
of a job at an early age because, "having been since aqe 7
rigidly instructed in an eschatology that pointed nowhere
but to a presidency and death·' (Crying, 83), he can do nothing
but sign his name to memos he doesn't understand. Unemployed
and abandoned by a faithless wife, the executive immediately
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turns his thoughts to suicide and places an advert.isement
in the Los Angeles Times to find if any persons who had. been
in a similar predicament could reassu.re him or offer reasons
to refrain from the act. Upon receiving replies, he found
that "most of the letters were from suicides who had
failed, eith.er through clumsiness or last....minute cowardice.
None of them, however, could offer any compelling reasons
for staying alive" (Crying, 84). It is only a chance
meeting with Tristero, itself a sort of death organization,
which prevents the executive from taking his life and prompts
him to found a branch of the underground conspiracy.
Faring more successfully than the discarded execu-
tive, Randolph Driblette, who mayor may not be associated
with the Tristaro, terminates his directing career by walk-
ing off the set of The Courier's Tragedy and into the
Pacific Ocean for no readily apparent reason. Oedlpa Maas,
upon hearing of Driblette's suicide, realizes that at one
time she would have at least asked herself why; as newly....
initiated resident of the void, she accepts the death with
silence ..
Slmila.rly, Dr. Hilarious, oedlpa' s lunatic and face-
maki n9 psychiat.rist, is unable to find peace or personal
satiSfaction in spite of his great success with The Bridge,
"his pet name for the experlment he was helping the commun-
ity hospital run on the effects of LSD-25, mescalln,
psilocybin, and related drugs on a large sample of suburban
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housewives II (Crying, 7). Torment.ed for ye.ars by the re-
curring memory of his ""ork at Buchenwald, where he experi-
mentally induced insanit.y in Jewish prisoners, he aoroeato
understand that his attempts at atonement via strictadher-
enCG to the tenets of the Jewish Freud will not suffice.
Hilarious admits to Oedipa: IttI tried to believe it all.
I slept three hours a night trying not to dream, and spent
the other 21 at the forcible acquisition of faith. And yet
my penance hasn't been enough tt' (Crying, 102). Guilt-
ridden and believing himself to be pursued by Israelis,
the "angels of death," he leaves a pistol within easy reach
of Mrs. Maas, and "she knew he had wanted her to get the
weapon It (Crying, 102). Death is nilarious' only escape from
an existence which has become intolerable for him.
Finally, and perhaps most aptly symbolizing the
death-"dsh in operation, are Robert Scurvham and his sect
of Scurvhamites, a group of devout dualistic Puritans who
believed that all good in the world was the work of God,
while all evil was the work of "some opposite Principle,
something blind, soullessf a brute automatism that led to
eternal death" (Crying, 116). Although the original purpose
of the Scurvharllite doctrine was to convert non-believers to
the positive, life-giving force, the opposite result ensued,
for !lsomehm~ those few saved Scurvhmnites found themselves
looking out into the gaudy clockwork of the doomed with a
certain sick and fascinated horror, and this was to prove
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fatal. One by one the glamo.rous prospect of annihilation
coaxed them over, unt.il t.here was no one left. in t.he sect,
not even Robert Scurvham,. who, like a ship's master, had
been last to goff (Crying, 116). As Tony Tanner suggests,
the negative forces of death are fascinating, almost
irresistible,55 and the scurvnamites,enticed by the greater
appeal, succumbed.
As any follower of Pynchon ](no"19,. the author t s name
is often mentiol1ed when literary critics run through their
lists of contemporary authors categorized as black humorists,
and, indeed, he does exhibit. some of the 9ty11.6t10 character-
istics of such generally recogni2ed black humorists as
Heller, Barth, Southern and Hawkes. Clearly evidenced in
the \lilOrks of such writ.ers is an imIllense frustration with the
world euiS it is.. '11he black humorist, Bruce Janoff states t
Ifwelcomes the opportunity to rage blindly, like Lear, at the
abysmal pointlessness of the human condition. ,\56 rrhomas
Pynchon adopts as one method of raging that of simply allow-
ing his characters to deny that pointless existence, choosing
as a better alternative death itself.
In
subsequent
Lot 9 and most explicitly the
Pynchon, like others con-
a to black: hWl1orists, discloses that a true
:; p .. 177.
56Bruce Janoff, Ill~lack Humor:
14, No.1 (1972), 12.
Satire,"
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affirmation of life, an act wn::tch has become increasingly
difficult in vie~l of the contemporary environment, flsimply
means continuing to live rather than committing suicide, and
optimism is nothing more than laughing darkly at a tragically
insensitbre environment where uncertainty and anxiety have
become a ""lay of life. ft57 For many of Pynchon'sch.aracters,
the Wasteland eradicates the d.esire for even a mini1nal
affirmation. For others, it initiates the assumption of
various kinds of underground. withdra:~qals. But, as "Low-landaU
reveals, those retreats are themselves only a lesser form of
suicide. Benr!ly Profane and Fausto ~4aijstral approach
precariously close to an absolute extinction. The Tristaro
is an undeI:"'World void~ as Morris Dickstein states, it may
be a way out of a cartoon-like, absurd 'V'lasteland" but it is
not a ~laY out to anything better .. 58
57 -r. ·f::f .. 10\Jano· , p. .; ..
and History, It p .. 201 ..
SEAWORLDS, SEWERS AND SECRET SOCIEITES:
GOING THROUGH WITHDRAtiAL
"How enviable death must be to those
who no longer have reason to live
yet are unable to make themselves die!"
--Irving Howe,
The Idea of the Modern--
"Low-lands" is Pynchon's second and least succese-
ful short story. Written when the author was twenty-two,
it fails of its deliberate attempt to recreate effectively
T. S. Eliot'S The Waste Land on a comic level. References
to the literary creditor, although obvious in intent, are
often unclear and poorly-established: at times, the story
seems pieced rather than woven together. "Low-lands" is,
however, an amusing work which makes several important
introductions. In j"sfacim" Dennis Flange,l who could be
the Baby Face Fala.nge of V,., the reader encounters the
prototype of "sfaeim." Benny Profane (V. I 127) and numerous
disaffected hu.sbands on the order of Roony winsome and
1'1ucho Maas. The intractable and fascinating Pig Bodine
emerges for the first time in "Low-lands:" the names Norfolk,
Virginia, East Main Street, Winsome, the ImrnaculClte and the
IThomas Pynchon, "Low-lands," New World Writing, No.
16 (1960), p. 85. Hereafter cited as LL.
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Intrepid will crop up again in!!..~ the crazy psychiatrist
Geronimo Diaz will reappear in the guise of ])r. Hilarious in
The ~ryin9 of ~ 49 ~ and an interest in Vivaldi will carry
through all the novels. In addition to these minor details,
"Low-lands II introduces a major theme which will figure
prominently in V.and Lot 49, withdrawal as an intended
escape from reality, from the Wasteland.
'IMortality and Mercy in Vienna" and those aspects of
the novels which develop the motif it set forth reveal a
successfu.l, albeit extreme, method of liberating oneself or
others from the garbage heap of contemporary life, death
insures a complete and irreversible deliverance. "Low....
lands" discloses a less extreme form of escape, but that
escape is neither promi.sinq nor suocessful, for withdrat'1al
from present reality disallows entrance into a trulY better
world ..
Those who retreat from reality to underworlds--be
they fanta.sy seaworlds, sewers, su.bways or secret societies--
find themselves in regions \'lhich are, if more pleasant than
the actual world, equally or more sterile and life-denying ..
Retreat areas prohibit valid existence and render their
residents impotent or inert to the point of insensibility
at the very least: refugees of the Flange sort, mentally and
morally desicoated, laok only the physical dying: for extinc-
tion.. '1Low-lands" is the most humorous of Pynchon' s short
stories, but it is at the same time a dismally bleak picture
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of futility, for the author reveals through the character
of Dennis Fla.nge, as he will later through Benny Profane,
Fausto Maijstral and the Tristero, that the retreats under-
taken to avoid an antagonistic and apparently deadly real-
ity entail, in fact, an infiltration of the negative forces
and, at times.t the very death they were intended to evade.
It is a Pynchonism that the Wasteland is inescapable: short
of dying, one cannot flee frout it, for retreat implies
nothing more than the assumption of an existence which
closely approximates death. Not until t1Entropylf does
Pynchon show how one may face the Wasteland and function
\.githin it.
In I'Low-lands, t! it is Dennis Flange who finally
disengages himself from the waste which encloses him to take
up 1 residence in an underground fantasY~lOrld.
Dennis is both bored and disenchanted with his seven-year
marriage to his materialistic wife, Cindy; their union has
been non-communicative and non-sharing, a fact Flange con-
siders !'fa fine and lovely irony·' since nthe Navy had made
a compete.nt cOWl1Unidations officer" (1.1., 93). Separ-
ated physically as well as mentally, Cindy stomps around on
the second story of the house, while Dennis remains a safe
di in the rumpus room on the lower level, frequently
"",onder 1''''Jhat life would be like without a second story
and how it was people managed to get along in ranch-style
or split-level houses without running amok once a year or
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SOil (LL, 86).
Resigned to the fact that his wife heartily dis-
approves of him, his friends and his activities, Dennis is
still troubled by what he believes to be the most obvious
manifestation of their marital failure--their ohildlessness
after seven ye.ars. He attributes the soured relationship
between them to Cindy. She is too rational; her way of
livin<1 is too pattern.ed and too orderly, a110\1inq no room
for the unexpected and excit.ing. Cindy is, Dennis suspeots,
kin to her fa\Torite artist, Mondrian, whose sharp angles
and lines duplicate her own regulated lifestyle; the two
are "brother and sister under the skin, both austere and
logical" (LL, 91). Having endured Cindy's methodical mode
of existence for so many years, Dennis himself has fallen
into a rut and has passively lapsed into inertia and ennui.
Accompanying a growing indifference to his wife and
marriage and an inoreasing physical stasis has been Flange'S
progressively deeper attachment to his house overlooking
Long Island Sound, a house t,;hich rises "in a big mossy
'ttnnulous out of the earth, its color that of one of the
prehistoric beasts" (LL, 86). This dwelling,
seemingly organic and alive, is a source of unfailing
security solace, a perfect refuge from his life's dis-
and disoordancies. Flanem calls the house
"hf.s w01l1b wieh a view, II arid throughout the dismal years of
his Ii wi th cindy, he has "come to feel attached to the
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place by an umbilical cord woven of liohen and sedge, fur2e
a.nd gorse II (L!~,. 87).
For seven years, the lethargic and disinterested
Dennis has immured hirns·elf further and further in the house,
much as Il a mole 'tdthin a burrow-It (LL, 87), until he finally
assumes a perpetual mental foetal position; the house it-
self has become a symbol of his mental regression. The
present-day Flange has become a master of ~'~olemanship,
"which is less a behavior pattern than a state of mind" (LL,
8B). The art of r-10lemanship allo"J'8 hiro to remain relatively
oblivious to actual occuxxenoea , protected and buffered. as
an embryo by "the drool and trickle of amniotic fluid" from
everyday noises and distractions; in his abode-burro,,~, li'even
the secret cadences of one's pulse become mere echoes of
the house's heartbeatf!! (LL, SB).
}\~lthough Dennis believes that the house itself pro-
vides comfort security, the sense of buffering he
is the reflection of his own developed mental
state of iva withdrawal. The human mole encounters the
s 1 of coziness regardless of physical surroundings.
he is to appropriated and decorated police
booth in the yard each argument with Cindy, he
same feeling, for "it made little difference to
his lSJenSe of snugness: the booth was womblike as could 11
(LL, 91). Both struct.ures are womb symbols and subst.itutes,
u~~£u.~s' attacMflent to them represents desire to
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return to a previous, untroubled, proteoted existence.
Wylie Sypher recounts t.hat Freua, who figures prominently in
"Low-lands,·1 believed that "the tendency of 10stinctis
toward repeating or restating an earlier condition" and
that "our instinot is to obliterate the disturbanoe we call
consciousness. ",2 Dennis succumbs to these instincts.
assunlin<J the mental foetal position, he attempts to rid
By
himself of thoughts of his dull and disappointing life. In
the wombs of the house and polioe booth, he experiences a
sort of serene embryo existence.
As Flange soon realize.s, however, although life in
the womb is safe and warm, it is not exciting: it is, in
fact, as monotonous and uneventful as his existence with
Cindy, and the house is as routine as his marriage. Dennis
is himself mentally and physically too sluggish to stage
any sort of active rebellion against either. Instead, he
chooses to do combat of a passive, imaginative nature, as
is appropriate to his character or lack of it. without
expending the least amount of physical energy, Flange
engages in a half-rebellion of the mind, his weapons being
a orazy psychiatrist and a consuming preoooupation with an
adolescent fantasy image of a world and a former self.
Through a heavy reliance on one and a withdrawal into the
2vliylie sypher, "Entropy and Existence, n in Loss of
f Modern Literature and Art (New York: vintage
-~ . ...:.-_~-- --_.... _._._.
I p .. 75.
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other, Dennis Flange escapes the disillusioning reality of
a failed marriage and a failed self ..
Weekly shattering the monotony of Flange t s 1i£·e
is his Freudian analyst, "a crazed and boozy ~Tetback" (LL,
87) by the name of Geronimo Diaz.1n spite of the facts
that nthe money spent on these sessions could have bought
every automobile, pedigreed dog and woman on the stretch of
Park Avenue visible from the doctor's office window l1 eLL,
87) and that, being himself a true child. of Freud, he learns
nothing new from Diaz, Dennis has become mentally addicted
to the dootioz , Geronimo, who floats in 'Ian irresponsible
plasma of delusion" eLL, a8), keeps a.ninvaluable Stradi-
various in his desk and is convinced that he is 1?aganini and
has sold his soul to the devil, thereby forfeiting all of
his musical ability. During his sessions 'tdth Flange, the
lunatic psychiatrist reads aloud from random number tables
or the Ebbinghaus nonsense syllable lists, ignoring every-
thing his patient says.
Diaz's bizarre actions are a delight and source of
fascination for Dennis, 'tlho cherishes the doctor t s insanity,
his "wonderful, random sort of madness which conformed to
no known model or pattern ll eLL, 88). Despera.tely in need of
this weekly glimpse of absurdity, Flange refuses to
relinquish his sessions with Dia21., n realizing perhaps that
if he were subjected for the rest of his life to nothing
but the relentless rationality of that womb and that wife,
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he would never make it, and that Geronimo's lunacy was
about all he had to keep him 90io<]11 (LL, 88-89). Dennis
relies on the psychiatrist to offset the constant dullness
andsamenese of his life, just. as he escapes the reality of
an aging and unexciting self through a childish infatuation
with the sea.
For Dennis Flange, the sea represents all of the
glamour and adventure so conspicuously lacking in his life,
and around it he centers his fondest and most extreme
fantasies. As marital happiness has waned, Dennis' pre-'
occupation '\!I1ith the sea has steadily grown, so that now,
Uwhether it crashed, moaned or merely slopped around down
there a hundred feet belo,,! his bedroom window, the sea was
with Flange in his hours of need, which were getting to be
more and more frequent~ a repetition in miniature of that
Pacific whose unimaginable heavings kept his memory at a
constant 30° list fl (LL, B9-90). A wildly permissive and
failing memory has allowed him to transfornl completely his
Navy days during the Korean conflict., when he served on
board a destroyer running barrier patrols.
Flang-e's t.hree-year hitch has undergone a total
metamorphosis and romanticization, as has the Dennis ""rho
experienced it. Retrospectively revie't'iing the earlier
Dennis, the present Flange visualizea t4hat he believes to
have been his younger self: IIFertune's elf child and disin-
herited darling, younq and randy and more .awolly Jack Tar
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than anyone human could conceivably be, thews and chin taut
against a sixty-knot. gale with awell-broken-in briar
clenched in the bright defiant teeth; standing OOD on the
bridge through the midwatch with only a dozing quartermaster
and a faithful helmsman and a sewer-mouthed radar crew and
a red-dog game in the sonar shack, along with the ripped-off
exile moon and its track on the ocean for company" (LIJ, 90) ..
With the aid of his liberal memory, Clthat was the
'I.-my he reme1"nbered it: there he had been, Dennis Flange in
his prime, without the current signs of incipient middle
age" (LL, 90).. The present-day Flange has adopted. as actual
a romantic, stereotypic, literary sea scenario and an
absurdly idealized self; he has substituted a picturesque
environment and a picaresque salty-dog creation for what
~las, in truth, a mediocre naval engagement and a Dennis
Flange most probably very similar to the present one ...
In his imaginary world, even the Flange marriage is
in full bloo111, a situation much different from the actual
one, in which the union, like the man, is t'gettinga slight
belly and its hair was beginning to fallout'! (Lt., 90).
The vividly real, infinitely mor-e attractive sea picture
Dennis has painted for himself provides an outlet, a fic-
tional escape from the stifling disappointment and sterility
of his actual failed life... When times become especially
tense and frustrating, he voyages mentally into those exotic
seas; when Cindy terminates their relationship permanently,
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Dennis withdraws totally into a submarine world which seems
to promise a re:inatatement of that heroic Jolly Jack Tar.
As the present action of flLOltJ-lands"opens, Flange t s
actions illustrate perfE~ctly the personal wastepile Which
has become his life: at nine 0' clock in the morning,
having refused to go to work, he begins a day-long process
of drinking homemade muscatel with garbageman, Rocco
Squarcion.e. Until five-thirt.y Ln the afternoon, the t.wo
have continued their boozing, while Cindy has fumed and raged
upstairs. When Pig Bodine appears at the Flange home from
out of nowhere to visit his old Navy buddy, Cindy has had
enough.
She has not seen the "foul ape in t11e sailor suit"
(LL, 92) since the night before her honeymoon, when Pig took
Dennis out for the "few beers" which 1lrlare to constitute a
bachelor ty; the end of those nfew beers lf occurred
two weeks later \<lhen Dennis wired from Cedar P..apids, IO\<la for
his fare home. Cindy offered Flange forgiveness on the
stipulation that she never again set eyes on Pig Bodine,
although she has not: until this moment, "her feeltng
that Pig was the most loathsome creature in the 'World
continued for seven years" (LL, ).. His
arrtval te last straw. Cindy kicks Dennts out. for good
and all, and as makes his ftnal departure from her, he
is Ustill wondering vaguely why this should ever have
happened" (LL, 90) I thinki.ng II maybe if they had had
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kids. .. • "(LL, 93).
With limited reSOurces and no particulardestin.a-
tion in mind, the trio head.s for the local dump to stay
with ROcco's friend, Bolingbroke, who is night watchman
there. They pass through the outskirts of the Long Island
wasteland, composed of "nothing but housing developments
and shopping centers and various small, light-industrial
factories" (LL, 93).. The road to the garbage dump proper
is characterized by a geographical descent, and as the group
travels down the long, winding trail, "it seemed to Flange
that they must be heading for the center of the spiral, the
10'" po Lnc" (LL, 94). When the truck stops at the exact
mid-point of the spiral, Flange suddenly recalls an old
Scottish sea-cha.nty about the ·'low-lands, tI realizing that
the spot on which the truck is parked is also a low-lands
area. Lower yet is the dump itself, which is sunken fifty
feet below the streets which surround it. Each day, Rodeo
tells Dennis, two bulldozers bury the waste under the dirt
filler, thereby raising the level of the floor a tiny bit
daily.
An accomplished mole, Flange senses in this activity
I'a peculiar quality of fatedness, It realizing that none day,
perhaps fifty years from now, perhaps more, there would no
longer be any hole: the bottom would be level with the
streets of the development, and houses would be built on it
too. As if some maddeningly slow elevator were carrying you
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toward a known level to oonfer with some inevitable face on
matters which had already been decided" (LL,94-95). Dennis
sees a clear resemblance between his own existence and the
activity at: the dump, for frequently "he would picture his
life asa surface in the process of change, much as the
floor of the dump was in transition: from concavity or
inclosure to perhaps a flatness like the one he stood on
now" (LL, 96).
Appropriate to his physical and mental life of with-
drawal and his passive, disinterested nature, Dennis con-
siders with alarm any above-surface-Ievel existence, which
would leave him exposed and liable to personal involvement.
With growing panic he worries about tl any eventual convexity,
a shrinking, it miqht be, of the pla.net itself to some palp-
able curvature of whatever he would be standing on, so that
he would be left sticking out like a projected radius,
unsheltered and reeling across the empty lunes of his tiny
sphere" (LL,. 96). Now bereft of the house and booth which
sheltered him from exposure,. Dennis finds himself too un-
protected, too much in the open for his own comfort. and
broods darkly upon his sit.uation.
Fortunately, his gloomy thoughts are interrupted by
Bolingbroke's urgent exhortation to locat.e mattresses before
darkness falls. Surrounded by tons of discarded debris,
Dennis worms his way through "half an acre of abandoned
refrigerators, bicycles, baby carriages, washing machines,
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sinks, toilets, beC1sprin.gs, TV sets, pots and pans and
stoves and air conditioners • • ..thousands of mattresses'f
(T...L, 97) ~ having procured his bedding for t.he night, he
entera the ravine leading to Bolingbroke' a shack, a ra.vine
with garbage. piled twenty feet high on either side, which
runs on for a hundred yards and finally leads to a small
valley completely filled with hundreds of cast-off rubber
tires. In the midst of this mammoth garbage world, which
illustrates so devastatingly the waste of America.n lives and
the degrading and senseless consumerism Which will figure
so notably in "Entropy," stands Bolingbroke's dilapidated,
make-shift shack.
Surveying the accumulated debris enveloping the
dwelling, :Plange is struck by the thought that tl this dump
was like an island or enclave in the drea.ry country around
it, a discrete kingdom with Bolingbroke its uncontested
ruler" (LL, 97). As Joseph Slade suggests, the name
Bolingbroke, taken from Shakespeare's history plays, has
3been chosen to denote mock-royalty. Bolingbroke's reign
was one of rule~by-forfeit. This Bolingbroke reigns over
waste, is ki.ng of an empire of discarded detritus. That
Flange can see the dump as an "emc Lave in t.'I1.e dreary
country around itl! is a telling statement about the quality
of his own life.
3ThO~a.S ~ynchon, p. 28.
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Finally, afeer repeated warnings from Bolingbroke,
Dennis and Pig--Rocco having returned to his rouncis--join
their host in his shack. Settled into an evening of drink-
ing and story-telling, Pig begins the activity by relating
a sea story about the time he and a friend st.olea horse-
drawn taxi in Barcelona, were chased by a platoon of Shore
Patrolmen, assault.ed the Intrepid cre\\Y and were shot in
return.. When it is Flange's turn to tell a sea tale, he
yarns instead about a college fraternity prank and a female
cadaver hung from a windo"1. Pig protests the change of
topic, only to have Dennis lie that he cannot think of a
sea story offhand ..
However, Flange knows that his evasion has been
deliberate:
the real reason he knew and could not say
was that if you are Dennis Flange and if the
sea's tides are the same that not only wash
along your veins but also billow through your
fantasies then it is all right. to listen to
but not to tell stories about that sea, because
you and the truth of a true lie were thrown
sometime way back into a curious contiguity and
a.s long as you are passive you can remain aware
of the truth's extent but the minute you become
active you are somehow , if not violating a
convention outright, at least screwing up the
perspective of things, much as anyone obs.erving
subatomic particles changes the works, data
and s, by the act of observing. Sone had
told the other instead, at random. (LL, 100)
By refusing to tell a sea story, Dennis has applied
to himself Heisenberq's theory of indeterminacy or uncer-
tainty. Restating Max Planck's discoveries which led to the
birth o·f quant.um physics t the German physicist Werner
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Heisenberg maintained that while it is possible to deter-
mine the position of a particle and also possible to
determine the velocity of a particle, it is impossible to
ascertain both simultaneously~ the more accurately one
attempts to specify the position, the less accurately the
velocity or momentum can be a.ssigned.
In quantmn theory, position and velooity, repre-
sent.ing mutually antagonistio elements, are oalled a eanon-
ically conjugate pair. 4The slightest involvement in one
aspect radically changes the result of the other# observa-
tion and consciousness itself are altering' faotors. In this
instance, Flange and the sea story are a canonically con-
jugate pair. By invoking the Heisenberg principle of
indeterulinacy, Dennis hopes to maintain the status quo aura
of romance and excitement with tolhich he has surrounded the
sea; to 09.110"1 any sort of change would have to alter I if not
destroy, the quality and
world.
construction of his fantasy
Dennis' apparently irrelevant corpse story,
Bolingbroke returns to the correct topic and spins a wild
tale centering around personal exploits with a mad first-
mate Porcaccio I ~lTho is determined instigate mutiny
aboard a Panamanlan-registeredship in order to invade Cuba
4Li l a L. Gatlin, ~nfor~ationTheorIand. the Living
System (New York: Columbl.a Un1verslty Press, 1972T, p. 98.
in
spendt:wo months
sUrrender
Wit;h·.this abru.pt .......,..........'l!l'
deeidet.o callie a however,
i.gnore<t.he noises oft.he
gypsies, who live inemerg-e only at.nightf he
assures t.hem. 'they are safe within hiss:hack.
Unlike theot.hert.wo,Dennis>is elated by the
prospect of 9'ypsies. As a child he bad believed in them, and
now he feels relieved that they have not disappeared, for
lIit. suited some half-felt sense of fit.ness~ it was right
t.hat t.here should be gypsies livingr in the dump, just as he
had been able to believe in the rightness of Bolingbroke's
sea, it.s ability to encompass and be the sustaining plasma
or medium for ho,rse-drawn t.axis and Porcaccio' a, Not to
mention that young, rogue male Flange, from whom he
occasionally felt the Flange o'f today had suffered a sea
change into something not so rare or st.range n (LL, 102).
The presence of qypsies, like t.he t.hrilling adventures of
the wat.chman's st.ory, serve to reinforce t.he fibers of
Flange' s oarefully-woven dream world, a world belongi.ng
entirely to his swashbuokling dOUble, that fictional image
of a former self ..
Havlng fallen asleep wit.h these happy thouqhts,
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Flange
n somehow not··.·int.ended for hUtnanipereeptlon,
longlng.····.to··· oats,·.:·ow1s and peepers andwbat.e.vet' else make
noises 1n then!ght tl (Lt, lOra),. bewitohing l'u:rur belonginc;
to the realm of the imagination. .A.g-irl's voioe 180a11in9':
,., .Anglo .. ." •. Ang'lowiththe.<jold hair. Come out~ Come out
by the secret pat.h and findmei. .<.> Come fi.ndme or I
shall go away forever.. Come out, tallA,nglowit.h tbegold
hair and the ehininqteeth'" (LL, 10:n. Immediately per....
ceivinqthat. she is eallinghim., Flanqe, on ··seoond thought,
realizes that the description is not accurate for his present
self but is very olose to thato£ "'his Doppelganger, that
sea-dog of the lusty, darkPacifio daya ll (.LL, 10.3).
Nonetheless, he follows the insistent voice throug'h
the maze of rUbber tirE!s, Which finally tumble down upon him
and knock him unconscious. Upcm reviving, Dennis finds him-
s;elf face to face wit.h a wraith-like, beaut.iful girl; her
name is t~erlBsa, and ftshewas a dream, t.his girl, an angel If
(LL,104) .. The couple then proceeds to wind its way to her
home by descending' through an old refrigerator, household
appliances, a forty-eight-inch concrete pipe and, finally,
lit net:work of tiny rooms and tunnels. As Flang'e casts a
final backward glance, he spies a human figure watching' from
a pinnacle above ground and hears SUddenly the sounds of
singing, guitar music and a fight in progress echoing in the
darkness.
Le<:i:ving- .t.he
t.o her underworld home and> enters •a.lav.ish,riohly"'d.eoorat.ed
room. S.1ttinq on the:· sil.:k....shee'bediC!oublebfi!!d· •. l1BtlX"at
which, the·. nymph tells named '.Hy-aoi1'lthjber •••. only
friend. Fla.nge, now un.derstandably>oonfused., asks Nerissa
why he bas been brought:.herei<t.owhioh the .• girl replies :
~'The old 'WOman with the eye patch who is cal1edV'ioletta
read my fortune manyyesrs ago ..... • • She told! mEl a't.a11
Anglo would be my husband and he would have bright hair and
strong arms'" eLL, 1(7).. Reflecting momentarily on his own
marriaqe, I"l(lu"lige lOoks to Nerissa, now cradling the rat,
and thinks: "She looks like a ohild.. • .. • And the rat like
her own child.. .. .. • I wonder why Cindy and I never had a
child.. .. .. .. a child makes it all right.. Let the world
shrink to a boccie ball" (LL, 1(7) .. With these thoughts,
Dennis FlangE! decides on a woman, a self and a world. As
he consents to remain with Nerissa,. he looks into ber face,
where Uwhiteeaps danced across her eyes~ sea creatures, be
knew, would be cruising about in the submarine green of her
heart U (LL, lOB) ..
symbolized by the spiraling, downward movement
through appliances, pipes and tunnels, Dennis reaches the
farthest d,epths of his retreat when he withdraws into a
fan.ta.sy submarin.e world with Nerissa.. Casting off the last
vestiges of the middle-aged, balding and boring Flange, who
watehes the departure of his double from the summit of the
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trash-heap,. oenn;ts menta.lly tranefom.s>ib:i.mself
permanen.t·· Jo.lly.:Jack .Tar. of tbosefaou.loushut fietional
younger days. The .··sQullds()f:ths g'uitar mUSlic" slnging'andi
fi«;1bt.ing, .rem1n!scent Q.;fa<methoQ. ofsea....chant·y tel11ng
"tinged with a t:r:uthofaspeelal order fl(Lr..,95). and of
the swashbuckling, manly adventure peculiar to sea life,
herald Dennis' entranoe into a world of pure fantasy ..
Nerissa herself is a mental eonstr\lot I <rtsFlao9',e say.s,
lie. dream~n she belongs tot.heronrtanticand pereJonal Flange
seaworld and will beeveryth:lngCindy has not. been...-a loving-
w1fe who cherishes and believes in the glorious image
Dennis has fina.lly and thoroughlyadopt..ed for himself ..
ilyacinth will be the child he and Cindy never had. Ha.ving
nOw relegated himself forever to an imaginary underworld.,
Oenni~ Fla..nge no longer fears the actual world Or t.hat
previously.... terrifying convexity. Should the rea.l world
shrink, he ",rill not be exposed since he is, he believes,
forever safe and sheltered ina submarine sanctuary.
Contra.ry to Dennis Flange f s belief that he has
diseovered a paracLlsal "10rld wherein hig mo~t cheriShed
fantasies will be fulfilled and made conczeee, ~1herein will
bloom love and excitement heroio self..... mage so
conspiouously absent in the actual above-ground world,
Pynoholl, through carefully chosen utili referen·ces
to the works of T. S. Eliot, has taken great pains to demon-
strate that such not to be t11e case. As the actual
physical 'World, in "Low-lands" microcosmically represented
by the geographical area sland,
similar to any number of Eliot's brown, arid lands,
fantasy seaworld into which Flange withdraws is equally
bleak and sterile: neither region is conducive to a valid
existence.
Just as· Flange 11a$O't the inner resources '. to lead a
positive, produotive life!nt::he real world., his retreat
into an unde:nqorld fantasy>existence only accentuates and
strengthens the negative personal qualities which have
doomed his Liong Island life.. 80th of his worlds are barren
t'1astelands, and the personality and lifestyle of Dennis
Flange are both cause and symptom of the sterility. To
establish the desolation of the above and belo'irl-ground
Flange worlds, Pynchon alludes, sometimes unclearly, to
Eliot's _ .........._ &and, a. vision of fil:Oaern day man.
The ohief oharactaristic of contemporary man,
"",c!?'>,n.roially in the sterile and stifling urban setting, is
ennui, Which .. says Northrop Frye, Ilis not so much sin as the
of sin: it kept from positive vice, not by virtue,
but negative vices of indolence and fear. uS Eliot
peoples his Land with a non-humanity experiencing~.:.;..;;;...:;.
and weariness; ennui is symptomatic of his arid,
barren land.
SNorthreI' F'rye t
press, 1963), p. 51.
(New York: Grove
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In Eliot's Waste Land, the medium of existence .:lsa
dead-alive indifference, ahel11sn sort of llv.:ln<;J>non-livingr ..
There is no· human community, each person passing nisda1!'s
in egocentric solitude.. Eryeco1:tmuentstbat,existingtin a
world of·shadowl, .ruins and. corpses,tbe inhabitants live
"the 'buried life '.. • .. <of seeas in winter : they await the
sprin9 rains resentfull.y,forreal life would be their
deatb .. .,6 Meaningful or loving relationships do not exist
in this re9:1on, Where "each man fixed his eyes before his
feet,,7 in cultivated isolation. All sexual uni.ons are abor-
t1ve , destructive and as· barren as the land itself.. As
Northrop Frye observes, the Waste Land is a realm in which
laughter, love and children are totally and conspicuously
absent. 8 In Eliot's work, liVing is merely a process of
passively acquiring and accumulating corruption, moral,
mental and physical decrep.itud.e and decay. In borrowing a
line from Canto 3 of Dante's Inferno--uI had not t110ught
death had undone so many"--the poet emphasizes the Waste-
landers' persistent and willfull blindness to the signs of
renewal and their refusal of the possib.ilit.ies for rebirth
6'):'. SOl Elio;t, p , 64.
7T• S. Eliot, The tiaste Land, in T. S .. Eliot: The
~omEl~te PQems. and%~rYS, 1909-1950 (New York: Harcour~
Brace and Worid;-T9, p. 39.1 .. 65 .. Hereafter cited as WL ..
Words, p. 164 ..
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and salvation .. 9
The actual world in "Low-land$" isalflas'Celandver"l
similar to T. S. Eliot f s "and Dennis Flange serves well ,as
a typical resident. Bavin~r accepted and endured a trivial,
unremarkable existence, he has succumbed to inertia.. So
great is his lethargy that he<no longer holds a respo.n.sible,
mature attitude con¢erning his job, finding it s¢ceptable
and easy to play hooky from work for a day of drinking.. His
long-time reliance upon a fantasy world 1:0 supply the mean-
ing in his life has contributed to a drab actual existence,
for, as Jerry Bryant states, to be deprived of active
conseiousness *'is to be thwarted in tbe achievement of a
hi.gh intensity of individual satisfaction. ,,10
Simila.rly, as Pynchon makes eVen clearer in v. and
as Tony Tanner states, people preoccupied wit.h fant.asy
projections are rendered incapable of loving anyone outside
of thOSE! pro j.e.ct.ions , 11 and Flange is unwilling to expend
t.he physical or mental energy necessary to maintain a work-
able relationship with his wife, to prevent. and subsequently
9Having no expertise regarding the works ofT. S..
Eliot, I will not at.tempt an explication of The waste Land.
Rather, as Pynchon carefully chooses man.y of EIIot ' s symbols
and images and employs them to suit his own purposes and to
reinforoe his thematic concerns, .1 will simply.draw attention
to some of those allusions in order to elucidat.e Pynchon's
usage and intentions.
lOTh~ 012en 0tlcisi0l!., p. 233.
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dest..roy t.he .impasse t.hat hatIJ>fostered. t.heir incU.vld:ual iso...
lation. Worse than the physical separation theyexperienoe
by dwelling on different levels of. their nouse'is the
mental separat.ion they endure due to Cindy' s hostile,
materialistic attitude and D~mnis' basic indifference.
Although Flange is quiekto blame his wife for their
failed marriage, mucnof the fault is his own. ais life has
been one long exercise in tbe Beisf!u.lberg theory~passivity
is his ruling passion, and he has been truly co_itted to
nothing and no one, including his wife. The only dedica-
tion Dennis feels resides in his love affair with the sea,
but. that, t.oo, is a passive involvement, existing on a purely
fantasy level. A vivid imagination and no effort maintains
the relationship.
Over the seven years of t.heir union, Cind.y and
Dennis have retreated. from each other into separate worlds,
she into a world in which the chief end is material gain and
h,e into a world. in which the primary objective is a deliber....
ate evasion of reality. Their childlessness points to the
empt.iness of both worldS and. is illustrative of the steril-
ity of the Wasteland. The dump, a most important symbol in
"1.ow-lands,1I serves as a metaphor for two distinct types of
waste, one being- physical waste characterized by compul-
sive and unnecessary consumerism peculiar to a non-humanity
which acquires things rather than develops fundamental human
values, t.heother being the human waste which reveals it.self
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in a morally exhaust~d., apathetiaand isolated populace.
In n Lo",,"'" lands , If Dennis Flange oompounds> theideadness
of hls already...sterlle life/by retreating- fu.rther into sub-
way worlds. In his relentle.sSJ search for that "minimum ·.and
dimensionless point,tl that "assuranoe of perfect, passion-
less uniformity" (tL, SHH, he first burrows as deeply as
possible into the womb of>his house. When t.hat :r:etreat fails
to isolate him from reality, be del"l1es from a partialreli-
ance upon a fictional realm into a subsequent. subway world,
iI:nrnersion in total fantasy. :uis withdrawals, symbolized by
a series of geographical descents ,. place him progressively
deeper into death-like existences and. indicate further mental
and moral decay.
Alth.ough Dennis believes his seaworld to be a para-
dise, a recurring PynchonisltI, wh.ich. Tony Tanner points out,
is that, on t.he nature and utilization of them,
some nthe fantasies we build t.o help us live represent,
in fact, an infilt.ration of that. death we think we are so
to posepone , tJ:hey represent an avoidance of reality,
by subst.ituting for it. a fet.ishist.ic construct.ion. n1 2
Dennis' fetishistic construct.ion is his seaworld.. Convinced
that the sea runs throuqh his veins and is his true mother
(LL, 89), he depends on that. world to provide hi.m with the
mLndrnum of he possesses.. By inverting the pagan and
you
from city
Christian myth of 'lila-teras the Qreation .and sustenance of
all life, by applying only negative allusionato 131.iot's
poem and ignorin.g thedualistio funotion of water as a
destructive and. re-creative principle, Pynchonreveals that
Flange's submarine kingdom can offer no life at all~ Dennis'
underworld is nothing less than Dante's Inferno ..
In moments of clearer reckoning, Dennis himself is
struck by "a weird irrational association" (LL, 95) between
his much-beloved sea and a low-land area.. He recognizes
that I'under a special. kind of illumination or in a mood con-
duoive to metaphor" (LL, 95-96), a person observing the sea
will notice, in spit.e. of the motion of the waves, a kind of
solidity. Under these oircumstances, the sea "becomes a
gray or glauoous desert, a wast.e land whioh stretohes a.way
to the horizon, and all you would have to do would be to
over the to "talk away over its surface; if
a tent: and. enou9'h provisions you could journey
city tll.at way , .... for Flange that imrnense
was a kind of low"'land which almost
a single human fi<;ju.re striding across it for oom-
pleteneSifi ll (LL, 96). In these lines, Flange is unquestion-
ably with the living-dead inhabitants of Eliot's
poem, who wander aimlessly about in the Waste Land.
To reinforce an already-bleak picture, Pynchon bor-
rows ad.ditional and situations from The l'iaste
Land. By alterinq the Matilda-figure' s role in tILO\~-lands,"
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he transforms Dennis' seaworld into a void,.
In The Divine Cornedx,Dante attains the state of
Adam before or1gi.na1 sin as he'! enters EdenJ there he re-
covers his innocent nature. It is In the garden that he
meets the young Matilda, who is gathering flowers and whose
brl.ghtly-sbining eyes enrapture him, as will Beatrice's
later. As Frye notes, Eliot, in turn, adopts this scene
and scatters throughout his works the image of a secret
garden, usually a rose qarden, which is associated with
beauty, childhood and innocence and in which appears a
young Matilda-like 9ir1. 13 Flowered with good intentions
and nostalgic memories, the rose garden is the world of
might-have-been, the life one might have lived, which con-
trasts with the life one has actually lived. It is a world
of wish-fulfillment. In The Waste Land, the Matilda-figure
who resides in the garden is the hyacinth girl, and when
the narrator meets her, he fi.nds himself speechless and
sightless, neither liv109 nor dead and knowing nothing (WL,
p. 38.1.39-40).
Flange's encounter w1th Ner1ssa, the hyacinth girl
of "Low-lands," closely parallels E11ot's scene. Having
fallen under a mountain of tires, he is rendered unoon-
soious--a sightless state similar to being neither liv1ng
nor dead .. Having made a brief introduction, Dennis 1s
1 p. 53"
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reduced to speechlessness,. for hE! has fino idea what to say
to her next" (LL, 105) .. Descending through the door of the
refrigerator, like the ('little doo;rrt Which leads to IJarry' s'
rose garden in The FamilX .Reunion., De11.n!s is led through a
serlee of small openings to IiJerissa' s rose garden, wherein
he is soon to believe that his wishes will be fUlfilled,
that he will be able to recapture a salty-dog life ..
Although Dennis does not., the reader soon realizes
that Nerissa's Subraarineworld is a life-denying t sterile
reg"ion. Pynchon' s description of Nerissa's ornately decor-
ated room provides a very close comparison to the picture of
a room described in the first twenty lines of itA Game of
Chess," a room Eliot employs to compare the love scene of
110tony and Cleopatra with that of a bored, neurasthenic,
wealthy modern-day woman. In "A Game of Chess, If which por-
trays the abuse and misuse of sexuality, sex is a death
principle, destructive rather than creative.
In issa's domain, sex is also sterile and associ-
with death.. In this realm, the heroine's 'child' is a
rat named Hyacinth, and the reader transferred to Eliot's
n I alley" (W'L, p.. 40 •. L.115), the waste alley of death,
a location in '\I/hich the protagonist again knows , sees and
remembers nothing.. In "The r'-ire Sermon, It it a rat,
"dragging its slimy belly on the bank" (WL, p , 43 .. 1 .. 188),
which crawls through an accumUlation of dead bod and
skeletal bones. Strongly linked to these death images, it
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113 doubtful that. Hyacinth ,,1i11 insure fertility ()r fulfill-
ment ..
Pynchon further d.arkens his vision by introduoing
his version of Eliot's jaded clai.rvoyant, M.adame SOEJost.ris ..
In IILow-lands," wherein the one-eyed Violetta foretells the
union of Dennis and Nerissa, pynchon intends violet as the
color of death. In 'llhe WasteLand, the nviolet houx" (WL,
p. 43 .. 1.220) marks the time when the bored and tired typist
indifferently allows her body to be exploited, an act which
denotes a full denial of humanity. Amidst the "violet air u
(WL, p .. 48 .. 1.373)fa11 all the towers of the world's unreal
cities~ reverberatinq in the "violet light" (l'1L,. p. 48.1 .. 380)
are the hollow sounds which echo out of empty cisterns and
exhausted wells.
To conclude this compounded. vision of a sterile and
deathly world, Pynehon very clearly links NeriSSa with the
sea, which he has established. conoretely as a death prin-
ciple. As Dante was captured by the light radiating from
Matilda's eyes, so Dennis is fascinated by the whitecaps
moving across 'Nerissa's eyes and. envisions sea creatures
Ii c r ui s i ng about in the submarine green of her heartl'l (LL,
108) ..
Flange himself, without comprehending: the full impli-
cations, recognizes that the sea. is, or can be, a low-land.
It also appears to be linked with death in his subconscious
mind. When he refuses to tell a sea story to his friends,
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he subst.itutes acorps·e st.o.ry,..14wh:l.ohhe tells flat random.
Or apparent.lyso.. ne wondered what GeronimoW'ould say" eLL,
100). Not. implausibly,the Freudian Diaz might oonnect
Dennis' established hehaviorpattern of passivity, resigns....
tion and wit.hdrawal away from :1i£8·and int.o fantasy and an
"apparently zandom" ehoioeof a story about death with
E'reud 'ED theory of the death...wish, 't'hien, in tlllylie Sypher' B
words, $tates t.hat. man seeks t.he ultimate pleasure of "an
untroubled security of not-being" and. that "the d.rag toward
inertia (Thanatos) is constantly behind the self-assertion
\-Ihich we call living ....15 Flange' IS preoccupation with and
ultimata wit.hdrawal into his fantasy sea kingdom could be
an enactment of Freud's death-wish. In any ease, Nerissa
has not rescued him after all, for, if t.he actual world
finds hirn enduring a dead-alive existence, the fantasy
'tlOrld, being a further removal underground, will intensify
that deadness.
l"ina1ly, it must not be forgotten that t.he tlllast.eland,
be it Thomas pyncbon's or T. S .. Eliot's, has become what it
14 The female corpse of Fla.nge' s substit.ute tale may
be, as Joseph Slade suggest.s, representative of Eliot's
~1an (Tholnas Pynchtm, P .. 29): it could also "That
corpse you planted last year in your garden" (WL, p .. 39.1.71).
~1ore likely, howevez , the allusion is to S~Jeeney Agonistas
and refers to the female cadaver kept in a bathtub full of
lysol (I:~,li,ot: 'l'h€! ~omJ?let;e Poems. and Plays ~ p. 83 ~, all inci....
dent intended to symbolIze lithe k1.nd of ord1.nary l1.fe indis-
tinguishable death'! (Frye, T. S .. Eliot, p .. 59), a theme
of major importance in I'Low-lands. u-
1 the pp. 75-16.
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is because of the people who inhabit it.. In "Low-lands,"
1?ynchon discloses that, DE!nr:d.. 1iJ •.. li'langEli, II a I egd.t.imate . child
of bis genera.tlon ll (LL,81) anq. thus arepresentative>con-
t.emporary American, is both cause and symptom of the Waste-
land; his mental and moral constitution doom his life to
failure. 'l'o illustrate tllis point and to clarify and
strengthen Dennis' negative personal1ty traits and inept
modes of existence, Pynchon alludes,. if obliquely, to other
Eliot poems, 'I'he similarit.ies between the personalities of
Flange and Eliot's Hollow I\1en and J. Alfred Prufrock are so
striking that it is probable that Pynchon found the latter
influential in shaping the character of Dennis 1"lange.
Certainly, Flange possesses characteristics of the
Hollow Men. Echoing the emptinEH1U~ of their world, the
Hollow Men are neither 11\1'.10go.or dead and have a lesser
claim to existence than the "lost violent souls ,11 6 in Hell,
took the initiative to mak.ean earthly com:l'uitment, how-
ever t~rong. Deadened to all stimuli, the Hollo,.v Men respond
passively to life, bending whichever way t.he winds blot.v.
Their lives are spent in IIdeath's dream kingdom,1i 17 an
arLd, twilight. d.reara world, and the nursery rhyme, rnake-
believe atmosphere of Part V mocks t.he hopes of their empty,
real existences, thwarted at every turn.
Poems and
low ," in T. S. Eliot: The
-..::::;;.~..;;;..' 1909-1950, p .. 56.. -·-
1711The Hollow Men," p .. 57 ..
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Dennis Flange'sdoublecaribedfscerned in "The
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock," another·st.udy of t.he $elf-
romant.ioizing ego. Pruf:rook in tbispoerrt, like Flange in
his story, a.ddressE!sa "you" who is also himself· and whom
Frye desoribes a$ fl a famIliar eompound ghost made up
chiefly of memories. tr 1a The "I," the aotual, everyday
Prufrock, lives in a waste world, neath's other kingdom,
which is di.stinotly separated from the paradisal, wisb-
fulfillment 'World, symbolized by the seaa.nd singing mer-
maidS, which houses his "you,na romantic, daring, sexual
self. As Prufrock undertakes his visit, he proceeds through
pla.ces which mark: the sterility and stench of a blighted
contemporary world. Passing through the waste Land, he
perceives the night. in the aspect of etherization: with the
additional metaphor of somnolence, t.he scene is one of
inertia, torpor and. stagnat.ion ..
At his moment of decision, the prot.agonist hesitates
and passively watches his chance slip away. By refusing
action, by remaining uncommitted and passive, Prufrock is
destined to irrevo,oable failure.. He will continue his
boring regimen of timidly measuring out his life wit.h coffee
spoonSe 19 The dedication to the Prufrock volume quotes a
laT. .. S .. Eliot, pe 54.
19n The Love Song of Je Alfred Prufrook,t1 in '1" .. S.
Eliott The CgMElete Poems and Pla.ys, 1909 ...1950, p. 5.. -_.
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passa.gefrom Da.nte' sPu:r:91atorio, whiobc·onelu.des; ItTre·at-
20inq shadows as a solid thing ... "< 'rhe :shadow Prufrockcon-
oretizes is his fantasy sea-world in which lives bis daring
self. In t.he tedium of hls<ord.1nary days, the pass1ve
Prufrock willoonjure u.p thlsworld, linger
in the chambers of t:he sea
By sea-girls wreathed ''lith seaweed .reda2i brown
Till human v010es wake us, a.nd we drown.
Dennis Flange is a remarkably close facs1mile of J.
Alfred. Prufr,ock. His Wasteland. differs little, and Dennis,
until the conclusion of "Low-lands," leads a double life.
His trivial existence in the aotual world is marked by
lethargy and an inability to act decisively. Just as
Prufrock deslres to be etherized into inactivit.y and con-
sclouslessness, so Flange enacts a sort of return to the
tranquility and protection of 'the womb. Dennis has never
attempted to cultivate an actual heroic self but has, at a
much lesaerexpenditure of energy, created a fictional one.
His wish-fUlfillment world is also represen.ted by the sea,
his mermaids t.ak1ng the shape of Nerissa, all of Prufrock I s
fifty ~~ereids rolled into one. When Dennis Flange w1th-
draws totally into and accepts as rea11ty at fantasy world
wi th her, he , too, treats a shadow as a solid thing,. for
Nerissa herself is "almost a shadow," her hair a "black
nebuLe " (LL, 1(4).
20 nThe Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,n p. 3.
21 fl The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, lip. 7.
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Having passively allowed and then become disen-
chanted with the reality of his self and his life, Dennis
Flang'e has undertaken a retreat to e.sos;pe bot1\1 hiswitb-
drawal into a self-fashionedfictiona1 world haa pla¢ed him
precariously in the midst of an even more stifling,. life-
denying world which will diminish, possibly extinguish, his
already-sparse human capabilities. As stephen Koch states,
Pynchon'sW'orks reveal that one t:endency of modern man,
faced with t.he Wasteland, is "to deaden contact. with the
ordinary experience of life by allowing the imagination to
repla.ce it with some superficially more pleasant but
sterile figment. ,.22 In nLow-lands, tI Dennis Flange not only
replaces his reality with a sterile figment but totally
submerges in that substitute realm. His submarine with-
drawal, like Benny Profane's sewer and subway retreats,
Fausto M.aijstral' 8 withdrawal into inanimacy and the Tris-
tero underworld ret.reat, while permitting an escape from an
actual, ant.aqonistic experience, insures at. the same time
a deadened, if not. dead, refugee.
22"Imagination in the Abstract,U, p. 254.
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of communication and love in his marriage, unaware that his
passlvity and lncessantdaydreaminq........h:ismental foetal
posit.ion--h:ave engendered the marital impasse. In v. emerges
Flange 'ssuccessor, Benny Profane, 'ttho also assumes the
foetal positlon (V., :207). A.s Roger Benkle maintains,
profane, "though modeled part.ly on absurd literature r, 15 bum,
is a reductio ad absurdum of t.hat favorite American novel
device, the 'honest, neutral' protagonist-observer who is
sensitive but nearly inert. 11 23 Profane is a bum and is
less than neutral and sensitive.. Contrary to Flange, he
consciously and actively chooses to have no meaningful rela-
tionships, deciding at every opportunity to give nothi.ng of
himself, although the women he encounters seem always to
demand the opposite response.. Through years of self'"
absorption, self-pity and an ever-growing complacenc.y,
Profane has cultivated a very genuine indifference, an in-
difference his self-styled and sustained schlemihlhood
guarant.ees.. When real human contact threatens his passiv-
ity, he readily barricades himself with his convenient
excuse for non"" invo lvement ..
23Roger B .. Henkle, Ilpyncncm I.s'l'apestries on the
¥lestern Wall," Mo.oern Fiction Studies, 17, No. 2 (Summer,
1971),212 ..
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tJ;7hen Benny first; mEllet.s Paola Maijst.ral, he realizes
that she has endowed him "with all manner of healing and
sympat.hetic talents he didn't really possess" (v., 9). HIs
de.ficiency is a result of deliberate ohoicej he has espoused
schlemihlhood and relies on a standard Profa.ne maxim: "A
schlemihl is a schlemihl. What. can you 'make' out. of one?
What can one 'make' of himself? You reach a point,ano
Profane knew held reached it, Where you know how much you can
and cannot dot' (V., 134).. Benny has eliminat.ed alternatives
by decidin9 that he can and will do nothing; Jeremy Larner
states: trpynchon makes it clear that Benny Profane is a
schlemihl not only by nature but by his own choice, implying
that a schlemihl is simply a man ""ho chooses to remain
passive in every situation that life offers.,,24 Profane's
Flanqe-like passivity and genuine human concern are, like
Heisenberg's velocity and position, a canonically conjugate
pair; they are mutually exclusive.
Like Dennis before him, :Benny has neither t..'l-te energy
nor inolination to establish human rapport. Being pa.ssive,
he is, therefore, no risk-taker, and interpersonal relation-
ships neoessarily haply the elements of risk and uncertain
out.comea i after all, I' if you did take the trouble, even any
first step, it meant stacking income against output: and who
knew what embarrassments, exposes of self that might drag
24Jeremy Larner, "The New Schlemihl," Partisan
Review, 30, No. 3 (1963), 274.
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you into?" (V.. , 334).. Il{otProf'ane, certainly.•
In The Open Deoision, Jerry8ryant analyzes certain
contemporary literary protagonlats, Profane amon.q them, and
states: "In thelr 'casual independence,' sUbjects are
responsible for the way 1nwhicb they go about choosing from
the 'World about them.,,25 L1v1ng in a hostile and chaotic
environment, some of those subject", especially those with
meager inner resources, succumb to the negative surrounding
forces, lose or deny a valuable personal identity and, rather
than strive to assert a self and make responsible choices,
atternpt "to get out from under a self, to esca.pe from a
heavy burden of freedom .... to get beyond the self,
26beyond personality." Profa.ne, a most unheroic protagonist,
denies his freedom and exercises his option in all situations
by simply choosing not to choose. His "casual independence"
has evolved into a total independence from all people,
especially women ..
Benny avoidS relationships with 'I;"1omen as certainly
as he avoids the Street. tV'hen Fina, saintly sister of his
alligator-hunting companions, demands more of him than he
is 111illing to give, Profane begins lito tally his time in
reverse or schlemihl's light: time on the job as escape,
time exposed to any p08s101.1ity of getting LnvoLved with Fina
25The Open Decision, p. 232.
26Sypher, p , 70.
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as assbreaking t wageless labor t 11. Profane, "who knew that
one wrong-word would pu'c him closer than he caredt.o be to
Street level 'I (V .. , 123) I backs off from Fina and:. into his
self-fashioned schlemihlhood. Refusing to communicate and
never understanding her need for affection, Benny wonders:
"Why? Why did she have to behave like he was a huma,n being ..
tihy coulan't he be just an object of mercy? t,fllat did Fina
have to go pushing it for? " (V.. , l23) ..
Benny'lS refus·al to respond to Fins results, if in-
directly, in her subsequent ravisment by the Playhoys, but
when he later encounters the hostile and accusing woman,
Profane lamely retorts: "'Your ass ...... they would have
got. you sooner or lat.er·" (V .. , 341). lUi Robert Richardson
says of his reaction: "Benny's increasingly obvious callous....
ness may seem like a willed inclifference sheltering and con-
cealing an intensely sensitive soul. But Fina's final
appearance suggest.s that the indifference is real rather
than feignea. u21 Profane simply does not care, as Rachel's
concert.ed and futile attempts t.o engage him in a relation-
ship proves
Rachel'S involvement with Benny is totally one-'sided,
again by Profane's choice. If she is willing to expend the
energy and take the risk involved, he is not and warns:
27Robert
Thomas Pynchon's
Ce:ntltry, Nos 9 (
O. Richardson, ·'The Absurd Animate in
V: A Novel," St.udies in the Twentieth
ing, 1 2), p:-3e. -- -
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II '.. .. • I don' t love anything, •not:· even yo,u.. •• .. a
schlemihl like me takes and gives nothing baok" (V.• , 346).
Profane is un~1illing to eX0rt the energy or to make the
commitment ne.cessary to maintain a healthy relationship.
Continuously relying on his schlemihlhood to shield and
insulate himself, he insists that he cannot love and will
not be other than he is, a illee"schlenlihl' s don' tchange"
(V.. r 359). If he has not taken his "o'tln flabby I olumsy soul
and amplified it into a Universal Principle'! (V. I 359) I as
Rachel is led to believe, Profane nonetheless takes full
advantage of his developed passive nature, which preven.ts:
him from ever having to expose the "bare brain, bare heart t1
(V.,. 360) she desires and \'ihieh also guarantees that he will
never be burdened with an interest in or a regard for others.
Benny Profane is in no "'lay concerned with love i his
desire to see people get together i8 fl a little cynical, a
little self-pitying, a little withdrawn • 1'hough it
springs from a self-centered concern, it is often as much
as a young man like Profane ever does go out of himself and
take an interest in human strangers" (V.. , 198). But his
interest in his friends, if they can be called such, is
equallY minimal.
tVhen Rachel sets out on her desperate endeavor to
prevent Esther Harvitz' s abortion, Benny's callous zesponae
is: "'I don't see why you're so excited .. She wants to get
her uterus scraped, let her'" (V., 334). He cannot or will
28
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not comprehend Rachel'sexplan.ation.of why she cares for
her roontmat.e; when she talks of human compassion, he thinks
of sex, perhaps the one thing-whioh does concern him. since
his chief desire is for "someplace t.o sore't'1i' in private" (V.,
197), Benny t.ypl.fies t.he prot.agonist. of the contemporary
novel Stanley Edgar Hyman describes in tiThe Goddess and the
Schlemih11 u Hyman states that. the new anti-heroes of the
Profane sort I'are in neurotic withdrawal • • • They suffer
from meagerness of aim, asking only to be physically
gratified and otherwise to be left alone • .,28 These are
preclsely Benny's goals. With his passivity at a peak, his
human apathy genuine and his schlemih1hood intact, beyond
obtaining the most. creature comforts, Benny Profane desires
only to avoid the dangers of the Street.
v., one aspect of t.he contemporary 'IIgaste1and is
represented the Street, th,e area above 9"round; all streets
collectively combine to fOrft't it, and it is a region appropri-
ate to those who inhabit it. fIausdorf points out that it. is
symbolio nat lea in part of manipulated human activity,
with hints of radical politics,n 29 an element whioh will be
closely examined in the follo'frtinq chapter. The Street, lithe
kingdolll of death" (V., 309), is the region of tourism and
Edgar Hyman, tiThe Goddess and t.he
Schlemihl,n in Standards: A Chronicle of Books for Our Time
(New York: HorIzon pree.fs, 1966), p. 142. --- -- _._-
29"Thomas Pynchon's l\1ultiple ~tIJ:)surdities,n p. 260.
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mob violence.. It is also the home of the inanimate and is
conducive to the aimless, directionless existence'of Benny
Profane. Although nesaaks to deny the fact, Benny belongs
to the Street.
Street-aide, Profane is a passive wanderer with no
established start.i.ng point o.r destination; he "'could not
care less about the past, and. not very much about the
present , either, fI 3 0 with no concern whatsoever about his
future. Remembering little more than his birthdate, root.....
less and seemingly familyless, he attempts to visit his
parents only once in v. (they are not at home) and, shuf-
fling along through hi801d neighborhood, walks tlpast his
past, though \'I!'ho knew it? Not Profane" (V., 355). John
Hunt observes that throughout the novel, whether in Norfolk,
New York or 'fItlalta, "he not on an obvious quest, has no
apparent direction, makes: no effort either to seek out. or
to avoid a group of friends from his old Navy destroyer
The Scaffold or another g'roup known as the Whole Sick Crew
who lounge about New York. City, mostly at their bar the
Spoon. ,,31 Profane, who is trnot unwilling, not. anti-
cipating, not anything: merely prepared to float, acqui.re a
30 ll V for Victory, II rev. of V.,
19(3), B2 ..
61 (1 April
31John Tt~. Hunt r "Comic Escape and Anti ....Vision: The
Novels of Joseph Heller and Thomas Pynchon,1! in Adversi!X.
and Gra.ce: in ReC!(~tl,t American IJi terature, ed ,
i'iat.han A::- •--CCMcago't-unTverslty-o-f ChIcago Press,
1968) r p , 99.
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set and drift wherever Fortune willed" (V' .. , .344), is oon-
tent to travel 1n whichever direction he is heading ..
Jerry Bryant offers that Profane is as hi.s name
sugge.sts; he is r. an unsanctifled man, irreverent though
not rebellious, passively allowing hims·elf to be carried by
the current of experience rather than attempting to steer
his own course toward discovery according to some goal.,,32
At home nowhere and everywhere, he belongs wherever he
happens to be at any pa.rticular time, since any home he has
is tempora.ry (V., 427). Like Eliot' s Hollow Men, Benny
,jreacts passively to any pu.ff of momentum that happens to
touch him; by himself he cannot initiate or construct any-
thing--no project, no relationships, no dreams. His move-
ment is a long flight from nowhere in particular to nowhere
in part.icu1ar." 33
Appropriate to his character and lifestyle, street
repai.r \'lOrk, if anything, is his occupation, also appropri-
ately, neither does he do it well nor is he devoted to it.
Occupying a sizeable portion of Benny's time, roadwork merely
keeps him in wine. As V.. opens, the human sch1emih1, since
his discharge from the Navy, has "been road-laboring and
when there wasn't work just traveling, up and down the east
coast like a yo-yo, and this had been going on for maybe a
32'l'l1e 0Een Decision, p .. 253 ..
33Tanner, p. 165 ..
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year and a half" (V., 2). Street-li.fe, roadwork, does
nothing for Benny but provide him with his fragme.n.tary
morality (V., 10) and an illusion of motion.
In spite of his many years street-side, "Profane
hadn't ohanqed , • • • Road work had done n.othing to improve
the outward Profane, or the inward one either. Though the
street had claimed a big fraction of Profane's age, it and
he remained strangers in every way. Streets ••• had
taught him nothing" (V., 27). Four hundred pages later,
meandering the streets of Malta with Brenda Wigglesworth,
whose It insid.e too was her outside" (V., 426), Benny reflects
on his street experiences and is forced to admit: It, •••
offhand I'd say I haven't learned a goddamn thing'" (V., 428).
At the end of the novel,. while Brenda, with her seventy-
two pairs of Bermuda shorts, oontemplates a return to
Beaver College, sloe gin fizzes and the blighted Good Life,
Profane, somewhat sadder but no wiser, a.nticipates an
eventual resumption of his position on any convenient
street, and Ilboth agreed this was nowhere 11 (v., 426).
Through all of his years of roadwork,. Profane has learned
only that each Street, all streets, merely lead to more of
the same.
Accompanying his awareness of the Ubiquitous nature
of the Street is an increasing fear of the toll it will
exact from him. The Street is the domain of the inanimate,
an object region where nothing is truly alive, and, perhaps
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sensing the presence of an· enemy too powerfUl for bis
sca.nty resources t.o combat, Profane is threatened.. Don
Hausdorf observes that, never understanding the essenoe of
inanimacy or his own natural penohant for it, Profane's
"aversion to the 'inanimate' is more instinctual than
intellectual.. Chained as he is to his anti"'quest.. • .. he
is incapable of achieving any perspective on men or events:"
his instinctive fear of the street's i.nanimacy "enables him
to be horrified, but it is not enough to prod him beyond
avoidism and into real comprehension. n34 Like his pre-
flgurer, Profane, rather than activelY rebel against a
Wasteland world that is determined to deromanticize, de-
humanize and destroy and rather t.han actively attempt to
rid himself of his own inanimat.e tendencies, decides to
eliminate the threat by withdrawing from it.. Also like
Flange, he attempts to find shelter and satisfaction in a
subterranean world.
Lackinq the capacity and character to decisively
alter his schlemihl street-role and ignorant of the fact
that, by virtue of being a decadent, callous, self-pitying
vagabond, he belongs Street-side, Benny becomes increasingly
more terrified of the above-ground world. Somehow, after
tlmor e named pavements than he'd care to count, Profane had
grown a little leery of streets • • • They had in fact all
34"Thomas Pynchon's Multiple Absurdities," p. 262.
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fused into a single abstraotedStreet,whioh cometbe full
moon he would have nightmares about" (V., 2) .. The most
revealing of his nightmares .: is about a boy, standing in a
street, who unscrews a golden screw in his naval and loses
his ass.
The recurring nightmare, the implications of which
Benny does not fully understand, seems to hold some fascina-
tion, some measure of hidden meanin.g: "To Profane, alone in
the street, it would always seem maybe he was looking for
something too to make the fact of his own disassembly
plausible as that of any machine. It was always at this
point that the fear started: here that it would turn into
a nightmare. Because now, if he kept going down that
street., not only his ass but also his arms, legs, sponge
brain and clock of a heart must be left behind to litter
the pavement, be scattered among manhole covers" (v •. , 30).
The dream of the Street becomes more and more Profane's own,
and the thought of his own inanimacy, which he mistakenly
reckons as a purely physical and mechanical outside threat,
terrifies him.. lIe asks himself: "Was i.t home, the mercury-
lit street?" (V., 30) .. Sensing that i.t is, Benny Profane
withdraws into the underworlds of the sewer and the subway.
In the New York City sewers hunting alligators,
Benny finds the esoape for which he longs, escape from per-
sonal commitment and from the fear of inanimate Objects,
which he believes are determined to destroy him at every
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turn Street-side. Actual things are less threatening under-
ground; the shotgun which he would never touohStreet-level
even appearS friendly, for "ashotgul1 under the street,
under the Street, might be all right." (V., 33) • Profane is
comfortable and protected in the sewer, although his success
as an alligator patrolman is far from spectacular.
When his patrol is about t.o be disbanded for lack of
quarry....-"what held been trying for a week not to think
about: that he and the Patrol as functioning units of the
Sewer Department had about had it" (v., l33)--Profane is
heartsick. His tranquility is about to be shattered: "There
was no more work under the Street. What peace there had been
was over" (V., 137). However, soon after being compelled to
resurface, Benny obtains another temporary solace B.S he
engages in his remaining avoidance technique: subway yo-
yoing.
Being long accustomed to Street yo-yoing, Profane
is clea.rly an expert at the sUbway version, a pastime Wherein
he spends the entire day "like a yo-yo, shuttling on the
sUb,~ay back and forth underneath 42nd Street, from Times
Square to Grand Central and vice versa" (V., 27). In no
time at all and largely due to Profane, yo-yoing becomes
the chief diversion for the Whole Sick Crew and a sport with
very definite guidelines: "Rule: you had to be genuinely
drunk. • • • Rule: you had to wake up at least once on each
transit. Otherwise there'd only be a time gap, and that you
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could ha.ve spent on a bench in the subway station. Rule:
it had to be a subway line running- up and downtown, because
this is the way a yo-yo goes" (v., 282). So secure and
isolated is Profane in his subway world tbat any resur-
facing, any S1:.reet-levelexposure,. threatens him. He panics
upon re-emergence and cries: II'Subway' ••• like the
hunchback. of Notre Dame yelling sanctuary" (v., 347).
In his underground existences, Benny Profane finds
peace and believes himself to be safe from an encroaching
inanimacy. Carl Hartman, in "The Fellowship of tha Roles,"
offers· that "the se"ler is a retreat rather than Hell; the
level under the Street ha.s more direction to it than all
the true cliches of the Street itself•• Or, if the
sewer i.s Hell, it is preferable at times to the topside
areas. n35 The sewer and its precisely-directed companion,
the subway, are infinitely more preferable and pleasant
than the above-surface Street. Ho\!,ever, there should be no
doubt as to the nature of those underworlds: clearly associ-
a.ted in V. wit.h submarine territory, 36 both are as sterile
35Car 1 Hartman, hThe Fellowship of the Roles,"
Contact, No. 15 (July, 1963), p. 74 ..
36 I n V.. , Benny observes an old bum, a. subway yo-
yoer, and reflects: liRe must have been there all night, yo-
yoing out to Brooklyn and back, tons of water swirling over
his head and he perhaps dreaming his own submarine country,
peopled by mermaids and deep-sea creatures all at peace
among the rocks and sunken galleons .. • • If under the street
and under the sea are the same then he was king of both"
(p .. 199) .. In comparison with Flange's fear of surfaces is
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as Dennis Flange's fantasy seaworld.
Underworld regions serVe to reinforce Profane's
passivit.y and inanimate tendenoies. In the sewers, where
"you don't see anythinglt (V., 33), he wanders ai.mlessly
through the well-defined oonfines, only half-heartedly
pursuing the death-seeking alligators, with which he feels
an increasingly close affinity.. Attimas he considers
giving up even this most minimal exertion, '·'collapsing and
just letting the stream float him out with pornographic
pictures, coffee grounds, contraceptives used and unused,
shit" (V., 109). Benny·s withdrawal to the sewer may be a
valid, if unconscious, enactment of Freud.'s death-tllish~ it
is a return to a ne.arly inorganic, insular death-like state
in which all outer stimuli are avoided. lH~ Tony Tanner
explains: liThe se~1er or under-the-street. (also compared to
under the sea) is that area of dream, the unconscdous , per-
haps the ancestral memozy , in which one may find a t,empor-
ary peace or oblivion, ,,37 hut 'VI1he r e one may also undergo
serious physical and mental deterioration.. Underworld
dwellers are Ita weird collection .. .. • Ivlostly bums" (V .. r
Profane's, for he is also flafraio of land or seascapes .....
where nothing else lived but himself. It seemed he '\'I:ras
always walking into one: turn a corner in t.he street, open
a door to a weatherdeck and t.here he'd be in alien countryf!
(p , 12).
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In the sewersP'rofane encounters groups no more
promising than a maimed and disfigured society I' 'fa genera-
tlan of freaks and pariahs .. ...at secret and horrible post-
war fraternity. No good at all in any of the usual rungs
ofsocietyft (V .. I 87).. There he also encounters what. remains
of Father Fa1ring' s Parish., so named after a lunatic priest
who, during the Depression, decided that New York City's
human populat.lon would die, while the sewer rats 'Ylould
emerge to take its place.. Taking it upon himself to convert
the rat.s to Catholicism, he descended into the Set'l1ers only
to end his underworld years in defeat and despair.. Ois-
covering that. his flock was going to ~turn out no better
than the animals whose estate they were succeeding toft (V .. ,
107) and that his entire parish offered only one member with
a soul worth saving (V .. , lOa), Father Fairing's sewer mission
resulted in total failure and provided him with only one
comfort--a convenient place in which to die.. The sewer is
a death. kingdom, home only for waste and filth, incorrigible
rodents and a group of alligators that seeks death; even
more than Street, the u.ndert\i'orld. is inhabited by flotsam
38
and jetsam for whom time holds no promise ..
39Henkle, p .. 212 ..
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The subway world is but anotherversicm of the same.
Yo-yoing underground, Benny is·a.ble to maint.ain maximum
passivity and lethargy as the vehicle carries him along on
its exaotly repetitious, oircular route. Sleeping muoh of
the time, he needs maintain only a spasmodic consoiousness
and a meager metabolism.. Subway yo-yoing up and dOt<1n
Manhattan, going nowhere, is, as Richard Lehan insists, an
absolute and ultimate decadence, for "Pyncnon'syo-yo is
the reductio ad ab?u,Fch.un of Adams' dynamo. The yo-yo
translates into human tentu:; the idea of mot.ion without.
direction, energy without t.hought, life ",,,ithout meaning.. To
yo-yo is to abandon the will and to let the machine move
U8--to become a mechanical man.. tt39 The inanimate subway
yo-yoars, Profane included, resemble a group of "vertical
corpses, eyes wi t.h no Iif·e, crowded loins, buttocks and
hip-point.s together.. Little sound except for the racket-
ing of the subway, echoes in the tunnels: 1l this sewer
alternate , this underground amuaemerrt , is no more than It the
Dance of Death brough.t up to date" (V .. , 282).
The peace which the sewer and subway offer Benny is
of a dangerous sort; what he believes to be an escape from
the threat of inanimacy is nothing less than an entry into
dea.th kingdoms which will insure for him the ul t.imate in
non-existence and dehumaniza.tion. His descent to underworlds
p. 159 ..
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is a retreat from a meaningless meandering life into no
recognizable life at all. Like the true mechanlealyo""yo
he. is, Benny Profane is pUlled in whichever dir,ection see.ma
to promise the shelters upon which he depends; as V.. closes,
he ant.icipates his next possible sanct:uary--either an under-
ground 'tunnel at Porte.-d!es-:Sombes or a sewer in Marsa,
underground retreats on tlalta.
As Dennis Flange withdraws mentally into a sub-
marine :fantasy world and Benny succumbs to inertness of mind
and body through a dependence on sewer and subr.-,tay shelters,
Fausto Ma.ijstral, in t.he historical episodes of V., enacts
a desperate and deadly retreat from humanity into inanimacy.
SUddenly confronted \'lith the terror and tragedy of war-
time reality, he avoids true contact with it via a series of
progressively deeper ".,ithdrawals "'1l1ich accompany a steadily
deteriorating self. Through the characters of Fausto I, II,
II! and IV', Pynchon illustrates Bergson's theory that per-
sonality is an aspect of the psychic states through which a
passes. 4 0 The four personaliti.es of Fausto Ji<laij stral
the psychic s s indicative of them reveal how one
chooses to deal with the Wasteland; they also reveal
that some choices are fatal.
The personality of Fausto I had its existence before
the war began to ravage Malta. Naively idealistic and full
40 Sypher, p. 59.
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of pretentious rhetorio , Fau.stp I formed with friends
Maratt and Dnubiet-na. a tripleallia.noe oalled the "Genera-
tion of '37 I It a prima.ry objective of whioh was to create
a grand schoOl of Anglo-Maltese poetry.. Dividing into
three areas t.hetasks of alleviating: human sUffering and
initiat.ing a new Golden-Age, Maratt was to be a politioian,
Dnubiet.na an engineer and Faust.o, Ita young sovereign
dithering between Caeaar and God" (V .. , 28.6), a priest ..
Pre-1940 was a glorious period. for the first Maijstral, who
wrote t.hen: "I felt as do many young men a sure wind of
Greatness flowing over my shoulders like an invisible cape"
(V., 285) ..
However, the year 1940 and the first falling bombS
abruptly shat.tered the "Generation'sfl idealism, altruism and
intellectualism; the drastic change in external events
demanded a different sort of commitment to reality, and
the projected goals of the movement were subordinated to
the immediate task of survival. Fausto I was an optimist
who discovered t.hat flonce the inadequacy of optimism [is]
born in on him by an ineVitably host.ile world U (V., 289),
he must engage a new personality in order to endure his
altered environment. The horror of the war extinguished
his idealistic self; Fausto :t became tla young man in
ret.reat h (V., 290-91) and withdrew into the prot.ection of
concept.s and abstractions.
As the island averaged ten raids per day, Fausto's
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Iiteral withdrawal to un.derground shelter was accompanied
bye. withdrawal into Fausto II,a personality which allowed
a camouflage o£tbe war's actuality. The journal entries
of that time revealed a shift from objective, detailed
descriptions of hia surroundings to elaborate apostrophes
and eulogies to Malta, "'sudden shifts from reality to some-
thing less n (v., 290). Implicit in that shift to something
less was the disintegration of Fausto's self, a disintegra-
tion characterized by several avenues of withdrawal:
retreat into poetry; retreat into dreams of the Grand
Knight, La Vallette, and of a time "when personal combat was
more equal, when warfare could at least be gilded with an
illusion of honour" (v., 295-96); retreat into a lesser
humanity, evidenced in his strained marital relationship
and a near-indifference to the "ongoing vast--but somehow
boring--destruction of an island" (V., 291); and, finally,
retreat into a sense of limbo, represented by the image of
slow Apocalypse, wherein time itself was devoid of meaning
and the Maltese people apparently "laboured and sheltered
in timeless Purgatory" (V .. , 296). Fausto II' s fascination
for the conceptual provided him escape from the reality of
the surrounding war-world.
Concomitant with the withdrawal into abstraction
was a disjunction of the sensibilities which characterized
his Anglo-l4altese heritage.. As a member of the "Genera-
tion of •37, II I\1aijstral experienced his identity as a
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unity; he was decidedly and contentedly an An9lo-Maltese ..
As Fausto II, however, he sensed a personal being progres-
sively more Maltese and less British.. The second Fausto
split into a dual man whO experie.nced a. conflict bet.ween
t.he two element.s of his heritager he was unsure whether "to
be merely Maltese: endure almost mindless, without sense
of time? Or to think--continuously--in English, to be too
aware of war, of time, of all the greys and shadows of
love If (v., 2B9). The first war-time Fausto was a deterior-
ating Anglo-Maltese, !faimed two ways at once: towards
peace and simplicit.y on the one hand, towards an exhausted
intellectual searching on the other" (v., 289).
As the holocaust continued, with Fausto II degener-
ating into Fausto III, Maijstral became increasingly more
Maltese and less British, began to perceive experience as
pure sensibility. He gradually descended Iltowards that
island-wide sense of communion. And at the same time towards
the lowest form of consciousness I! (V., 294). AS his move-
ment toward the Maltese enabled him to identify with the
rock, with the island of Malta itself, it also allowed him
escape into a sort of oblivion in which he realized only
Ita brute olinging to awareness, nothing else" (V. , 299).
A progressive sense of his own non-humanity prompted
Fausto, in the latter stages of his second personality, to
write in his journal: "Are we only aninu:lls then. Still
one with the troglodytes who lived here 400 centuries
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before dear Christ's birth. We do live as they did in the
bowels of the earth. Copulate, spawn, die without utter-
ing any but the grossest words. Do a.ny of us even under-
stand the words of God, teachings of His Church? Perhaps
Maijstral, Maltese, one ~lith his people, was meant only to
live at the threshold of consciousness, only exist as a
hardly animate lump of flesh, an automaton fl (V., 289).
Fausto II, imprisoned in abstraction, had abstracted him-
self. The shedding of a true intellectual awareness of the
war and the retreat into minimum consciousness initiated
the emergence of Fausto III, the least alive Maijstral
personality which evidenced the fullest denial of humanity.
The progression of the second M,aijstral to Fausto
III was both a return and a retreat: "Fausto II's return
was the most violent of all. He dropped away from abstrac-
tion and into Fausto III: a non....humanity which was the most
real state of affairs·" (V., 297). If the abarldonment of
abstraction and mystical exaltations was a. "retreat from
retreat" (V., 297), it did not implY a return to real life
on l'lal t.a , In the process of ridding himself of the con-
cept.ual and descending into Fausto III, Maijstral under-
went an absorption of the island's rock-like qualities, an
absorption which, Robert Richardson maintains, protected
him from the severity and pain of his own feelings,4l the
41 11l1'he Absurd Animat.e in Thomas Pynchon's v~,'tp. 49.
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retreat from abstraction ,\:qas not a return to life but a
movement toward decadence,a. withdrawal into non-humani.ty,
valuable only lias a kind of derl.1ystifioatioD, or as a re-
treat from romantic proje.ction. u 42
'I1he third Fausto marked the depth of disintegration,
for that personality was "the closest any of his characters
comes to non-humanity. 'Not' inhumanity,' which means
bestiality; beasts are still animate. Fausto III had taken
on much of the non-humanity of the debris, crushed stone,
broken masonry, destroyed churches and auberges of his
city" (V., 286). As a. buffer against the terror and destruc-
tion rampant on the island, Fausto mentally assimilated the
"LoveLy inanimateness in the world around him" (v., 3(2).
To avoid the reality of a war-time Malta which he could
not change with whieh he could not cope, Fausto sought
to extinguish the torment of consciousness: in doing so, he
relinqui the w!ll to live and his own humanity, thereby
:reducing the world and himself to nothingness.
World War II continued, the Maltese people
inched inexorably toward non....humanity: they flall shared this
sensitivity to decadence, of a slow fal1ing SI (V .. , 297), and
Fausto himself began to contemplate lithe time ",hen like any
dead leaf or fragment of metal they'd be finally SUbject to
the laws of Lc s" (V., 3(1).. progressively more rock-li.ke,
42Richardson, p. 50.
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Fausto III ga.ve up all of hie fragmentary but. residual be-
liefs, as his decadence denied the existence and possibil-
ity of sustaining myt.hs like . the vaIue of human struggle
or the worth of love and compassion; it affirmed, rather,
the inconsequentiality of human life,. the dominion of
a,ccident and the absence of meaning, design and order.
Fausto III' s accommodation"'avoidance \'dthdrawal involved
especially an evaporation of faith in a benign providence
and an estrange-.ment from the supreme commander of the
forces of the universe.
The third Fausto's divorce from a sustaining faith
in a concerned, just and benevolent deity was not the
result of a calculated, rational decision but an inevitable
consequence of his loss of humanity, his own estrangem.ent
from selfj as: Fausto II and III became progressively less
human, God simply became more alien. ~1aijstral and his
"Generati01'l" did not forsake their faith in God after a
lengthy intellectual struggle but simply because they had
ltgot out of the habit, had lost a certain sense of them-
selves,. had come further from the University-at-peace and
closer to the beleague.red city" (\7., 309-10). t.;rithdra\'dng
int.o t.he successive personalities which would insulate and
protect. h from the terror and toll of war-time reality,
jstral's avoidance processes necessitated an alteration
f ae l, f which admitt.ed neither time nor use for the effort0, .,.
of \'li11 required to ma.Lnt.a his previous religious beliefs
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and practices.
Having himself devolved from an idealistic Fausto I
destined for priesthood to Fausto III, he Itrealizedthat the
old covenants, the old agreements with God "",ould have to
change too. For at least a "Jork ingrelevancy to God there-
fore, Fausto did exactly what he'd been doing for a home,
food, marital love: he jury-rigged--'made do'" (V.,. 310) ..
The God so perfectly harmonious with pre-war Halta and pre-
war Fausto was not at all appropriate for the ravaged.
island or regressing man. Surveying the surrounding havoc,
the random bombing and indiscriminate dying of his people,
Fausto was unable to translate into rational terms or to
transfuse with purpose or design what was occurring on the
island. He, therefore, resigned himself to belief in one
thing--pure chance.
'11he ruling God had become Accident, and Fausto
gleaned from the absurdity of his existence v.rhat he called
life I s single lesson: "that t.here is more accident to it
than a man can ever a<:unitto in a lifetime and stay aane"
(V.. , 300).. This nega.tive faith constituted his altered
relationship with God, anel the new covenant became a tacit
agreement that "He will forget about my not answering His
call if I to question. Simply survive" (V., 307) ..
Having thus dispensed with an operational faith and all
ritual religious conventions, attributing all external
events to chance, Fausto lisimply survived" as a rock.-like
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inanimate with "no further need for Godll (V., 324).. I'flhe
oblivious nature of his personal condition enabled him to
endure mindless of a concern for himself or his family, in
his state of comatose Withdrawal, he remained scarcely aware
of the 't'Jar on~lalta.
Fausto III Plunged to the nadir of his existence,
the most perfect point of his ~lithdrawal into inanimacy, on
a day of Luftwaffe strafing-s; the formulation of the third
Maijstral was compIe.ced on the Day of the 13 Raids, which
brought about the death of his wi.fe, Elena, and his only
encounter with the Bad Priest. Yet, it was the same horrify-
ing meeting with the transvestite priest which hurtled him
back. into life.
As Fausto 'VlI'ote in his journal, the war had made
him immune to any accident of life; it had prepared him for
anything but this most terrible of all: "His youth • • •
vanished abruptly with the first bomb of e June 1940.
The old Chinese artificers and their successors Schultze
and Nobel had devised a philtre far more potent than they
One dose and 'Generation' were wwune for life:
immune to the fear of death, hunger, hard labour, immune to
the trivial seductions whi.ch pull a man away from a \-,ife
child and the need to care. Immune to everything but
What happened to Fausto one afternoon during the seventh of
thirteen raids" (V., 303-04). On that afternoon, Fausto
returned to animacy because of the hideous death of Lady v.
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and his own passive participation in ber murder.
The sixty-year-old V. "'las on lt1alta during the war
disguised. as one known only as the Bad Priest. About the
clergyman, Fausto had heard only scattered rutnors, his
Confessions revealing that "no one knows his name or his
parish. There is only supe.rstitious zumour r excommunicated,
confederates 'wit:h the Dark one , .. • • Asinisterfiguretl
(V.. " 293).. If inforrnation about him was confused, ~1aijstral
knew his preaching was considered unorthodox, advocating,
as did, abstinence from all human emotion and involve-
ment ..
Sennonizing to the children in the streets, the Bad
Priest preached a religion based on inanimacy: "The girls
advised to become nuns, avoid the sensual extremes--
pleasure of intercourse, pain of childbirth.. The boys he
to to find strength in--and be like-... the rock of their
island. He returned .. • • often to the rock: preaching that
the object existence was to be like a crystal:
beautiful and soulless..... 'Seek mineral symmetry, for
is eternal life: the immortality of rock'" (V., 319) ..
Priest, '\oJho had advocated abortion for Elena l\1aij stral,
a return to the inert, preached in theory what
Fausto III had practiced in fact. The children, on the other
.. "....... , oi the Bad Priest 1 6 t.eachings, find. 1ng only
an evll fascination In the man himself.
VJhile Fausto and other adul-ts lilee him had succumbed
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to non-humanity and coped "cTith thedebacle by becoming as
lifeless as their island.r the Maltese children had pre-
served their essential humanity by making a ga.me of wr8.r,
understanding only that bombs dest.roy people as indiscrim-
inately aa buildings. Changing their lifestyles to live
within a changed ,,-forld, theyeng"a.ged in mock ME'
strafings and internecine skirmishes and traversed Malta's
capitol by means of private underground routes. 'l'hey re-
tained their animacy by relating directly to war-time
reality, by "noting what Governor Dobbie wore, what churches
had been destroyed, what was the volume of turnover at the
hospitals" (V., 311). Confronting an actual situation, the
children formed a sort of impromptu conspiracy,. the chief
targets of which were the war, the adults and, especially,
Priest, whom they shadowed about Valletta silent.ly
and secret.ly for three years. It was this conspiracy 't'?hich
resul ted in the death 0·£ the Bad Priest, a death l"austo III
nothing to prevent.
Having been 1'loti£ieo of his wife' s death during a
raid, Fausto walked, emotionally void, through the Street,
kingdom of death, and came upon the Maltese children
shouting hostilely, clustered around the Bad Priest, who
was wedged under a fallen beam. Circling around thera,
l\1aij stral retreated to a near-by rooftop and passively
tqatoned as they annihilated their adversary. Mocking the
wounded clergyman with I" to us, Father'" and "'il\l'hat
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is your sermon fortoday?,n (V., 320), they began to dis-
assemble him.
Having pulled off the hat and removed. the long
white wig, the child.ren discovered. the priest to be a lady.
They removed her black outer shoes, the gold slippers
within and her artificial leg.. Having stripped her totally,
they then began to mutilat.e her body. As one boy dug t.he
star sapphire from her naval with a bayonet, "one pried her
jaws apart while another removed a set. of false teeth. .. .. •
the children peeled back one eyelid to reveal a glass eye
with the iris in the shape of a clock. This, too, they
removed It (V., 322). Only the sirens signaling the onset of
another raid deterred the children from a complete disem-
bowelment of the Bad Priest; they scattered with their
treasures, leaving V. crying in agony and Fausto III ob-
serving from the rooftop.
Apparently, the sight of the mutilated priest and
the recognition of his own tacit consent to her murder
shocked Fausto :III back to the humanity from which he had
deliberately withdrawn. Terrified, he went to the dyinq V.,
gave her what he remembered of Extreme Unction and attempted
to hear her last confession, explaining later in his own
Confessions: nAt the time I only knew that a dying human
must be prepared H (V., 323). The real reason for his
actions both evades and haunts the subsequent Fausto. Per-
haps he saw in V. the non-humanity he was, saw in her his
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own state of non-being which allowed him to wat.ch passively
a murder, saw that Fausto III was no more animate than the
Bad Priest, composed as she was of inert matter.. Perhaps.,
as Raymond Olderman suggests, "with the rubble of a bombed
waste lanostacked around him he saw the future of the
century, the cryptograph V. as a whole, revealing the terror
of everyone's annihilation, the terror that all of us could
be dismantled by our own future as the children dismantled
Lady V ... n 43
For whatever reason, Fausto was horrified into
animacy and personal involvement.. Having touched V., he
was jolted back to realltY1: "Her lips were cold. Though I
saw an.d handled many corpses in the course of the siege,
today I cannot live with that cold .. .. touoh1n9 her lips
my fingers recoiled and I returned from wherever I'd been•
• .. .. I knelt by her and began to pray for myself fl (V., 323).
Maijstral's brief encounter with the Ba.d Priest resulted in
an abrupt movement from non-being to humanity: it initiated
the death of an inert Fausto III and the birth of Fausto IV ..
With the (apparent) death of V., Fausto began an
ascent back to life. It was a step which remains for him,
as Fausto IV, poet, man of letters and author of The
Confessions., an inexplicable mystery.. At the conclusion of
the apologia he admits: "Of Fausto III'S return to life,
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little can be said. It happened, 'What inner resources
were there to give it nourishment are still unknown to the
present Fausto. This is a confession and in that return
from the rock was nothing to confess" (V., 323). The
extent of the mystery involved in his regeneration is em-
bodied in two haunting que.stions: Why did he survive the
war having once broken his agreement with God? And why did
he not prevent the murder of the Bad Priest? To neither can
he give a satisfactory answer. Perhaps, he hopes, knowledge
will come through an altered covenant with God; perhaps The
Confessions will serve to exorcise the guilt of murder, ITa
sin of omission" (v., 324). Perhaps not .. In either case,
Fausto IV directs his efforts toward attaining a balanced,
rational humanism.
Inheritor of a physically and spiritually broken
world (V., 286), Fausto IV is in the process of a slow
return to consciousness and humanity. He has experienced
the result of wlthdrawal into consciousless and conscience-
less inert.ness; his own actions have depicted IIwha t can
happen when man loses a sense of hie humanity, when a re-
44deeming fiction fails him in a world gone power-mad. II Ae
he explains in hie Confessions, the persistent and haunting
memory of the Bad Priest forbids another such retreat:
110ft.en, when I fall asleep at my desk, the blood supply to
44Lehan, p .. 183 ..
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an arm is cut off. I wake and. touch :1t and am no furt.her
from nightmare, for it is night's cold, object's cold,
nothing human, nothing of me about it at all" (VOi, 323).
Having discovered first-hand what can happen when
man denies his humanit.yand fors.akes his fictions, Faust.o
IV, states Robert. Richardson, finds "t.he salvation of human
beings as human beings to be a matter of caring for human
values in spite of that indifference he knows to be the
primary quality of the world external to the human mind. 1l 45
If the apologia serves to help Maijstral analyze the events
of his life and the personalities which have been assumed
and discarded in the making of Fausto IV,. it is also
intended as a moral guide for his daughter and a symhol of
his love for her. If he cannot yet affirm a genuine faith
in the existence of a benevolent and controlling God, his
sustaining myth is that delusion is necessary to insure the
survival of whole human beings.
Now a man of letters, Fausto IV has assumed as his
task that of fostering the delusion of the necessity of
asserting humanity and human will in the face of a hostile,
incomprehensible world. He maintaills that he and poets like
himself "aze alone \olith the task of living in a universe of
things which simply are, and cloaking that innate mindless-
ness '\flith comfortable and pious metaphor so that the
45 lf The Absurd Animate in 'l'homas Pynchon's V.,"p. 47.
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'pract.ical' half of humanity may continue in the Great L.l.e,
confident that their machines, dwellings, streets and weather
share the same human motives, personal traits and fits of
contrariness as they • • • It is the 'role' of the poet,
this 20th Century. To lie l1 (V.. , 305). Richardson con-
cludes that, espousing the pervasiveness, the efficacy of
hmnanity" lithe delusion Which Fausto cultivates is intended
to protect. and fostersometh:lng real, if only because it
keeps asserting itself under the most adverse circumstances.,,46
'l'he presence of Faust.o IV concludes The Confessions
on a note of optimism. As stated by Raymond olderman,
Maijstral's regeneration, his retreat from withdrawal uis
decidedly meant to illustrate the possibility of reversing
the trend toward annihilation, of coming back from the
inanimate and recovering from the scars of war and the sight
of V... Having lived through the war and having seen the
Lady V. meet her deatb, Faust.o has gained the essential
knowledge of life, death, and the twentieth century••••
Until his regeneration Fausto's progress from youth to 'Vc1ar-
1:tJeary cynic--from Fausto I to Fausto I11 ....... i9 a model of what
Pynchon means by decadence and the movement toward the
inaninlate. I • 41 'rhe personality of F'austo IV indicates that,
in spite of the random and threatening nature of the
46"The Absurd Animate in Thomas Pynchonts V.,lIp. 55.
41ae:iond the Wasteland, p. 140 ..
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universe, the range of response--from humanity to inanimacy,
from passivity to activity--is a matter of human choice.
In existentialist fashion, Pynchon, t.hrough Fausto
X4aij stral, assert.s that each person creates a self by voli-
tion, by choosing or refusing a response appropriate to a
situation: each person attains a posi.tive or negative self-
hood through a choice of actions. In ultimately rejecting
a \"l1ithdrawal into inanimacy and developing a rising con-
sciousmess and self-conscious humanity, Fausto determines
upon a positive response: his assertion of humanity via the
fostering of a necessary delusion is an affirmative act of
will in the face ofa meaningless ~..;rasteland. For these
reasons, the story of Fausto Maijstral is optimistic. But
Pynchon is rarely, and then only guardedly, optimistic.
Several important passages in The Confessions indicate that
I"1aijstral may have exchanged a denial of humardty for a
permanent hothouse retreat.. If so, he has entered int.o
another type of withdrawal and chosen a plan of act.ion, or
inaction, as negative as his retreat into inanimacy.
In the hopes of acquiring a rational perspective on
pers0l1alities and events of his life, of gaining Ueyes
clear enough to see past the fiction of continuity, the
fiction of cause and event, the fiction of a humanized
history endowed with reason" (V., 286), Fausto IV has
immersed himself in the past, immured himself in a
hermetically""sealed hothouse measuring 17 x Ill:! x 7 feet.
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r.rhe room itself If is the past • .. ..sealed against the
present, fI and Fausto IV defines b.ims·elf primarily as an
occupant of the :room (V., 285) .. Oblivious to present real-
ity, nthe present Fausto can look nowhere but back on the
separate s.tages of his own history" (V .. , 310).. The apologia.
examf.nee events during the \.'i1ar years only: there is no trace
of the F'austo who lived between the Day of t.he 13 Raids in
1943 and the writing of The Confessions in 1956.. Entrapped
in his hothouse, Fausto is again a man in retreat from
reality.. He resides in lIan interregnum.. Stagnant....
Hermetic: for who can hear the Dockyard Whistle, rivet guns,
vehicles in. the street ~lhen one is occupied with the past?"
(V .. , 2137). If the hothouse will enable r·'Iaijstral to inter-
pret his past, it. will destroy his ability to live effec-
tively in the present. A ~lithdrawal such as he has under-
taken, if permanent, is imbued with danger and is an absurd
mode of existence, a fact pynchon makes explicit in
flEntropy .. "
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III
The Crying of lioe 4..~ is Pynchon' s most conscious,
sustained attempt to deal with the cauaes and possibilities
of T..rithdrawals and underworlds. As Robert Sklar states,
this short novel diEJplays the B,uthor' s pervasive concern
"with worlds and anti-worlds, and l<1Orlds "lithin worlds ~ "
Lot. 49 is a book with II a sense of mystery, a vision of
fantasy, that expresses itself in dualisms, in images of
surface and depth, of mirrors, of secret societies and
hidden worlds.,,4S This second book also reveals, as Richard
Poirer maintains, that Pynchon trUly is, "after Hawthorne,
the American writer ,,11th the deepest kind of skepticism
about the advantages of being 'included· by the culture
49America has inherited and shaped •. " In The Crying of Lot
49, the surface \-Iorld is the habit.at of the "included"
American Establishment majority. Existing here are the
powerful and the possessors, those who accept and foster
a st.atic and rigidly-structured mode of life and who pas-
sively confo:rrn to t.he functions and roles which the society
they have created demands. Opposed to this surface world
is 'l'ristero, an undezwor'Ld composed of the discarded and
48Robert. Sklar, nThe New Novel, US1\~: Thomas
Pyncl'1on," Nation, 205 (25 September 19(7), 278.
49R:lchard Poi reI' , "'the Importance of Thomas pynchon, It
'l"Wentieth Cen.tur:t Literature, 21, No.2 (May, 1975), 152.
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dispossessed, the ostracized and obsolete, the powerless
minority who are unwilling ot' unfit to assume the labels
"itlhich surface society assigns.
From its origins in sixteenth century Europe,
Tristero---if there actually is a Tristero...-has: blossomed
into a vast system of underground communication and sub-
versive, albeit. passive., rebellion. As Oedipa Maas t dis-
covery of muted posthorns multiplies, she suspects that
large numbers of 1J..mericans have l'lithdra\\ll1 from the surface
society tha-t denies, demands and dehumanizes and have
entered into an underground Tristero exile. Collect.ions
of society's waste and refuse, the conspiracy members,
appropriately, keep in t.ouch through W.A.• S.T.E., a rival
postal system whose mail boxes are public trash cans.
But whether or not Tristero exists is a question
which vexes the reader almost as much as it haunts Oedipa
!'~aas; the subversive underworld upon which she stumbles,
and which Ls to become her obsession, mayor may not be a
conspiracy hundreds of years old. In '!'homas Pynchon t s fic ....
tional world, the reader confronts the same problem ",,'hleh
besets the questing Oedipa--that of distinguishing fact
from fantasy.
pynchon infuses his stories and novels with such an
astonishingly immense al'Uount of factual information , at
v~H'~O' the factuality appears to be fiction and vice versa.
Richard states:
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inPynchon the factuality seems wi.llingly
to participate in the fiction • • • Crazy
names like Pieroe Inverarity turn out, when
we d.o a little investigation, to be a com-
pound of a quite famous,. real-life stamp
collector named Pierce, and ·of the fact
that if you should go to Mr. Pierce for the
kind. of flawed and peculiar stamps so
important in TheCrxin9 of Lot 49 you would
ask him for an"lnverse urIty •'it What sound
like crazy schemes turn out to have been
actual experiments, such as Maxwell's Demon,
again in The crxint of Lot 49, or historicallyimportant"""""Instltut70ii"S "fIke Thurn and Taxis.
l"1ith one very slight. except.ion all of
Pynchon's material in The Crying.ot L0i;: 49about that postal system is hlstorl.cally
verifiable. 50
So firmly rooted in the factual is the '1'ristero conspiracy
that Oedipa unearths a considerable amount of information
about its origins and evolvement. From clues and leads
she acquires, she is able to piece together what she
believes to be the history of the Tristero.
According to Oedipa's sources (and the historianl
fabricator, Thomas Pynchon), the Tristero, a 400-year-old
tradition of postal fraud, began as violent opposition to
the established postal service of the Holy Roman Empire, the
Thurn and Taxis postal monopoly. In 1517, the northern
provinces of the Lo,,; Countries,. led by William of Orange,
were struggling for independence from a Catholic Spain and
a Catholic Holy Roman Empire. When William successfully
conquered Brussels, he replaced Leonard I, then postmaster,
SOUThe Importance of Thomas Pynchon,1I pp .. 156-57.
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with his own loyal follower, ·JanHinckart, Lord of ohaf.n,
At this time, the Tristero conspiracy began it.s subversive
activity. Its founder, Hernando Joaquin de Tristero y
Calavera, "perhaps a madman, perhaps an honest rebel,
according to some only a con artist" (Cryirlg, 119), claimed
that he, as Hinckart's cousin and from the leqitimate
Spanish branch of the family, ....las true Lord of Ohain and,
therefore, rightful heir to all Hinckart possessed, includ-
ing his appointment as Grand r4aster of the Post for the Low
Countries and executor of the Thurn and Taxis monopoly ..
Being denied what he believed to be his by birth,
Tristero waged guerilla ,,".1arfare against his cousin until
Brussels was retaken for Emperor Rudolph II in 1585: at
that time, Leonard I of the Taxis family was reinstated as
Grand ~J1aster.. For political reasons, however, the Emperor
'It.7'ithdrew his patronage from the posta.l system, which conse-
quently underwent a period of instability. The opportunist
Tristero deemed this an appropriate time to establish his
own postal service.. He propagandized on the theme of dis-
inheritance and styled hin"lself El Desheredado; as the post-
horn was the coat of arms of Thurn and Taxis, Tristero
adopted as his symbol the muted posthorn and outfitted his
followers in black livery, "black to symbolize the only
thing that truly belonged to them in their exile: the night"
(Crying, 120). The Tristero conspiracy began a secret
campaign of terror and destruction along the Thurn and Taxis
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mail routes and oarried out its activities designed to mute
the posthorn for the seventy remaining ye.ars of the Empire.
Oedipa. discovers that what happened as the Empire
began to crumble and Thurn and Taxis to disintegrate is
less clear. Possibly the conspira.cy was divided into fac-
tions, some wishing to maintain status quo activities and
others wishing to conquer the vulnerable postal system.
When ':.I.'hurn and Taxis died with the demise of the Holy Raman
Empire, speculation about the nature and activities of
Tristero mushroomedt rumors assumed such enormous propor-
tions that by 1195 the Tristero, transformed into a
monstrous entity, was credited with causing the French
Revolution. It was then rumored that another schism occurred,
and the aristocratic members withdrew from the conspiracy.
'1~he remaining members subsequently "drifted on, deprived of
nearly all the noble patronage that had sustained them;
now reduced to handling anarchist corresponde:nce lt (Crying,
129-30) and lending support to lost causes in Europe. 'I'he
majority of members, however, evidently migrated to America
during IB49-50.
If 'l'ristero had hoped to establish a postal system
in America, 1840 was an unfortunate time to migrate. In
the mid-lB40~s, the United States Government had enacted
widespread postal reforms which in the termination
of smaller, independent mail services; by 1880, the U.s ..
monopoly had successfully quashed all competitive
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carrier services. Although forsaking the idea of setting
up an independent mail system, the Tristero accepted the
challenge of the American government on an altered basis.
Again Tristero defined itself in terms of opposition and
rebellion: "By 1861 they're well-established, not about to
be supp.ressed. While the Pony Express is defying deserts,
savages and sidewinders, '1'ristero's giving its employees
crash courses in Siouan and Athapascan dialects. Dis-
guised as Indians their messengers mosey westward. Reach
the Coast every time, zero attrition rate, not a scratch on
them.. Their entire emphasis now toward silence, impersona-
tion, opposition masquerading as allegiance'" (Crying, 130).
Beginning in America, then, as a force opposed to
the Pony Express and Wells Fargo, its disciples dressed as
outlaws in black or disguised as Indians, the Tristerocon-
tinued and expanded its activities as the country grew. When
Oedipa becomes involved in the Tristero mystery, she
quickly discovers that, Whatever it is, it appears to be
alive in present-day America.. Still survivin<j in the con-
text of conspiracy, its silent membership is composed, as
during the Holy :Roman Empire, of the disinherited. However,
if the original Tristero membership was composed of those
who stood in opposition to the established postal system,
the present-day conspiracy has evolved to include a broad
spectrum of discarded derelicts, surface society misfits
and cast-offs" The rebels find in the contemporary Tristero
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communion with those opposed t.o a. society of rigidly-
structuredorganizat.ion and depersonalizing efficient
technology. The rebels find refuge in an orqaniz.ation which
tolerates individual differences and diversity and cherishes
the uniqueness of the human self. Each member differs from
or refuses to accept the established norm of surface society
and is unable or unwilling to live within its confines.
As Oedipa quests her way through the mysteries of
Inverarity's testament, she encounters many of these aliens.
At the Scope, a Trlstero ba.r, she meets Mike Fallopia.n,
proselytizing member of the Peter Pinguid Society, an
organization named after a Confedera.te Commodore who, in
1864, discovered ina naval encounter an apparent alliance
"between abolitionist Russia (Nioholas having freed the
serfs in 1861) and a Union that paid lip-service to aboli-
tion while it kept its own industrial laborers in a kind of
wage-slavery" (Crying, 33). The PPS pits itself against
"industrial anything II (Crying, 33), inclUding government
monopolies like the postal servioe, and vents its rage by
compelling PI'S members to send at least one letter per week
through a Trlstero-operated delivery system. Fallopian is
convinced that the Civil War was staged, at least in part,
to suppress private mail delivery systems and that the
"feeding, growth and systematic abuse lt (Crying, 35) of the
federal postal system was evidenced in the suppression of
independent mail routes. It is an optimist.ic l'1ike Fallopian
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who informs Oedipa that new Tristero ohaptersare springing
up throughout the country.
In the legend of the founding father of Inamorati
Anonymous and a ohance meeting with Stanley Koteks, Oedipa
discovers that many men fall victim to the maohine and are
discarded as waste. The founder of a group o·f Tristero
isolates composed largely of failed, would-be suicides found
himself automated out of a job at the age of thirty-nine
since, trained only to sign his name to memos he could not
decipher, nhe could not begin to understand and to take
blame fo·r the running-amok of specialized programs that
failed for specialized reasons he had to have explained to
him" (Crying, 83). When the executive later decides to
commit suicide, an efficiency expert exclaims: "'Nearly
three weeks it takes him • .. • to decide. You know how
long it would have taken the IBM 70941 Twelve microseconds ..
No wonder you were replaced'" (Crying, 85).. Inamorati's
founder finds acceptance only in the Tristero underground ..
Similarly, Yoyodyne employee stanley Koteks has
presumably joined the conspiracy because of Yoyodyne's
clause on patents, which states that every engineer must
relinquish individual rights to future inventions, and the
company's teamwork policy. Oedipa's initial bewilderment
over Koteks' behavior and attitude is later dispelled when
she is told by Fallopian:
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"Sure this Koteks is part of some under-
ground • • • an underground of the unbal-
anced, possibly, but then how can you
blame them for being maybe a little bitter?
Look what's happening to them. In school
they got brainwashed, like all of us, into
believing- the l<lyth of the American Inventor--
M,orse and his telegraph, Bell and his tele-
phone, Edison and. his light bulb, Tom Swift
and his this or that. Only one man per inven-
tion. Then when they grew up they found they
had to sign. over all their rights to a
monster like Yoyodyne1 got stuck on some
'project'or 'task force' or 'team' and
started being ground into anonymit.y. Nobody
want.ed t.hem to invent--only perform their
litt.le role in a design ritual, already set
down for t.hem in some procedures handbook."
(Crying, 63-64)
As Robert Sklar comments, it is to men like John Nefastis,
who refuses to sign away his patent rights and individual-
it'1 , that Tristero opens its arms, since "the ~T.a. 9.t..e.
system puts to use moral and human energies that the sur-
face system--the United States Government and the domina.nt
American mode of life, as Pynchon makes explicit--lets go
to waste. II Sl Persons such as the Inamorati founder, Koteks
and Nafastis are the refuse of a mammoth, efficiency-
obsessed, industrial/capitalistic society. In the next
chapter it will be seen that consumerism and a vastly un-
even distribution of wealth, by-products of that society,
have even greater tragic results for cont.em:porary Americans,
forcing great numbers of the poverty-stricken into the
Tristero underground.
51 nTh e New Novel, USA," pp. 279-80.
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Just as Trist.ero acoepts the human discards of a
depersonalizing industrial society, it alsoshalters those
who cannot or will not conform to the standards of a white
majority, with its ritualized patterns of belief, behavior
and success orient.atlon; the underworld is refuge for an
astonishlng number of (leviates. As Oedipa travels
California's cities in search of muted posthorns, she dis-
covers that the symbols also identify the ethnic minorities
and long-time losers. The Tristero symbol appears in the
presence of any who are denied entrance into the llnormal ll
Amerlcan society.
In Chinatown, the posthorn is seen in the shop
window of an herbalist and on the jackets of a gang of
juvenile delinquents; it decorates the anarcho-syndicalist
paper of a clandestine exiled Mlexican confederacy. t"1hen
the posthorn appears on a laundromat bulletin board in a
black neighborhood and on a bus transporting black
passengers, Oedipa begins to wonder: "Was The Born so
dedicated?" (Crying, 90). Having witnessed a young
Mexican girl tracing the symbol on a bus window, the sleuth
next eli scovers t1;",O conspicuous Tr is tero members at the San
Francisco airport, one a poker player on a twenty-three-
year losing strea.k, the other an Oedipally-complexed,
'·uncoordinated boy \vho planned to slip at night into
aquariums and open negotiations with the dolphins, who
\!'tOuld succeed man" (Crying, 90-91).
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As time passes, Oedipa encounters even stranger
Tristero members, including;
a facially-deformed welder, who cherished his
ugliness: a child roaming the night who
missed the death before birth as certain out-
casts do the dear lulling blankness of the
comtrl:unity; a Negro ,.loman with an intricately-
marbled scar along the baby-fat of one cheek
\'lho kept 90in.g through rituals of miscarriage
each for a different reason, deliberately as
others might the ritual of birth, dedicated
not to continuity but to some kind of inter-
regnum;an aging night-watchman, nibbling at
a bar of Ivory Soap, who had trained his
virtuoso stomach to accept also lotions,
air-fresheners, fabrics, tobaccoes and waxes
in a hopeless attempt to assimilate it all,
all the promise, productivity, betrayal,
Ulcers, before it was too late; and even
another voyeur, who hung outside one of the
city's still-lighted windm:ls, searching for
who knew what specific image. (Crying, 91)
When Oedipa attempts to ferret out the location of the
local W.A .. S.T .. E. disposal center, she finds it, appropri ....
ately, under the freeway amidst "drunks, bums, pedestrians,
pederasts, hookers, walking psychotics" (Crying, 96).
The members of the Tristero, unacceptable by surface
society standards, represent, it seems, every type of
misfit known to contemporary America ..
In short, Oedipa discovers what Erik Wensberg terms
l1 a sort of subcontinent of the obsolescent, a union of the
cracked and damned, silently watching 'undergrounds,' beaten
by the controls of organized society--each, in its lush
battiness or isolation, making up a station of the Tristero
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System. 11 52 She encounters what: must be a conspiracy of the
withdrawn and alienated, and t'decorating each alienation,
each species of withdrawal, as cUfflink, decal, aimless
dood.ling, there was somehow always the post hor-n" (Crying,
91).
Having personally witnessed a Tristero-operated
mail delivery, seen W.A.S.T.E .. stamps, postmen and a mail-
box, conversed with confessed members and discovered lithe
image of the muted post horn all but saturating the Bay
Areal' (Crying, 98), Oedipa reluct.antly must admit that the
Tristero conspiracy might certainly exist, that its member-
ship might be vast indeed, for "here were God knew how
many citizens, deliberately choosing not to communicate by
u.s .. Mail. It was not an act of treason, nor possibly even
of defiance. But it ''las a calculated vdthdrawal, from the
life of the Republic, from its machinery. t'~atever else
was being denied them out of hate, indifference to the
power of their vote, loopholes, simple ignorance, this
withdra'tt1al was their own, unpubLd.cLaed , private II (Crying,
92) ..
Wandering through the subcultures of California,
Oedipa has encountered a vast network of the disinherited,
communicating and surviving in opposition to the known
world of the majority.. Besides those she has discovered,
52Er i k t'lensberg, tlThe ~rXin9. of Lot 49," Commonwe~l,
134 (8 July 1966),447.
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Mrs .. Maas becomes certain that "she might have found the
Tristero anywhere in her Republic, through any of a hundred
lightly-concealed entranceways, a hundred alienations, if
only she'd looked" (Crying, 135). Having observed these
societal caat-offB~ Oedipa finds it increasingly difficu1t
to deny the existence of their underground anti-world:
"Since they could not have withdrawn into a vacuum (could
they?), there had to exist the separate, silent, unsus-
pected world ll (Crying, 92). By the end of The Crying of
Lot 49, Oedipa is convinced of the reallty of that world,
if only to satisry a desperate personal need, and wonders:
"How many shared Trlstero's secret, as well as its exile?"
(Crying, 136). It seems approprla.te to ask: How many do
not?
The underworlds of San Narciso, Los Angeles, San
Francisco and, most probably, the entire country seem to
overflow ~dth the unfortunate, the alienated, the dlscarded,
the unfit and the forgottent they comprise the Tristero,
if it exists.. So also do those who feel betrayed by the
American myths which falsely affirm the equality of all
persons; or the uniqueness and worth of the individual: or
a Horatio Algerian success for the industrioust or the
unalienable, unhampered guarantees of liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. Annette Kolodny and Daniel Peters
state that, dlsillusioned by the betrayal, these Americans,
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through the aid of Tristero, IIhave kicked down the mythical
props supporting America's glittering, comfortable skin and
returned to their instincts, their dreams of self, grotesque
though they may be•••• Rather than buy America's dull
dream, they seek their own.,,53 The questions to be asked
are: What dream do they seek? If Tristero exists, what
form does the conspiracy take, and ~lhat is the nature of
the rebellion? Having withdrawn from American society, what
are the intentions and goals of t11.e Tristero members? And
what are the prospects for achievement and success?
Although Oedipa never solves the riddle of the
'l'ristero, she formulates an hypothesis for its raison
d'~tre. Apparently a conspiracy in opposition to an America
which has so ignominiously excluded it, Tristero exists in
If twilight ••• aloofness~1I engaged in a revolution whose
activities are neither actively treacherous nor treasonous,
the conspiracy members are resigned to "waiting above all;
if not for another set of possibilities • • • then at
least, at the very least, waiting for a summetry of choices
to break down, to go sketlV'n (Cryi.ng, 136). Dreaming of a
future re tatement, Tristero members, withdrawn and
isolated in their secret aubwozLd, silently await the day
1When people, esteemed for individual value, again assume an
53Annet:te Kolodny and Daniel Sames Peters, "Pynohon ' s
The Cry!.J;Sr of ~o..~~J?: The Novel as Su~versive Experience, n
~~~~ E'J.ctwn Stud1.es, 19, No.1 (SprJ.ng, 1973), 80.
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importance above and beyond t.hat of mere machines, the day
when humanity is revitalized and rehumanized.. They await
the day when they ~1ill be able to resurface into a Republic
which does not restrict, define or impose upon its citizens
narrow and rigid patterns of behavior and thought. tAJhen
that day arrives" the Trist.ero members 'tiITill re-emerge t.o
claim their inheritance, ~lhich Kolodny and Peters define
as If a future shaped by their own desires, not a carbon copy
f.ronl some outdated guidebOOK. ,,54 Until that time, the con-
spiracy is content in its waiting.
t'1ithdrawal has been chosen as an alternative to
the Wasteland. Tony Tanner maintains that lI s i nc e the 9ur-
face society and official communications syst.em are so
spiritua.lly impoverished and dedicated to lies, since indeed
so much of the visible P..rnerica seems given over to denying
human variety and turning people into objects, perhaps The
'rristero • • .. represents a 'real alternative! .11I 55 Sinlilar-
1y, Annette Kolodny and Daniel Peters assert: I'The
rrristero is once another dimension of consciousness and
a truer means of communication.. And as such it reflects a
very real response to the betrayal so many of us now feel
56\.;hen once had dared dream of the legacy of America."
55C1 t y of Words, p. 178.
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From a close examination of the novel, however, it is more
than intimated that although t.he Trist.ero ret.reat. is an
alternative, it is neither a valid alternative nor oan a
trUly positive existence be maintained in that underground
withdrawal. Of t.hechanoes for a Trist.ero reinstat.ement or
a future inheritance, Pynchon offers no hope.
William Vesterm.an st.ates that as early as V.,
pynchon introduces "his fascinat.ion with the pret.erite, t.he
passed-over, the disinherited, the out-of-it.. It is a
fascination strong enough to stimulate his imagination
through at least fifteen years and three books, and is
expres.sed most generally in characters by The Loser, in
theme by Lost causes. ltS7 In a similar vein, Roger Henkle
maintains that t.he author has tie. genuine compassion for
those in America who are left out, for the lonely, the
grotesque, the uprooted and the forgotten. uS8 Neither state-
ment can be denied.. In V., Pynchon's sympathy is extended
to the victims of colonialism and imperialism, among others;
in Lot 49, to all those society waste product.s who comprise
the Tristero; in Gravity's Rainbow, to the Preterite, the
passed-over.. But his compassion does not imply optimism.
That the author commiserates with the lost ones when-
ever and wherever they have appeared in history is readily
57William Vesterman, "Pynchon's Poetry," Twentieth
Centu!X Literature, 21, No. 2 (May, 1975), 215.
S8l1pynchon's Tapestries on the Western t.qall, fI p , 212.
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discernible in all of his works.. That he believes injo.s-
tice and inhumanity will someday be eradicated is nowhere
in evidence. Pessimistically aware of the uncbangeability
of the human condition throughout time, Pynchon, with anger,
contempt, even anguish, recognizes that the situation and
human nature have never been nor t"ill ever be better.
A.1ways there have existed slaves and masters, von Trotha ' s
and BondeIs, Caligula's and Christians, Chivington's and
Sand Creek Cheyenne, Pilate's and Christ's, Hitler's and
Jews i and al\l,Tays there have existed the poverty worlds of
Biafra, Harlem, Appalachia and the Bosque Redondo Reserva-
tion. pynchon's works consistently point to the facts
that such has been, and such will be. History continues
to repeat itself; it recapitulates the same patterns (V.,
145). Tristero, refuge of the exiled and wasted and
unwanted, will prove no exception to the rule, will enjoy
no enchanged utopian future.
That the prospects of the Tristero enterprise are
dismal may be inferred from the images of sterility and
death with which it has been associated throughout its
supposed existence.. As Oedipa unearths bits of historical
information about the conspiracy, she discovers that it
stands in opposition to God's will, according to the
Scurvhamites, the Tristero was the "bzuce Other" and came
to serve as symbolic mascot of the death cult (Crying, 117).
Often connected with wars and rebellions, it represented
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to many a force of nimplacable malice" (Crying, 124). When
Oedipaexamines illustrations of The ~ourier'eTragedy, she
is admonished to "notice how often the figure of Death
hovers in the background" of Tristero-related pictures
(Crying, 116), and when she examines several Tristero
stamps, she discovers them to be sinister-looking, their
backgrounds displaying skUlls, faces of fright or absolute
menace or deadly varieties of flowers like the Venus fly-
trap, belladonna or poison sumac (Crying, 131). She then
remembers that many of Pierce·s stamps displayed miniature
pictures of Adolph Hitler.
Through the days of the Civil War and Pony Express,
Tristero was actively treacherous, thriving on assassina-
tion. Then, as its emphasis shifted toward "silence,
impersonation,. opposition masquerading as allegiance"
(Crying, 130) ,it expanded its membership to include a new
assortment of malcontents and misfits. A brief review o·f
that membership will reveal that Tristero's present popula-
tion is no more appealing or promising than that of surface
society and that its withdrawal is a form of stasis, if not
a slow dying. That Oedipa discovers beneath the posthorn
the legend "Don't Ever Antagonize The Horn" (Crying, 90)
has very telling implications; taking the first letter of
each word, the legend is DEATH.
In her encounters with the Tristero membership,
Oedipa discovers an intensely cynical, suspicious, paranoid,
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self ....pitying, unhappy underground population. Roger Henkle
writes of the conspiracy: uIn a kind of pathetic self-
aseertion, each of these despairing souls opts out of the
life of the Republic into a personal retreat, and in doing
so, cuts himself off from love and comm:unication.,,59 1n-
deed, both seem to be conspicuously lacking in the under-
ground. The secret communication which is the conspiracy's
trademark is scarcely successful, being as shallo,.,T as the
"Hi-How-are-you?-see-you-later" message about which Mike
Fallopian bitterly complains (Crying, 35). To maintain
even a minimal volume of this superficial intercourse,
every member is compelled, under threat of punishment, to
send one letter per week. With each member residing in
relative isolation and some in complete anonymity, real
communication is at a low ebb for Tristero.
Similarly, love is hardly thriving, and if the
Inamorati Anonymous campai.gn succeeds, love--"hetero, homo,
bi, dog or cat, every kind there i.e" (Crying, 85)--wi11 be
abolished absolutely, since, according to lA, it is lithe
\..;orst addiction of all tt (Crying, {3 3). Pynchon has taken
great pains in his short stories and novels to show that a
world wi.thotlt love is an arid, dead world. At the same
time, he decries the perversion of love, the sick decadence
which manifests itself in the Wasteland. If that perversion
591lPynchon I S Tapestries on the 'l1'Jestern Wall," p , 213.
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Ls evidenced in socie.ty"'at-1arge, it is equally visible
within the Tristero, which aocept.s , without quest.ion or
restraint, ev'ery form of sexual deviancy.
Within the conspiracy .reside Kirby, whose forte is
massed "sophistic.ated fun" (Crying, 34), and John Nefastis,
who, like Mucho Maas, has an affinity for school-age girls
and who prefers a.ll of his sexual encounters to coincide
with television programs about Viet Nam or China because,
as he tells Oedipa, f1tthat profusion of life. Makes it
sexier, right?'t! (Crying, 79). One branch of the under-
world, the Alameda County Death Cult, holds regular meetings
and devotes its primary activities to perversion and murder:
"Once a month they 't1ere to choose some victim from among
the innocent, the virtuous, the socially integrated and
well-adjusted, using him sexually, then sacrificing him"
(Crying, 90). The Tristero picture is a grim one, for the
conspiracy tolerates within its confines the activities and
attitudes which have created the ~,qasteland world surface-
side. As the name implies, the ""1retched, depraved" (Crying,
75) misoreants who make up the Tristero would prove to be
undesirable in any sooiety.
Charles Harris seems to believe that Pynchon in-
tends the Tristero to serve as a viable alternative to the
surface void, that the conspiraoy embodies his hope for
sooiety and reveals the authorts desire for Ita radical
freedom, an anarohist ball where one dances to his 0'40
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rhythms, not to the ritualized beat of mass society .. n 60
That the author finds mass society to be ritualized and
sterile is certainly true;, that he believes Tristero to be
the appropriate response to that blighted. world is not, for
a Tristeroworld is one which would give free rein to
anarchists, psychotics, neurotics, sadista and masochists,
drug addicts, sexual perverts and murderers.. This cannot
be Pynchon's hope for a blighted world, for in itself it is
only a subterranean version of that surface void ..
There are other reasons for predicting that the
Tristero ",Till prove ineffectiva in the end. Having re-
treated from society as it is, the underground members,
rebellious only within the confines of the conspiracy, do
nothing Which constitutes a positive attempt to change the
status quo of surface society and to bring into being a
better order.. Its present form of existence is no threat
to a statio visible society, for Tristero is but an ..unsus ....
pected" world. By its very passivity the ",tithdra"lal is a
negative response. Peter Abernethy states of the Tristero
membership that "its perverted subjects are wasted creatures
who are unable to find a positive answer to the general
61
nullity they have had the horror to recognize .. "
60cont~mEor~;:[ American Novelists of th19 Absurd,
pp .. 98-99.
p .. 22 ..
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By retreating underground, the conspirators.--if not
giving tacit consent to what ia--have merely discovered a
way to avoid the responsibility incumbent on each individ-
ual to deal actively and positively with reality as it
exists. It is worth remembering that the direct and
readily-visible actions of such agents as black militants
and the American Indian ll!ovement have brought results that
decades of silent suffering and passive waiting could not:
a survey of history reveals that only concerted, orga.nized
effort directed forcefully toward a predetermined end has
the power to alter a society prone to mainta.ining or deter-
iorating from the status quo. The Tristero is no such
organization. During its presumed American existence, it
has accomplished nothing constructive and exists unbe-
knownat; to non-members. United neither physically nor
psychically, its members are content to dwell in pockets of
isolation, drowning in lethargy or acting out their frustra-
tions and fantasies for fellow conspirators, idly dreaming
of a coming inheritance.
Over the years, hO\",ever, a number of the 'V'idthdra\m
have even forgotten what it is they are to inherit. Those
who still cherish dreams of reinstatement and inheritance
cling to a notion as ludicrous as John Nefastis' invention:
Maxwell's Demon, the dream of several inventors since the
nineteenth century, can never function. And an ominous
question haunts the pages of The Crying of L(.)t 4.9 as Oedipa
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asks for herself and Tristaro: IIWhat was left to inherit?"
(Crying, 135). As ftEntropyfl will make clear, the answer
is: "Nothlng. n The sooiety Tristaro hopes to rega.in and
refashion at some undetermined future date is caught in an
irreversible process of decay which will end only in an
equilibrious steady-state. tf1hat the conspiracy hopes even-
tually to inherit is a closed and dying system, and the
Tristaro, in its withdrawal and isolation, its passivity
and lethargy, is a similar system. Thomas Lyons and Allan
Franklin insist that the acronym W.A.S.T.E. testifies to the
entropical nature of the underground world and describes
the final state of entropieal disorder. 62 Oedipa at one
point wonders if the conspirators could have withdrawn into
a vacuum. The answer is I'Yes, It for by the very choice of
withdrawal rather than action, the Tristaro members have
substituted a subterranean void for a surface void.
62Thomas 1<. Lyons and Allan D. Franklin, "Thomas
Pynohon's 'Classic' Presentation of the Second Law of
'thermodynamics, II Eulletill of the Rocky r.1ountain Lllnguage
As~ociat~2n, 27 (1972), 198.
THE HOTHOUSE AND THE STREET:
SUCCUMBING TO THE SECOND LAW
nThe unhealthy atmosphere of the whole agei
and its rampant meanness even in violence;
the one sided flabbiness of Ame.rica, the
",ant of self-respect., of education, of purpose;
the intellectual feebleness, and the material
greed,--I loathe it all."
--Henry Adams,
in Henr:( Adams: The Major Phase--
UEntropyfl is certainly Thomas Pynchon~s most
important short story and is generally agreed to be his best"
Paradoxically, it is both his most pessimistic and optimis-
tic Short work.. nEntropyn contains Pynchon's vision of a
society deteriorating culturally, morally and intellectually"
With the scientific concept of entropy serving as the central
metaphor, the author discloses that society's death on all
levels is inevitable and inescapable, that the coming end--
the heat"'death--is a fact. The response to the established
situation, however, is a matter of personal choice and can
be either negative or positive in nature.
A negative response, and a variation of the alterna-
tive revealed in "Low-lan.ds," is withdrawal into the past,
into the hothouse, "lhich admits no fil tE~ring of present
reality. A positive response entails an attempt, albeit
futile, to counteract disorder with order, to reduce chaos
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by imposing pattern. This sort of desperate alternative--
the exertion of effort which is destined to be wasted--is
one of the few active responses available in the lrlasteland,
where effort is everything and the only thing of an affirma-
tive nature. While "Entropy" presents a vision of nihilism,
it also holds out the possibility of at least a minimal
sense of purpose and accomplishment.
As Earl Shorris states t Pynchon "haa become a
philosopher of t.he worn-out world, an implier of ent.ropy, a
pitchman for the comedy of death,,,l and for the entropic
vision in this short story and in his subsequent works, he
is much in the debt of nineteenth and t.wentieth century
scientists, communication t.heorists and the American histor-
ian-scholar, Henry Adams. "Entropy" is a complex work, and
a full understanding and appreciation of its many implica-
tions as well as its relevance to the novels cannot be
achieved without at least a layperson's familiarity with
the major premisee contained in the laws of thermodynamics,
the hypothetioal being called Maxwell'S Demon, the prin-
ciples of information theory and the peesinlistic writings of
Henry Adams. Therefore, the first section of this chapter
will concern itself with the scientific theories and
literary works which have a direct and crucial bearing on
Pynchon's works and whioh will elucidate the author's
11'The Worldly Palimpsest of Thomas Pynchon," p. 80.
inte:nt.ions t.he short story .•
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The field of t.hermodynamicsrest.s on major
laws" all of which have been variously st,U::edthroughout
the past d.ecades. Tb.a first of these laws t concerning the
conservation of energy I fiud.ntains in its very simplest form
that matter and energy cannot be created or destroyed.
Based on experimentation with heat engi.nes I the first law of
thermodynamics" as suttln"l:arized by ti;i. Ehrenberg, states that
flthe total amount of energy in an isolat.ed system remains
2
unchanged while internal changes of any kind occur. n In
greater det.ail, in any closeasystem, heat (expressable in
t.erms of en.ergy) can be converted int.o work and vice versa;
the amount of work in any closed syst.em must be equal t.o
the amount of heat., thus" tot.al energy in an isolated system
is constant in amount, since the quantit.y of energy lost as
work will reappear as heat..
The second law of thermodynamics, which is of great-
est. importance to Pynchon, is directly related to laws of
probability and to the kinetic theory of matter. In 1824,
in an essay entitled "The rJ!otive Power of Eea.t, rJ Sadi Carnot
made several important pronouncements which were later to
be ut.ilized and expanded upon by Clausius and Hel~~olz in
Germany and William Thomson (aften'l18Xds Lord I<elvin) in
England. .f\1ost importantly, Carnot stat.ed t.hat every heat
2t'1• Ehrenberg t I'lMaxt'l1ell's Demon, n Scientific
Amer~can, 217, No.5 (November, 1967), 10 •
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engine needs a hot body, to serve as a source of heat, and
a cold body, to serve as a condenser, and that as the engine
works, heat passes. fr,om the hot to the cold body. 3 In
spite of mistaken and inoomple.te vie\vs on heat and energy I
state Lyons and Franklin, Carnot correctly discovered that
heat cannot be transformed completely to ,,,york, for a com-
p Lece conversion rtt~ould represent a transformation of d18-
ordered energy, a replacement of r'andom molecular motion by
orderly bulk motion. IIi!
Combining Carnot's theories and premises set forth
on the kinetic theory of gases by James lioule in the 1340·s,.
Rudolf Clausius' subsequent theory of entropy and its
tendency toward the maximum, furthered by Lord Kelvin's
principle of the dis.sipation of energy t firmly established
the second law of thermodynamics, which shows the impossi-
bility of producing an inequality of temperature or pres-
sure without the expenditure of work. The second la'" says,
in apparent contradiction to the first law, that energy is
never saved, that while the sum of energy might remain con-
stant, the power of energy tends always to fall lower in a
limitless process.
3Si r v<Yilliam Cecil Dampier,. A History of Science
and Its Relations tit~h Philosophy arld ReI1srion-,-3rd ed , ,
rev. and enI. (1942~ rpt. New York: MacmIllan Co., 1946),
p , 253.
4l1Thomas Pynchon's 'Classic' Presentation of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics,lI p .. 196.
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In 1850, Clausius stated: flIt is impossible for a
self-acting machine, unaided by any external agency, to
convey heat from one body to another at a higher tempera-
ture."S In other words, in any closed system wherein an
exchange of heat occurs 'between a hot and cold body in an
on-going and self-sustained process, the heat must always
transfer from the hot and to the cold body. Clausius
--- -
further stated that although it is possible to convert an
entire quantity of work int.o heat, the reverse is not t.rue.
Sir William Dampier clarifies: "In steam engines and other
heat engines it is found that. only a fract.ion of the heat.
supplied is transformed into mechanical energy; the remainder,
which passes from hotter to colder parts of the system, does
not become available for the performance of useful work. n 6
The difference between the initial quant.it.y of work taken
from the source and the quantity of heat given up to the con-
denser prOVides the maximum amount of heat available for
conversion into work; this difference is a very small amount.
From these findings came Clausius' concept of ent.ropy,or
t.he measure of unavailable energy in a closed system.
FJxpa.nding on this principle, Clausius posited that
the unavailability of energy to do work is an irreversibly
increasing process. He saw that as heat continuously
5Ehrenberg, p. 104.
61\, History of Science, p. 254.
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transfers to the colder body, the ent.ropy will increase
unt.il both bodies are uniformly cold, and the system. is
left. with no energy. He concluded his findings by allowing
the applicability of the principle of entropy to any large
isolat.ed system. Postulating that the universe itself is a
closed system, he predicted itsevantual heat-death via his
formula, '!I'thich showedt.hat t.he entropy of the universe tends
toward a maximum. Clausius was convincad, according to
L.yons and Franklin, that even in the cosmos, "any spontaneous
transformation ••• is from a 'higher,' more ordered form
to a "Lowez , I less ordered form. C! 7
Somewhat later, Lord Kelvin made discoveries similar
to those of Clausius and introduced them in 1852 in a paper
ent.itled "On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the Dissipa....
tion of Mechanical Energy. II Kalvin found that the only
time mechanical work can be done occurs when heat passes
from a hot. t.o a cold body and that this process in itself
diminishes the temperature difference between molecules.
Temperature is further reduced by conduction and friction.
He concluded, as did Clausius, that the availability of
energy becomes less, while the converse tends to a maximum.
Sunwarily, according to Kelvin's theory, energy in an
isolated system eventually becomes so uniformly distributed
that it is unavailable as a source of useful work: t.he
7 'I Thomas Pynchon IS' Classic' Presentation of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics," p. 197.
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system must become inert. Kelvin posited that the law of
dissipation must be extended to the universe and wrote:
1) There is at present in the material world
a universal tendency to the dissipation of
mechanical energy.
2) ArlY restoration of mechanical energy, with-
out more tha.n an equivalent of dissipation,
is impossible in inanimate material pro-
cesses, and is probably never effected by
means of organized matter, either endowed
with vegetable life or subjected to the
will of an animated creature.
3) Within a finite period of time past, the
earth must have been, and within a finite
period of time to corne, the earth must again
be, unfit for the habitation of man as at
present constituted, unless operations
have been, or are to be performed, which
are impossible under the laws to which the
known operations going on at present in
the material workd, are subject. 8
Compounding the accumulated theories of Carnot,
Clausius and Kelvin were the statistical contributions of
James Clerk i'1axwell, Ludwig Boltzmann and J. B. Watson ..
Maxwell and Boltzmann, working with the kinetic theory of
(a basic premise of which is that atoms or molecules
find
on each other by direct collision), applied Gauss'
s of law and error derived from probability theory to
the distribution of molecular velocities and discovered that
molecules, undergoing chance collisions, could be divided
into groups lcb would eventually move according to certain
n<.l<JU,,'''' A Letter to American Teachers of
Hi~tory (Baltimore: J7 fl .. Furs~Co., 1910), pp. 3-4-.- Here-
after cited as
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ascertainable velocities. The two scientists determined
that molecules, originally moving at. various velocities,
would finally move according to 'the ro.ost probable arrange-
menta; this phenomenon came to be known as the Max\>lell-
Boltzmann distribution.
Continuing similar investigations, Boltzmann and
\iatson recognized that the J\i1axwe11-Boltzmann "most probable"
distribution state was equivalent to the tendency of thermo-
dynamicsl entropy to reach a maximum. 9 An isolated system
will aporrt.aneousLy change from an azr anqement; of greater
order and less probability to an arrangement of lesser order
and more probability; an inverse relationship mUBt always
exist between order and probability.IO Da."TIpier states:
"The process of reaching t.his most probable oond Lt.Lon , in
which the entropy is a maximum and velocities distributed
according to the law of error, is analogous to the shuffling
of a pack of cards. nIl The correlation entropy and
card~shuff1ingwill be explored in greater detail when the
analogy becomes prominent in _.. _.. _. Crying Lot 49.
9C1ausiust concept of con redefined as
the value applicable to the average or most probable state
of a system: in other , n thermodynamic condition of
maximu.rn entropy or greatest dissipation of energy is reached
when molecules have their velocities distributed in accord-
ance with the Max-well ....Boltzmann law, the probability of
which a maximum" (Dampier, p , 257).
101.1'on6 and F'ranklin, p. 196.
p. 251.
As nasbeenshown., the laws of were
the of
t.0 obt.ain 'Useful\i'ork from heat, a
is necessary.. In an isolated system,
less and less available for production as the
heat reaches a uniformtempera.t.ure throughout the
In other 1+.1Ords, the ent.ropy increases" Finally, it was
kn01rinfrom Clausius I investigations any thermally-
isolated, amount of heat constant,
will set
at. that U'.~.~.. "L, no further
Sir William Dampier elucidates irreversible
process by means of the follOWing illustration: I1The kinetic
theory of gases enables us to translate into molecular terms
the process by which entropy increases. If we began with
two vessels with an equal number of molecules in each, one
vessel being hot and the other cold, the avera.ge energy
and velocity of the molecules in the first would be great.er
than in the second. !f the vessels were put into communi-
cation, molecular collisions would equalize the average
molecular energies, till the distribution of velocities was
that of the law discovered by !'1aX'\<Jell and Boltzmann.. This
12
represents the final st.ate" " This final st.ate of
Science, p. 481.
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equilibrium is Clausius' heat-death ..
Finally, in IB77, the American physicist Willard
Gibbs contributed his theory of phase equilibrium to the
field of thermodynamics, a theory which confirmed and
broadened Clausius· findings relating to isolated systems
wherein the heat is constant" Gibbs subsequently propounded
the Phase Rule, and his great achievement was to define
mathematically the varying' conditions of temperature,
pressure and concentration of the components of eli system at
which states of equilibrium would exist.. In positing his
theory, Gibbs found another function, called the thermo....
dynamic poten.tial, \'V'hich, when it reached a minimum, also
indicated equilibrium in an isolated heat engine .. 13 Thus,
thermodynamicists found they could det.el:n'line condit.ions of
equilibrium eit.her by Clausius' maximum entropy or by Gibbs'
minimum t.hermodynamic potential.
Wit.h such a body of informat.ion shown to apply to
closed syst.ems of differing natures, it naturally followed
that. it could as easily, by ext.ension, be fully applicable
to another seemingly closed syst.em--the universe. Such
thinking was t.o have a great. impact. on the philosophical
and religious t.hought. of the nineteenth century.
Relying heavily on t.he theories of Clausius and
Kelvin, physicists and scientifically-minded philosophers
13Dampier, p. 493.
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came to believe that energy in the cosmos \-las wasting into
heat by friction and that energy would increasingly become
more dissipated and less available as temperature differ-
ences were reduced. Believing that the amount of energy in
the universe was both limited and constant, they farsat'" a
time in the future When all the universe's energy would be
converted into heat which \-IOuld, in turn, come to be uni-
formly distributed through matter in mechanical equilibrium.
With the entropical process being irreversible, the uni-
verse would have to become inert, wit.h no possibility for
further change.
As held true in isolated heat systems, the procee.s
of nature's deterioration was seen to be irreversible, for,
as Dampier insists, "in the second 180\\1' of thermodynamics
and the irreversible rise of entropy of an isolated system
towards a maxIrnum , we have a physical process which can
proceed in one direction. The random scattering of mole-
cules by their mutual collisions can only lead them to
approach the distribution velocities given by the la\<1 of
error. • this process of shuffling can only be reversed
a reversal of time itself. • • • 'Ihe second law of thermo-
dynamics, the principle of the increase in entropy, describes
the one, all important process of nature. n 14 Ha.ving seen
their supplies of energy by '!,\Thich man lives becoming
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progressively more scarce, nineteenth century thinkers pro-
claimed the inevitability of Clausius' famous heat-death ..
The earth and, by extended logic,. the sun and stars would
have an end .. 15
Quickly adopted by the more pessimis.tic nineteenth
century philosophers, who 'tlere already espousing a mecherr-
istic,materialistic world, the laws of thermodynamics and
the theory of the inevitable heat-death offered fuel for an
atheism-determinism fire. Thermodynamics threw doubt on the
prevailing theory of biological vitalism, Which, as defined
by ~'Villiam Dampier, held that ..in living beings there exists
a vital force, Which controls or even suspends physical and
chemical laws, ad.apts the organism to its environment, and
shapes its ends. ,,16 Applying thermodynamical principles to
living as well as dead systems, it \'I1a s assumed that animals
and humans "lere like machines; they could retain motion and.
do work only if supplied with energy in the form of food,
water and air. Almost a century later, humanistic
philosophers were to add information/communication to this
list of essentials. All in all, the formulation of the
l5Such beliefs were not then entirely founded on
fact, as some later physicists were to assert.. The inevit-
ability of t.he heat-death rested on the assumptions that
what is true in very limited circumstances also holds true
in much larger systems; that the universe is a completely
closed systern into which no energy enters; and that individ-
ual molecules cannot be separated into fast and slow-moving
groups. The forthcoming Demon would be an attempt to do
such sorting work.
1622: Hist2ry of Science, p. 320 ..
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field of thermodynamics had inspired a pessimistic school
of thought. It was James Clerk I>1axwell who offered a bit
of optimism and i'l. pos.sibleescape from the approaching
death of the world in the form of ~1axwell's Demon.
Maxwell, who had been a noted contributor to sci-
entific investigations concerning the kinetic theory of
gases, spectrum analysis and electric currents, set forth
an idea that was to arouse a century-long controversy. In
1071, in the chapter ItLimitation of the Second Law of
Thermodynamics I' at the end of his book, Theory of Heat,
Maxwell introduced his soon-to-be notorious Demon. He
wrote:
One of the best established facts in thermo-
dynamics is that it is impossible in a system
enclosed in an envelope \\Thieh permits neither
change of volume nor passage of heat, and in
which both the temperature and the pressure
are everywhere the same, to produce any inequal-
ity of temperature or of pressure without
the expenditure of work. This is the second law
of thermodynamics, and it is undOUbtedly true
as long as we can deal with bodies only in
mass, and have no power of perceiving or
handling the separate molecules of which they
are made up. But if we conceive a being whose
faculties are so sharpened that he can follow
every molecule in its course, such a being,
whose attributes are still as essentially
finite as our own, would be able to do what is
at present impossible to us. For we have seen
that the moleCUles in a vessel full of air at
uniform temperature are moving ",ith velocities
by no means-uniform, though the mean velocity
of any great number of them, arbitrarily
selected, is almost exactly uniform. Now let
us suppose that such a vessel is divided into
two portions, A and B, by a division in which
there is a small hole, and that a being, who
can see the individual molecules, opens and
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closes this hole, so as to allow only the
swifter molecules to pass from A to B, and
only the slower ones to pass from B to A.
He will thu.s, without expenditure of work,
raise the temperature of B and lower that
of A, in contrai~ctionto the second law of
thermodynamics.
Maxwell thus offered a hypothetical, minute being--
soon to be called the Demon--who had facult.ies sharp enough
to follow individual molecules. Posted at a frictionless,
sliding door in a wall separating t\110 compartments of a box
filled with gas, this being, when a fast-moving molecule
moved from compartment A towards B, would open the door and
let the molecule pass. If a slow-moving moLeou Le approached
from A towards 13, he would close the door, thereby trapping
the slow-mover in A. Thus, after a time of such sorting,
all the fast-moving molecules would be in section 13, while
all the slow ones "J'Ould remain in A. 'l'he gas in A would
grow cold, while tha t in B would grow hot. Thus, MaX\>lell
believed, the Demon could reconcentrate diffused energy by
sorting molecules. Maxwell's Demon, if it were truly work-
able, could create a perpetual motion machine which would
function due to the temperature difference in the two com-
partments of the box by continuously shifting molecules from
section to section. With this hypothetical device, lJIaxwell
offered a spark of hope to those discomfitted by the nega-
tive philosophy of the nineteenth century. By hard \'.JOrk and
l7Ehrenberg, p. 103.
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conscious sorting, a successful Demon could confound tn.e
second law of the.rmodynamics.
l>iaxwell's posi,tive, although vaguely delineated,
idea was immediately subjected to study by others. In the
1870's, Lord Kelvin attempted to establish the characteris-
tics necessary for a Demon and concluded that it should
have the qualities of atomic dimensions, aniroation and
. tIl' 181.n e 1.gence.· FollOWing I<elvin., .Erwin Schrodinger pointed
out that fSalthough it is remarkable • • • that living
bodies, far from increasing their entropy, in fact decrease
it, organizinq more and more matter in their own pattern,
this decrease is more than balanced by the trail of increased
entropy they create in their surroundings. 'llhus, animate
agencies as such are subject to the second Law, tl19 An
animated Demon, he conclUded, could not successfully create
a perpetual motion machine.
l?ortunately for Demon enthusiasts, the last yea.rs
of the nineteenth century and the first years of the
twentieth saw the second law of thermodynantics fall into
disrepute. Some physicists believed the second law to be
valid only in certain circumstances, as in very small,
isolated systems. Also, the success of electron physics
1
, p. 105.
19Ehrenberg, p. 106.
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and documented evidenceo£' Brownian fluctuations2 0 further
encouraged those 1I1ho sought to disprove the second law.
In 1913, Polish physicist l-1.. Smoluchm~ski att.acked
the problem from the angle of probabilities. Discarding
Boltzmann's well-known theory of most-probable states, he
adopted irHJtead his least-proba.ble st.ate aspect, which
stated that entropy could also be associated \-lith improbable
states or corresponding fluctuations in a thermodynamic
system. Smolucho\~rski cited instances in which such fluctua-
tions are easily observable and the rate of their occurrence
ascertainable, large ones being rare but sluall ones being
very common. Although observation of a large fluctuation
would require an incredible length of time if the observer's
focus vJere, for example, the universe, small but observable
fluctuations do occur often in our system: a sorting Demon
would not. have to operate on single molecules. Although
discarding the idea of an automated Demon, Smoluchowski
conceded that an intelligent being could operate a perpetual
motion machine by pushing a 't',reightless support under such
elevated particles if were continuously informed about the
particles and
an exchange
to operate devices \'lhich do not involve
21energy. This being could not, however, be
20nirect evidence of action of molecules 'Nas
obtained by RObert Brown in 1827, when he observed, under a
microscope, irregular movements of very small particles;
thus the term IIBrownian f Luctme t.Lone " or I'Brmmian move-
ments" ( I p. 253).
21Ehrenberg, p. 107.
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a human, who cannot perform work without increasing entropy.
Taking off from Srnoluchowski, Leo Szilard published
an article in 1929 entitled "On the Reduction of Entropy of
a Thermodynamic System Caused by Inteillgent Beings,n in
which he stated that the intelligence needed by t.he Demon
was a sort of memory. The Demon would gather informat.ion,
such as velocity and locat.ion, about particles and record
the findings in the "nocebcok" of his memory for further use.
Szilard postulated that by using his memory, the Demon
could continuously reduce entropy, unless the processes of
gathering information and recording produced entropy. As
recounted by Ehrenberg, Szilard concluded his theory by
stating: "If we are not wliling to admit that the second
law is violated, we have to conclude that the action which
• establishes the 'memory'--is indissolUbly linked with
2"'1production of entropy."'£ l'~lthough Szilard's Demon could
temporarily reduce entropy in certain sections, it could
not act.ually reduce the !let entropy of a system; he had
neither proven nor disproven the possibility of a success-
ful Demon. Rather, Szilard's theory led to the opening of
an entirely new field, that of the relationship of entropy
to information theory.
Providing the final important link in the chain of
Demon theorists is Leon Brillouin, who, in 1951, pUblished
22"Maxwe11 fs Demon,n p. 109.
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I!Maxwell's Demon Cannot Operate." Brillouin argued:
Before an intelligent being can use its
intelligence, it must perceive its objects,
and that requires physical means of percep-
tion. Visual perception in particular
requires the illumination of the object.
Seeing is essentially a nonequilibrium
phenomenon. The cylinder in which the
demon operates is, optically speaking, a
closed black body and .. •• the radiation
inside a black body is homogeneous and noo-
directional because for any wavelength and
any temperature the emissivity of any surface
equals its coefficient of absorption. lIenee,
although an observer inside a black body is
exposed to a quanta of radiation, he can
never tell whether a particular photon comes
from the molecule or is reflected from a wall.
The observer must use a lamp that emits light
of a wavelength not well represented in the
black-body radiation, and the eventual absorp-
tion of this light by the observer or else-
where increases the entropy of the system .. 23
Brillouin then showed the increase of entropy effected by
perception would offset any decrease the Demon could produce
by a much greater amount.. His conclusions eliminated the
need for an intelligent being, since the Demon didn't need
intelligence but the physical means of illumination pro-
vided from outside the system in order to obtain information..
l"'laxwell had overlooked the fact that his Demon would be
blind, and the introduction of light into the box would more
than cancel any sorting the Demon could effect ..
Brillouin'S arguments, for all practical purposes,
spelled nemesis for Maxwell's Demon and its promise of con-
futation of the second law of thermodynamics.. The universe
23 Ehrenberg, p .. 109 ..
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would face the heat-death in spite of scientific attempts
to devise a method of escape .. 24 However, Brillouin's
premis.es, and Szilard's before him, threw open the doors
to the new and dynam.ic field of information theory, which
is also of great concern to Thomas Pynchon.
By means of Szilard's experiments in 1929 and further
investigations in the 1930's, it ~'I1as discovered that entropy
applies not only to heat systems but to communication sys-
tems as well. As John Nefastis tells Oedipa r~aas: "'The
equation for one, back in the 30's, had looked very like the
equation for the other. It was a coincidence'" (crying, 77).
Oddly enough, the equat.ions are identical. Boltzmann
indicated that the formula for the amount of entropy in a
heat syst.em, where Ii indicates the amount of entropy, and K
is an arbitrary constant, is: H=--KEP.: log p .• Nineteenth
• ... 1
1.
century physicists apparently saw the connection but did
not develop a quantitative theory; that was accomplished in
1949 by Claude E. Shannon of Bell lJ.'elephone Labora.tories.
24Recent findings leave the fate of t.he universe
unchanged. It is now known that active matter passes into
radiation which will be dissipated through a space too vast
to become saturated with radiation, which would allow it
to form matter again; the universe is now thought to be
passing into an equilibrium in which radiation is evenly
distributed. The only hope for salvation seems to lie in
the possibility, given the fact of infinite time, that an
incredibly implausible event should occur, a freak accident
of nature--chance concentrations of molecules reversing the
entropical process or chance concentrations of radiant
energy saturating a new part of space and forming new matter
(Dampier, pp. 482-83).
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Shannon, reputed to be the founder of information theory,
discovered that the equation for a.verage information is
derived largely from probability theory, with entropy sub-
jecting communication to the same principle as heat engines.
Shannon's equation for average information/symbol, or the
25signal-to-noise ratio was: H=-K~Pi log Pi. The equation,
identical to Boltzmann's formula established the century
before, indicated that:. quantities of information are re-
lated to entropy, or measures of disorder. Shannon's o.is-
covary led to the founding' of the very complex field of
information theory. For purposes of this paper, a brief
and elementary exarnination of basic terms and a few of the
many important premises will suffice.
According to information theorists, an amount of
information i.e a measure of the degree of order associated
with any given message. A measure of informati.on is a
measure of order; i.t is a capaci.ty for conveying meani.ng.
On the other hand, an amount of entropy in communication is
a measure of di.sorder; it i.ndicates the measure of random-
ness and uncertainty which destroys the capacity for
meaning. Just as heat systems automatically and irrevers-
ibly acquire entropy, it is the first law of information
theory that a message can lose order spontaneously through
25Claude E. Shannon and t'larren \rleaver, trlhe
Mathelma t i c a 1 '1'heor¥ of Communication (1949; rpt:-lJrbana,Illinors:~nivers1tY-ofIllinois Press, 1964), p. 50.
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the act of transmission, but it can never gain it.
Of the many a.spects of information theory, Pynchon
is most concerned with this principle of the destruction of
information through transmission, or the act of communica-
tion.. In order to explore this phenomenon, further defini-
tions are required.. The following statements by Lila
Gatlin define relevant terms: "A source or transmitter is
any apparatus that emits at sequence of symbols•••• when
this sequence of symbols is ordered according to a set of
constraints, the set of constraints constitutes a language
and the sequence of symbols itself is called a message.
The encoding of the message in a partiCUlar language occurs
at the source. A channel is simply any medium over which
the message is transmitted. 1I 26 Information is destroyed
during the act of coItoounication chiefly by the presence of
noise, 'ifJ'hich is, techntcally, fI any malfunction of the
transmission mechanics \'1hieh causes error in the message
received. n27 It must be noted, however, that Pynchon
expand.s the definition to include anything which interferes
with the transmission process, anything which distorts the
encoded message.
The st illustration of noise IS destructi.on of
information is an example of two persons speaking over a
96-91.
26:tnformation Living systetn, PP.
21 Gatlin, p. 97.
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telephone and experiencing a bad connection. Because of
line noise, which cannot be avoided even in a good connec-
tion due to the nature of the electrons which carr:j the
current, the person at the receiving end may not be able to
understand words or sentences spoken by the caller, piecing
together bits of the intended message, the receiver may
pick up only parts of the caller's message, or he or she may
miss it altogether. Noise, in this instance, distorts or
destroys the intended message.
Unfortunately, it is impossible to completely
eliminate noise in any real system. Further, much of the
information a person receives at any time has gone through
several stages of transmission, each stage implying an
accompanying lose of meaning. Norbert Weiner states that
tithe process of transmitting information may involve several
consecutive stages of transmission following one another in
addition to the final or effective stage; and bett'1een any
two of these t.here will be an act of translation,. capable of
dissipating information. This fact, that information may be
dissipated but not gained, is the cybernetic form of the
second law of thermodynamics ••• 28
An illustration of the progressive destruction of
information as it passes through consecutive stages can be
28Norbert t'ieiner, ... Human Use of Human Beings:
Cybernetic!! and soc~et~l. (Bosto~Fougfiton~Uff!in co , ,
1950), p. 88.
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found in the children's game of "Telephone." In this game,
a starter whispers a message to the person next in line
who, in turn, transmfts it to the next and so on. I].'he
high-point of the guIna occurs 'i'Vhen the last person in line
reveals the message he or she has received. Generally, the
message received at the end bears little or no resemblance
to the. one sent by the starter. Noise factors Which cOn....
tribute to the destruction of information contained in the
original message are the inability to hear adequately due
to the requiremiient of whispering, laughter and the usage of
words not in a receiver's vocabulary.
Other noise factors which distort l'neaning in a
message occur frequently in the human communication process.
If the \-JOrds encoded at the source are not those within the
vocabulary of the receiver, the meaning of the message, no
matter how carefully transmitted, will be lost. As every
channel has a rate appropriate for transmission, if the
source emits symbols faster than the channel can transmit,
chaos will result. 29 Similarly, if a sender speaks at a
rate greater than a listener can assimilate, the message
will mean nothing. Further, the ear and the brain have an
effective frequency cut-off which prevents the reception of
certain high frequencies which can be transmitted over the
29aatlin, p , 98.
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telephone. If a speaker transmits at these frequencies,
inform.ation gained by the receiver will be nealiaible.
•. .. . J ~
If the commonplaces of imprecision and irrelevancy
are added to this list, possible noise factors seem to pose
insurmountable obstacles to communication. According to
Shannon's famous second theorem, it is impossible to
eliminate noise completely in the process of communication.
However, under very prescribed conditions, it is possible
to transmit messages with minimal loss of meaning. Unfor-
tunately ,such rness.ages aze so simple and repetitive that
only a small amount of actual infonlation can be conveyed.
Entropy in commurif.cetdon I as has been stated, is a
measure of disorder, of randomness and uncertainty. Lila
Gatlin states that a message high in entropy contains some
or all of the follo'irdng characteristics: message variety;
I vocabulary; surprisal value; and unexpectedness. 31 A
high-entropy Hlt::::>:i:jage, with its greater variety, entails the
element of uncertainty ",rhich, in turn, implies a high
probability of error. A message can so liable to trans-
mission error due to these four factors or to other types
of noise previously discussed that information is destroyed.
On the other hand, a J11essage low in errt.ropy-o-one which
lacks surprise, variety, unexpectedness or a large
3
31InfO~Jl_~_o_n Theor.1. and !-l!~L~_iv_.• _in_.•. g~.•• System, p. 49.
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vocabulary--has a greater chance for accurate reception;
transmission of a lo~V'-ent:ropy message can be highly reli-
able in spite of nod.se interference.
However, a low-entropy mes saqe contains a minimum
of information. In order to gain the element of certainty,
the elernent of variety must be sacrificed, and When there
is little variety in a message, little can be said. As Lila
Gatlin states, "one of them, variety, is Ultimately ampli-
fied by increasing the entropy 'tiThile the other, reliability,
is Ultimately amplified by decreasing the entropy.,,32 A
typical exampLe of a low-variety, low-surprise and 10w-
vocabulary level message is a factory-printed 1a.1 occa-
s.Lon card. Such a card conveys merely convent.LcnaL senti-
ments in the simplest tllay in order to appeal to the widest
possible range of people. Although the message may be
composed of many words, such an extremely probable message
conveys a small amount of actual meaning; simultaneously,
it is relatively free of entropy.
In addition to reducing variet.y, repetition can be
employed to el ate disorder and to insure accuracy of
reception. Repetitive redundancy, such as a short sequence
of symbols within longer sequences, can aid in
avoiding ambiguit.y and in combatting error. Although this
method insures a more accurate reception, it also demands
32 the Living System, p. 99.
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that a message be simple and relatively meaningless.•
The seoond variety.ofredundanoyin language, in...
formational redundancy, oannot be avoided. Informational
redundancy t which Gat.lin defines. as t.hef'direot measure of
all rules whioh define error >ina. lanquage -" 33 is inherent
in English due t.o grammatical rules, word ordering and
semantic constraints. 'rhis type of redundancy automatically
reduces t.he amount of meaning which can be t.ransmitt.ed.
Claude Shannon states: "The red.undancy of ordinary English,
not considering stat.istic.al structure over greater distances
than about eight lett.ers, is roughly 50%. This meanS that
when we write English, half of what we write is determined
by the structure of the language, and half is chosen
freely. II 34 lJ;'he English language has inherently such a high
detjree of informational redundancy that oftentimes as much
as 75% of the words ina sentence can be eliminated as
being unnecessary to the real meaning. If informational
redundancy helps combat reception error, it also limits
the amount and intensity of information conveyed in any
sentence.
Summarily, the concept of entropy applies to communi-
cation and the t.ransfer of information as indiscriminately
as to heat systems. Destroying variety and order in one as
33Information Theory and the Living System, p. 70.
34The Mathematical 'rheo£{ of Communication, p. 56 ..
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eas.ily as int:hao''l:her ,d.6x'lot.esE1S'l:a.te irre'Versible
ohaos.. As entropy set.s in, .·00'l:hw111 tend toward. meaning-
lessness. Tbese ramifieat.io:nsof the $eeond1.aw ofthemo-
dynamics havefascinat.edl1.t.erary figures almost as much as
they have trou.bled scientist-sand cOmInunioationspecia1ists .•
Of all the American writers to incor'po.rat..e the
scientific principles of thermodynamios int.o tbeirworks,
until the time of Thomas Pynohon none is as prominent. as
Henry Adams (1a38-1918).. Although the field of information
theory was unknown to him, the thernlodynamic laws which
applied to closed sy·stems captured his imagination and
became his Obsession. Certain that the laws of physics
pertained to all systems, he became famous for his applica-
tion of the concept of entropy to the world in which he
lived. A hard-core cynic and. pessimist., Henry Adams
revealed throuqh his literary works a random, chaotic
American society deteriorating by degrees, dying slowly as
a result of the second law of thermodynamics.. His vision
of the entropic society is crucial to an understand.im] of
Pynchon's works asa whole but most especially to V., where
the Lady of shifting identities represents Adams' Virgin-
turned....Dynamo.
A descendent of two presidents, Henry Adams was born
in Boston in 1838. After graduation from Harvard and
attendance at the University of Berlin, he retu.rned to the
united States to become secretary to his father, then a
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oongressman in Washington. From 1861 t.olB68 Adams lived
in London and again served as priv.at.e seoretary to his
fathe.r, who had been appointedUnitea States Minister to
England.. In 1810 he returned to America to beoome assistant
professor of hi.story at Harvard., serving as editor of the
North America.n. Reyie\'1 until la71, when he retired from
teaching, moved. to Washington and began his writing and
historical research, making frequent trips to Europe ..
Although his nine-volume history of the United
States, spanning the years IBOl-17, became definitive texts
and established him as a leading American historian, Adams
is best remembered for Mont-Saint-Miohel and. Chartres, a
unique perspective on thirteenth century Europe a.nd a reac'"
tion, in part, to industrialism, Darwinism and scientific
progress, and 'rhe Education of Henry Adams, a self-
conscious, historically-oriented autobiography. Of the
numerous books, poems, essays and articles written by Adams,
Thomas Pynchon draws heavily from those which may be said
to comprise his despairi119, entropic vision. Forming a
unified and sustained picture of pessimism and prophesying
a coming' doom for America are, in addition to The Education,
"The Prayer to the Virgin of Chartres,n "The Rule of Phase
Applied to History" and A Letter to American Teachers of
History.
Having determined in young manhood that the history
of America would prove itself a complete failure and total
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disgrace, Adams, as he grew into middle and old age, saw
rapidly-increasing sYmpt.oms of a dying society. The near-
misant.hrope was revolted by his country, which was destined
to achieve greatness but was ·instead rushing headlong to
ruin.. In the historian-scholar's eyes, democracy was a sham,
largely because it deified competition and rewarded self-
interest and greed. Governmental idiocy revealed its·elf in
the dominance of the great moneyed and propertied interests,
universal education, old age pensions and trade unions ..
Capit.alisIn created only decadence, and Americans, with a
get-money-by-any-means philosophy, were materialistic and
competitively cruel. Economic and pOlitical power had
passed from the hands of the educated to the hands of the
unschooled.. The family unit was dissolving, crime and
violence increased yearly, while culture and the arts had
become nearly extinct.. Science was god and had created the
II Iron City" of l\..merica, \'lhile education ","as ineffectual and
incapable of instilling a sense of self-respect and purpose
in life. Americans were petty and, when not blatantly
immoral, at best amoral ..
In short, Adams claimed that the entire history of
America, its essence an accumulation of failure, made him
so physically ill that only by self-compulsion could he
read its dreary details. 35 Believing that the age in which
35Ernest Samuels, Henry Adams:
(Cambridge, Massachusetts~ The Belknap
University Press, 1964), p. 457.
The Major Phase
Press of Harvard
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he was condemned to live could offer no glory, heroism,
idealism or hope, he couldfores.ee nothing but imminent
collapse for his civilization. vlriting in the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries, Adams' consuming
despair and cynicism "Tare revealed in his works in two
major ways--in the symbolism of the Virgin and the Dynamo
and in the thermodynamical concept of entropy as applied to
society.
According to Adams, the Virgin and the Dynamo were
the two greatest forces on the mind of man since the
begirming of time. The Virgin, denoting spirituality,.
beauty and unity and manifesting her highest powers in
medieval Europe, was an energy of imagination, creation and
salvation. The Dynamo, an embodiment of the powerful
industrial and technoloqical energies which were unleashed
and which shattered existence in 1900, denoted multiplicity,
chaos and destruction. Adams was convinced that, with the
advent of the electric motor, man had created his own
assassin. At the very least, the mechanical energy pro'"
duced by the Dynamo served to weaken man's physical and
intellectual en.ergies and to induce a mechanical uniformity
of mind Adams found prevalent in rural, agricultural com-
munities and in urban, industrial areas. He maintained
that "every gain of power,--frorn gunpowder to steam,--from
the dynamo to the Daimler motor,--has been made at the
cost of man's,--and of woman's ....-vitalitylt (Letter, 167).
Europe, Adams
who, in her
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At. most, and most probable, the mechanical energies of the
Dynamo would enable roan to blow bims·elf and his world to
bits.
]"urther, man and society were doubly-doomed. The
second law of thermodynamics, which Adams borrowed from
nineteenth century physicists and remodeled to suit his own
purposes, served as explanation for the physical, cultural,
moral and intellectual decline he evidenced in his society.
Once acquainted with the laws of thermodynmnics, Adams
observed every aspect of his aqe in terms of entropy. He
became so convinced that America was deteriorating in the
grips of the ent.ropical process that he crusaded to shatter
the historical optimism and evolut.lonary complacency rampant
among professors of history. As the physical sciences had
oorne to dominate higher education and to teach the uni-
versality of thermodynamical law on a nationwide scale,
Adams believed it folly that historians denied its applic-
ability to man and society. Through his writings, he
at.tempted to bring history in line with physics and t.o make
it relevant to a dying world. Repeatedly Adams called for
the reform of university education and the recruitment of
a moral and intellectual elite comprised of the historian-
physicist which could, if enough time remained, postpone
the inevitable heat-death.
Having spent much of his adult life
had cultivated a deep love for the Virgin
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earliest manifestations, had appeared as Venus. For him.,
the two were synonymous. The Virgin's attraction, which
first revealed its.e1£ in the pages of Mo~t-Saint-~ichel;.and
qhartres, was irresistible and incomprehensible.. Retrospec-
tively scanning the pages of history, Adams postulated that:
she had served as the greatest symbol of pO~Jer since the
beginning of time. In her name, thousands had gone to death
and martyrdom~ in her name, man' s most beautiful art\'1ork and
sculpture had been created; in her name, the most awesome
and magnificent buildings in the world had been constructed ..
In chapter 25 of The Education, Adams wrote: "Symbol or
energy, the Virgin had acted as the greatest force the
Western world ever felt, and had drawn man's activities to
herself more strongly than any other powez , natural or
supernatural, had ever done. h36
The Virgin·s spiritual impulse infused the religion,
philosophy, economics and artwork of the r-Uddle Ages, and
through her, all the contradictions of the twelfth and
thirteenth cent.uries ~1ere reconciled. A myth of unity, her
miracles represent.ed the tremendous extent of her power over
the imagination, she herself symbolizing, according to
Ernest Sarnuels, "the disinterested quest for Beauty, the
restoration of poetry and art to daily life and the recovery
36aenry Adams, Tb~ Education of Henry Adams, ad.
Ernest Samuels (1918; rpt .. Boston: Houghton Mrfflin Co.,
1974), • 38 89. Hereafter cited as Edue .•
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of eompa..ssion • .,37 With the love of her legende, the uni-
versal.ityof her cult and countles$ shrines testifying to
her extraordinary, centuries""long hold over the mind of man,
Henry Adams saw in the Virgin the only hope for mankind.
At the Paris Exposition in 1900, he encountered the
Virgin's counterpart. Standing in the Great Hall of
Dynamos, Adams discovered in the Dynamo an equally immense
and powerful attraction. '1'ha antithesis of the power of
the imagination, the Dynamo represented tb.e awesome force of
reason, a force simultaneously appalling and exciting.
l"aeing the mammoth engines, Adams sensed that inherent in
the Dynamo was power which escaped the bounds of his
imagination as well as the limits of his knowledge. Here,
too, was force unfathomable and irresistible. Speaking in
the third-person style characteristic of his autobiography,
Adams wrote: 11 • to Adams the dynamo became a symbol of
infinity•••• he began to feel the forty-foot dynamos as
a moral force, much as the early Christians felt the Cross.
The planet itself seemed less impressive, in its old-
fashioned, deliberate, annual or daily revolution, than
this huge wheel, revolving "'4ithin arms length at some
vertiginous speed ••• Before the end, one began to pray
to it; inherited instinct taught the natural expression of
man before silent and infinite force" (Educ., 380). But if
the force of the Dynamo was absolute, it '<lias terrifying.
3 p. 229.
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It was unknowable, anarchical and uncontrollable ..
To Henry Adams, the Dynamo was also characteristi-
cally American and symbolized perfectly the failure of the
country he loathed. Having long searched for a symbol to
represent theonaotic and destructive, materialistic, soience-
domin.ated energies he evide:ncedand abhorred in America, he
found it at the Paris Exposition in the form of the Dynamo:
Samuels explains that flthe hideous anonymity of its power
aptly suggested the dehumanizinq tendencies of the new
industrial and scientificsociety. n 3BRecOgnizing the
absolute polarity of the Virgin and the Dynamo, Adams
believed he had discovered in the two extremes the greatest
forces over the mind of man since time immemorial. They
were ntwo kingdoms of force which had nothing in common but
attraction
"
(Educ .. t 383).. The Virgin symbolized life and
beauty, the Dynamo degradation and death. America had will-
fUlly denied one and elevated the other, and in the rejec-
tion of the Lady, Adams saw clear signs of impending doom
for the United States ..
Reflecting on the two ultimate forms of energy,
Adams sensed that in Europe lithe Virgin was still felt • . ,.
and seemed to be as potent as X-Rays; It such was not the
case for his mother country, for tlin America neither Venus
nor virgin ever had value as force--at most as sentiment.
38n~nrx Adams, p .. 230 ..
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No Amerioan had ever been truly afraid of atther ff (Eduo. I
383). That faot. in itself bewildered the historian for
,qhom the Vir<:j in ·'wa.s the highest energy eVer known to man I
the creator of four-fiftheof his noblest art, exercising
vastly more attract.ion over the human mind than all the
steam-engines and dynamos ever dreamed of~ and yet this
energy was unknown to the Americaflmind. An American Virgin
would never dare command.~ an American Venus would never dare
exist ll (Educ .. 385). Life-denying soience, not the Virqin,
ruled in America, and science would destroy the country.
In 1908,. Adams wrote II'1'he Prayer to the Virgin of
Chartres," a prophetic poem which captured his despair over
the desperate direction in which his country was heading ..
European man's devotion to the Lady, be she Venus or Virgin,
had inspired magnificence. After his migration, American
man founded a country which flourished and promised a
greatness never before witnessed in the history of the
world. nut,. having acquired an overweening sense of pride,
American man believed ultimate success could only be
achieved through the mysteries of science and so experi-
mented, produced and created until the Dynamo came into
being. If the machine satisfied his warped sense of pride,
it also began to unleash economic, political and social
energies 'Vlhich caused chaos. Furious to remedy the dis-
order, American man sought to bring to his land some bit of
grace and beauty, but that possibility lay only with the
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Virgin, who was nowhere to be found.
Having ereoted the Dynamo, .Amerioa was oompelled to
subdue the qod or be mastered by it, and the passing-years
revealed that its foroe waseoo ,great to be oontrolled.
Grown to full po,tential, the Dynamo was invincible, and
America \>las reduced to futile attempts to combat what it
had invented. rrhe end of "The Prayer to the Virgin of
Chartres" reveals American man, the "Atom-King," uttering
a blasphemous prayer to his mechanical god while rushing
headlong to his slaughter, saorificed to his own creation;
only the poet returns to the Virgin, abandoning the intel-
lectual, suicidal quest for a reconciliation with the force
of life and instinct.
From the year 1900 until his death, Adams continued
his bitter invectives against his country·s obsession with
the machine.. Convinced that man had mounted science only
to find himself run away with, he issued a prediction which
would soon seem to be coming true, with his characteristic
pessimism, he stated of his countrymen and those nations,
especially Germany, which also worshipped the machine:
"The engines he will have invented will be beyond his
strength to control • . . and the human race will commit
suicide by blowing up the world. n 39 Henry Adams' "Prayer'l
forewarns that the "Atom....King" will destroy himself
through his foolhardy devotion to the Dynamo. Thomas
39 6..•.. ··1· ""'4emue s , p. L. J ..•
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Pynehon' s Gravi~x·.~ Rainbow shows t.he fulfillment of t.hat
prophecy; the novel eQuId easily serve as sequel. to the
poem.. For both, the Dynamo symbolizes the colossal failure
of man. nis imagination atrophied and his response t.o
beauty ignored, modern man bas willfully designed his own
path to destruction. If the Virgin symJoolize.d all he could
have been, the Dynamo represented all he had become.. It
was a failu.re and a sin for which Henry Adams, and Thomas
pynchon after him, would never forgive American society ..
As he continued to observe events in his country,
Adams became more and more certain that, just as the maohine
would be the end of man, American universities, the depart-
ments of history in particular, would have to make them-
selves relevant to the facts of existence. He had addressed
himself to these points in The Education and in his poem to
the Virgin, but perhaps, he thought, his viet'ls had been
expressed too perso,nally. !Ie needed proof; he needed facts
to substantiate his position. Thus, late in 1908, Adams
wrote an essay entitled fI'.rhe Rule of Phase Applied to
History. ,. In the form of a personal letter intended as an
accompaniment. to '1'1"!~ Education, it 'Was to have been
distributed to each professor who received a copy of the
book. It was, however, suppressed by his brother, Brooks,
until 1919, v1hen it appeared in a revised and condensed
form.
In tl'I'heRule of Phase Applied to History, n an
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expanded sum.ming-up of hisear1ier views, Adams at.tempted
to apply ~1illard Gibbs' pr1nc.iples of mathematios and
physics to his own observat.ions of $001.e1:y.. Derived from
tbe mathematician's short chapter, IJOn Existent Phases of
Matter, J1 publi.shed in his paper, Eguilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances, the essay was overtly another proposal for uni-
versity reform and a plea to Lmbue the t.eachi.ng of history
with currency and relevancy totne laws of physics. In a
letter to his brother, Adams stated of liThe Rule of Phase"
that his ne\'lest effort "to reduce universals to one general
formula of physics is the only natural and appropriate mode
of University education which connects closely with the
theory and practice of the middle ages: it is a return to
£i "1 »40··rst prmca.prea ,
Even more than introducing a readily applioable
teaching formula for history professors, however, liThe
Rule fl was a distorted attempt to impose thermodynamical
principles onmEmtal and social development and to prove,
via t~fillard Gibbs, that modern science and technological
invention were out.stripping the powers of man's control.
Denouncirlg "uaury" capitalism and citing examples which
testified to t.he enormous acceleration of material produc'"
tion and the insanity of a materialistic culture, Adams
again demanded a recruitment of a moral and intellect.ual
elite, which alone could save man from himself. ThE!
40 Samuels, p. 437.
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primary task of that physi.cist....historian .i.ntelligen.tsia
would be to revolutionize education by demanding that
history be taught as a prod,uctof scien1:ific law ..
In liThe Rule of Phase Applied to History," Adams
essayed to chart mathematically the development and progress
of man's thought throughout history, defining thought it-
self as a vapor wi.th two deqrees of freedom--attraction and
acceleration. :He postulated that t~what he [Gibbs] con-
ceded to motion in its phase as matter, he must concede to
motion in its form as mind,,,4l and concluded that "Thought
is a historical substance, analogous to an electric ourrent,
which has obeyed the laws .... of Phase" (Rule, 283).
Thus, through a subtle but serious misapplioation of Gibbs'
law, Adams charted man's progress in terms of an energy
system 'VInioh evolved via a series of hierarchical phases.
The Renaissanoe, it seemed, was the logical point from
whioh to proj.ect the curve backward and forward.
The years before 1600, when the western world
showed a steady progression forward, comprised \-!hat Adams
termed the Religious Phase. t'1i th the condemnation of
Galileo in 1633, the rising curve of energy underwent a 45
degree deflection,. and man entered into the Mechanical
Phase, the track of thought being dominated by Newton's
41nenry Adams, IlThe Rule of Phase Applied to
History," in The De9!.~<1af?Jon of the Democratic Doqma (19191
rpt. New York: Peter SmIth, 1949), p. 278. 1fereafter
cited as Rule.
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theory of gravitation. This second phase came to a high
point of aoceleration in the use of steam andexplosivesi
the. peak was reaohed in 1830 with the advent. of stearn
transport and in 1840 even more violently wit.h the first.
use of electricity.
The discovery of eleotricity and radiation caused
t.he curve to changsagain, for "Fa.raday , Clerk: Maxwel.1,
Hertz, Helmholz, and the whole electro....magn.et.icschool,
thought in terms quite unintelligible to the old chemists
and mechanists" (Rule, 306). The greatest determining
factor, however, was the introduction of the detested
Dynamo in 1870. So powerful and attractive did. this force
grow that around 1900 man was propelled violently into the
Electrical Phase.
According to Adams, man had launohed his undoing in
this third phase: he had unleashed soientific energies and
forces of nature with which his own thought could not keep
pace. No longer in control, man \\I'ould find hi.s intellect
outstripped by his inventions. The doomsaying Adams con....
eluded his essay by predicting, via mathematical calcula-
tion, that circa 1921 man's thought would be brought to the
limits of its possibilities. He summarized: nSupposing the
Mechanical Phase to have lasted 300 years., from 1600 to
1900, the next or Electrical Phase would have a life equal
to {300, or about seventeen years and a half, when--that is,
in 1917--it would pass into another or Ethereal Phase,
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which, for half a century,soiencena.s beenpromisinq, and
which would last only li7.5,or about four years, and bring
Thought to the limit of itspossibilitie.s in the year 1921.
It may well be!" (Rule, 308).
Defeated by scientific creations, man's intellectual
energy would succumb in 1921. iI."ben, in 1909 ,Henry Adams
broadened his knowledge of physics and plunged. into the laws
of thermodynamics, he finally found the theory and the word
which encapsula.ted his views. For him., nothing was more
obvious or more certain than the rapid approach of the heat-
death ..
Before 1909, Adams had only a surface acquaintance
with the laws of thermodynamics; although coached by astute
friends, especially Clarence King and Arnold Hague,
geologists who had done extensive research in the field,
the underlying principles escaped Adams, who nonetheless,
gave thermodynamics his absolute adherence. However, when
he stumbled upon Andrew Gray's recent1Y....pub1ished book on
Lord Kelvin, as clarified by Willard Gibbs, he suddenly
discovered in t.he concept of ent.ropy a philosophy direct.ly
relevant to his own fatalistic theory of history. with
Kelvin as guide, the historian immersed himself in thermo....
dynamical research and adapted his findings to his own
vision of society, convinced that the social sciences could
no longer deny the application of the second law on a human
scale. The result of his introduction to Kelvin and his
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Ernest Samuels stat.es, newly....indoctrinated into thermo-
dynamics, he was assured that nOarwinian evolut.ion conceived
as a process of the progressive improvement o·f man both
phys.ically and mentally was as much of a delusion as all
other theories of progress. Degradation and not elevation
was the law of life as it was of the cosmos.u 42 While the
physicist insisted.--and to Adams' satisfaction had proven--
that the law of dissipation applied indiscriminately to all
systems, the historian remained a Vita.list, maintaining
t.hat man's energy, termed vital energy, was independent of
mechanical law and that social energy was governed. by laws
of its own. The historian was an incurable optimist who
cited an ever-rising standard of living, a growing national
prestiqe and power and a tremendous indust.rial and scienti-
fie advancement as proof of man's progression. Such
optimism and reasoning nauseat.ed Adams, who fully intended
t.o shatter all Darwinian-based delusions and to reveal man
and society for what they were--closed and dying systems.
Adams set as his task that of revealing to his
colleagues that "the law of Entropy applies to all vital
processes even more rigidly than to mechanical" (Letter, 25)
42Henry Adams, p. 478.
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and of proving "tbe st.eady andfat.ed enfeeblement arid
extinctlonof all nat.ure's energies ff (Letter, 30). I'll 1910,
he distributed about two hundred....fifty copies of his Letter
to history professors acrO$S t.be nation,announcd.ng with
typical sardon.ic modesty that tbework was tt about. a bundred
pages of no consequence ..
.- . announcing the end· of tbe
universe, ss predict.ed by Lord Kelvin, whom I now rather
incline to put at the head of our time. n4 3 The book takes
t.he form of an extended di.alogue between the degradat.ionists
and elevationists or thermooy.namica1 physici.sts and
Darwinian evolutionistsf as is to be expected, the victor
of the debate is never in doubt.
Compiling and positing as truth bits of dooumenta-
tion which were no more than specn1a.t.ion, often taking facts
completely out. of context and subject.ing scientifio t.heory
t.o deliberate mlsconstructdon, Senry Adams pulled t.oget.her
a oomplet.e t.heory which t1proved" the inevitable demise of
all civi.lization. At t.he outset. of A Let.ter, he established
the approaching deat.h of the physical universe.
From t.he scient.ist, Blandet, Adams extract.ed the
diminution of t.he diamet.er of the sun and loss of solar
heat. as evidence of the sun's decline; from Lapparent, he
culled the progressive loss of heat. in the high latitudes
to t.est.ify t.o the facts of terrestrial cooling and the
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approach of anoth~r glacial era; from astronomerS, he bor-
rowed the disappearance of stars to attest t·o the demise of
the solar system: and. from Saporta's theory of lost ve<jeta....
tion, Adams cited that energy in v6qetable growth had
reached a climax in the oarboniferous period, while animal
growth had peaked in the miocene.. For the historian, the
fact.s that no new species had subsequently appeared, 'lflhile
many extinctions had occurred, coupled with the continuously
dwindling size of animals, clearly testified to degradation ..
Thus borrowing from the findings of various scientists,
Adams inferred that "evolution of life on the earth had
ceased to he progressive some millions of ye.ars ago, and had
passed through its stationary period into regression before
man ever appea.red fl (Letter, 66).. witb physicists, ast.ronomers
and paleontologists contributing theories which test.ified to
the death of the universe, it remained for Adams t.o prove
that man and society, as living systems. of that universe,
were equally subject. t.o the second law of thermodynamics
and also approaching the final equilibrium ..
Relying heavily on unevaluat.ed and sensational
tlfacts" gleaned from newspapers, Adams proceded t.o prove
that American societ.y as a whole was deteriorat.ing. To
support. his premise of social decrepit.ude, he posited t.he
following examples as conclusive evidence: a declining
birth rate and rural population; a lowering of army standardsJ
an increase in suicides; a prevalence of cancer, tuberculosis
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and nervous exha.uat.ion., an enfeebled American vital.i ty 1 a
rise in drug: add.iction and al6oholism~ and failure of
eyesi9'ht.amonq theyounq .(Let.ter ,81....82) • Arising-crime
rate attested to chaos, and economic crises and.pol.itlca.l
corruption indicated decline. Adams sa.id "soc.iet.y it.self,
at every national. and munic.ipal election, is seen physically
trembllng" (Lett.er, 184). And even more obvious than the
deterioration of society "'tas the deterioration of the
individual man.
A major premise of A Letter is that man is not the
highest possible creation, as the evolutionists so absolutely
asserted.. Setting aside Darwin's contention that man evolved
from the ape, Adams picked up on the simultaneously-existing
t.heory Which traced human development back to an eocene
lemur, "1hich, he insisted in Swiftian overtones, uno one
but a trained palaeontologist could distinguish from a
hypothetical, primitive opossum, or weasel or squirrel or
any other small ferro of what is commonly known as vezmfn"
(Letter, 57) .. Adams said the human brain differs so
extremely slig'htly from that of apes as to make man not
superior to them but scarcely distinguishable, and any
increase .in his intellectual powers has been offset by a
narro,\..,ing of his jaw, an early loss of hair and the inabil-
ity of women to nurse their ch.ildren.
Further, said Adams, anthropologists have proven
that human teeth are the most pr.imitive possessed by any
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existing mammals, the m.olars,infaot, rema.,ining unchanged
from the molars of mammals living in the tertiary period ..
In addition to the fact that man's sense of smell i$ less
acute than that of other mammals, the loss of twelve teet.h
over the years of his so-called ltevolut.ion" clea.rlytesti-
fies to regression. Citing these examples as concrete
evidence of man's physical decay, Adams continued on
with proof of his mental deterioration and set about to
disprove the elevationists' most oherished belief--that
thought or reason was the Ultimate m·anifestation of his
supremacy over lower animals and an indicat.ion of his
st.eady evolution.
Drawing from various sources, Adams first maintained
that: human will is nothing more than an energy or mechanical
attractiorH thought, or motion of the mind, was said to be
induced motion which followed the laws of electricity and,
as such, had to be subject to the physical laws of thermo....
dynamics.. Furt.her, he insisted that intelligence was
nothing more than a degradation of instinct or intuition.
Thought itself was mere atrophied physical action. There-
fore, Adams conoluded, it was ludicrous that historians
should continue t.o praise man's reasoning faculty as an
indication of supremacy or evolution; instead, he said,
mankind should be ashamed of "this one-sided Conscioua-
ness,- .... this amputated Intelligence,--this degraded Act,--
this truncated will" (Letter, Ill).
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Accompanying the enfeeblement. of man's mental
facu.lties was, Adams witnessed, the demise of his creative
powers, which bad always been less than those evidenced in
the apotheosis of but.terf11es, the flowerln9's of plants and
the colorat.ion of certain birds (Letter, 145). Clearly,
nothing in recent hist.o.ry could rival the creations of the
Egypt.ian pyramidS, the tombs and temples of Berlin, the
sculpture of Pbeldiasand l'raxit.eles, the writings of
Aeschylus, Aristophanes, Pindar, Lucretius or Thucydides ..
'1'he battle of the Ancients ana the tioderns had long been
decided, with the standards of excellence established by
the Greeks and Romans, if not by the first Jews and the
works in the Garden of Eden.
Since those a.ncient times, man's only noteworthy
achievements appeared in the Middle Ages and were thereafter
conspicuously absent. Adams wrote: "According to our
western standa.rds, the most intense phase of human Energy
occurred in the form of religious and artistic emotion,--
perhaps in the Crusades and Gothic Churches:"'-but since then,
though vastly increased in apparent mass, human energy has
lost intensity and continues to lose it with accelerated
rapidity as the Chu.rch proves" <:r..etter, 154). As far as
man's power as a creative, productive being was concerned,
Adallls could only concIude that "as a creative energy he in-
herited ne:x:t to nothing.. The coral polyp is a giant beside
him. AS an energy he has but one dominant function:--that
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of accelerating the operation of the second law of thermo....
dynamics" (Letter, 155). Not only was man subject to the
laws of physics, but, of al1tno systems which had ever
existed, he was the cbief entropy-producing offender.
Beyond belng a lesser conservationist of natural
energies than the ocean, atmosphere, ea.rth, mineralS, metals
and certaln vegetables, man was a deliberate and dedicated
waster of every form of energy he had ever discovered, from
coal to forests to his own resources.. Adams maintained:
"From the physicist's point of view, Man, as a conscious
and constant, single, natural force, seems to have no func-
tion except that of dissipating or degrading energy"
(Letter, 131), he i.s, therefore, "a bottomless sink of waste
unparalleled in the oosmos, and can already see the end of
the immense economies whioh his mother Nature stored for
his support" (Let.ter, 135). From every angle of observa-
tion, conolud.ed the historian, it oan be seen that man and
his society comprise a bleak picture.
Believing he had thus documented the problem so
thoroughly as to make it undeniable, Adams assumed he had
proven beyond doubt that man and society, inesoapably subject
to the laws of physios, had, like the physical universe,
undergone such a vast deterioration that both trembled on
the threshold of the final equilibrium, the mere approach of
which, because of the absolute absence of any form of energy
exchange, would insure pervasive imbecility at the very
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least and fatalit.y at. best. Of this inevitable finaletat.e,
the hist.oriansaid lithe on.ly absolute certainty in physic.s
1s that the earth every day approaches 1t.'1 (Letter, 79) ..
Believinqsuch to be true, Adams insisted it was madness
for historians to persis.tin ignoring the claims of the
physicists, insanity for them to cling to Darwinian tenets.
In the concluding "Solutions" section of A Letter
to Amerioan Teachers of History, Henry Adams reiterated his
demand that historians brin9' themselves in line with the
facts ofex:istence and teach in accordance with scientific
law. Since technological instruction had reached. t.he point
at Which it had t.o insist on the universality of thermo-
dynamics, historians, too, would have to become physicists
of sorts and adopt laboratory methods. Having too long
ignored the dilemma, universities would have to reconcile
history and sociolo9'Y with math and physics. A common under-
standing and formula would have to be found for dealing with
this first principle of instruction. For whatever amount of
time remained until the end was reached, the historian must
desist. from teaching what was known to be contrary to 1a"'l;
henceforward, said Adams, "the historian will have to de-
fine his profession as the science of human deqradation lf
(Let.ter,95).
Adams dist.ributed the Let.ter among his colleagues,
confident he had unquestionably proven that man and society
stood at the end of the road intellectually, physically,
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morally and culturally; theheat"'death was at hand.. But,
if he expected to shatter inert.ia, to shock or incite reac....
tion and controversy, he was gravely disappointed. The
recipients of the Letter dismissed it, some rUdely ignored
it, others ridiculed it, While most could make no sense of
it at all. Ina short time it was forgot.ten.. It did not
shatter the historians' quiet disregard for the laws of
thermodynamics. and did not. result in widespread conversion
to belief in an entropy-doomed. society •
With scorn and contempt for his peers, Adams recon-
ciled himself to the futility of his efforts, st.ating that
the work they dismissed had been Ita scientific demonstra-
tion that Socialism, Collectivism, Humanitarianism,
Universalism, Philanthropism, and every other ism has come,
and is the End, and there is nothing possible beyond, and
44they can all go play, and on the whole, base-ball is best."
Thereafter,. Adams gave up all attempts to gain converts to
his thermodynamical views, refusin9' to allow A Letter to be
republished and circulated to the public durin9' his life-
time.. An unwavering pessimist and malcontent, he entered
into further literary projects, continuing his self-education
and finally accepting as unshakeable the inertia rampant
amon.g Ulliversity professors.
Only lat.er generat.ion.s recognized t.he dept.h and
validit.y of Henry Adams· despair. Bis pessimistic works
44 Samue1s , p.. 4B9 •
were seen to be prophet.ic of twentiet.h century history,
which--after two major world wars and. countless hostilities
and international confrontations, incessant national crises
and upheavals, nuclear bombings, mass murders and genocide,
world-wide famine and poverty, repeated racial conflicts
and political assassinations and recurring-economic
collapses--has deteriorat.ed into widespread chaos. Later
generations adopt.ed Henry Adams' vision of societal entropy
and made it their own. If his symbols of the Virgin and
the Dynamo capsullzed. the failure of civilization, his
concept of entropy represented its ultimate fate.
Henry Adams inherited his literary tools from
nineteenth century physicists. When Thomas Pynchon wrote
tlEntropy," he, too, turned to the thennodynamicists--as
lnterpreted by Henry Adams1 the short story is the result
of an acknowledged debt to both, Maxwell's Demon is a
primary character in The Crying of Lot 49, and, as Harry B.
Henderson states, "'there is more than skepticlsm in v., in
which Pynchon seems to be writing a novel in the spirit of
Adams' controversial late essays.u 45
45Harry :B. Henderson II!, "Liberal Conscience and
Apocalyptic Parody," in Versions of the Past: The
Historical Ima ination in AmerIcan FICtion (New York:
Oxford univers Press-,-1974) I p. 278 ..
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II
"Entropy" is set lnWashington, D"C .. andopetls on a
cold, rainy February day in 1957.. The thermometer regis.;..
tel'S 37 0 Fahrenheit for the third consecutive day.
Beg.!nning withan ep!.graph from 'l'roRi.c of Cancer, in which
Henry Miller speaks of societal decadence as an invaria.ble
weather oond1tion,46 Pynchon quickly draws a similar corre-
lation by maintaining that "the soul (spiritus, rqac.h,
Eneuma) is nothing, substantially, but air1 it is only
natural that. warpings in theat:mosphere should be recapit-
ulated in those who breathe it .. ,,47 The unchangeable 37 0
atmospheric aberration signals the beginning of the final
entropical state of thermodynamical equilibrium; the aim-
less, degenerate, intellectually and spiritually arid
characters who populate the story are manifestations, in
human fO:rRl, of matter in the ultimat.e state of deteriora-
tion ..
As the story begins, tJIeatba11 MUlligan t s
46Henry Miller's epigraph from Tropfc of Cancer is:
j'Boris has just given me a summary of hIs vJ.ews. He is a
weather prophet.. The weather will continue bad, he says ..
There will be more calamities, more death, more despair ..
Not the slightest indication of a change anywhere • • .. We
must get into step, a lock-step toward the prison of death ..
There is no escape.. 'llhe weather will not change .. II
47Thomas pynchon, IIEntropY,1I !<enxon Review, 22
(1960)! 278.
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lease-breaking party enters its fortieth hour. Occupying
the lO't'1er story of a two-level house, Meatball is playing
host to a weird group ofcnaraoters remarkably similar to
the cast of "Mortality and Mercy in Vienna.'f Sandor Rojas
and his entourage are findlngikicks in neisdeckand benze-
drine1 Duke, Vincent., Krinkles and Paco, collectively
titled the Duke ai Angells quartet, prefer to smoke
marijuana: several fern·ale guests, Ln va.rying st.ages of
drunkenness, are finding oouohes, chairs and sinks on which
to pass out. As the party's noise level gains decibels,
Bounds of its disorder begin to seep into the upst.airs
apartment.
Entombed on the top flat of the house are fifty-
four-year-old Callisto and his French-Annamese mistress,
Aubade. Sealed off from the outside as hermetically as an
isolated heat engine, their apartment is what Pynchon terms
a "hothouse. II The image of the hothouse will recur through-
out his works. Counterpointing the Street, the arena of
chaos, riot and the mindlessness of the mob, the hothouse
denot.es the past.. Don Hausdorf defines it as follows:
ItThis is the world of the private, isolated soul, insatiably
amassing inanimate 'l'hings, whether of money, ritual, or
memory. The Hothouse sense of time is One which recreates
the past into its own narrow purposes by virtue of a
fraudulent nostalgia. ,,48 As 1J:'anner states, the hothouse
48"Thomas Pynchon's Multiple Absurdities,f1 p. 266.
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"the realm of memory where the mind is sealed up 1n the
secretions of its reveries over the past.,,49 Physically
and intellectually, Callisto lives in a hothouse of his own
creation ..
Complete with exotic flowers and tropical birds,
Callisto' s uRot.1sseau-like fantasy, this hothouse jungle,t
(Entropy, 279) is the CUlminatIon of seven yea.rs of work
and. is a tot.ally-ordered universe within the confines of the
apart.ment walls:: "Through trial-and-error Callisto had
perfected its ecological balance, with the help of the girl
its artist.ic harmony, so that t.he swayings of its plant life,
the stirrings of its birds and human inhabitants were all as
integral as the rhythms of a perfectly-executed mobile.. He
and the girl could no longer, of course, be omitted from
that sanctuary; they had become necessary to its unity"
(Entropy, 279). Having everything they need delivered,
Callisto and Aubade never leave their apartmen.t and are com-
pletely shut off from the outside ,\\'orld.. Having ventured
to wall out the disorder of the Street., they exist in a
smoothly-functionin9 universe which is If a tiny enclave of
regularity in t.he city's chaos, alien to the vagaries of t.he
weather, of national politics, of any civil disorder H
(Entropy, 279).. Providing immunity from all contemporary
occurrences, the hothouse is Callisto's attempt to arres,t
49 gi t x of t.qorde, p. 166.
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the passage of time and to thwart the unfurling of the
historical process.
AS rJ>1eatball's party rages below, Callisto wakes to
check on a sick bird he has been cradling in his hands~ for
three days he has been attempt.ing-to transfer love and body
heat from himself t.o the bird ino.rder to save its lif·e. A
student af scLence, Callistaknows that. as long as tempera-
ture inequalities exist, e.nergy can be transferred from a
hot to a cold body, and a system will continue to function
in an orderly and healthy fashion. Noticing the lingering
illness of the bird, he begins to grow apprehensive. He
has been sheltering the creature for three days without
success. The temperature outside has remained at 37° in
spite of the fact the weather itself has changed from snow
to rain. Callisto senses an ominous correlation between
the two phenomena and remembers the ",,"ritings of Henry Adams:
Henry Adams, three generations before his
own, had stared aghast at Po,,,,er: Callisto found
himself nO~l in much the same state over
Thermodynamics, the inner life of that power,
realizing like his predecessor that the \7irqin
and the dynamo stand as much for love as ~8r
power; that the ttff10 are indeed identical: ..
and that love therefore not only makes the
world go 'round but also makes the boccie ball
spin, the nebula precess. It was this latter
or sidereal element which disturbed him. The
cosmologists had predicted CI.t1 eventual heat-
death for the universe (something like Limbo:
50pynchon's real mea.ning here is not clear, for
Adams states absolutely that the Virgin and the Dynamo repre-
sent a polarity of principles. and are, in fact, "two kingdoms
of force which [had] nothing in cornman but attraction" (Bdue.,
383) •
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form and motion abolished, heat-tmergy
identical at every point in it), the
meteorologists, day-to-da.y, staved it off by
contradicting with a reassuring array of
varied temperatures. (Entropy, 2BO)
lr~ith the constant. 37° temperature and the apparent lack of
energy t.ransfer, Callist.o seizes on the idea of the prophe-
sied heat.-deat.h. He hastens to his memoirs, in which he
delineates his encounter with thermodynamics and his rejec-
tion of the world, \<;rhich has resulted in his present-day
hothouse retreat.
In Henry Adarnsian third-person, Callisto dictates to
Au.bade. The second lal'1 of thermodynamics has become an
obsession and is the focus of his thoughts. As a younger
man, Callisto says, he lightheartedly and naively captured
the essence of entropy in a cat.chy saying~ when th.e statis....
ticians later verift.ed the fommla, he suddenly realized
the apocalypt.ic implications. He recalls aloud:
liAs a young man at Princeton • • • Callist.o
had learned a mnemonic device for remember-
ing the Laws of The:rTflodynamics: you can't
win, things are going to get 'tloree before
they get: bett.er, who says they're going to
get better. At the age of 54, confronted
with Gibbs' notion of the universe, he suddenly
realized that undergraduate cant had been
oracle, after all. That spindly maze of equa-
tions became, for him, a vision of ultimate,
cosmic heat-death. He had known all along,
of course, that nothing but a theoretical
engine or system ever runs at 100% efficiency;
and about the theorem of Clausius, which states
that the entropy of an isolated system altvays
continually increases. It was not, bowevex ,
until Gibbs and Boltzmann brought to this
principle the methods of statistical mechanics
that the horrible significance of it all
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dawned on him: only then did. he realize
that the isolated. system--galaxy, engine,
human being, culture,whatever--must evolve
spontaneously toward the Condition of the
More Probable.*' (Entropy, 282-83)
Before his encounter with the doomsaying statisti-
cians, Callisto had adhered to l'!1achiavelli' s theory o·f
fortuna and virtu. .According to this phi.losophy, virt6,
human agEmcy, and fortuna, chance, each hold 50% of the
power over human destiny.. To offset this pessimism a b1t,
r,·1aoh1avel11 even allowed that by advance preparation and
adaptation to changing times, actions attributable to virt6,
fortuna's control could be some'ttihat reduced.. Callisto had
contented himself with the :t'lorentine I s odds: but Gibbs and
Boltzmann denied them, for II 'the equations now introduced a
random factor which pushed the odds to some unutterable and
indeterminate ratio which he found himself afraid to
calculate'" (Entropy, 28.3).
'l'hermodynarn1.cs denies the efficacy of virt6 ..
Physicists maintain that the chances of entropy decreasing
in any closed system are incredibly small and that, should
they ever possibly occur in a large system, it would require
an astronomical length of time. Sir J. H. Jeans fixed the
chances of escaping entropy, the chances of a 81.ng1e active
atom surviving after being dissipated at 10 420,000,000,000
to onal S1 Overt"1helrned by the a~lesome1y immense odds against
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any sort of survival for himself or his wo.rld., Callisto has
rejected the optimistic pessimism of Machiavelli and adopted
the distinctively fatalistic philosophy of the the:rmo-
dynamicists.
Through en.tropy-colored(fJlasses, Callisto ha.s sur-
veyed his surroundings only to find manifestations of an
operative second law embracing his society. Callisto
"'found in. en.tropy or the measure of disorganization for a
closed system an adequate metaphor to apply to certain
phenomena in his Own world. He saw,· for example, the
younger generation respondinq to Madison Avenue with the
same spleen his own had once reserved for Wall Street: and
in American 'consumerism' discovered a similar tendency
from the least to the most probable, from differentiation
to sameness, from ordered individuality to a kind of chaos,n
(Entropy, 283-84). The typically American "Keep-up-with-
the....Joneses" syndrome has resulted in a non-diversified
society in equilibrium. Manipulated conformity is the by-
word, and the American obsession with acquiring things will
continue throughout Pynchon's works to be the brunt of his
most bitter satiric commentary.
The Madison Avenue madness Callisto scorns has pro-
duced, as Erioh Frontm has so aptly conunented, a popUlace
alienated from itself through its marketing orientation.
wylie Sypher insists that a tragic result of this country's
buying sickness is that modern Americans have become
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"selfless, f1since "our selves are identical with Our roles
as consumers whose desires must be inunediately satisfied by
products we bUy to give us the status We wish. Since we do
not need what. we consume, even our satisfactions are alien-
ated from t.he self. Thus we have projected the self int.o
things, and have lost ourselves in worshipping idols of the
marketplace .. n 52 Rampant consumerism has effect·ed human
degradation in the aspect of a deterioration in personal
value and direction.
Witnessing human deoline, of which consumerism is
only one symptom, Callisto, like his mentor, Henry Adams,
assumes that human society must unavoidably fall prey t.o the
second law of thermodynamics and dictates: tI'He found him-
self, in short, restating Gibbs' prediction in social terms,
and enviaioned a heat-death for his culture in which ideas,
like heat-energy, would no longer be tran.sferred, since each
point in it would ultimately have the same quantity of
energy; and intellectual motion would, accordingly, cease'"
(Entropy, 2B3-S4). What Callisto foresees is a steady-state
environment in which matter and energy, in the form of
ideas and information, will he so uniformly distributed that
no further exchange will be possible, since, as Peter
Abernethy states, "the shifting of similar ideas to similar
places leaves one at the same place he began, for all
52LosS of the Sel~, p. 72.
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practical purpos.es." 5 3
Callisto recalls that 1:hefirst signs of intellec-
tual inertia revealed themselves in the decadent music
which emerged after World War :t; always seeking correspond-
ences, he discovers a direct link between an exhausted
music and an exhausted populace, both being indications of
a greatly changed world. Retrospectively pondering the
immediate post-war scene, he wonders "how many musicians
were left after Passchendaele, after the Marne?" (Entropy,
288). :tf anything, Stravinsky's "sad, sick dance in •••
L'Histoire du 50ld21t" pointed up the coming SOUl-sickness,
for Stravinsky I1h21d managed to communicate in that tango
the same exhaustion, the same airlessness one saw in the
slicked-down youths who were trying to imitate Vernon
Castle, and in their mistresses, who simply did not care"
(Ent.ropy, 287-88). In Callisto'S mind, that war changed
everything irredeemably for the worse, and, still haunted
by the memory of the holocaust, he has totally rejected the
world which has survived it. He has relega.ted himself to
the past, beyond the influence of consumerism, intellectual
inertia, decadent music and deteriorating human values.
Callisto has shut out the contemporary TlI1asteland, he be-
lieves, by withdrawing out of reach, by denying the reality
of a Street applicable to himself, and he has accomplished
p .. 21.
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this by creating his own world in tbeforrn of an isolated
hothouse, a "private time-warp" (Entropy, 292).
To counterpoint Callisto's concept of music as a
symptom of deoadence and entropy as a thermodynamical and
historical process is Aubade's concept of musioas a measure
of order and entropy as an integral element of information
theory. Whereas her lover rejects all presen.t-day music,
Aubade apprehends her world entirely through sound. To
glean only music, to discard noise from the sound Which
surrounds her is the focus of her every effort and "the one
singing-string of her determination" (Entropy, 283).
Ensconced in her hothouse universe, discordant sounds from
the Street and, presently, from the party below obscure the
pure melody Aubade seeks: "'11he architectonic purity of her
world was constantly threatened by such hints of anarchy:
gaps and excresences and skew lines, and a shifting or
tiltin9 of planes to which she had continually to readjust
lest the whole structure shiver into a disarray of discrete
and meaningless signals& • • • she crawled into dreams each
night with a sense of exhaustion, and a desperate resolve
never to relax that vigilancefl (Entropy, 283).
Unfortunately, that vigilance and those constant and
concentrated efforts to achieve "that precious signal-to-
ooise ratio, whose delicate balance required every calorie
of her strength" (Entropy, 297), are, as information
theorists aver, destined to ultimate failure, si.nce entropy
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must irreversibly increaSe.. The pure: musio, the
"arabesques of order" (Entropy, 287), Aubade strives so
desperately to intuit are fleeting and fragrllentary 1 emerq-
ing only at intervals through the "ousps and ogees of
noise l l (Entropy, 287) whioh inevitably seep into the apart-
ment from the real world outside. Focusing her being on
the task of oreating a world of melody, Aubade lives fl on
her own curious and lonely planet" (Entropy, 280). I. ike
l<1uoho M:aas, who livas alone in a "sound world It induced by
LSD, Aubade is isolated by her endeavors to reduoe her world
to harmonious tones, and, for all her determination, her
creation is only a world of ashes (Entropy, 292), per-
petually threatened with obliteration by the "howling dark-
ness of dLsooz-dancy" (Entropy, 280) which unavoidably pene-
trates the hothouse.
Contrapuntal to Aubade' s struggle \fith informational
entropy and the destruotive tendenoies of noise is ~1eatball
Mulligan's initiation into the complexities of information
theory. Communication or, rather, the human inability t.o
oommunicat.e emerges as a major theme and contributes to the
motif of sooietal entropy. Most of Meatball's guests are
employed in oommunicat.ion-related fields, working as
ernploye.es of the State Department and the National Security
Agency or as musicians. favorite pastime of t.his crowd
is tJ;le staging of polyglot parties, at whioh all who cannot
carryon simultaneous conversations in three or four
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languages are ceremoniously igno:red(Entropy, 278).
Saul, one of l<ieatball t s reoently-arrived gues.ts,
has just separated from his wife over an araument about
...,
communication theory, "a field you can go off the deep end
inn (En.tropy, 184-85)" An employee on the gover:nmentts
top secret project, MUFFET (multi-unit factorial field
electronic tabUlator), Saul believes human behavior is as
mechanical as a program fed into an IIi!>!. mSJchine, a fact
which is "sort of crucial to communication, not to mention
information theoryft (Entropy, 285); his wife, Miriam, on
the other hand, cannot tolerate the idea of computers acting
like people and sees her husband, as ~ieatball suggests, as
a n'cold, dehumanized amoral scientist type'" (Entropy, 285),
typical of society's degeneracy" Saul vehemently denies
this accusation and tries to convince the sympathetic
l4eathall that he truly is concerned about communication and
the Obstacles which hinder it.
Saul introduces Jl.1ulligan to the problem of noise in
the process of transmitting information # he says: nlTall a
girl: •I love you,,' No trouble with t~'o-thirds of that,
it's a closed circuit" Just you and she. But that nasty
four-letter 'Word in the middle, that's the one you have to
look out for" Ambiguity. Redundance" Irrelevance, even ..
Leakage" All this is noise" Noise screws up your signal,
makes for disorganization in the circuit'" (Entropy, 285).
~1.eatball's response to Saul's explanation is the epitome
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of noisy communicat.ion; he offers: "'Well, now, Saul ......
you're sort of, I don't. know, expect.ing a lot from people ..
I mean, you know. What. it is is, most of the things we say,
I guess, are mostly noise'"(Ent.ropy, 286). Noticing the
reply is full of redundancy, ambiguity and irrelevancy, both
men agree that noise cannot be eliminat.ed from communication,
and information is destined to be distorted by entropy.
They conclude that compromise is the best which can be hoped
for, that "you never run at top efficiency, usually all you
have is a minimum basis for a workable thing" (Entropy, 286).
All people must, therefore, simply do the best they can to
cope with the disorder which cannot. be avoided.
Soon after his enlightening conversation with Saul,
Meatball discovers the Duke di Angelis quart.et attempting to
achieve 1/;1hat he and Saul had previously decided to be
impossible--to run at 100% efficiency, to eliminate noise
cOIILpletely.. 'l'he group is having a practice session with-
out instrwnents. In Maxwell Demon-like fashion, each
member tries to communicate telepathically, to think the
root cords.. Duke is opt.imistic that, even though Ilthere
are a few bugs to work out" (Entropy, 290), it is possible
to think root cords and lines and create music on a purely
psychic level, thereby el iminating noa.se , However, ,,"hen
three musicians "play, II appropriately, "'l'hese Foolish Things, IX
the fourth "plays" "I'll Remember April .. n FJieatball receives
concrete verification of Saul's theory of compromise.
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Entropy can neit.her be avoided nor overcome ..
Surveying his ot.her guests, ~ifeatball, with a horri-
fied awareness dawning onhirn (Entropy, 290), recognizes
that the disorder of his party is reaching a crisis st.ate.
Although gue.stsarriveand depart, the sy.stem is, for all
practical purposes, closed,. since all of the people in
attendance are of the same depraved caliber, and the
shifting of similar to similar results in inertness. As
~1eatball scans the crowd, he notices: five sailors, flaIl in
varying stages of abomination" (Entropy, 287), who have
crashed ~lulligan's apartment, convinced it is a brothel1
Saul, who is dropping water-filled bags on passers-by from
the fire escape; a drunken brawl, which is engaging the
activities of most guestSt and a coed, who is drot~ing in
the shower. In an advanced stage of deterioration,
:M1eatball r s part.y has degenerated into rampant. disorder ..
Grasping the situat.ion, Meatball begins to formulate
alternatives for action: tiThe way he figured, there were
only about t't..ro ways he could cope: (a) lock himself in the
closet and maybe eventually they '\1ould all go away, or (n)
try to calm everybody down, one by oneil (Entropy, 291).
The first possibility is the easier and more attractive,
but closet, he decides, is dark and stuffy, and he
doesn't want to alone in it; besides, one of the sailors
would probably kick the door down sooner or later, and
Mulligan would have to face the disorder outside anyway.
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Discarding option At the hostoonsiders that the ffother way
wasrnore a pain in the neck, but probably better in the
long run,n so decides to "try to keep his lease....breaking
party from deteriorating into total chaos" (Entropy, 291).
He stops the brawling ,saves the drowning woman, repai.rs
broken furniture and generally attempt.s to introduce an
element of order into theeystem. He continues his oon-
structive efforts throughout the day, and by nightfall "most
of the revellers had passed out and the party trembled. on
the threshold of its third day" (Entropy, 292).
At the same point in time, entropy also appears to
be moving into a final state on the upstairs level. The
bird Callisto has been sheltering finally dies, and the
obsessed man is terrified: IIII held him,' he protested,
impotent with the 'Wonder of it, 'to give him the warmth of
my body. Almost as if r 'tlere communicating life to him,
or a sense of life. l"7hat has happened? Has the transfer
of heat ceased to work? !s there no more • . .' if (Entropy,
292). The bird has died, and the temperature still regis-
ters 37° Fahrenheit. In Callisto's mind, the heat-death is
beginning. The final stage of equilibrium is arriving.
Having previously chosen as his course of action withdrawal
into the hothouse, Callisto is incapable of reaction 'V<Jhen
his self-made ,«lorld fails of its purpose.
Paralyzed by his total retreat from present reality,
Callisto has no inner resources with which to combat the
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situation; he is "helpless in the past" (Entropy, 292).
Rather, Aubade, who had "sensed his obsession long ago,
realized somehow that. the· constant 37° was 11.0W decisive"
(Entropy, 292), and she t.akes act.ion. She und.er$t.ands
finally that their hothouse has not arrested the passage of
time. Just as noise seeps in to destroy the m.usic of her
world, so entropY' will eventually claim their carefully-
created sanctuary, they cannot escape it. Aubade runs to
the windo"l, smashes the glass and turns to Callisto. She
realizes there remains nothing but to wait, "wait with him
until the moment of equilibrium was reached, when 37 degrees
Fahrenheit should prevail both outside and inside, and.
forever, and the hovering, curious dominant of t.heirsepar-
ate lives should resolve into a tonic of darkness and the
final absence of all motion" (Entropy, 292).
With. its dark ending, "Entropy" presents a bleak
vision. Evidence of increasing disorder is everywhere, and
the world as a olosed system is deteriorating on all levels
of energy exohange. chances that it can be saved,
Pynchon says, are none. His sentiments are echoed in the
following statement by Norbert Weiner: liTO those: of us who
know the extremely limited range of physical conditions
under which the chemical reactions necessary so life as we
know it can place, it is a forgone conclusion that the
lucky accident which pe~nits continuation of life in
any form on this earth, even without restricting life to
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something like human life, is bound to come to a complete
and disastrous end.,,54 The inevitability of the final
equilibrium is a fact; the heat-death cannot be avoided or
postponed. With the irreversibility of entropy established,
what remains to man is simply to choose how he will face
the end.
Meatball and Callisto illustrate two alternatives
for action. Of their polarity, Tony Tanner states: "In
that composite image of the pragmatic man actively doing
what he can with the specific scene, and the theorizing man
passively attempting to formulate the cosmic process,
Pynchon offers us a shorthand pict.ure of the human alterna-
tives of working inside the noisy chaos to mitigate it. or
standing outside, constructing patterns to account for it. ,,55
Meat.ball Mulligan represents the choice of the Street, in-
volvement. in the present, while Callisto's choice of the
hothouse indicates an isolated retreat to the past.
Callisto's action resembles that of Dennis Flange,
but with a new twist. Flange withdraws from the contempor-
ary world into a self-created fantasy realm; his is a
refusal t.o participate. Callisto's choice of the hothouse
results in an inability to participate. He not only with-
draws from the everyday world but denies its reality. The
54The Human Use of Human Beings, pp. 25-26 ..
55Ci t y of Words, p .. 155.
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further he retreats and the longer he remains isolated, the
less able he is to oope with the world whioh, although he
denies its presence, remains just outside the hothOUSe ..
Callisto is the human metaphor for what Pynchon
believes to be happening scien.tifically in our dying world.
Through his withdrawal from life, he becomes as entropic as
the universe he decries. Norbert. Weiner states that "to be
alive is to participate in a continuous stream of influences
from the outer world • • • '1'0 be alive in the figurative
sense to what is happening in the world, means to part.ici-
pate in a continual development of knowledge and its un-
hampered. exchange. lt 56 Callisto refuses to do this. By
stopping his personal clock before World War I, he is dead
to the contemporary world, which is reality. An isolated
system, he is like Maxwell's Demon; with no energy pene-
trating from the outside, the system becomesentropic and
eventually dies. Shut off completely from outside influ-
ences, Callisto cannot avoid equilibrium. When reality
touches him, as it eventua.lly must, he has no action
resource, no remaining energy with which to combat it.
At the opposite end of the spectrum is t-1eatball
Mulligan. His action plan is infinitely more difficult and
unpleasant than Callisto's, since it is a form of attack
rather than retreat. Meatball opts for involvement with the
56The Human Use of Human i1eings, p. 135.
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Street and, in so doing, chooses to cope as best he can
with a desperate situation. His efforts to create order are
futile, for, as Wylie Sypher states, "the destiny of man is
obliteration, and life is only a brief rebellion aqainst
the randomness into Which things areebbing.,.57 But
Meatball's actions are positive and vital and imply both a
rebellion and a valid existence rather than the fatigued,
slow dying of Callisto. To be eventually defeated is an
inevitability in a world so far along the road to ruin.
Likening the approaching end to a Shipwreck, Weiner insists:
"There is a very true sense in which we are shipwrecked
passengers on a doomed plane.t. Yet even in a shipwreck,
human decencies and human values do not necessarily all
vanish, and we must make the most of them. We shall go down,
but let it be in a manner to \-lhich we may look forward as
worthy of our dignity.rt Sa Meatball's positive, albeit
limited and vain, response merits Weiner's and Pynchon's
approval.
Charles Harris comments upon Meatball's approach to
his situation in a similar vein; he maintains that tlregard-
less of the absurdity of all actions in a universe doomed to
disintegration, man must attempt to prevent entropy. Al-
though such attempts are foredoomed to failure, the delusion
57Loss of the Self, p •. 74.
---.-_. -_.,_-
SaThe Human Use of Human Being~, p. 26.
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that disintegration can be resisted results in a humanism
that, if desperate, is, Pynchon believes, nonetheless
necessary. ,,59 In the entropic Wasteland, effort.......what
Sypher terms the "agony of willing, a striving that is
incapable of any satisfaction,,60_-i s everything. Indeed,
it prevents nothi.n.g, for failure is a forgone conclusion;
yet, to exert effort is an affirmative response to a world
which is nearly bereft of alternatives. The l~eatball
Mulligan approach to life enables man to resist, at least
temporarily, the drift toward chaos and darkness. Willing
and stri.ving are, however, unpleasant and arduous tasks.
Retreat, Pynchon says, is an easier and, therefore, more
frequently chosen alternative. Sidney Stencil succumbs
to the comfort of the past When present reality becomes
unbearable. Expending energy becomes a monumentally frue-
trating task, as Oedipa discovers. And the striving to
create order too oft·en evolves into an extreme form of
willing which results in the paranoid quest, a theme intro-
duced in flThe Secret Integration. 11
p. 92.
60Loss of the Self, p. 75.
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III
There can be no doubt that Sldney Stencil is mOdeled
after lienry Adams: the parallels between the two are too
str iking to be coincidental.. Adams,. descended from a long
line of distinguished politicians, spent his life as an
observer of and commentator upon American government and
international diplomacy. A lead.ing historian, the disillu-
sioned idealist was obsessed with analyzing the track of
history, which, at the end of the nineteenth century, was
shattered and, Adams believed, irreparably altered for the
worse. Pessimistically witnessing recurring economic and
international crises, mass production and a terrifying un-
leashing of scientific energies, corrupt politics and the
rapid growth of an urban industrialized society and, to his
disgust, the emergence of the vulgar, uneducated, common
man, Henry Adams saw 1900 as the year after which events
would never again be infused with any sort of coherence or
logice
In his autobiography, Adams chronicled the events
of 1900 which so appalled him and which signaled the death
of an old order and the radical birth of a new one. Having
largely resigned his positi.on as participant in current
affairs and assumed the role of detached bystander, he
wrote:
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The child born in 1900 would, then, be born
into a new world which would not bea unity
but a mUltiple. Adams tried to imaqine it,
and an educat.ion t.hat would fit it. He
found himself in a land Where no one had
ever penetrated before, where order was an
accident.al relat.ion obnoxious to nat.ure;
artificial compulsion imposed on motion;
against which every free energy of the uni'"
verse revolted; and which, being merely occa-
sional, resolved itself back into anarchy at
last. He could. not deny that the law of the
new mul t.iverse expl.ained much that had been
most obscure, especially the persistently
fiendish treatment of man by man; the perpetual
effort of society to establish law, and the
perpetual revolt of society against the law
it had established: the perpetual building
up of authority by force, ana the perpetual
appea.l to force to overthrow it; the pe.r-
petual symbolism of a higher law, and the
perpetual relapse to a lower one; the perpetual
victory of the principles of freedom, and
their perpetual conversion into principles of
power; but the staggering problem was the out-
look ahead into the despotism of artificial
order which nature abhorred. (Ed., 457~58)
Perhaps the appearance of the Dynamo was most
frightening to Adams, and he looked on its ever-increasing
energies with alarm. At one point in his later life, he
lrltaS forced to buy an automobile, which, he wrote, l'was a
supreme demonstration because this was the form of force
which Adarns most abominated U (Ed .. , 4(9).. But the Dynamo was
only one of many bits of evidence ,{fiThich led Adams to believe
that society, America and the universe as a whole, all sub-
j ect to the second law of thermodynamic'!f3, were surely and
steadily deteriorating into chaos and rapidly approaching
the heat-death Clausius had predicted. Dying in 1918,
Henry Adams escaped the end, whioh, he thought, must take
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place near the year 1921.
Sidney Stencil is olo$e to the time and temperament.
of Henry Adams. Like the historian, says Don Hausdorf,
Stencil is "enmeshed in international diplomacy and enrap-
tured by historical speculation, and he has the fright.ening
feeling that the world is in chaos and time is running
down. tt61 Like Henry Adams, Stencil is frightened by the
new force of the machine and states: "'I'm frightened to
death of automobiles. t Indeed he '\"las...... Autos, balloons,.
aeroplanes; he'd have nothing to do with them tl (V.. , 446) ..
Sidney also recognizes that the end of the nineteenth
century '\'las the end of the world he had known; in 1899, the
Situation began a disintegration from which it would not
recover.
In 1919, having somehow lived through a war which,
he believes, must surely signal the end, Sidney Stencil finds
himself in a world wherein order has been put to rout, and
chaos prevails. He has witnessed the emergence and recent
supremacy of mob violence. He faces a Situation which is
empty of 10gio and created purely by chance as well as a
deteriorated Game played by no discernible Rules.. Finally
unwilling to cope with a reality which repels him and a
world whioh has outgrown him, the old spy withdraws into
the past to relive a 100.g-ago love affair, only to discover
61"Thomas Pynchon's r-'1Ulti.ple Absurdities,." p. 263.
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'\'lhen thrust back into the Street that his combatative
energies have at.rophied, leaving him £it for nothing but
death. That death occurs in 1919, one ye·ar after the death
of Henry Adams ..
J'loMS Stencil travels with the old shipmaster, Mehero.et,
to Malta on what will prove to be his last assignment, he
reflects on the horror of the recent war, \-lhich is too
immense for him to g.rasp intellectually. While the people
of the world revel in thoughts of Armistice, the old spy
ponders Apocalypse. Convinced that the world-wide havoc
prefigures an ever-nearing Armageddon, Stencil believes the
peace pact to have accomplished nothing. Unlike the rest
of the world, Which has gone crazy with singing, parading
and noise-making, he scorns the Armistice as foolish and
dishonorable, as the If loathsome weakness of retreat into
dreams: pa.stel visions of disarmament, a League, a
universal law II (V., 431). Visualizing in his mind's eye
Viscount Grey's lamps being extinguished one by one allover
Europe, Stencil foresees only the sudden appearance of the
Nameless Horror which wlll llght the world into the flames
of a final holocaust.
The coming of the Horror wlll be the fant·astic finale
of a slowly unfolding play. As appalling as the war's
statistics are-_II'l.len million dead. Gas. Passchendaele tI
(V., 431)--they are, to stencil, only one clear step along
the road to total ruin. The wax was an integral part of a
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;gradual process, he says: II 'We all saw it. There was no
innovation, no special breach of nature, or suspension of
familiar principles. !f it came as any surprise to the
public then their own blindness is the Great Tragedy, ha.rdly
the war itself'" (v., 431-32) .. Stencil's long-held hatred
of the masses has reached its peak, for, to them, ignorant
and unconcerned, the war had come as a surprise. Never
noticing the gradually-developing but obvious symptoms, the
pUblic, to Stencil's chagrin, views the war as !la new and
rare disease 'I.'\Thich has now been cured and conquered for
ever" tV .. , 433}. Sidney knows there has been no cure and
cannot stave off thoughts of terminating Apocalypse.
It is Ivlehemet, however, lost as he is in his
medieval hothouse, \101110 understands that the world will go
out not "lith Stencil's bang but with entropy's Whimper. The
xebec master, like Callisto, has fashioned for himself a
hothouse in which present events are of no consequence ..
r·1ehemet, whose Ilrecurrir.g lament was for a world taken from
him" (v., 432), has retreated from the actual 'World into a
universe composed of the ~lfiddle Ages' trade routes. The
legend having grown that "he had in fact sailed the xebec
through a rift in time's fabric" (v., 432), he has adopted
an obsolete Levantine tongue and even reckons by the IJfoslem
calendar in conversation, logs and account books.
Ensconced in his medieval hothouse, Mehemet has
forever forsaken land, always in flux and eternally in
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decay, for the Mediterranean, which seems to remain un-
cha.l1ged from one age to the next. M'ehemet' s ret"irement to
the past is not, however, an attempt to res,ist the entrop-
ieal pz-ooeas which chronicles the demise of the world. He
knows that actual time cannot be arrested. Unlike Callisto,
he does not deny the validity of the presentt neither does
he have any illusions about forestalling the end. He
simply finds the past a more pleasant place to a'lfTait its
arrival.
The old sailor perceives a world running down,
slowly dying of old age. Whereas Stencil posits a cosmos
gradually becoming more and more diseased, succumbing by
degrees to an advancing illness which t4ill be tenninated
only by an excruciating death, Mehemet sees a world which
is simply and slowly wearing itself out. He tells Stencil:
" 1You 1re old • • .. I anl old, the world is old t but the
world changes always; wet only so far. It1s no secret what
sort of change this is. I30th we and the world, 1''1. Stencil t
begin to d from the moment of birth· tl (V., 432).. No less
simistic than the spy'g view, Mehemet's is one of
entropical deterioration.. There is, he perceives, no 'Flay
to improve or delay the irreversible procesEn n'The only
change is toward death • • • Early and late we are in
decay '11 (V., 433).
When Stencil counters again with his theory of a
ravaging illness, r}Xehemet answers: f!' Is old age a
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disease? • • • The body slows down, maohines wear out,
planets falter and loop, sun and stars gutter and smoke.
Why S8.y a disease? Only to bring it down to a size you can
look at and feel comfortable?" (V., 433). Mehemet realis-
tically sees the world in the grips of a natural scientific
process, and, according to that process, all systems and
societies, from the lowest to the most expansive, are
destined, like an unwinding clock, to run down until they
become inert; they are destined to wear out by degrees until
they finally die. Any attempts to alter or divert that
course are futile ..
In suoh a light Mehemet views the newly-created
Armistice, which, it has been universally acclaimed, is sup-
posed to insure safety, security and prosperity for coming
generations.. The old master muses that this new truce and
all other "noisy attempts to devise political happiness:
new forms of government, new ways to arrange the fields
and workshops" (V.. , 432) bear a remarkable resemblance to
the actions of a sailor he once encountered in his travels.
The young man was discovered painting the side of a sinking
ship irreparably damaged in a storm. The captain and crew
had drowned, and, all alone at night and refusing to be
rescued, the young sailor continued to pai.nt the doomed
vessel unti.l death relieved him of his task. Equally vain
and ridi.culous, Mehemet infers, are attempts to put a new
coat of paint on a si.nki.ng society ..
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Mehemet's calm resignation adds to Stencil's des-
pair. With Henry Adams-like pessitnism, the spy reflects on
an earlier time in his life and on his present circum-
stances and admits to the captain: "'As a youth I believed
in social progress because I saw chances for personal pro-
gress of my own.. Today, at age sixty, having gone as far
as I'm about togo, I see nothing but a dead end for myself,
and if you're right, for my society as well,n (V., 433).
The fact of entropy denies the slightest glimmer of hope;
it is a trifle more palatable than the Apocalypse Sidney had
previously enVisioned for his world, since "of course we
would all prefer to die of old a.ge" (V., 434), but it
implies a total nihilism nonetheless.
A thermodynamical convert, Stencil has been per-
suaded that the Nameless Horror he has dreaded is not a
sudden Armageddon but a scientific process, and Udespite
all attempts to cut its career short the tough old earth
would take its own time in dying and would die of old age U
(V., 434). The sixty-year-old spy, suddenly receptive to
correspondences and manifestations he never fully under-
stood before, realizes that evidences of entropy have been
all around him for some time. And nowhere have symptoms of
decay and deterioration been more apparent. than in the
ubiquitous Situation, of which he has been a part for most
of his life.
A precise definition and an assimilated
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understanding of any Situat.ion have evaded Sidney Stencil
t.hroughout his years with British Int.elliqence. An abstract.
entity (V., 173), a Sit.uation, for St.encil, encompaSses all
the contribut.ing fact.ors of any polit.ical-diplomatic crisis.
A thorouqhgoing Machiavellia.n., Stencil believed as a younger
man that Situat.ions were the product.s of the world' s
princes, whose actions were governed evenly by the forces of
fortuna and virtu. Accident, or ohance, shaped 50% of any
political event, human aqency the other 50%. Therefore,
although a Situation could never be totally understandable
because of the inherent element. of chance, it still possessed
an inner, if ominous, logic because the princes' virtu-ous
actions direct.ed its outcome.
The princes were wise men of politics: disciplined,
dynamic, single leaders. In their hands rested the ability
to determine governments, fix boundaries and create history ..
But, entering Malta in 1919, Stencil knows the Situation,
like the world, is and has been steadily decaying.. The
Prince has been usurped by the mob. Chance has dispelled
virtu and dominates t.he Situation. The politics of 1919,
Stencil finds, are the politics of the Street, and the
Street has become terrifying.
It. was Florence in 1899 Which, if Sidney had known
then of entropy, would have alerted him to the slow dying.
Thinking back on it., he realizes that it had had all the
symptoms of a Situation-in-deoay. Even then it was
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"frankly appalling .... irreparably bitched up" (V.. , 173)
and made no sense from any angle of observation. The old
spy had long understood that a Sit.uation ha.s no objeotive
reality and exists only in the minds of those participating
at the time (V., 174). In that Florence of 1899, everyone
was participating'.. The people were rioting in the streetsr
chaos was rampant. The Prince was not in control, and doom
seemed imminent.
At that time, "Soft Shoe Sidney," so named. by the
Foreign Office because of his demand for diplomatic teamwork,
was convinced that "the success or failure of any diplomatic
issue must vary directly with the degree of rapport achieved
by the team confronting it" (V., 114). Over the Vheissul
Venezuela crisis there was no rapport, only twistings and
elaborate maneuverings (V .• , 141). r4achiavelli had advo-
cated simple conflict and a delicate balance between the
lion and the fox, between force and fraud. At 'the end of
the century, there was evidence of a drastic "sort of im-
balance, that til't toward the more devious, the less force-
ful rl (V .. , 183), and Florentine Machiavellians lamented:
II 'What has happened to the strength, the aggress Lveness,
the natural nobility of the lion? What sort of an age is
this where a man becomes one's enemy only when his back is
turned?" (V., 147).. In 1899 the Whole arena of politics
began to change.. Stencil did not then totally understand
the change but knew instinctively it was a change for the
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worse. When the assignment was suddenly cancelled as
quickly as it was given--for no apparent reason and while
the Situat.ion was still extreme--St.encil left Florence be-
wildered and mortified.
Almost immediately upon his entrance into Valletta,
the spy notices "all the earmarks of a Situation-in-tne-
process-of-becomi.ng" ('\7., 442-43) ~ he senses t.he "reactiva-
t.ion of the same chaotic and Situational forces at work in
Florence twenty years ago" (V. I' 442). With the reappear-
ance of Demivolt, whom he has not seen since that time,
Stencil is remlnded of "the ill-starred year in Florence
• • • each unpleasant detail quivering brightly in the dark
room of his spy's memory" (V., 442). And during the years
since the disastrous Florentine affair, the Situation it....
self has devolved into a N-Dimensional Mish-mash (V., 443),
more complex than at any previous time. Stencil still
maintains: "'Short of exami.ning the entire history of each
individual participating • • • short of anatomizing each
soul, what hope has anyone of understanding a Situation?' n
(V., 443); yet, a wiser man than that of 1899, the Stencil
of 1919 knows there is no hope of understanding the present
Situation, for the participatlts are too numerous.
On Malta in 1919, everyone is contributing to the
crisis, including the poor, the civil servants, the dock-
yard workers, the police force, the university students,
the Church, the tradesmen, the millers and the political
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factions of Bolshevists, anti-colonIal extremists, Absten-
tionista and Mizzists. The primary ques.tion,that of self-
rule for Malta, has led to a chaotic Situation involving
"every group on the island with a grUdge. This 'Would in-
clude nearly everyone but theOAG and his staff" (V., 443).
Once, the number of part.icipant.s was lim!ted, the power of
politics and di.plomacy resting onlY' in the hands of the
princes; now, the nU1'i'!ber is vast, that power having somehow
slipped into the grasp of the rabble, whose presence pre-
cludes the understanding of any Situation.
At times now, Stencil is visited by dreams in which
he is assigned the task of deciphering the Situational code;
these are nightmares, "fever dreams: the kind where one is
given an impossibly compIex problem to solve, and keeps
chasing dead ends, following random promises, frustrated at
every turn, until the fever breaks" (\1.,443.). In 1919, it
appears to Stencil that the fever will not break, that he
will not awaken from the nightmare. The Situation has
become unintelli.gible.
f'.'Ilore than this, however, the Situation has become
terribly frightening. Poli.tics in 1919 are politics of the
Street, and the mob is touchy, self-seeking and ignorant,
with each person interested in his own immediate desires.
Throughout his life, Stencil has regarded the mob as did
~·1achiavelli1 who believed that all who composed i t ~l\\I'ere
treacherOUS and false unless compelled by necessity to be
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true.
62 Stencil, like the Florentine before him, believes
that men in generala.re "ungrateful, voluble, dissembleX's,
anxious to avoid danger, and covetous of gain" (Prince, gO).
But the rabble did not greatly concern Machiavelli, for in
the fifteenth century it had no power, and its latent pro-
pensity for violenoe was ea.sily squelched by a strong
prince. On twentieth century Malta, the mob rules.
After only a short time on the island, Stenoil
observes the intermittent outbursts of the agitator--
terrorists with growing alarm; he watches the rioters roam
the streets, screaming, vandalizing, breaking windows,
wrecking furniture and destroying buildings, all ftwith a
holiday air (as if rioting were a hea.lthy a.vocation like
handicrafts or outdoor sports)" (V. ,449) • liiob violence
is mindless but immensely attractive: "By it.s special magic
a large number of lonely souls, however he.terogeneous, can
share the common property of opposition to what is.
like death it cut.s through and gathers in all ranks of
society" (V .. , 443).. Its forceful appeal is tremendously
difficult to counteract, and its demoniacal allure horri-
fies Stencil ..
Even more terrifying than the appeal of mob communion
is the unpredictability of mob-controlled Situations.
62Niccol~ Machiavelli, 'l'he Prince, trans. Luigi Ricci
(1903; rev. and rpt. NeW York: ~w American Library of
vJor1d Literat.ure, 1952) I p , 117. Hereafter cited as Prince.
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Fortuna determines 100% of all occurrences. For Steneil,
it is a dreadful irony that the rabble, so volatile and un-
controllable, can ~.,reak havoc on the well-established, that:
"like an epidemic or earthquake the politics of the street
can overtake even the most stable....appearing of governments"
(V., 443). Chance rUles. The line between order and chaos
is infinitely fine, and the slightest chance event has the
power to transform one instantaneously into the other: "Any
minor accident: a break in the clouds, a catastrophic
shivering at the first tentative blow to a shop \'lindow, the
topology of an object of destruction • • • anything might
swell a merely mischievous humor to suddenly apocalyptic
ragan (V., 449). All of this iea. deterioration from the
decisive, purposeful, virt'l1-ous actions of the princes.. It
is a decay, a wearing do~m.
The entropy Mehemet had described on a physical and
societal level, Stencil applies to the political level, which
is his life.. He foresees only itllminent doom. For Stencil,
an old campaigner, there has been a great and terrible loss,
and it is a loss he cannot easily accept. Su.rveying the
present chaotic Situation on Malta, he progresses through
the stages of denial, rat.ionalization and false optimism to
a pessimistic and tentative resi~Jnation. He determines to
cope as best he can, although dismally wondering "'.;that. had
happened to diplomatic initiative" and how it had ever
happened that I1they" started calling the tune (V. , 455) ..
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Forseeinga course of future politics he is power'"
less to prevent, accepting as irretrievable the loss of
diplomatic virtu and understanding the supremacy of the mob
in present time on Malta and everywhere in future time,
Stencil decides that "the June Assembly would: become what
it would: blood bath or calm negoti.ation, who could tell
or shape events that closely? There were no more princes.
Henceforth politics would become progressively more
democratized, more thrown into the hands of amateurs. The
disease would progress'l (V., 461). vtith an attitude of
abjuration,. Stencil decides he can do little but watch
political entropy take its toll. His resignation is
temporary, however. When Sidney gradually realizes that
the Game and the Rules have also decayed beyond recognition,
he cannot cope. He can no longer accept or tolerate the
Street or the Situation, and he retreats frotn both forever.
In previous years, when Situations were determined
by princes, the mechanics, the internal ~'?orkings, 'Were car-
ried out by ftold campaigners, n who emulated the tactics of
the prince. 'I'he "hO\'1'1 of politioal crises centered. itself
f about the of diplomacy, which was played
according to very strict Rules based on internationally
acoepeed pzLno Espionage was a profession for only
the st men , the true sportsmen, and the true sportsmen
felt an unshakeable loyalty to the Rules, regardless of
their employers. Countries nationalities were
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unimportant; what truly mattered, more than politics per se,
,,,,as the Game and how it was played.
As an inheritance from Machiavelli, old campai9nere
like Stencil understood that a spy must be cautious and
courageous "and must. proceed in a temperate manner with
prudence and humanity, so that too much confidence does not
render him incautious, and too much diffidence does not
render him intolerant" (Prince, 89). Guarding against
frivolousness, effeminacy and timidity, he must "so con-
trive that his actions show grandeur, spirit, gravity and
fortitude" (Prince, 95), and, having formulated a plan of
action, he must adhere steadfastly to it, exerting his
utmost capacity for virtu. Maintaining at all times his
integrity and self-respect, he must display the qualities
of both the lion and the fox e r,tost important, as Stencil
\-lell kncws , a true sportsman must take greatest pride in the
state of opposition, the simple combat; , declaring himself
without reserve a true friend or a true enemy (Prince, 111) ..
These t'lere the Rules ''\l'hich political Games were played
and are, unfortunately, the Rules by which Sidney Stencil
still operates ..
Having \<dtnessed the chaotic events of 1399 in
Florence, Stencil sensed then that the Game and politics as
a whole 1rlere beginning to change, that he and those remain-
ing fet4 like him t<j'ere obserVing the end of an era , Now in
Malta, Sidney finds himself initiated into an era in which
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he and his colleague, Demivolt, may be the only two playing
by any set of principles whatever. As events on t.he island
progress, Stencil, with a growing disillusionment. which
culminates in physical illness, recognizes that the Game has
become crude, and the RUles are Street Rules, as corrupt and
tainted as Street politics.
Once, a. loyal campaigner could rely implicitly on
his superiors for inst.ructions, cooperation and necessary
guidance, for superiors were, after all, demi-princes them-
selves. In 1919, Stencil and Demivolt appear abandoned by
headquarters as the F. o. remains unconlmunicative and
apparently disinterested day after day. While Sidney
wonders if he and his friend have simply "been put out to
pasture" on the island, Demivolt, too, senses an abandon-
ment and admH::.s: ft. I 've been afraid of that. We are old t 11
(V., 453).. Clearly not the expected reward for years of
loyal and unfaltering service, Stencil recognizes the dis-
integration of a Rule, asking Demivolt: "'It was different
once • .. .. wasn t tit? ", (V., 453).
The whole I1MOfl seems to be different. Being long-
accustomed to the necessitY' of informers, the old cam-
paigners had used them without attempting to understand
their motives.. But Stencil is at a complete loss over the
double and triple agents he encounters on Malta, over their
truly devious, thoroughly fox-like activities. With growing
knowledge of Veronica Manganese's absurd carryings-on, he
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cannot rationalize "what twisted Italiancasu!stry advised
revealing any plot.... in-mounting to one's enemies" (V., 452).
Direct confrontation and professional integ.rity have some-
how disappeared.
Still other Rules have evaporated. When Sidney
encounters the work of ! Banditti, a group of professional
Italian assassins whose forte is ingenious and atrocious
methods of murder, he is sickened to the point of nausea.
Hearing that his informer's body was mutilated, the genitals
removed and sewn into the mouth, Stencil, in a state of
near-shock, can only ask hims·elf weakly: .IWhat's
happened • • .. The Situation used to be a civilized affair-
(V., 456). All princes and prince-like men knew that
physical injury should be committed only when necessary and
should then be executed cleanly and quickly (Prince, 62).
That the Game and Rules should now have been perverted by
the sort of violence so characteristic of the mob is below
Stencil's toleration level. The entire Situation, he sud-
denly realizes, has undergone too much decay.
Sadly, the spy reflects on his old friend, Porpen-
tine, who, throughout his years with the Foreign Office,
had lived--and fi.nally died........by the Rules. porpentine,
t.oo, had made Stencil's discovery of a world which no
longer allowed him to operate successfully by principles.
Like Stencil, he belonged to tla time where which side a man
was on didn't matter: only the state of opposition itself,
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the tests of virtue, the cricket game" (v., 431). That time
has passed. But Stencil and the true sportsmen are past
the point of want.ing or being able to change. After so
many years of abiding by the Rules, it is too dishonorable
to forsake them for the ways of the fox and the violence of
the mob. Having played the Game so well for so long, they
cannot adhere to one important Machiavellian tenet: change
with the times.
The Florentine had stated that a prince "is happy
whose mode of procedure accords with the needs of the times,
and similarly he is unfortunate whose mode of procedure is
opposed to the times 11 (Prince, 121). The man who cannot
adapt to changing circumstances, he warned, "will be ruined
because he does not change his mode of procedure. No man
is found so prudent as to be able to adapt himself to this,
either because he cannot deviate from that to which his
nature disposes him, or else because having always prospered
by walking in one path, he cannot persuade himself that it
is well to leave itU (Prince, 121-22). For whichever reason,
Sidney Stencil, in 1919, finds he can neither change with
the times nor cope with the Situation and wonders: II But
what then does one do? Is there a way out? 11 (V., 455).
Suicide has a great appeal, and Stencil wonders why he or
anyone should continue to live in the twentieth century
madness. But self-inflicted physical death is too great a
departure for an old campaigner~ death must be inflicted
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only by a worthy opponent.
tol1t.h t.he f1 men- of - no- po l i t i c s , the once-respect.able
Golden Mean" (V., 440) obsolete now, Sidney is faced with a
choice between the Right, where men"live and work
hermetically, in t.he hot.house of the past,. II or t.he Left, out-
side, where men "prosecute their affairs in the Streets by
manipulated mob violence" (V., 440). The Street is loath-
some. Thus, the alternative which remains for Stencil is a
retreat from prese.nt reality and the situation, a withdrawal
into the hothouse of the past.. Like Callisto, who was not
equal to the task of facing reality (Entropy, 283) , Sidney
Stencil drifts into his own graceful decadence and, in. the
proce.ss, his entropical decay.
Stencil's entrance into hothouse time is character-
ized by a gradual relinquishment of his regard for the Rules,
a growing indifference to political events on Malta and a
voluntary submission to nostalgia and melancholy. Contrib-
uting to his desire for a return to the more pleasant and
compatible pas t and his deepening alienation from present
time is the island of Malta, which seems changeless and
eternal.. As Fausto r4aijstral is to say of the rock thirt.y'"
seven years later, Malta is as constant as the nature of
womanhood; through decades of invasion,. looting and bombing,
she still nlies on her back in the sea,. sullen: an
immemorial 'Woman 'I (V., 29B). To many of the inhabitants of
the island, time and history are of no consequence,. since
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"with nowhere to go in space but into the sea it. can only
be the barb-and-shaft of one's own a.rrogance that insists
there is somewhere to go in time as well" (V., 296). In
spite of the rest of the world, which Stencil knows to be
dying, l'JIalta seems forever the same ,an ageless hothouse
in her own right, and Sidney Stencil, desirous of the world
before the change and \'iilling to surrender any and all
allegiance to present time, easily succumbs to the island's
hothouse sense of time.
Soon after his arrival in Valletta, Stencil senses
something in the atmosphere which sharply differentiates this
city from others he has known: "Approaching or leaving
other capitals one always caught the sense of a great pulse
or plexus whose energy reached one by induction • .. • But
Valletta seemed serene in her own past, in the Mediterranean
womb, in something so insulating that Zeus himself might
once have qu.arantined her and her isla.nd for an old sin or
an older pestilence.. So at peace was Valletta that with
the least. distance she would deteriorate to roere spectacle.
She ceased to exist. as anything quick or pulsed, and was
assumed again into the textual stillness of her own his-
toryl! (V., 446). Having peered into the chaotic situational
forces erupting on the island, St.enci1 desires the sarne
serenity and insulation Valletta enjoys in her historical
stability.
t'llhen the events of 1919 seem to re.capitulat.e 1899,
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Stencil has the opportunity to find that comfort as he
slips backward through the pagresof his own history, for
nStencil was now ready to sucoumb to the feathery tentacles
ofa nostalgia which urged him gently back toward child-
hood~ a childhood of gingerbread witches, enchanted parks,
fantasy country" (V., 447). His reunion with Oemivolt, the
reappearance of Evan Godolphin and Lady V. and another
mounting Situational crisis seem to recreate his personal
history. Demivdlt, too, feels it and confides to his co-
hort: u'Old running mate .... there is a tremendous
nostalgia about this show. Do you feel it? The pain of a
return home'" (V., 448). For Stencil it is indeed a return,
but a return to the past rather than a return home. Events
of an earlier time come fo:nvard to surround him.. Feelings
and instincts he has ignored since his entry into the pro-
fession resurface to contribute to his decay ..
On Malta, Sidney suddenly experiences an over-
whelmingly sad longing for previous days, a feeling he
attributes partly to the ageless island: "Nostalgia and
melancholy • .. .. Hadn I t he bridged two wor Ids? The changes
couldn't have been all in him. It must. be an alien passion
in ~~lta where all history seemed simultaneously present
...... in Valletta remembrances seemed almost to livell (V.,
452).. J.i.1alta, that "treacherous paeeuz-e" (V.. , 460), cajoles
Stencil deeper into his past and alienates him from the
politics of the Street. By veeri11g increasingly toward the
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hothouse, where he feels comfortable and secure, he becomes
a stranger to the present, and "Stencil, at home everywhere
in Europe, had thus come out of his element. Recognizing
it was his first step down. A spy has no element to beaut
of, and not feeling 'at home' is a signef weakness" (V.,
453). The signs of weakness become more obvious and numer-
ous as the spy progresses toward the Right. When he willing-
ly enters actual hothouse time with V., his d.emise is
insured.
When Sidney again meets the mysterious V. after a
twenty-year interlude, he is ready to resume their old love
affair as if the years and events between 1899 and 1919 never
existed. No longer able to cope with a Situation grown too
complex, barbarous and chaotic, heartsick at the disappear-
ance of the n:1achiavellian Game and easily succumbing to
nostalgia fostered by the island itself, stencil recognizes
that he has plunged under the threshold, that he can no
longe.r maintain the self-control and discipline required of
a spy.
Immediately upon seeing Veronica, now a semi-
animate woman of thirty-nine, "Stencil suspected he'd be
little use henceforth in either preventing or manipUlating
for rffiitehall's inscrutable purposes whatever would happen
in June" (V., 458). Instead of being naIl for it" like so
many times before, ceases to combat t.he Situation or even
to care about it. Although V. is his enemy, his "opposite
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number" (V., 457), Stencil willfully enters into a liaison
based on memories of the past, and the two of them "ent.er,
ha.nd in hand, the hothouse of a Florentine spring once
again; to be fayed and filleted hermetically into a square
(interior? exterior?) where all art objects hover between
inertia and waking, all shadows lengt.hen imperceptibly
though night never falls, a total nostalgic hush rests on
the heart· s landscape. And all faces are bla..nk masks ~
and spring is any drawn-out sense of exhaustion or a summer
which like evening never comes" (\7., 458). By abandoning
himself to V.'s hothouse, Stencil becomes a closed, entropic
system.
Bereft of his once-firm purpose in life, Sidney dis-
regards the fact that V. herself represents the violence
and inhumanity which have made the Situation such an un-
civilized affair; with her propensity for t1 a b s o l u t e up-
heava l," (V., 458) and her "obsession with bodily incorpor-
ating little bits of inert m.atter" (V., 459), v. is sym-
bolic of the Street. Stencil is simply past caring. Faced
with the enigma of V., he is again confronted with a choice
between the hothouse and the Street, for although "riot was
her elernent," so, too, is her lidark room, almost creeping
with amassed objects. 'I"he street and the hothouse; in V.
were resolved, by some ttmgic, the two extremes" (V .. r 459).
Stencil again chooses the hothouse, deliberately
ignoring the repulsive aspects of V~'s nature. Desperately
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in need of resuming their old affair, he overlooks the
clock-iris eye, the star sapphire sewn into the navel and a
body nearly inanimate. For Sidney, V. is "the same balloon-
girl who'd seduced him on a leather couch ill the Florentine
consulate twenty years ago" (V., 459). tt>Jhereas the former
spy "'Iould have been frantically occupied witb the usual
tasks of espionagre--shadowing leads, seeking info:rmants,
attempting to unravel the Situation--the present spy spends
his tune reliving the past and submitting to long-repressed
emotions.
stencil's surrender to forsaken instincts, which
signals nemesis for a spy, is voluntary. He knows that
Veronica holds no mysterious control over him; the weakness
is his. His betrayal of tvhitehall and his profession after
so many years is attributable to nostalgia, li a tilt toward
the past so violent he found it increasingly difficult to
live in the real present he believed to be so politically
crucial;ll each afternoon with V. is a further "retreat into
late.....afternoon melancholyll(V., 460}. Stencil allows himself
to yarn with Mehemet of the glorious old world. Accompanied
by Demivolt on his frequent drunken binges, he indulges in
maudlin nostalgia as he reminisces about the "good old days"
and sings outdated vaudeville songs. When he finally heeds
Car Maijstral
's pleadings to 13 her informer-husband
for the sake of their unborn child, Stencil indifferently
breaks a card Rule.
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Throughout his years as a .spy,Stencil, like his old
friend Porpent1ne, loved and. hated only in the abstract;
recognition of individuality--except. the individual opporr-
ent--allowed th.e risk of personal involvement, 'Vlh1ch must be
avoided at: all cost. In his fonner deali.ngs with others,
Stencil was never "about to let personality enter the S1tu-
at1on;this would be courtingchaos'1 (V., 451). l',tachiavelli
himself had W8r11ed that a prince, having formulated a
course of action, must "listen to no one, go about the
matter deliberately, and be determined in his decisions"
{Prince, 116). When the decaying campaigner listens to
Carla and changes his plans out of sympathy for her, his
career is finished.
Stencil's drifts into nostalgia, his desire to
avoid any evene tinged with. contemporane:ity and his paying
to humanitaria.n instincts he had been forced to abandon
upon \<lith t'Jhitehall all "coniliined to undermine
f was
which cause precedes effect"
'-AX'UU=--, he makes his final
any history
Lost forever to(v., 460).
t virtu "d brought through years on th.e go,
ing him really no further use in r"1alta II (V., 460). No
longer a sportsman, S denies the present and has no
of the everyday 'World, "for it came to that:.
an alienation from , much as Malta ifinally:
alienated
ay of the Game when he sends Fausto his employ:
"From somewhere--bottom of the tank--came a 18 of
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duplicity and virtu. He forced himself into the real
present, perhaps aware it would be hi.s last time there"
(V., 461). 'rhus glimpsing the Street for the last time,
Stencil relinquishes all resOurces which enabled him to
operate effectively in present time.
As Stencil spends his days hermetically sealed with
Veronica Manganese, events on the island culminate in the
June Disturbances. Without his knowledge or concern,
political tension grot-is and lessens, factions face and fire,
the riots take atoll of wounded and dead, and then it is
over. Stencil is oblivious to it all. The entire.ty of his
Ii centers around his reactivated love affair. V.ls
interest in the spy is purely temporary, however; she de-
tains him only long enough to prevent his interference in
the political turmoil. ~llien Veronica is finished with
SidneYI she dismisses him as easily as she had detained. him.
it of her, Stencil is without a world. niis hothouse
existence shattered, the reality of the street-world denied,
lost and lifeless.. Through a retreat to t.he past, he
has decayed to the point of inertness~ he deteriorat.ed
through personal entropy.. Leaving Malta with his eyes
star ing' blankly ahead, he is as useless and lifeless as
'f some obsolete nautical figure" (V .. , 463).. All that remains
Sidney Stencil is the death of the body, which he
encounters not off the island·s shores.
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IV
The Cryin<i of Lot 49 is, in many respects, an en-
tropic novel about entropy~ the themes introduced in the
short story pervade its pages, and the second law of
thermodynamics is seen to be operating on all levels.
Pynchon applies lIenryAdams' concept of societal entropy
to the human sys.tems who roam the undifferentiated
California landscape. The consumer madness which dynamo-
capitalist Pierce Inverarity fostered has reduced individ-
ualit.y to homogeneous chaos. .And Oedipa Maas, attempting
to unravel the mystery of the tycoon's testament, finds
herself in the position of a human Maxwell's Demon,
frustrated at every turn by the unavoidable destruotion of
information ..
Oedipa first comes aoross Maxwell's Demon when she
visits with Stanley Koteks at the Yoyodyne plant. Having
brought out a picture of John Nafastis' machine, Koteks
trias to explain how the invention operates. He tells
Oedipa that the Demon sits in the box among' randomly-moving
air molecules, sorting fast and hot ones from cold and slow
ones.. Since the faster molecules have more energy than
slow ones, a concentration of them in one area of the box
will produce a region of higher temperature.. The tempera-
ture differential can then be used to drive a heat engine.
Roteks explains to oedi1'a: "'Since the Demon only
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sat and sorted, you wouldn't have to put any real work into
the system. So you would be violating the Second Law of
Thermodynamics, get.ting something for nothing, causing
perpetual motion" n (Crying, 62). Oedipa interrupts to ask
the queat.Lon that proved nemesis for any possible Demon~·
she asks: n'Sortlng isn't work? ••• Tell them down at
the post office, you'll find yourself In a mailbag headed
for Falrbanks, Alaska, without even a FRAGILE sticker going
for you'" (Crying, 62). An unenlightened Koteks insists
that the work is purely mental and not work in any thermo-
dynamical sense.
Further, Stanley informs Mrs. Maas that John
Nefastis owns a machine which contains an actual Demon, and
"all you had to do was stare at a photo of Clerk Maxwell,
and concentrate on which cylinder, right or left, you wanted
the Demon to raise the temperature in. The air would ex-
pand and push a piston'· (Crying, 62). The only catch,
Koteks warns her, is that very few people can communicate
with the Demon; few "sensitives n exist. Correctly per-
ceiving that she has walked "uncoerced lnto the presence
of madness" (Crying, 63), Oedipa is nonetheless determined
to pay Nefa.stis a visit.
Within the first few minutes of that visit, she
discovers that Nefastis is as hung up on a single word as
she; 'entropy' "bothered him as much as 'Trystero'
bothered OedLpa , II and, wi thout prompting, the inventor
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undertakes an explanation of the term, which largely eludes
Oedipa because "it was too technical for her n (Cryin9, 77).
She does gather, however, that the word can somehow be
applied to the communication process a.s well as to isolated
heat systems, for, as Nefastis expounds, "theequation for
one, back in the '30's, had looked very like the equation
for the other. It was coincidence. The two fields were
entirely unconnected, except at one point: Maxwell's Demon"
(Crying, 77). He subsequently informs Oedipa of the prin-
ciple Which spelled doom for the Demon: the sorting process
which was to decrease entropy was shown, contrarily, to
maintain or increase the amount of entropy through the
action of gaining the information necessary to sort..
The undaunted Nefastls believes, however, that he
has the key necessary to solve the m.ajor problem besetting
the Demon: by using psychic communication, a "sensitive"
and the Demon could exchange information on the molecules
in the box without raising the entropy level: the sensi-
tive's task would be to communicate telepathically with the
Demon, supplying him wit.h the information which would allOW
him to decide which molecules should go where. Energy could
thus be created which would, in turn, move the piston and
allow a perpetual motion machine to operate.
As plausible as Nefastis' theory sounds to Oedipa,
his assumptions are incorrect. Thomas Lyons and Allan
Franklin clarify the defects of his thinking and the
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faultiness of his physics:
If Nefastis had pursued his studies into
the 'SO's, he would know that the supposedly
perfect communication between the Demon and
the "sensitive" is impossible because of the
element of lineise." And the net loss of
order represented by that "noise" precludes
the possibility of perpetual motion. The
system will net work even in the absence of
"noise,1i since it is impossible to trans-
form heat completely into work which is, in
reality, what the machine is attempting to
do. Entropy is a real property of both
systems, not a metaphor and, Nefastis not-
withstanding, it work.s agai.nst his machine. 63
Although Oedipa suspects that the inventor may be a
lunatic, she sincerely desires to be the special sort of
person who can aid the Demon, to be "the one that can share
in the man's hallucinations" (Crying, 79), for the s,haring
itself would be fascinating. If Nefastis could create a
functioning Maxwell's Demon, create a reality from a flc-
tion, perhaps Oedipa can accompli.ah the same impossible feat
with what seems to be a partially fictional Tristero. Un-
fortunately, but not surprisingly, her efforts to assist
the Demon do not succeed# she cannot communicate.. Nefastis'
notion is entirely ludicrous, for, as the Duke di Angelis
quartet scovered in the short story, entropy-free cottm\uni-
cation is impossible ..
For oed Lpa xaas , a successfully-operating Maxwell's
Demon is somehow crucially important. Although the
63"Thomas Pynchon's 'Classic' Presentation of the
Second Law of Thermodynarllics," p. 202.
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theoretical logic and mechanical explanation escape her,
the possibilities intrigue.. Havinq been told the Demon is
the linking feature in a coincidence of entropy or disorder
a.nd communication or pat.tern, she very vaguely understands
that a successful Demon could derive order from random chaos
by aoz t.Lnq, Anne lJIangel states that very much like the
hypothetical creature, Oedipa herself soon tries lito link
occurrences, to establish a point of order in what seems to
be a random system of information.,,64 Her efforts will
prove as futile as the supposed attempts of the Demon ..
As aaort of Maxwell's Demon, Oedipa cannot con-
found the second law of thermodynamics. Her efforts to
glean order from Pierce Inverarity's scattered interests,
to sort all of her gathered bits of information and to impose
pattern upon the mass of hints, clues and symbols she
accumulates are continuously thwarted by an accompanying
increase of chaos and confusion. Anne Mangel borrows an
illustration from David Hawkins' Lang:ua9! of Nature ~Ihich
clarifies Oedlpa' s situation; r'~angel quotes: .. . .
molecules of gas, for example, are in a collective state
of max1:mum entropy, or disorder I all the alternatives con-
siatent with the given total energy are equally probable,
and therefore, by the most efficient method of measurement
possible, the precise detertrlinatlon of the exact state of
64Anne ~1ange1, "]\1axwell' 8 Demon, Entropy, Informa-
tion: :rhe Cr¥in9:.0f Lot 49,11 Tri-Quarterly, No .. 20
(Winter, 1971, 197.
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gas will require the maximum amount of information. n65
Thus, the more chaotic and disordered asyst.em is, the
great.er the amount of inforlnatio·n needed to describe that
system.. That greater amount of necessary information, in
turn, only serves to create more disorder ..
Inverarity's interests are so chaotic and widely-
scattered that Oedipa needs all of her clues and leads to
make sense of them. Yet, o'Verwhelmed "-\1ith necessary informa-
tion, she encounters at every turn only increasing confusion1
she is denied meaning and pattern, and, says Mangel, "tbe
clues she gathers yield more clues in an infinite process.
Opening out into more and more suggestions, they yield no
conclusion. ,,66 It is intimated at the end of The Crying of
Lot 49 that Oedipa could and probably will continue her
sorting activities indefinitely, never achieving a clear
understanding of the Tristero my~tery. Her diligent
efforts will prove to the same sort of repetitiou.s motion
encapsulated in the yo-yo symbol--golng and getting nowhere--
which is another manifestat.ion of entropy.
At the initial appearance of Oedlpa Maas, the rela-
tionship between herself, Maxwell's Demon and the entropic
process is established. As newly-named executrix, she is
faced with the task of "sorting it all out" (Crying, 1), of
65nrJlax""el1's Demon, f~ntropy, Information," p. 202.
66 111\1axwe11's Demon, Entropy,. Information," p. 198.
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ordering the dead man's estate. In trying to conjure up a
mental image of Pierce, she finch; herself "shuffling back
through a fat deckful of days" (Crying, 2). Thedeck-of-
cards imagery is onetradition.allyassociated with the
irreversibility of entropy. Sir William Dampier explains:
u'1'his increase of entropy is analogous to shuffling a pack
of cards, originally in order of numbers and suits, by a
mechanical shuffler. The shuffling can never be undone,
save by conscious sorting, or by the indescribably remote
chance of the cards happening to fall into their original
order again. 1I 6 7 Inundated as Oedipa becomes with "cards"
of information, she cannot separate the deck into "suits"
of order. In spite of her conscious efforts to do so, she
cannot sort it all out and decrease the amount of disorder
which surrounds her.
In fact, as her quest progresses, Oedipa becomes so
obsessed with the mysterious conspiracy and the muted
posthorn that she creates more disorder than is necessary;
as will be examin.ed in the next Chapter, she imagines
posthorns which are non-existent and infers clues when none
are present. 'I'hUS, in addition to the concrete information
she must order, she is also forced to sort out mere hallucina-
tion. Discovering and creating Tristero connections every-
where, Oedipa engages in an impossible shuffling task.
67A Hi.story of Science, p. 480.
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U1tirnately, her mission of piercing the mystery of
Inverari t.y· a legacy hangs on the meaning of one "lflord--
Tristaro. To her dismay, she discovers that meanings and
words themselves can all too easily be altered and, thereby,
destroyed.
Complicating Oedipa's already-futile and frustrating
sorting task is the entropic nature of the transmission of
inforrnation. In recapitulating Shannon' s second theorem, it
will be remembered that when information is sent from one
source to another, it is impossible to eliminate noise
within or without the channel through which the information
is transmitted. Except in ideal and rare instances, the
message encoded at the source will not be absolutely identi-
cal to the message received at the level of cognition. This
principle is seen in operation when, after Oedipa's radio
broadcast, Mucho closes "¥lith: n 1'1
'
hank you, J".1rs. Edna Mash I tl
(Crying, 103). '1'0 his wife's questioning the pronunciation
of her name, Mucho explains: IlIIt'll come out the right
way • • .. :t was allowing for the distortion on these rigs,
and then when they put it on tape'" (Crying, 104). The
process of communication necessarily destroys information,
and, as Oedlpa undertakes her Tristero mission, informational
entropy frustrat.es her every effort.
\flhile Mrs .. Maas is observing a performance of The
Courier's Tragedy, she is arrested by the couplet: IINo
hallowed skein of stars can ward, r trowl 'fuo' s once been
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set his tryst \<11 th Trystero·" (Crying, 52) and by an initial
reference to Thurn and. Taxis. Lat.er questioning of the
director, Randolph Driblette, reveals that his script is
only a copy made from a paperbaok entitled Jacobean Revenge
Plaxs and that the author had not written in stage direc-
tions which Driblette arbitrarily included. He informs
Oedipa that he feels no loyalty to the actual text of the
play, maintaining: "'The words, who oares? They're rote
noises to hold line bashes with, to get past the bone
barriers around an actor's memory, rightf , n (Crying, 56).
t"lith no fidelity to the word, Driblette feels free to alter
and, thereby, destroy what was originally intended for
communication. Oedipa, hung up on the word (Crying, 56), is
to find this license a great hindrance to her quest.
Purchasing the paperback Driblette had mentioned,
she finds the intriguing lines and is directed to compare
them with those in a 1687 variant Qu.arto edition; she also
discovers the twc:t of tJle paperback to be taken from an
undated Folio edition, the original hardcover being a text-
book entitled Plays of Ford, Nebster, Tourneur, and \'1harf-
inger, edited by one Em.ory Bortze Understandably confus
Oedipa purchases the hardcover only to discover that her
original paperback is not a direct reprint, for the hard-
cover lines now read: "No 110wed skein of stars can
~ard, I trow • • • I Who once has crossed the lusts of
Angelo" (Crying, 74). Following the 1687 Quarto edition,
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the couplet has been drastically altered.
Proceeding further, Oedipa finds that ye.t another
version, the 1670 W)::dtechapel edition, sets the final line
as: ttThis tryst or odious B'lt7ry, 0 Nlccolo" (Crying, 74).
A subsequent visit to Emory Bortz leaves Oedipa more be-
wildered than ever. The editor insists Dri01ette had used
his edition for The Courier' s 'l'rage~x, but 1;<then the sleuth
recites the troublesome couplet, he is amazed to learn that
he has been anonymously re-edited,that someone has filled
his book with misprints and corruptions and inserted lines
from a pornographic Courier's 'l;~agedy found only in the
Vatican Library. This outrageous re-editing \<:il1 force
Bortz to make further revisions in his upda.ted edition,
which, he informs Mrs. l!J:aas, is soon to be published~
Harried over the numerous and untraceable altera-
tions of the Tristero , Oed is heartsick to dis-
cover that the words "Thurn and Taxis" have been similarly
transmuted: 'l'hurn and Taxis to Thorn and Tacit to
encounters a final distort.ion of both
Torre sis. In a children's of hopscotch, she
Tristero refer-
ence the name the I service \\"hen hears:
" istoe, Tristoe, one, two, three,/ Turn ta.::I(1 from
across the sea • .. • n (Crying, ) e woxds of the
couplet have been so radically a that any
they once contained has been completely destroyed; the
words of the original have been changed, , as Bortz
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states: "'What better way to damn it eternally than to
change the actual words'" (Crying, 116-17). In the process
of transmission from one person or source to another, the
intended mes.sage has been subjected to 80 much noise that the
result is negative infornlation, chaos as a result of in-
formational entropy. Oedipa will never discover the
intended meaning behind the couplet in The Jacobean Revenge
Plays, and, as Anne Mangel states, it is an application of
Pynchon's irony that none of the measures of transformation
in information theory is termed a '~lacobian.' 11 68
Oedipa's unfortunate predicament of trying to gain
precise meaning from separate sources is capsulized by
Norbert Weiner when he likens such a situation to the
translation of a book from one language to another in which
there is no precise word equivalence. 1I.dS the translation
cannot have the exact :meaning of the original, the
trans lator is confronted ,,11th two alternatives: he may use
phrases which are broader, vaguer and, therefore, more
ambiguous than the author's (whereby the original emotional
context is lost): or, he may supply his own meaning (by
doing which he falsifies the author's information and alters
the or inal message). In either case, much of the author's
meaning is lost forever. 69 Additionally, as Emory Bortz
68"X<1axwell's Demon, Entropy, Information," p. 205.
69The Human Use of
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discovers, misprints in the mechanical reproduction proces.s
will further destroy the message. In her search for the
precise meaning of the Tristero and Thurn and Taxis refer-
ences, Oedipa discovers that such forces have been at work.
Entropy has occurred, and its results are irreversible; as
information theorists avow, messages lose order, informa-
tion, spontaneously in the act of transmission, but they
never gain it.
John Nefastis explained the law to the heroine
through the device of IJlaxwell' s Demon; her ordeal with the
1ines of the play testifies to the veracity of the explana-
tion. When Oedipa meets the suicidal Tristero sailor lying
on his mattress, she is finally and awesomely convinced of
how very easily information is destroyed; with the mattress
serving as at metaphor for language and the process of com-
munication, Oedipa is taken aback by the inevitability and
irreversibility of the entropic process:
She remenmered John Nefastis, talking about
his Machine, and massive destructions of
inforlllation. So when this mattress flared up
around the sailor, in his Viking's funeral:
the stored, coded years of uselessness, early
th, self-harrowing, tile sure decay of hope,
the set of all men who had slept on it,
whatever their lives , would truly cease
to be, forever, when the mattress burned.
s at it in wonder. It was as if she
had just discovered the irreversible process.
It astonished her to think that so much could
be lost. (Crying, 95)
Enlightened by her reve ions on the nature of information,
Oedipa is to what Nefastis has told her and what
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she has learned first-hand about destruction and loss due
to entropy to the San Narciso t'lasteland which surrounds her.
Surveying the environments through which her Tristero quest
leads her, she discovers an even greater loss. Entropy has
taken a tragic toll in geography and humanity alike.
If entropy signifies the destruction of information,
it also relates to the degradation of the universe's matter
and energy into an ultimate state of inert uniformity. In
any closed system, as entropy increases, distinctions begin
to disappear, elements move from the least to most
probable state and differentiation deteriorates into same-
ness. The seemingly paradoxical elements of randomness,
disorder and chaos which characterize entropic systems
denote also, in Peter Abernethy's 'tr<1Ords, uuniformity, a
lack of distinctions, a sameness, a lack of individuality,
d d 1 t f· 't·· »70a tenency towar coropee conorml. y. lUthough an
isolated system will tend toward a state of maximum dis-
order, it will, simultaneously, tend to the greatest
homogeneity possible.
Norbert Weiner offers an example ~lhich depicts this
concept of entropic uniformity when he cites the instance
of a small commundcy which residents do not leave and into
which new people do not mOve. Although the town, analogous
to a thermodynamically isolated system, may be initially
p. 20.
70nEntrOpy of Lot AO !!""-',
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composed of several separate families with distinctive
names and physical characteristics, years of intermarriage
and continuous cross-breeding will eradicate those di.stinc-
tions. As Weiner states: n~lhen a human community falls
below a certain size, and has existed for a certain time,
family names are no longer any use in it.. It is highly
probable that every member in the community will be a Smith
or a Jones or something of the sort.. Corresponding to this,
they will have much the same genetic constitution. n7l If
new and different blood is not introduced into the village,
the eventual result will be a sort of one large family,
conforming not only in name but also in physical and
biological makeup. The maximum disorder which accompanies
this situation manifests itself in the well-documented
mental deficiencies which occur as a result of such con-
formity.
Pynchon envisions the universe as just such a closed
system in which maximum uniformity is coming to pass. In
The Cry~ng of Lot 49, Oedipa's California is shown to be
caught up in this process.. All elements ara tending to the
most probable state; the geographical aspect of the land is
as uniform as the inhabitants are non-individualized.
As the heroine enters San Narciso on the Sunday
which initiates her quest, she is struck by its architectural
71The Human Use of Human Beinqs, p. 55 ..
__.... __._- 'i
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consistency. Likening it to many other places she has
visited in California, Oedipa notices that "it ",as less an
identifiable city than a grouping of concepts--census
tracts, special purpose bond-issue districts, shopping
nuclei, all overlaid with access roads to its own freeway"
(Crying, 12). Looking down upon a housing development,
Oedipa observes the homogeneity of the "vast spraWl of
houses which had grown up all together, like a well-tended
crop, from the dull brown earth" (Crying, 13). San Narciso,
the name appropriately alluding to the mythical Greek figure
of Narcissus, a self-entranced closed system who depended
upon the emptiness of an echo,72 has the characteristics of
a system locked in heat-death. As must happen when matter
and energy reach a state of equilibrium, so in San Narciso,
"nothing was happenLnq" (Crying, 13). And San Narciso is,
Pynchon states, a typical American city.
tiVith its nbattening, urged sweep of three-bedroom
houses rushing by their thousands across a11 the dark beige
hills" (Crying, 36), San narciso is not unique, for nif
there was any vital difference between it and the rest of
Southern California, it wa.s invisible on first sight"
(Crying, 13). The highway to neighboring IJOS Angeles is
I'lined by auto lots, escrow services, drive-ins, small
72Robert Murray Davis, nparody, Paranoia, and t.he
Dead End of Lan.guage in The Crying of Lot. 49, fI Genre, 5
(1972), 373.
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office buildings and factories whose address numbers were
in the 70 and then 80,OOO's. She had never known numbers
to run so high. It seemed unnatural" (Crying, 14). The
undifferentiated geography appears endless, and as Oedipa
continues driving, she sees not individualized construc-
tiona but "a prolonged scatter of wide, pink building.s,
surrounded by miles of fence topped with barbed wire,"
which gives way only to "the familiar parade of more beige,
prefab, cinderblock office machine distributors, sealant
makers, bottled gaa works, fastener factories, warehouses,
and whatever" (Crying, 14). In similar fashion, when
Oedipa travels to Oakland, she confronts "long hillsides
jammed solid with two- or three-bedroom houses, all their
windows giving blankly back only the sun" (Crying, 97).
Looking over an invariable landscape, she is blinded by
Oakland's "great empty glare" (Crying, 96). Thus, San
Narciso, Los Angeles, Oakland and, by clearly implied
extension, the entire country display, as Peter Abernethy
states, a "nightmare landscape of crushing uniformity_,,73
The environment, in its "silence and paralysis" (Crying,
14), is deteriorati.ng in the throes of entropy ..
Equally bleak is the human situation in the
California cities. The Cryi~ of Lot 49 i.e crammed wi.th
isolated human systems who seldom react and never really
p , 20.
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interreact; the novel is populated above and below ground
by what John Leland terms a conglomeration of "closed sys-
tems regressing endles.sly upon themselves as they confront
the task of existence.,,74 Oedipa's world is full of alien-
ated beings who have forsaken all attempts to make meaning-
ful emotional contact, and the result has been an inner
inertness and a failure of communication and love. In the
many closed, semi-human systems she encounters, entropy is
reaching a crisis state.
Appropriately residing at Echo Courts, the members
of "The Paranoids" rock group echo the nothingness of their
lives; non-indiVidualized, their only identity is derived
from English movies and Bestles records, and Oedipa is
unable to tell them apart (Crying, 23). Yoyodyne, the
industrial death-factory which supplies most of the employ-
ment opportunity in San Na.rciso, haa perverted the
singularly creat.ive task of inventing into a business: its
clause on patents roba employees of individuality and
integrity and grinds them into anonymous, undifferentiated
non-anti ties. Yoyodyne itself is an entropic e.nterprise,
and the yo-yo image is as suited to it as to Benny Profane.
Just as Profane, for all of his incessant wandering, goes
nOWhere, so Yoyodyne represents a useless expenditure of
energy: its output, asserts Peter Abernethy, in spite of
74John P. Leland, "Pynchon i s Linguistic Demon: 'The
C~¥in<1 ~~ ~ot. !~_, f. Crit;iq\le, 16, No. :2 (l9741), 45.
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the appearance of dynam.ism, is futile activit.y since "its
products are oriented to'trlard the meaningless cycle of
producing weapons to counter other weapons \<lhich, in turn,
lf1ill themselvas have to be countered. It is a closed
system.,,75
Oedipa's co-executor, Lawyer Metzger, excellently
deplcts the entropic process on a human level. Like
Callisto, he has endeavored to halt the progress of en-
croaching time and age by withdraWing into the hothouse of
the past. Twenty years previous to his meeting with the
heroine, Metzger had been a child actor named Baby Igor,
and into this role he has frozen himself. He hopes to
remain a perpetual child by ignoring his present self and
continuously repeating Baby Igor-like activities. r-ietzger
believes he can forever be the person captured on film,
since film can be stored indefinitely in Hollywood's air-
conditioned studio vaults where "light can't fatigue it, it
can be repeated endlessly" (Crying, 20). The lawyer's
night with Oedipa reveals, howevex , that even film cannot
guarantee the security of his youth. t~1hen the reels of
Cashiered, an early Igor film, are mixed up, the continuity
and logic of the movie are obliterated, resulting in chaos
and absurdity. Film can be destroyed, and Baby Igor must
be destroyed in the process. ~lthough Met seeks to
75 f1:t:ntropy in Pyriohon ' S The Crying of Lot 49,"
p. 28 e
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retain an adolescent identity by running to Nevada to marry
a teenager, he is nonetheless a grown man ,,,,,,ho \>:rill grow
older. He cannot arrest time, and his retreat is destined
to the same dead end as Callisto's and Sidney Stencil's.
The final state of equilibrium seems near at hand
in The Crying of Lot: 49. Entropy is the condition of land-
scape and population alike. Echoing Callisto's foreboding
of an imminent heat-death is Mr. Thoth's ominous statement:
n'I feel him, certain days, days of a certain temperature
• and barometric pres.sure. Did you k.now that? I feel
him close to me '" (Crying, (7). \'I1hen Oedipa asks if the
"him" he speaks of is his grandfather, Thoth replies: "'No,
roy Godin (Crying, 67). "Days of a certain temperature"
refers us back to the short story and brings to mind a
panic-stricken Callisto obsessively checking the constant
37 0 temperature as he a'\l1a.its the end. Entropy prevails,
and in The Crying of Lot 49, Pierce Inverarity is saddled
\'li t.h much blame for hastening the process.
Charles Harris states that Pynchon's second novel
"launches a protest against the powers of modern mass
society. 117 6 Pierce Inverarity has been one of those powers,
and incurs much blame for creating and accelerating the
entropic state consuming San Narciso. During his lifetime,
Pierce was the mogul and grand advocate of capitalism and
p , 95.
7 of the Absurd,
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the conaumexLscf,c M:adison Avenue m.adness Callisto decries.
Pierce Inverarity, "who once lost two m.illion dollars
in his spare time" (Crying, 1), is, in part., responsible
for the reduction of humans from differentiation t08ame-
ness, from "ordered Indi,ri.duality to a kind of chaos"
(Entropy, 284). As our mechanistic, efficiency-obs.essed,
rigidly-structured and fined society has no use for the
nonconformist or non-productive, Inverarity and those like
him have eliminated the possibility of variety through
their capitalistic enterprises and have engendered a two'"
party population composed of those-who-have and those-who-
have-not. Those-who-have are the Inverarities and Oedipas.
Those-who-have-not are re1egated to the Tristero, which
Raymond Olderman sees as ita metaphor for the narrow scope
of contemporary human possibilities or alternatives .. ,,7 7
Inverarity--with his controlling interests in
Yoyodyne, Fangoso Lagoons, Beaconsfield Cigarettes, Turkish
r Vesperhaven Senior Citizens Horne, Tank
baths,
and Flor
estate in zona, Texas, Ne\\'t York, Delaware
, San so Co11e.ge and rnore--.....las a fanatic
capitalist, consumer.... sperldel:: During her affair with him,
Oeclipa had never unders1':.oc::)(1 his maniacal fI to possess,
to alter the land, to new skylines, personal antagon-
isms, growth rates into "'"""':"".1'-'1" (Crying, 134). Pierce had
confided that his life's driving ambition was to nkeep
77Beyon~ the p. 145.
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things bouncing," and, surveying the situation his monu-
mental efforts have created, Oedipa reflects that "he must
have known, writing the will, facing 'the spectre, hoW' the
bouncing would stop" (Crying, 134). As co-executrix of his
esta'te, she has been forced to recognize that the lil'bouncing"
to which Pierce dedicated his life has reduced San Narciso
to two mutually exclusive groups.
At a' peculiarly enlightening moment in her quest,
Oedipa stands on a spot of ground in San Narciso, and the
city suddenly "lost • • • gave up its residue of uniqueness
for her; became a name again, was assumed back into the
American continuity of crust and mantle" (Crying, 133);
she then realizes what Imrerarity and tycoons of his sort
have done to America, since, it appears, "San Narciso and
the estate were really no different than any other town,
any other estate" (Crying, 135). Through his legacy,
Pierce has compelled Oedipa, either deliberately or inad-
vertently, to become aware of the tragic fact that her
country is not popUlated by an immense number of individ-
uals but by two groups--tbose who can and will conform and
those who cannot or will not; he has compelled her to be-
come aware of the dichotomy between the accepted and the
exiled.
Standing on that spot of ground in San Narciso,
another revelation is forced upon Oedipa, and she is sud-
denly struck with the knowledge that there is another aspect
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of the two groups which define America. Recalling the
He.nry Miller epigraph fr·om "Entropy," in wbich our cultural
and societal climate is referred to in terms of weather,
the sleuth realizes that America 's"weather" is character-
ized by two phenomena: by l'storm-systems of group-
Buffering and need, prevailing winds of affluence lt (Crying,
134). The haves and have-nots typify the American scene
and form the true continuity which makes San Narciso in01s-
tinguishable from any other city in the United States ..
Pierce's legacy--which is America itself (Crying, l34)--1s
a mirror legacy: on the surface of it appear the affluence
and growth and prosperity which symbolize the possessors,
but underneath are the poverty and desperation of the dis-
possessed who reside within Tristero. Concomitant results
of the same legacy, the possessors have everything, while
the dispossessed have nothing.. Erik Wensberg maintains
that fI in the name of the Tristero Systern lies the secret
Tristezs, Terror, Hysteria that is the Inverse of
18Inverarity's 'legacy'."
By means of the legacy which she makes incumbent on
herself to decipher, Oedipa is able to descend to the under-
world of the dispossessed.. Before her Tristero quest, she
had been truly aware of only one group, the group to which
she, as a middle-class suburban housewife caught up in the
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ritual of acquiring things,. belongs. with her new knowledge
of another social strata existing simultaneously with but
separate from her own, she recalls bits of evidence she had
previously ignored, incidents which, if she had known then
What she knows now, would have indicated the presence of
the "storm-systems of need" which exist aside her own "winds
of affluence."
Seeing a line of abandoned Pullman cars, she is
reminded of "other, immobilized freight cars • • • other
squatters. who stretched canvas for lean-tos behind smiling
billboards along all the highways, or s1ept in junkyards
in the stripped shells of wrecked Plymouths, or even,
daring, spent the night up some pole in a lineman's tent
like caterpillars" (Crying, 135). She remembers also
"drifters she had listened to, Americans speaking their
language carefully, scholarly, as if they were in exile
from somewhere elsa invisible yet congruent with the
cheered land she lived in: and walkers along the roads at
night • • • too far from any town to have a real destina-
tion l ' (Crying, 135). The haves and the have nots--into this
the citizenry of America has evolved, into two extremes
with no interaction between, for the haves exist in surface
sooiety, while the have nots are exiled to Tristero, that
silent "uneuapeceed 11 world.
In America there is a olear schism between those who
can meet the buying and selling demands of the marketplace
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and those who cannot. In such a capitalistic society,
human abilities are commodities as much as goods and pro-
ducts; man himself is a commodity whose worth and identity
are commensuratevl!th his economic potential. Charles
Harris states: "Since the owner of capital buys labor to
produce goods that have a marketable demand, so must the
laborer produce in accord with these demands or starve~"
he continues that the commodity/man is then forced to
regard his life as an investment "which must bring him
maximum profit. obtainable under existing market conditions.
• • • if his particular abilities are not in demand or if a
surplus of these abilities exists, he is discarded by the
system. ,,79
Product comnodities and h~~an commodities are de-
void of value unless a demand exists, and the current
obsession "itdth absolute conformity insures that anyone or
anything which deviates from the consumer norm '\11111 be
eliminated as ,.-raste. Those who are able to meet market
demands are elevated to affluence; those who are unable
are reduced to poverty. Those who have money are able to
make more by appealing to consumer demands f thereby '~liden­
ing the gap between the posses.sors and the dispossessed.
Pondering the inflexible bipartite division, Oedipa
remembers that she "had heard all about excluded middles i
p. 93.
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they ""ere bad shit, to be avoided" (Crying, 136). The
truth of the statement resounds about her as she stumbles
through the San Narciso night, for she perceives that nit
was now like \-la1king among matrices of a great digital
computer, the zeroes and ones twinned above, hanging like
balanced mobiles right and left, ahead, thick, maybe end-
less l l {Crying, l36}. The ones I' in addition to being the
accepted and accepting average Americans, are the
capitalists and consumers; the zeroes, nonconformist,
obsolete and ostracized, are prisoners of poverty. Through
the legacy of Pierce Inverarity, states David Cowart,
Oedipa l>1aas is forced to confront every untruth of the
American Dream and, in the process, the fact of our
societal heat-death; he summarzies:
She discovers lUnerica's disinherited--the
disgruntled, disillusioned, disaffected, and
down-and-out whose existence is usually never
even suspected by middle....class citi zens like
herself, brainwashed by the jingoistic
pieties of the fifties. • • • Oedipa is led
to know that the American syllogism is some-
how fallacious: its middle tenn--those poor,
huddled masses supposedly succored by
Opportunity and Freedom--is undistributed.
Yet to tll.a average middle-class eye , America
presents a surface affluence, outwardly un-
dimpled by discontent or want. Such spurious
homogeneity is what Americans need--smal1
wonder that the melting pot is a cherished
national myth. To the extent that the domin-
ant American society achieves a kind of pre-
packaged, assembly-line sameness, it be-
comes increasi.ngly cloistered--blind to the
existence of variants in the national reality.
lIomogenei ty, hO\>lever I is no more desirable
in a culture than in a heat engine: in
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either case it reflects a loss of energy--
high entropy. American society thus courts
its own. petty version of heat-death. 80
Momentarily, Oedipa 1j11onders hOllJ this entiropLcaf
equi1ibrious state has come to pass and asks herself "how
had it ever happened here, with the chances once so good
for diversity?" (CryinCJ, 136). She knows, however, that
she has been party to the passive acceptance which has
lnitiated the heat-death. t,11th her handsome home in
I<inneret-1\.mong-the-Pines, her weekly sessions with an
unnecessary psychiatrist, her sterile suburban Tupperware-
fondue rituals, her five o'clock cocktails and new1y-
modeled Chevy, her color television and her herb garden,
Oedipa !-iaas, herself a typical conspicuous consumer, is
just as responsible as any Inverarity for what has happened
in her country. is forced to admit to herself: "This
is Anlerica, you live in it, you let it happen. Let it
unfurl" (Crying,112). Oedipa realizes that she has accepted
and fostered the beliefs and practices whf.ch have resulted
in the creation of 'I'ristero; she is to blame for languishing
in her comfortable and secure middle-class Kinneret tower
and passively lowing the dispossessed to suffer and
starve beneath her.
The Tristero dispossessed can do nothing but wait
200avid Cowart, "Pynohon ' s The gryins. of ~ot 49 and
the Paintings of Remedios Varo,ll CrffiQue, 18, No.3 (1977),
24-25. ~
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for t.he computer to go a""rrY,for the rigid absolutes to
dissolve, thereby leaving the way open for other alterna-
tives. Iteeems "1::0 Oed Lpa that all the hobos and drifters
she has ever seen roaming America's highways were forever
on the move., n searching ceaseless • • • for that magical
Other who vlOuld reveal herself out of the roar of relays,
monotone litanies of insult, filth, fantasy, love whose
brute repetition must. someday call into being the trigger
for the unnamabl.e act, the recognition, the t,.;ford ll (Crying,
136). Those who endure in storm-systems of need at.vait. the
day when the American capitalistic system runs down and
dies, as all closed systems must; their hopes hinge on a
new society which \'lill emerge after the death of the present
one. They await the arrival of the power of the Virgin--
the force of love, imagination and creativity. In that
"magical Other fl lunerica has denied, in that antithesis of
the life-denying and destroying Dyna1110 I lie their hopes for
a land of unlimited possibilities.
oedipa r,1aas, meanwhile, encumbered with vexatious
perceptions about the Tristero , ponder<;l a possible
course of action and the future implications for her own
life. She considers: Itt"3'hat would the pxobace have to
say about spreading some kind of a legacy among them all,
all those nameless, maybe as a first installment? Oboy.
He'd be on her ass in a microsecond, revoke her letters
testamentary, they'd call names, proclaim her through
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all Orange County as a redistributionistand pinko, slip
the old m.an from Warpe, Wistfull, Kubitschek and McMingus
in as admin.istrator de bonis non and so much ba.by for code,
constellations, shadow legatees" (Crying, 136). tiith the
possibility of an equitable distribution of resources ruled
out, Oedipa reflects that, m.aybe, having become alien to
the American society into Which she had once fitted so com-
fortably and securely and believing- that whatever remains
of truth or meaning in America resides within the Tristero,
she, too,. may be forced to join the conspiracy membership.
The legacy of Pierce Inverarity has revealed an
America surely and steadily deteriorating in the entropical
process, an America which can offer "only death and the
daily tedious preparations for it l ' (Crying, 136-37). If
there remains only the America which the Inverarities and
Maases have shaped, Oedipa's understanding of it insures
that lithe only way she could continue, and manage to be at
all relevan.t to it, was as an alien, unfurrowed, aasumed
full circle into some paranoiat! (Crying, 131). The
paranoia into which she is assumed encompasses the Tristero.
In the next chapter it will be seen that the
actuality of the 'I'ristero existence becomes an irrelevant
and unimportant issue for Oedipa. HaVing been forced to
discover the truth about her country and her own life,
Tristero and the quest for its meaning are a necessity for
her if she is to avoid total despair and disintegration.
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Replacing one world. with another, nothing remainB to her
but Tristero. The pa.ranoia whf.ch her guest. entails allows
her to imbue an absurd death realm with a measure of mean-
ing and order; it allows her the illusions which infuse her
actions--an extreme of Meatball' e purposeful efforts--",dth
a sense of direction and significance. But Oedipa's
paranoid quest is only an alternative of sorts, for, at
this stage of contemporary history, all escapes are tra.nsi-
tory. There is no hope for the Virgin. Pynchon, like
Henry Adams before him and many physicists before them both,
believes all at.tempts to avoid and escape the heat-death to
be temporary and ultima.tely vain. Entropy is irreversible,
and America is in the first stages of the final stage ..
THE POWER OF PARANOIA: CREATING THE COltWORTING QUEST
IISteppin off of this dirty bus,
first time I've understood.
It's got to be the goin'
not the gettin' there that's good.
That's a thought worth keepin' if I could.
It's got to be the goin'
not the gettin' there
that 's good. 11
--Harry Chapin,
"Greyhound"--
"The secret Integration" is a loosely-constructed,
chronologically-confused story about how and why the
children of Minqeborongh, !'iaSsachusetts, under the able and
paranoid leadership of a young genius, organize themselves
into Operation Spartacus, a conspiracy bent on undermining
the town's adult population. In a series of flashbacks,
this humorous and yet pathetically touching short story
also reveals how and why a black child, Carl Barrington,
comes to be a Spartacan member and how and t<:rhy he comes,
finally, to be dismissed from that rnernbership1 as "The
Secret Integration" unfolds, it is disclosed that Carl's
acceptance into Operation Spartacus is the cUlminating step
in the three-year-old rebellion, a rebellion rejuvenated by
a single encounter with another person, Carl McAfee, mid-
way through the conspiracy's existence.
Thematically, "The Secret Integration" is of
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considerable importance, for it focuses on topics which re-
emerge in various guises: throughout the larger works. This
many-motifed story touohes upon the failures of communica-
tion and the dehumanizing tendencies of modern technology.
In several poignant scene.s, it discloses how the Wasteland
comes to be so amply Populated and continuously replenished
through the insensitivity and intolerance, the structures
and strictures of an absolutist adult world which denies for
itself and destroys in i.ts offspring a receptiveness to the
magical, saving graces natural to children and inherent in
the naive and innocent realm of childhood. In portraying
how children, through adult example, are wrenched from a
world of color and charm and forced into a bleak, black and
white adult reality, "The Secret Integration" leaves the
reader with the haunting admonition that, tragically,
children will live what they learn.
Of even more crucial relevance to the earlier stories
and the novels, this short work rounds out the gamut of
responses possible in the face of today's outrageous reality.
This is primarily a story about the potential and con-
sequences of paranoia and, comments Joseph Slade, is itself
so paranoid it "seems to have been lifted from Gravity's
Rainbow, where it left a small hole in the larger narrative." 1
In exploring how paranoia allows one to react to the
lThomas Pynch~, p. 40.
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Wasteland, "The Secret Integrat!on" concerns itself with
the natural by-products of that paranoia: imaginative con-
structs, which take the shape of conspiracies and plots,
and the quest, through which a sense of self and s·elf-worth
can be maintained in spite of negative forces which
threaten to destroy both. An extreme of the moderate but
purposeful action of Meatball Mulligan, the paranoid quest,
with its dangers and defects, represents yet another
response to the chaos of the contemporary world.
Paranoia, as defined by Hendrik Hertzberg and David
McClelland, refers to "a psychosis based on a delusionary
premise of self-referred persecution or grandeur • • • and
supported by a complex, rigorously logical system that
interprets all or nearly all sense impressions as evidence
for that premise,,1t 2 For the insecure, the confused or the
non-acclimated person, paranoia is a highly effective
defense mechani.sm, since it I1 subs t i t ut e s a rigorous (though
false) order for chaos, and at the same ti.me di.spels the
sense of i.ndivi.dual insi.gnifi.cance by making the paranoid
the focus of all he sees going on around him.,,3 Since the
paranoid view of reality alloW's for no random, accidental
or inexplicable occurrences, paranoia is a natural response
2aendrik Hertzberg and David C. K. McClelland,
"Paranoia," Harper's, 248 (June, 1974), 51.
3nertzberg and :HcCle11and, p , 52.
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to the confusion of contemporary life.
In "The Secret Integration," Grover Snodd,
liingeborough's mathematical and electrical whiz"'kid, a nboy
genius t'1ith flaws ll (SI, 36), suffers from paranoia. An
outsider who is unable to make sense of a jumble of random
but obviously sinister events, young Snodd is convinced he
is the t.arget of a conspiracy of adults, a "they" system,
which has set for itself the task of getting rid of him,
and from the o.rdinary occurrences of his daily life, he
has pulled together conclusive "evidence u to support his
belief.
Grover's first bit of proof that he was indeed the
victim of a malicious adult plot came when he was discovered
in the shady deal of doing the school kids' homework for a
dime an assignment: "They knew somehow (they had a 'curve,'
according to Grover, that told them how well everybody was
supposed to do) that it was him behind all the 90s and lOOs
kids started getting•••• So they went to work earnestly
on his parents to talk them into transferring him. Some-
place. Anyplace" (Sr, 36). When Grover was subsequently
enrolled in a college twenty miles distant and allowed home
only on vlednesdays and weekends, he knew then that "the
public school had won, had banished hdm" (SI, 36) and that
his own parents had cooperated.
Grover deduced that Mr. Snodd especially had been
party to the plot leveled against him due to feelings of
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resentment he harbored aea result of a serious argument
the two had had concerning the proper foreign policy for
Berlin; the consequence of that confrontation was the sever-
ance of the father-son relationship and an icy and 10n9-
standing non-communication. Interpreting his father's
attitude as a deliberate attempt to exclude him from the
adult 'World, Grover complained: "'It isn't that he's stupid,
or mean ••• It's worse than that. He understands things
that I don't. care about. And I care about things he'll
never understand" (SI, 36). Denied adult respect and find-
ing that It it wasn't any use t.alking to people his own age
about higher mathematics or higher anything elset! (SI, 36),
the paranoid outsider was then left to ponder other
ominous incidents.
Subsequent events serve to nourish Grover's convic-
tion of an adult/they plot directed against him, the chief
being the mysterious appearance of Tom Swift books: "He
kept coming across these Tom Swift books by apparent acci-
dent, though he had developed the theory lately t.hat it. was
by design: that the books were camino across him, and that
- ---
his parents and/or the school were deeply involved. Tom
Swift books "lere a direot affront to him, as if were
expected to compete, to build even better inventions and
make even more money on them and invest it even more wisely
than Tom Swift" (51, 39). Further, Grover is certain that
through Tom Swift books he is being mentally programmed into
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becoming a racist and a snob.
Having thus convinced himself he has been continu-
ously persecuted by grown-ups for no deserved reason and
has been ignominiously excluded from the adult world into
which, by virtue of sheer in.telligence, he should be ad....
mitted, Grover snodd launches his defensive counterattack.
He embarks upon a personal quest of waging a retaliatory war
against the adult population of M.ingeborongh, his objective
being to harass, confuse and confound the gro\>ln....ups and the
institutions they represent. The adUlt/they segment of the
town is bis perpetual target and continues to be the object
of his wrath, his fits of temper and his yelling, which have
"something to do with the scaled-Up world adults made, re-
made and lived in without him, some inertia and stubborn-
ness he was too small, except inside himself, to overcomer?
(SI,36). Determined to bring down that scaled-Up adult
world, Grover undertakes the mission of opposing the r'the:~r'
system with a "we" plot and sets about fashioning and spear-
heading a conspiracy of his o-wn--the active children's
conspiracy of Operation Spartacus.
Older and smarter than the other Mingeborough children
and possessed of admirable persuasive abilities, Grover soon
gathers about; hirciself several similarly paranoid school
children. Manipulating tileir already-extant discontent and
disillusionment, he has little difficulty in convincing them
that they, as children, are equally victims of a vicious
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adult plot: if their parents are not openly hostile to them,
they are, at very least, indifferent. He assumes as his
primary task that of exposing the malice and deceptiveness
of adults, for "it tickled Grover any time he could inter-
fere with the scheming of grownups" (51,39). Under the
able direction of Grover Snoad, mastermind with a unique
demand for symmetry, timing and coordination, the actively
rebellious Operation Spartacos is born, and immediate plans
are set in motion for operation A, I1the real uprising of the
slaves ••• Abattoir ..... JI..rmageddon" (SI, 43).
Replete with hideout, detailed objectives, weapons,
maps and a "list of public enemies, which no one but Grover
had access to" (51, 44), the present Operation Spartacus
is organized to the point of a governing body, the Inner
Junta; aside from Grover, Tim Santora and Etienne Cherdlu
comprise the membership. Tim, through whose eyes all
events of the story are seen, has as his area of concern
fund-raising and drilling. Fat Etienne Cherdlu, antici-
pating a lifelong career as a pract.ical joker, signs his
narne "BON," "usually on telephone poles with 'ha,ha' after
itt! (SI, 42), and is clearly the most daring of the <;:rroup:
"He took chances nobody else 'Would, letting air out of
tires on cop cars, putting on akin diVing gear to stir up
silt in the creek the paper mill used (which once stopped
production for nearly a "leek), leaving silly and almost
meaningless notes signed 'The Phantom' on the principal's
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desk while she Wtl.S out" (SI, 42). Et.ienne, the most suc-
cessful proselytizer for the group, considers institutions
his special adversaries: "He hated institutions. His
great enemies, his jokes' perpetual targets, were the school,
the ra.ilroad, the PTA" (SI, 42).
Other Spartacans, considered the uneducable of the
school, include Hogan Slot.hrop, I'the doctor's kid" who at
the age of eight had taken to serious after-bedtime beer-
drinking and at the age of nine got religion, swore off beer
and joined Alcoholics Anonymous" (SI, 42). Recent initiates
are Arnold and Kermit Mostly, "who sniffed airplane glue and
stole mousetraps from the store which for fun they would
••• throw at each other" (SI, 42). Of considerable
importance is Kim Dufay, f1who had a thing about explosive
chemical reactions and was responsible for replenishing the
cache of sodium up at the hideout, smuggling the stuff
out of the Mingeborough High School Lab" (51, 42), and who,
after the failure 0·£ Hogan 51othrop, was also given the
assignment of PTA infiltrator, which she carries out sport-
ing glaring red lipstick, French-twisted hair and a size
28A padded bra. Nunzi Passarella, llwho had begun his career
in second grade by bringing somehow a full-grown pig in to
Show-and-Tell-Tin\e, a quarter-ton Poland China sow" (51,
42), had gone on to become founder of the Crazy Sue Dunham
cult, "in honor of that legendary and beautiful drifter who
last century roamed all this hilltop country exchanging
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babies and setting fires, and who, in a way, was the patron
saint of all these kids" (SI, 42).
Aside from these core members, the prospect of be-
long.ing to such an inspirational group appeals to many other
Mingeborough children, especially those at odds with the
hostile adult wOrld. Ripe for initiation are several o.i8-
contented first-graders 80N has rounded up, blessed witb
admirable throwing arms, they seem ideally suibed for the
bomb-throwing squad. Other children who are not active
Sparta.cans aid the cause by donating their milk money,
contributinq eagerly even when it is not their t.urn; Tim
boasts to Grover that "'they're all doing it on their own.
They say ..... that. they believe in us· 1t (SI, 43). To the
ohildren of Mingeborough, Massachusetts, Operation Spartacus
represents a force directed against the most visibly act.ive
of their enemies--qrown-ups in general.
As uThe Secret Integration tt opens, Operation
Spartacus has been in existence, amid fluctuating successes
and failures, for three years. For the first year-and-a-
half, the oonspiracy's aocomplishments consisted of minor
acts of rebellion--weekIY raids on Mingeborough Park, pil-
fering and small-scale vandalism, sodium bombs thrown at
opportune momentfll, incefllfllant practical joking and espionage
on the adult population. Time not spent on such direct
frontal attack was devoted to drilling and pra.ctice for
Operation A. Yet, encumbered by details and oounterattacked
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at every turn by a seemingly unassailable aault population,
the conspiracy had not progressed as planned and was about
to sink under flaqqin.g fortunes until the fortuitous events
of one day gave it new force and direction. On the very
night aON sabotaged the papermill, Carl McAfee made his
abrupt and momentous appearance in :f~ingeborough.
A flashback reveals that on the night Hogan slothrop
is to top off 80N' s papermill sabotage by planting a smoke
bomb in the PTA-meeting and making off with t.he minutes and
financial statements, he. receives a call from his local AA
chapter requesting that he visit a stranger in town, appar-
ently an alcoholic in trouble. Accepting the serious assign-
ment and ta.king Tim along for support, Hogan arrives at the
Mingeborough hotel to encount.er Carl MoAfee, the first black
man eit.her of the boys has ever spoken to.
Incensed at the obvious insult I' McAfee gre.ets the
duo with: 11'Well, that"s pretty funny .. They almost as
"'OJ,
funny up here as they are in r-iississippi' n (51., 46). Naive
and not understanding that M has sent Hogan because the
adults refused to go, the boys earnestly insist they have
come to help, only to have Carl counter: "'You think that's
what you're here for? You wrong. .. .. .. I needed help ., ., ..
and I thought they would help me.. And they really helped,
didn't they? Look at what they sent me .... You're the
big jokers in town, now you ought to know a joke when you
see one'n (SI, 47). But Hogan and Tim see neither insult
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nor j,oke in the assignment and determine to stay in spite
of Carl' sprote.sts. Before long, the trio is joined by
Grover and a frightened SON,Beill garbed in a dripping
skin diving suit, who is having second thoughts about his
papetmill attack, for "it was dawning on him that he'd done
something serious, and that the cops, if they got hold of
him, would find out about other jobs he'd pulled, and be
merciless" (SI, 47).
As McAfee's initial hostility fades in the presence
of the boys' sincerity, they, in turn, sensing in the black
man a mysterious kinship, begin relating to him some of
the conspiracy's lesser achievements, and "soon, because
they trusted him, they were also telling him the more secret
tbings--Etienne messing up the paper mill, and the hideout,
and the sodium stockpile" (51,46). The fraternal feeling
is cemented when McAfee admits that he, as a child, had
also sabotaged a toilet with sodium. As the night wears on,
with McAfee growing progressively more ill and delirious,
Hogan, Ti.m, SON and Grover discover that the adult plot they
believed. to be fully concentrated upon them has been directed
even more forcefully against their new friend and that, for
some unfathomable reason, black is not a good color to be.
After the black man is rudely refused a bottle of
liquor by the hotel staff and viciously treated by the bell-
boy, he starts to cry, starts "making a noise in his throat,
a sound none of them had heard come from a man before" (SI,
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47). During their night's vigil with him, the quartet of
conspirators learns from incoherent ramblings and. bits of
personal history that McAfee's cry issues from recurring
memories of a missing brother and a vanished girlfriend,
childhood gangfights and countless jailcel1s, vagranoy and
persecution, sadness and loneliness, memories of all the
things he had tried to forget, things "it was better to
forget only how do you?" (SI, 48). Finally, Carl tells
them of the woman he loves and desperately begs Tim to
reach her by phone; after several attempts, she is located
but refuses the collect call, no longer remembering a Carl
McAfee, and at that point there comes to Tim and the others
¥l a hint then of how lost Mr. McAfee really was" (SI, 49).
How alone and lost he is becomes even more apparent when
two policemen arrive and arrest the sick and suffering man
for vagrancy, ignoring the children's pleas to find a
doctor for him instead.
That one night vigil is the first and last encounter
with Carl McAfee: when the boys arrive at the Mingeborough
jail the next day, the policemen tell them the black man
has been sent to Pittsfield, fland there was no way at all of
knowing whether they were telling the truth" (SI, 49) .. Like
so many of the important people in his own life, Carl vanishes
from theirs as quickly as he had appeared, but his influence
on the boys and the goal of Operation Spartacus is powerful.
Carl is to become for the conspiracy the incarnation of the
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victimized Qu.tsider ,the ultimate t.arget of adu!t cruelty.
with the black man se.rving as symbolic reminder of the
malevolence of the adult/they plot, Operation Spartacus
finds new purpose and is revived with new force, which is
channelled more fiercely than ever against the grown-up
'World.
A few days after the McAfee meeting, Operation
Spartacus successfully completes its most daring mission
with an attack on the train. Under the able direction of
Nunzi Pasarella and BON, surplus spotlights covered in green
cellophane are rigged up near the railroad cut; as the train
approaches, the spotlights are s\"1itched on, and twenty-five
Spartacans wearing rubber monster masks and homemade monster
outfits descend from the slopes. The attack is a terrific
success, \-lith the train Ilcoming to a horrible grinding halt,
ladies screaming, conductors yelling, Etienne cutting the
lights and the kids fleeing a'\i';ray up the sides of the cut
and into the fields lf (SI, 49) .. It is a spectacular attack,
a clean escape and a hight4ater mark for OperatioI1 spareacue ,
Not until the arrival of Carl Barrington is the conspiracy
to surpass that night's act of rebellion.
One month previous to the present. action of tiThe
Secret Integration, tl the Barringt.ons, a black farn:ily, move
from Pittsfield to Northumberland Estates, the new shopping
center-housing development complex in Mingeborough. News
of the impending arrival throws the town's adults into
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panic: they "suddenly seemed to spend more time talking
about the coming of the Barringtons than anything else.
They began to use words like 'blockbusting' and 'integra-
t.ion'"' (SI, 51), words which, at that point, mean nothing
to the children, who t.hink the race issue is n a real race,
cars or something lf (S1., 42). Intrigued by the parental
fear and gossip which. rage through Mingeborough, the con-
spiracy sends Hogan to infiltrate a PTA meeting, Where he
overhears: fI '~7ell • • • thank God they don't have any
children, or there'd be a panic in the PTA, too'il (SI, 51).
Subsequent to the meeting, however, the Spartacans discover
that their parents are rnisinformed, that, fortunately I the
Barringtons have a child after all.
Spotting the boy one day at Northumberland Estates,
the conspiracy members find he, Carl, fits perfectly into
the group; a practical joker, he also has H a perfect eye
for getting tvater balloons to splat right on a guy IS wind-
shieldu (S1., 51). Immediately accepted by the young
rebels, Carl becomes an inseparahle friend. goes to
school with them every day and sits l'quiet.ly in a seat in
the corner that had been empt.y, and the teacher never
called on him, though he was as smart as Grover on some
things ' l (S1., 51) * Grover later learns that integration
means having black and white ildren in the same school,
the conspirators are proud to that they, then, are
integratedi' unbeknownst to their parents, there is a black
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boy in school. Even better, he is their ally.
Rapidly promoted to tbe Inner Junta, Carl is given
the distinguished role of organizer for the Estates, his
job being to recruit new members. Completer of the Inner
Junta, Carl Barrington is aleo the culmlnating glory of
Operation Spartacus. ~'Vh:en the Mingeborough cbildren accept
him into their membership, they commit the ultimate act of
defiance and rebellion. Nothing could be more appalling,
more abhorrent to their parents, than that !'secret integra-
tion. 1t But while the conspiracy revels in its crowning
achlevement, Mingeboroughts adult population begins its
counterattack ..
Imrnedi.ately after the Barringtons' arrival, all of
the hatred and racism latent in the townspeople begins to
surface: tlThen Tim's and Grover's folks, and even, accord-
ing to Hogan, the progressive Doctor Slothrop, started in
with the telephone calls, and the nama calling, and the
dirty words they got so angry with kids for using" (SI, 51).
the present action of the story opens, the hate-calls
have continued unabated for one month, and Tim Santora hears
his own mother, who is crouched down. behind the back stairs,
Whisper viciously into the phone: n,you niggers ......
dirty niggers, get out of this town, go back to Pittsfield ..
Get out before you get in real trouhle'A (SI, 39). Dis-
covered by her eavesdropping son, Z,1rs .. Santora explalns
with nervous guilt that she is merely playing a practical
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joke; Tim, who knows o·therwise, walks silent.ly past her t.o
the Inner Junta briefing session, knowing that "'she wouldn't
give him any trouble now about. it, beoause he'd caught her"
{SI, 39}.
lilith Grover, Tim, Carl and BON assembled, the Inner
Junta begins its weekly briefing session. SON details plans
for a second assault on the train along Witll another sabotage
of the boys' latrine and reveals background information on
new recruits. Tim reports on money and drilling and requests
the use of operational funds to build an elaborate mock-up
for the year's dry-run of Operation A. Carl reports on his
progress as Northumberland organizer and then reluctantly
offers: "'There'va been these phone calls ••• Practical
jokers,n (SI, 43).. To the black boy's confession, BON,
joker par excellence, cries: II'Jokes .... \fuat's so
funny? Call somebody up, call them names, that isn't a
joke , It doesn't make any sense at all III (SI, 43). Equally
dumbfounded are T and Grover.. Carl alone understands.
Unenlightened and vex.ed over the Barrington situa-
tion, the Inner Junta adjourns to the hideout to make deci-
sive plans for revenger after a day of plotting, it is
agreed that Carl will run a time-motion study on letting
air out tires in t.he shopping center lot, 80N ,,,ill obtain
parts for Grover's ne\,rly-invented sodium catapult and ',rim
will limbering-up exercises based on those by
the Canadian Air Force. Finally pleased with the day's
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accomplishments, the quartet leaves Operation Spartacus in
what should be top 'tforking order and decides toeall it a
day. Arriving at Carl's house, however, they discover that
more than another day is over. The counterattack launched
by the adults during the Junta's day of plan.ning will prove
fatal to Carl Barrington and to Operation Spartacus as well.
Sensing something wrong even before reaching the
Barringtons' block, the Inner Junta arrives at Carl's
house to find the front Lawn completely littered "4ith trash.
Initially, the boys are so horrified they can only stand
and stare, and, then, "as if compelled to do so, began
kicking through it, looking for clues. The garbage was
shin-deep allover the ls\ffl, neatly spread right up to the
property line. They must have brought it all in the pick-
up" (S1, 51). Sifting through the refuse, Ti:m finds his
mother's discarded shopping bags, skins of oranges an aunt.
had sent as a gift, crumpled envelopes addressed to his
father, "all the intim.acy of t.'I1:e throwatfay part, the
shadOW-half of his family's life for all the 'V>Jeek pre-
ceeding ••• ten square yards irrefutable evidencel~ (SI,
51). Scanning that same evidence, Grover finds his garbage
there, too, along with some donated by the Slothrops and
~~ost1ys and nearly every other family in Mingeborough.
As the boys pick up the trash, they are suddenly
interrupted by Mrs. Barrington, who screams from her door-
way: II '\4e don't need your help • •• don't need any
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of you on our side. I thank our heavenly Father every day
of my life that we dontt have any children to be corrupted
by the likes of you trash. Now get out, go on now'" (SI,
51). While she cries, the threecon£used boys turn away
and begin their slow walk home, Tim considering ta.king a
beer can as ev.idence with which to confront his father but
discarding the idea almost immediately, since it would only
insure him a hard spanking.
Finally, Grover, Tim and SON realize that Carl is
still ,,,ith them, and when the black child, "now almost
faded into the rain" (51, 51), asks what he should do now,
after this, Grover can only suggest that perhaps it would
be better if he were to leave for a while, perhaps go to
the hideout; Carl agrees that the old estate will be the
best place for him after all and so takes his leave of the
Inner Junta, bringing to an end the "secret integration .. t1
As Carl runs into the rain, assuring the trio he will be
safe at the hideout, the three boys know also that he will:
Everything Carl said, they knew. It had
to be that way: He was what grownups, if
they'd known, would have called an "imagin-
ary playmate .. " His words were the kids'
own ,,,,oras; his gestures too, the faces he
made, the times he had to cry, the way he
shot baskets; all given by them an amplifi-
cation or grace they expected to grow into
presently. Carl had been put together out
of phrases, images, possibilities that grown-
ups had somehow turned awa.y from, repUdiated,
left out at the edges of towns, as if they
were auto parts in Etienne's father's junk-
yard--things they could or did not Wa.nt to
live with but which the kids, on the other
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hand, could spend endless hours with,
piecing together, rearranging, feeding,
programming, refining. He was entirely
theirs, their friend. and robot, to cheri.sh,
buy undrunk sodas for, or send into danger,
or even, as now, at last to banish from
their sight.. (SI, 51)
Carl Barrington is the mental construct of operation
Spartacus; even down. to his name, he is the conspiracy's
attempt "to resurrect a friend" (SI, 51), Carl McAfee,
the exemplary victim of adult injustice and inhuma.nity ..
He has been a most potent weapon for the Spartacans, but,
like McAfee, he has been destroyed by the even more power-
ful weapons of the adult world. With Carl Barrington's
banishment, Operation Spartacus is brought to an abrupt
end.
Although Operation Spartacus is able to enjoy a few
minor successes during its three-year existence, inherent
in the conspiracy-quest are flaws Which insure its ultimate
demise. Unbelmownst to the children as they embark upon
their quest, the young rebels are, from the outset, con-
tending with adversaries in possession of advantages whioh
will make them invincible: first, they are parents and
adults: and seoond, their actions, which constitute the
nthey" plot the children believe to be leveled against them,
are grounded firmly in the actual. Equipped with these
weapons, the grown-ups are never out of oontrol, and
Operation Spartacus engages in a losing game in which oheck-
mate is inevitable.
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A hint of impending doom for the conspiracy first
manifests itself during the second dry-run of Operation A.
With lime spread on the grass of Fazzo's Field to designate
school walls, the youngest of the rebels carry out an admir-
able sin"lulated attack until they arrive at the lime outline
oftha building, at which point they stop abruptly and go no
further. Disheartened, Grover later attributes the failure
to the fact that "the line figure in the grass might have
reminded the little kids of chalk lines on a greenboard"
(SI, 43), the kinds of 1ines which represent an authority
they have been taught to respect.
Although the Inner Junta continues its elaborate
plotting in spite of the fiasco at Fazzo' s Field, a feeling
of futility about Operation A begins to emerge, a feeling
reminiscent of udrearlls you got when you were sick and
feverish, where there was something you had been told to
do--find somebody important in an endless strange city full
of faces and clues; struggle down the long, inexhaustible
network of some arithmetic problem "lhere each step lead to
a dozen new ones" (Sl, 44). For all the briefing and de-
briefing, plotting and planning, drill and practice, the
quest seems never to progress: "Nothing ever seemed to
change; no 'objectives' were taken that di.dn't create a
need to start thinking about new ones, so that soon the
old ones were forgotten and let slip by default back into
the hands of grownups or into a public no man's land again,
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and you'd be back where you'd started" (SI, 44). If only
a.t times dimly recognizable to the conspira.tors, there is
tlsomething basically wrong and self-defea.ting with the plot
itself" (SI, 44), and that something, which prevents any
real progress and a. significant degree of success, is an
indisputable adult advantage.
If attainable for flickering m.oments, "the insecur-
ity and discontent Grover needed and had counted on for dark
reasons he never confided would vanish, and everything
would be the way it was" (SI, 46). Both are too easily sub-
dued by stronger, more enduring emotions, which are even
more powerfUl than the respect for authority which results
in the disaster at Fazzo's Field.
What those emotions are Tim discovers the night he
tries so desperately to reach Carl !4cAfee' s old girlfriend
by phone: looking at the sobbing man and hearing only silence
on the phone line, Tim comes to a realization:
Tim's foot felt the edge of a certain abyss
which he had been walking close to--for who
knew how long?--without knowing? He looked
over it, got afraid, and shied away, but not
hefore learning something unpleasant about
the night~ that it was night here, and in
New York • • .. one single night over the
entire land, making people, already so tiny
in it, invisible too in the dark: and how
hard it would be, how hopeless, to really
find a person you needed suddenly, unless
you lived all your life in a house like he
did, with a mother and father. (SI, 49)
Witnessing the stark desolation and utt.er wretChedness of
roicAfee, Tim understands that, save for the security and
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shelter his parents provide, he, too,. could be lost and
alone in the night's darkness.. To press his rebellion too
far could. put him dangerously close to the looming abyss ..
During the nlght' s vigil. with McAfee, Tim begins
to realize that the success of Operation Spartacus is
destined to be limited due to f1a,",ls intrinsic in the
campaign itself; he begins to understand that:
something inert and invisible, something
they could not be cruel to or betray (though
who would have gone so far as to call it
love?) would always be between them and any
clear or irreversible step, as much as the
powdery fiction of the school's outline on
Fazzo's Field had stopped the little kids
.. .. .. Because everybody on the school board,
and the railroad, and the PTA and paper mill
had to be somebody's mother or father ......
and there was a point at which the reflex
to their covering warmth, protection, effec-
tiveness against bad dreams, bruised heads and
simple loneliness took over and made worth-
while anger with them impossible. (Sl, 51)
Although Grover and his Spartacans are dedicated to
their warfare against the pettiness and maliciousness of
adUlts, they can give vent to their disoontent and dis-
approbation only t'dthin certain bounds, which are themselves
determined by the very target of their rebellion.. By virtue
6f being parents, the adults of ~Hngeborough are guaranteed,
ultimately, the love and fidelity of their children, and
even when those affections are least deserved, they cannot
be denied. Although Tim is truly embarrassed by his
mother's contemptible action to'tV'ard the Barringtons, he is
nonetheless scarcely able to tell the other Junta members
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about the incident "because you were not supposed to tell
on your mother" (SI, 42). The bonds of love, loyalty and
need by which the rebels of Mingeborough are invisibly
attached to their parents are strong,. and, although the
children strain at those bond.s periodically, they cannot, as
children, break them.
Further impeding the Spartacan enterprise is the
second uniquely adult advantage--control over the weapon of
reality J while the actions of the gro\'m-ups are firmly en-
trenched in the arena of the actual world, t.hose of the
conspirators are drawn primarily from the infinit.ely more
fragile world of fiction. Battling the actua.1 with the
imagina.ry is a nearly fruitless endeavor, as Tim Santora.
realizes at a dry-run of Operation A, when he protests
using stakes to represent walls because, even though stakes
are better than limestone lines in the grass, they are
"'not as: good as real walls. Even beaver board ones.
Running across a line, making believe it's a door, that's
one thing.. But you need the door itself.. You need real
stairs, and real toilets to throw sodium in, you know?'"
(SI, 43).. For Tint, and for the others as well, "leaving
behind t\>10 pages of arithmetic homework and a chapter of
science he was supposed to read·· (SI, 46), if a small act
of rebellion, is very real , therefore, more valid ..
Carl Barrington is the most potent spartacan weapon
and the st hope for revenge on the adult population.
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ais acceptance into the conspiracy const.itutes the absOlute
act of defiance and is intended as the culminating blow to
old ~lingeborough. A symbolic reminder of an old friend,
Carl Barriugton/McJl..fee represents the supreme plot, the
grandest fiction of the children's creative powers and all
the potential for a successful Operation A. Yet; this ulti-
mate Spartacan weapon is still no mat.ch for the real
weapons of the adults. As the conspiracy's true effective-
ness seems always to turn out to be considerably less than
the plot (S1, 51), so any fictional Carl and any imaginary
"secret integration" Operation Spartacus can devise could
never, in the end, be equal to the real counterattacks
of vicious phone calls and; finally, the triumph of a la\'111
strewn with garbage.
When the great hope for Operation A is sent into
exile, Tim and SON question Grover as to \'Jhether their
integration and; in effect, their rebellion can be main-
tained, to 'Vihich Grover, the whiz-kid never at a loss for
an answer or explanation, can only respond weakly: "'Ask
your father • • • I don't knO'Vl anyt.hing' fl (S1,. 51).
Finally deferring to the adult world against which he has
struggled for three years, Grover acknowledges the demise
of the rebellion has spearheaded. As Carl vanishes into
the rain, the Inner Junta disbands; the conspiracy disinte-
grates and each
dry towel,
returns "to his o~m house, hot shower,
television, good night kiss" (SI, 51),
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each returns to the comforts and securitiesollly parents
are able to provide ..
Yet, regardless of its predetermined outcome and
the element of futility inherent in it, the quest of Opera-
tion Spartacus is not without its po.sitive achievements ..
Contrary to Grover's statement that n,you can't fight the
law of averages ...... you can't fight the curve,n (SI, 36),
he and his followers, through their Spartacan efforts,
prove that, although they cannot triumph over it, they can
fight the norm nonetheless.. Via their small acts of rebel-
lion, via the mental state their IIsecret integration"
fosters, they a.re able to give body and substance to the
childish indignation the inhumane actions and intolerant
attitudes of their parents arouse.. If their revolt against
the injustices deliberate cruelties rampant in the
grown-up world is to be finally quashed by overpo\"1ering
forces, the campaign is still an active response rather
than a sive acceptance.
Even as the rebellion is quelled, the Mingeborough
children carry with them the absolute knoWledge that all
is not right in the \'iorld their pazerrt.a :inhabit, and when,
at the end of it all, they ret.urn to warm homes, showers
and aood-nioht kisses, they must also contend with "dreams
"'" J
that could never again be entirely safe n (SI, 51). If
they abandon Carl Barrington, they do so in the face of
insurmountable odds and only after his power has been
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The
49, the s errdna.L
in dimension.t.egration"etin "found
completely destroyed; that he prove.s ineffectual as an
ultimate weapon does not obliterate the fact that:. into his
making and maintenance goes the greatest sum of energy the
conspiracy has to offer.. In spite of the final defeat, the
Spartacans gain something of great value from their quest
against the Mingeborough adult population--the feeling of
pride and accomplishment which is derived from dedicated and
purposeful action.
Operation Spartacus experiences that same feeling
of worth after the success of the daring attack on the
train, an assault carried o·f£ \.;ith the aid of monster out-
fits and spotlights wrapped in green cellophane.. Regarding
that crowning achievement, Grover says: "'1 feel different
now and better for haVing been green,. even sickly green, even
for a minute.' Though they never talked about it, Tim
felt the same way" (SI,. 49). As "The Secret Integration"
reveals and as Pynchon is t.o make clearer in the novels,
when confrontecl with the awesome p01l'1er of the negative
forces· which surround us, '\>.rhether as children or aduLt.s , we
may have to remold those forces into an ident.ifiable adver-
sary towards which to direct. our act.ive, albeit vain,
efforts. If the outcome of such a quest is never in doubt,
t.he sibility of achieving "greenness," at. least
temporarily, is \>torth
In "i/o. The
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paranoia which enables Grover Snodd and. the other
Mingeborough malcontents to reassemble the random. and
apparently threatening incidents of their daily lives into
a visible adversary which takes the form of an adult con-
spiracy is but a children's version of the same paranoia
Which enables Herbert Stencil and Oedipa Maas to order,
derive meaning from and, thereby, come to terms with the
confusing and antagonistic agglomeration of forces which
is reality this century. Paranoia, which, state Hertzberg
and M.cClelland, has the power t1to refashion the objective
world, as well as the SUbjective universe, in its own
image,1f 4 manifests itself in the novels through the projec-
tion of cabals which span both centuries and continents--an
elusive V.-plot and a multifaceted Tristero conspiracy.
Max Schulz has stated: nSome of the most searching
art of the sixties is grappling with the nature of a world
in which reality consists of arbitrary mental constructs
and selfhood of unsought-for relationships. ,,5 Clearly
writing in this vein, Pyrtchon, in the sixties and seventies,
explores the idea of the reinvented universe, where fic-
tional mental constructs assume an importance and, even-
tually, a reality of their own. As protective and
4 '.Paranoia, fI p. 59.
5Ma x F. Schulz, liThe Unconfirmed Thesis: Kurt
Vonnegut, Black Humor and Contemporary Art," Critique, 12,
No.3 (1971), 1S.
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defensive measures with which to combat the nightmare of
t.hecommon twentieth century reality, paranoid fantasy
projections allow for pattern and order where none exists,.
allow explanation for the inexplicable, allow the imposi-
tion of a measure of meaning on the meaningless.
Raymond Olderman posits that the appeal of such
projections for i'1astelanders resides in the fact that
through them. we can convince ourselves of the "existence
of a real metaphysical force, or a real organization, that
with its own logic and malicious purpose is controlling
the extremes of modern experience. Without some such
logic • . . we may be forced to admit that the intricate
fate of our century hangs on nothing purposeful, malicious
or otherwise. u 6 The latter prospect is too desperate and
despair-ridden. If, as James Hall maintains, "imagination
can bypass defeatism ahout a structured, all too predictable
reality by building another world where we have not yet
learned the rules,n7 it can also, as Thomas Pynchon revealS,
bypas s defeatism about a structureless, maddeningly unpre-
dictable reality by constructing another world in which we
invent our own rules. One of those rules, a natural by-
product of paranoia, is the quest, the battle for posi.tion,
significance and meaning in the recreated universe.
6B~yond .the ~9te1and, pp. 136-37.
7uThe New Pleasures of the Imagination, II p , 602.
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As the conspiracies in the nove1s are extremely
more intricate and immense than the localized adult/they
plot which flourishes in ~1ingeborough, Massachusetts, so the
quests in v. and Lot 49 are infinitely more complex than
the small-scale rebellion perpetrated by Operation Spartacus,
and as those quests assume a degree of complexity, the
intrinsic flaws become blatant. Rapidly acquiring an
obsessive nature, the novels' quests demand involvement to
the exclusion of all else. They necessitate personal and
social isolation, for Pynchon's questers are, to use Richard
Poirer's words, manipulated, "self-mystified people running
as if on command from the responsibilities of love to the
fascination of puzzles and the power of thing8:"8 the quests
imply frustration, physical pain and mental deterioration
which verges on insanity.
As the quest is a consequence of an imaginary con-
struct, exhaustive effort is required to prevent that self-
made reality from shattering into tiny, dissociated bits in
the presence of a more powerful actual reality, much as the
imaginary Carl Barrington disintegrates in the face of a
littered lawn. For the paranoid questar, the reinvented
world coheres and is maintained only through tremendous
physical and mental torment. Also, as with the Spartacan
endeavor', there is in the quests of V.. and The Crying, of
El Il A Literature of Law and Order," p. 202.
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Lot 49 something which prohibits an ultimate succeae r that
something is an innate refusal to reach completion for fear
of being thrust back into the midst of an actual Wasteland.
Yet, if the paranoid quest isa damaging and futile
expenditure of physical and mental energy, its very poeli-
tive elements are immensely alluring. Just as paranoia is
comforting for its instantaneous elimination of random,
chance and unconnected occurrences and its similarly
instantaneous saturation of the meaningless with meaning,
sathe quest is valuable for the quality of existence it
permits. It allows for a sense of purpose and direction and
a feeling of vitality; it adds a dimension which insures
for the quester the option of personal survival and the
impression of self-worth. The quest is an active response
to the Wasteland; James E. Miller terms it "the defiant
assertion 0·£ one's humanity in the face of overwhelming
forces that dehumanize and destroy. 11 9 As such, the
paranoid quest, the state of being "green," represents
another way to combat. the twentieth century Wasteland.
and Absurd, p. 17.
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II
In his pre-quest days , Herbert Stencil, son of
Sidney Stencil and a mother about whom he knows nothing,
spent a large share of his life on the minimum threshold of
existence, enduring passively and spasmodically a jumble of
meaningle.ss jobs: "He didn't freeload all the time: he'd
worked as a croupier in southern France, plantation foreman
in East Africa, bordello manager in Greece 1 and in a number
of civil service positions back home" (v., 43). Pre-V .. r
Stencil cherished inactivity, and "befoxe 1945 he had been
slothful, accepting sleep as one of life's major blessings lt
(V., 43). To occupy his dulled consciousness between
periods of work and sleep--time spans he would in retro-
spect call "kingdoms of death"- ....he ~Jould idly thumb through
the journals he inherited from his father.
Wi th the outbreak of ":far, Herbert began to sense
inexplicable feelings of anxiety and dread~ perhaps he was
beginning to realize how close to inanimacy the kingdoms
of death were luring him, for in 1939 shadowy warning
signals began to urge him to activi.ty, and. liit ,,;ras as i.f a
stranger, located above the frontiers of consciousness,
were shaki.ng him. He didn't particularly care to wake: but
realized that if he didn't he would soon be sleeping alone li
(V. /43). To redeem himself from lethargy, he volunteered
for war duty in North Africa, Where he eaw enough death and
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destruction to last a lifetime.. Discharged, Stencil found
himself confronted with a return to death kingdoms: the
prospect was appealing, and he "flirted with the idea of
resuming that prewar sleepwalk" (V. , 43-44) .. Fortunately--
and unfortunately--V. then made her abrupt appearance in
Herbert Stencil's life.
In 1945, Berbert Stencil becomes the copy of his
father; his legacy is the quest. for V... 1flhile randomly per-
using Sidney's journals, Stencil espies the passage \':Thich
transforms him from passive inanimate to purposeful quester.
Under the heading flF10rence, April, 1699," he reads:
'IThere is more behind and inside V.. than any of us had sus-
pected. Not who, but what: \l111at she Ls , God grant that I
may never be called upon to write the answer, either here or
in any official report" (V., 43). ~his short passage offers
Stencil the excuse he needs to prompt him into a pursuit
which will occupy the rest of hie years.
Initiated and endured fa·r reasons he only vaguely
comprehends, the quest for V. provides Herbert with an
alternative to the post-\l1ar t-iTasteland world which threatens
to overwhelm him. The quest allows him purpose and d.irec-
tion, allo\':ls him to recreate the world and reshape reality
into something which is meanin9ful. The V. conspiracy and
the paranoia Which is inherent in it insure for Stencil a
life of activity and an escape from the inanimate kingdoms
of death ..
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However, the quest offers 8,ctivity bought at great
cost. In his relentless pursuit ·of the mysterious Lady,
Stencil becomes isolated, cut off from evervone and every-
thing unable to provide clues or leads. Resorting to
impersonation and disguise, he is self-humiliated and self-
alienated. Since the quest, by virtue of being a saving
quest, must remain unfu.lfilled, Stencil acquires activity at
the expense of peace and personal safety; if he purchases
animacy, he gains in the bargain frustration and vexation.
For Herbert, however, the sacrifices are overshadowed by
the benefits, and, as time passes, the quest for V. becomes
essential to his life. If V. "s world is tinged with threats
of Apocalypse, the world without her is too random and
meaningless to be endured.
To rationalize a pursuit which, While an imperative
for him, appears as pure insanity to others, Stencil formu-
lates several theories. To his friend Margravine he
postulates: "'It may be that Stencil has been lonely and
needs something for company'lt (V., 44). i-ihen Benny Profane,
to 'l:l3hom such concerted and active dedication is the height
of folly, asks why Stencil irdtiatea his quest, the sleuth
replies: II 'Why not? ..... Hia giving you any clear reason
would mean he'd already found her•••• in this search the
motive is part of the quarry. Stencil's father mentioned
her in his journals: this was near the turn of the century.
Stencil became curious in 1945. Was it boredom, was it that
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old Sidney had never said anything of use to his son; or
was it something buried in the son that needed a mystery,
any sense of pursuit to .keep active a borderline metabo-
lism?'" (v., 361-62). Perhaps there are other reasons,lO
but one of the most important hinges on the necessity of
ma.intaining that "borderline metabolism. It
Just prior to his discovery of V., Stencil vaguely
lOA majority of critics have stated that in pur-
suing V., He.rbert Stencil is pursuing his mother, asserting
that he searches for the .Lady because she is his mother ..
Although V.. is many things and could be almost anything, a
close examination of the novel will not support deductions
that she is Stencil's mother and, therefore, the motivating
force behind his quest.. In a conversation with Margravine,
Stencil states emphatically to the woman's questions about
V.. : "'You'll ask next if he believes her to be his mother ..
The question is ridiculous' 11 (43). It certainly seems
ridiculous, for it must be remembered that Sidney's first
and on~ encounter with V.. , until the 1919 meeting on Malta,
took place in Florence in April of 1899. Herbert \'J'as born
in 1901, necessitating an extremely unlikely two-year
pregnancy for V. if she is to be his mother.. Also, when
Sidney is on ~{alta in 1919 and observing the Carla-Fausto-
v .. triangle, he is reminded of another long-ago triangle ..
Prompted by Carla's pleas for information about Fausto's
llother woman, Ii Stencil is forced to reflect: nae was
tempted to tell her. But was restrained by the fine irony.
He found himself hoping that there was indeed adultery
between his old 'love' and. the shipfitter: if only to com-
plete a cycle begun in Eng-land eighteen years ago, a
beginning kept forcibly from his thoughts for the same
period of time. Herbert. would be eighteen" (460) .. The
implication is that the cycle begun in England included his
wife and another man; the completion of that circle, the
retribution to which Stencil seems somewhat receptive,
would manifest itself in this wife assuming the victim-role
which was once Sidney's, with Carla being deserted by her
husband as Stencil was by his wife. The word lIadultery" in
the passage above clearly implies that Stencil was married.
Although V.'s lovers are numerous, there is nowhere in the
novel evidence that she was, at any time, a wife to anyone,
includlng Sidney.
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comprehends that if he does not forsake his penchant for
sleep, he will succumb to it for g'ood and alIi' inertness
poses a real threat to his life, which is valueless and
m.eaningless, comprised as it is of a series of empty,
repetitious rituals of sleep and work. V., whom Stencil
seems deliberately to have discovered and assigned utmost
importance in 1945, offers an avenue of escape. As ~.qax
Schulz states, ~rhen man :needs a sense of purpose in life,
he must simply reinvent himself and his universe. l l This
is precisely What Stencil accomplishes "iI'Jith V.. By re-
creating himself, by becoming a quester in a reinvented
world which centers around V., he is prevented from lapsing
into inertness.
From the moment he encounters the passage on V. ,
Stencil begins lla conscious campaign to do ",ithout sleep"
(v., 43) f and even .1 a month was too long to stay in any
city unless there were something tangible to investigate"
(V .. , 45) .. When he undertakes his quest, Stencil discovers
motion and a purposeful direction for it: "His random rnove-
fore the war qiven way to a great single move-
from inertness to--if not vitality, then at least
activity" (V., 44). tracking his mysterious :Lady
throughout the world's cities, Stencil is able to escape the
dangers of inertia. Like questers in many recent novelS,
11 11 <1'h e Unconfirmed Thesis," p , 14.
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v., as ~loman or force, constitutes the one reality Stencil
can comprehend; she explains the Wasteland and defines the
facts of Herbert's existence. A v. conspiracy is the only
way Stencil can make understandable the absurdity of
contemporary life.
Irnrnediately previous to his discovery of the cru-
cial passage, Stencil had been sickened by the killing and
destruction he witnessed in Africa. In 1945, the year his
que begins, the United States unleashed the horror of the
Jl~tomic ; shortly after ensued the hysteria of the
:f4cCarthy hearings. v .. assumes paramount importance during
the historical times r~ax Schulz calls a l'Iparadigrrl of
nothingness,. II during the If Dulles-Eisenhower years of brinks-
manship--Comnl:unist Conspiracy, Cold War, Domino Theory, and
At.om 130mb Threat ..ul3 The 'V-lorld, it seems, has been capsized
12Hall, p. 602.
13:ala Ck Humor Fiction of the Sixties, p .. 78.
_~ ..,;,;,;0
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by mass violence, unprecedented depravity, paranoia and
chaos. By crowning V.both cause and symptom, Stencil is
able to invest all of the riot, irrationality and random-
ness with meaning and design, for, as Raymond Olderman sug-
gests, "what better explains the fabulous direction
contemporary fact has taken, the mystery of absurdity, and
the threat of annihilation--what better explains the loss
of man's coveted virtU. than the existence of some usurping
power symbolized, aptly, by the letter v. and meaning not
individual excellence, but wide-scale, untouchable, meta-
physical conspiracy?n 14
John Hunt offers that through V. and the conspiracy
she implies, Stencil is able to see the world about him
explained as "the product of an ominous and appalling force
in human affairs, a force that promises an ultimate 21nnihila-
tion of the human world and its complete replacement by the
inanimate. It is not simply a vision of death and destruc-
tion, but a ravaging of all meaning, an emptying of all
significance in the human enterprise, the coming of a
Nameless Horror, a horror not even bestial but insensible.
I.t is, of course, in Victoria I s personal history that he
sees this most clearly. ,.15 v., if elusive, becomes for
Stencil the specific reason for what he sees and e.xperiences
l4~eyon4 the Wasteland, p.127.
1511comic Escape and Anti-Vision," p. 104.
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in the world. If shecausas and progressively intensifies
the terror and absurdity, she also gives it a name and an
identity. Faced with a choice between a phantasmagoric,
helter-skelter, violent world which makes no sense from any
vantage point and a nefarious plot which absolutely explains
the nature of that world, Stencil chooses V.. ~ath her
conspiracy he can impose order and coherence on the facts of
his life: without her he must submit himself to random
events which are empty of logic.
For Stencil, V. has created and rules over the
Wasteland. That she is partially or totally fictional--a
willed mental construct--is of no consequence. If she is
illusion, she is a neces.sary illusion. In order to main-
tain animacy, a meaningful existence and his sanity in a
meaningless universe, Stencil must maintain the existence
of V., and the only 'ftlay he can do so is through a proj ection
of his own desires, through a willful and arbitrary exer-
cise of the imagination.
That the V. conspiracy is Berbert Stencil's fabrica-
tion, Pynchon leaves no doubt. Her plot and her history are
largely, if not totally, Stencil's creation, and, Roger
Henkle comments, they reveal Pynchon's fascination "with
the notion that in re-creating the past we so distort it
that it becomes our own fiotion and with the idea that .. .. .
our artifices have a reality as meaningful to us as any
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objectively verifiable event would have."16
In this first novel, Stencil's artifices become
reality; V. is his reality. Yet, he never meets t.he Lady
and has no first-hand knowledge of her. Very early in the
book, it becomes clear that Stencil is not at all discon-
certed by this predicament. with no evidence absolutely
concrete and i.mpeachable, he is free to mold and shape,
create and destroy, invent at wi.ll and as necessity re-
quires. Perhaps for this reason, "Stencil would rather
depend on the imperfect vision of humans for his history.
Somehow government reports, bar graphs, mass movements are
too treacherous" (V., 364). Perhaps, too, they would con-
clusively deny the existence of V. or too precisely define
her character or too definitely specify her location.
Stencil can afford none of these. He has created a vital
world in which the mystery of V. is essential; to shatter
the mystery would dissolve the world.
As early as Chapter Three, the extent to which
Stencil's reality is actually fabrication becomes clear.
The Porpentine chapter, which occurs in Alexandria in 11398
and centers on the demise of a spy, an eighteen"'year-old
Victoria Wren and the Fashoda Crisis, is prefaced by the
statement that Stencil had l~only the veiled references to
Porpentine in the journals. The rest was impersonation and
16nPynchon's Tapestries on the Western ",rall,'l p , 208.
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dream" (V., 52). In great detail Stencil concocts a theory
of what may have taken place in 1898, three years before
his own birth, by projecting himself mentally into the roles
and minds of people. Who could have witnessed the events.
Fashioning hims.elf as spectator, he assumes, in turn, the
identities of P. Aieul, caf' waiter and amateur libertine~
Yusef, the anarchist~ Maxwell ROWley-Bugge, vaudeville
entertainer-turned-beggar: waldetar, a train conductor:
Gebrail, tour guide and taxi-driver~ Girghis, mountebank and
burglar: Hanne, the barmaid; and, finally, the invisible
voyeur, perhaps merely a vantage point on the floor. The
people, the conversations, the events are Stencil's creation
and have only the reality and substance that he, as imper-
sonator, is able to infuse.
Before reconstruct.ing V.. ' s next adventure, the 1899
Florentine episode revolving around Vheissu,Botticelli's
"Birth of Venus,u a Venezuelan conspiracy and Victoria Wren,
Stencil is forced to admit to Dudley Eigenvalue, his con-
fidant, that, actuallY, he knows little of v.: he concedes
that "'she's yielded him only the poor skeleton of a dossier ..
f40st of what he has is inference' II (V .. , 140). Information
about her acti.vities in Paris Ln 1913, tvhen V. falls in love
and engages in a lesbian/fetish relationship which results
in a ballerina' s death, is gathered years. after the fact
from composer Porcepic--pervert, hashish-smoker, Satan-
worshipper--an informant of dubious credibility. That the
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1913 incident can be recounted in such minute detail necss-
sitates that Porcepic was privy to V.' s most intimate
thoughts and actions and is himself in possession of an
incredibly accurate menloryor that Stencil is once again
fictionalizing. That he really learns nothing at all from
Porcepic is very likely, for he can project himself back-
wards in time with facility. In September of 1956, walking
the deserted streets of New York with Benny Profane, Stencil
becomes restless.. As easi ly as deciding it will be so,
Stencil says: II • It is 1913'" (V.. , 368) e And for Stencil,
it is 1913, Paris, summer, and he is there with Melanie
and Lady V••
Similarly, the complex Mondaugen story, concerning
the 1922 Bondel uprising in South-West Africa tind including
participants Lieutenant t.veissmann I Vera Meroving and Hed-vlig
Vogelsang,. is told to Stencil in 1956 by Kurt Mondaugen
(Who was in a feverish, hallucinatory state during most of
the events he recounts). The complete story, plus later
questioning by St.encil, takes no more than t.hirty minutes.
Yet, when Herbert later retells it to Dentist Eigenvalue,
lithe yarn had undergone considerable change: had become,
as Eigenvalue put it, Stencilizedu (v., 211). Aft.er listen-
ing to part of the extremely exact and very involved story
I'1ondaugen has supposedly related to Stenoil, the dentist
interrupts: If'! only think it. strange that he should
remember an unremarkable conversation, 1et alone in that
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much detail, thirty-four years· later. A conversation meaning
nothing to r~Iondaugen but everything to Stencil' t! (V .. , 231).
S'tencil, in a moment of honesty, is forced to admit that
much of the lYlondaugen tale is serendipity (v .. , 23l).
In fact, most and maybe all of wl'1at Stencil "knows"
about v. is serendipity. Her history ma.y be complete fic-
tion, for every person, place and incident with which he
l.inks the Lady is surrounded by u a nacreous mass of infer-
ence, poetic license, forcible dislocation of personality
into a past he didn't remember and had no right in, save
the right of imaginative anxiety or historical care, which
is recognized by no one." (V., 51).
Eigenvalue, who is subjected to Stencil t s incessant
yarning about the ubiquitous V.-plot, neither understands
the quester's preoccupation \-lith the past nor believes in
the possibility of conspiracy; he reflects: "Cavities in
the teeth occur for good reason • .. .. But even if there are
several per tooth, t11ere f B no conscious organization there
against the life of the pulp, no conspiracy. Yet we have
men like Stencil, 1-'ho must go about grouping the world's
random caries into cabals" (V., 139). The dentist scoffs
at Stencil's stories of V., remarking to the harried man:
u'ln a world such as you inhabit, Mr. Stencil, any cluster
of phenomena can be a conspiracy'll (V., 140). What Eigen-
value fails to realize is that in the world Stencil inhabits,
such phenomena must be a conspiracy, for only in that
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ma.nner is Herbert able to order events wh:ich would other-
wise overwhelm him.
If reality for Stencil is willfu11y distorted, it
is nonetheless the only reality to which he can remain
relevant. The actuality and accuracy of V.' s past history
and current activities are unimportant. As Jerry Bryant
explains: "The episodes he shapes out of hisevidence--
which form his account of the past--are pictures that
result from. guesses, models of a reality he can never knoW'
fully, rather than reproductions of the reality that once
throbbed with life. • • • For Stencil the pictures begin
to be more important than the past itself. It 17 The pic-
tures which, on the strength of Stencil's liberal and
desirous imagination, fit together so neatly into a grand
conspiracy collage can in no way be documented by fact,
and Stencil himself knows that V. and her plot have been
arbitrarily fashioned from "the recurrence of an initial
and a few dead objects" (V., 419).. Nonetheless, she is a
necessary illusion, and Stencil is an "architect-by-neces-
sity of intrigues and breathings-together l1 (V., 209). He
must continue searching, compiling, disoarding, shuffling
through "this grand Gothic pile of inferences he wa.s hard
at work creating" (V., 209) ..
That V. is vital to Stencil ia evidenced in the
l7The 0Een Decision, p. 256 ..
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compulsive quality of his ques·t. Overt.he years, the con-
spiracy he seeks develops into a haunting and tormenting
obsession which exacts both a physical and mental toll.
That he continues pursuit in spite of the mental anguish
that pursuit entails reveals bow necessary his V.-quest is.
At age fifty-four, the harried Stencil looks seventy
(V., 140), and his chase, ftfar from being a means to glorify
God and one IS O\'ID godliness • • .. was for Stencil grim,
joyless; a conscious acceptance of the unpleasant for no
other reason than that V. was there to track down ft (V., 44,) ..
nis quest, however unpleasant, is a deli.berately-chosen
one, for Stencil fI~lorks for no Whitehal1, none conceivable
unless • .. • the network of white halls in his own brain:"
his task is self-imposed and, therefore" "the lunacy of any
self-appointed pr-cphee " ev., 42). Concisely, Herbert Stencil's
quest for V .. is a flsimple-minded, literal pursuit .... For
no one's amusement. but his own" (V.. , 50).
Although Stencil realizes, at least partially, that
his search is futile activity, he cannot abandon it: Tony
Tanner states that flsuch self-knowledge does not. obviate the
need to pursue the phantom he has at least half-created.
The book recognizes that such fantasiee may be necessary
18to maintaining consciousness and purposive motion. 11
Stencil's quest is necessary to maintain a world and a self,
18
. City of Words, p. 164 ..
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and, if it has 9-ro'i.~n into something no longer amusing, it
is obsessive, for f1 a s spread thighs are to the libertine,
flights of migratory birda to the ornithologist, the work-
ing part of his tool bit to the prOducti.on machinist, so was
the letter V. to young Stencil·1 (V., 50). It is an obses-
sion which was acquired slovlly and surely without Stencil's
full realization (V., 209), and it is a quest which defines
and identifies him. To his acquaintances, even to himself,
Herbert Stencil is 1!quite purely He Who Looks for V. fI (V.,
210). And look for V. he does, everj!"Vlhere throughout the
'i.florld except in the most logical of places. For good
reason, Stencil avoids the city of Val1etta on Malta.
Throughout the years of his pursuit, Stencil has
not been able to bring himself to search for his quarry on
the isl where old Sidne:Jt died: an obvious V. -figure and
the one most natural for exploration, the capital city of
I'1a1ta frightens him. AS the novel unfolds, Stencil reveals
that he avoids Valletta for good reason; Valletta is the
one place wherein he is most likely to meet v..
Through conversations and interna.l ramblings, it
becomes clear that Stencil's anxiety Over the island of
Malta is based on two possibilities. He fears that he may
meet v. there and die ically, as it appears old Stencil
met her and died. This reason carries some weight, for
Stencil has often, and ,",vi thout. success, tltried t.o t.e11 him-
self meet.ing V. dying were separate and unconnected for
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Sidney!l (V.. , 362).. He is never able to ignore the possi-
bility of connection ..
Further, Stencil fears that in Valletta he will
finally find V., whether alive or dead, and be forced to
realize the end of his quest and., therefore, life as he
knows Lt., John Hunt sllI'l:'Jnarizes: "In the pursuance of his
que.st, Stencil acquires a fulfilling Sense of animateness ..
But \"i1ith the prospect of ending the quest, of making the
connections, comes an apocalypt.ic vision of an absolute
threat to life. The threat is not simply from death which,
metaphorically, \'10uld be right. enough, but from the take-
over of the inanimate that promises to reduce the whole
human enterprise to something utterly meaningless .. n19
Although Herbert has tracked V .. for years, he has
never intended to finally catch her, and, as David Richter
says, !lwe are allowed from the first to aee V. as somet.hing
that. must sought but. must not be found.,,20 It is the
self-imposed quest '!\Thich has brought a comforting reality and
a cherished sense of vitality and purpose. 'l~he quester
knows completion will stroy everything and plunge him back
into the Wasteland. Therefore, must solve V. "s
riddle: ·'ltinding her: what then? Only what love
there was to Stencil directed entirely im.-lard,
19"comic E£lcape and Anti-Vision,'! pp , 110-11.
End, p .. 105.
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toward this a.cquired sense ofanimatenes$", Having found
this he could hardly release it, it waB too dear", To sus-
tain it he had to hunt V.; but if he should find her, where
else would there be to go but into half-consciousness? He
tried not to thi.nk, therefore, about any end to the search.
Approach and avoid '1 (V., 44). And the approach-and-avoid
strategy works well for eleven years as Herbert traverses
the wor ld and fashions a mammoth conspiracy from clues he
gathers and inferences he creates. It works well until he
realizes the clues he needs are to be found on Malta ..
In 1956, Stencil realizes that he can no longer
approach if he continues to avoid. With leads growing too
tenuous, he finds himself less than active, existing on the
threshold of Us certain vegetation" (V., 209), talking with
Ei.genvalue, who knows nothing of V.. , and waiting for Paola
Maijstral to reveal how she fits into the scheme of things '"
After Paola gives him Fausto's Confessi.ons, Stencil is
forced to admit that New York has become as threatening as
Valletta, so it must be Malta. at last: "He could go to
Malta and possibly end it.. He had stayed off Malta. He was
afraid of ending it: but, damn it all, staying here would
end 1t too.. Funking out: finding V.: he didn I t know which
he was most afraid of, V.. or sleep. Or whether they were
two vez-s Lona of the same thing" (V.. , 324).. The panic-
stricken Stencil has, finally, no choice Ln the direction
his quest must take1 he screams at Profane, whom he has
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oajoled into goingwit.h him for moral support, perhaps pro-
tection: .. 'How does he know what he' 11 do once he finds
her. Does he want to find her? They're all stupid ques-
tions. He must go to Malta ,.. (V., 362). Plnd go to Malta
he does.
Onoe in Valletta, however, Stencil reverts to the
oustomary avoidanoe teohnique. Kno1id.ng that Fausto Maijstral
has first-hand knowledge of V., or of the Bad Priest, whom
Stencil believes to have been V. in disguise, he procras-
tinates, waits one day and then puts off his visit until
"after a morning-long argument with the Whiskey bottle Which
the bottle lost" (V., 418). 1j;rhen Herbert finally does con-
verse with Maijstral about the Lady, he does so "with a
voioe always threatening to break, as if now at last he
were pleading for his life" (V., 418). It is his life he
pleads for since V. is the entirety of his existence, and
Fausto threatens to destroy that existence by maintaining
that the person Stencil seeks is dea.d, long-buried under a
pile of rubble.
Ignoring Fausto's remarks about V.·s death, Stencil
begs for c1ues--the location of the cellar in which the
Pr:lest was buried, her comb, glass eye, the names of
ch:l1dren who knew her. When Maijstral can offer nothing to
encourage further pursuit, Stencil cries: n'She cannot be
dead ••• One feels her in the city·" (v., 421). If
Fausto is telling the truth, V. was dead before Stencil
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began his search. That there is no V., that there is no
conspiracy and, therefore, nothing to pursue Stencil refuses
to believe: for his sanity, for his very existence, it
cannot be so. He confides to Ma.ijstral: u'Did you know,
he •s devised a prayer. Walking about this city, to be said
in rhythm to his footsteps. Fortune, may Stencil be steady
enough not to fasten on one of these poor ruins at his own
random or at any least hint from Maijstral. Let him not
roam out all Gothic some night with 1antern and shovel to
exhume an hallucination, and be found by the authorities mUd-
streaked and mad, and tossing meaningless clay about'" (V.,
4121). Fausto's account of V. threatens to destroy Stencil
and his world; to prevent that, the quester simply decides:
"Stencil doesn't think he believes him. any longer" (V.,
423) and goes elseWhere to find leads to track.
Unfortunately, Stencil's other sources can con-
tribute nothing promising. A Valletta woman, possibly a
participant in the Bad priest's dismemberment and rumored
to be the owner of the glass eye, refuses to help. Father
Avalanche, a contempora.ry of V•. 's and a Malta resident
since 1919, is too old to remember anything of value. Try
as Stencil may to goad Avalanche into a conversation about
the June Disturbances, which old St.encil was investigating
just previous to his death, the aged priest's failing memory
will not cooperate. Only the mention of Father Fairing,
his predecessor, offers a gleam of hope to Herbert, who
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beg-ins to sense, by necessity, the recurrence of the same
ol.d "ominous logic" which denotes conspiracy.
Encouraged by Father Avalanche's information, the
quester explains to Profane~ n 'Stencil came on Father
Fairing •s name once, apparently by accident. Today he came
on it again, by what only could have been design"· tv.,
424). lillian a feverish Profane rambles incoherently about
Fairing's New York City sewer parish, nights on the Alliga-
tor Patrol and the time he had hunted, cornered and killed
a strange alligator in a peculiarly-1it section of the
sewer, Stencil is rejuvenated, thrust instantly into the
depths of a reviving paranoia and off again world-creating.
Since Stencil himself was shot in that area of the sewer,
it fol10ws--Iogically to Stencil--that V. is alive in 1956
and in full possession of Profane's soul. V. and her
conspiracy alive and out to get Stenci11 The possibilities
for paranoia are limitless, and, imbued with new life and
energy, the sleuth is off again on nis V.-hunt. Two days
later, Stencil is gone from Malta, leaving behind only a
note for Fa.usto:
A shipfitter named Aquilina has intelligence
of one MIlle. Viola, onedxomancex and hypnotist,
who passed through Valletta in 1944. The
glass eye went with her. Cassar's girl lied.
V. used it for an hypnotic aid. Her destina-
tion, Stockholm. As is Stencil's. It will
do for the frayed end of another clue. Dis-
pose as you will of Profane. Stencil has no
further need for any of you. Sahha. (V., 425)
Sanha to Stencil. The word, meaning both hello and
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goodbye, describes him. He will spend his life coming and
901.ng I leaving and arriving I assimilating those bits of
information which contribute to his V.. -world and discarding
those which do not--all in order to keep active the search
which allows him to remain continuously "green. n But
Herbert Stencil puxohaaes his "greenness, ii his meaningful
world and energizing motion, at great personal cost ..
A.tthe very least, the V. -hunt renders Stencil a
foolish-looking figure. For the sake of his compulsive
quest, he resorts to all manner of humiliating activity.
He finds himself "wearing clotlies that Stencil wouldn't;
be caught ("lead in, eating foods that would have made Stencil
gag, living in unfamiliar digs, frequenting bars or caf(!§s of
a non-Stencilian character i all this for weeks on end it (V .. ,
51) .. Although he has inherited fully his father's obses-
sion with the Dark Lady and the ominous Situation she
creates, as well as his sperate need to pursue her,
Herbert has not inherited his father's ability or essential
dignity.. Sidney was an old campaigner with an instinct for
espionage and the virtu necess.ary to play the Game with
skill and dignity. Carl Hartman observes that, operating
in the nineteenth century, lI ol d Stencil's equipment included
a sensitivity to 'plots' and espionage, a keen a,V'are:neSs of
danger of 'those who watch the caf~s,' of the certain
existet1ce of the 'cabal that must exist in the century'.
These impulses, however ridiculous, had a professional
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appl.ication. n2l If senior Stencil's instincts were paranoid
and fatuous, they were appropriate and compatible with a
wor ld which could app.reciate them.
Btencil fils has inherited his father's paranoia
but neither his world nor his aptitude for espionage and
certainly not his essential dignity. Herbert has too much
of the schlemihl in him. to successfully assume the role of
super-sleuth: "He wished it could all be as respectable
and orthodox as spying. But somehow in his hands the tradi-
tional tools and attitudes were always employed to't'l1ard mean
ends t cloak for a laundry sack, dagger to peel potatoes:
dossiers to fill up dead Sunday afternoons: worst of all,
disguise itself not out of any professional necessity but
onl.y as a trick, simply to involve him less in the chase,
to put off some part of the pain of dilemma on various
'i.rnpersonations'tI (V., 50-51). Stencil's penchant for im-
personation and disguise, besides assuring that he appears
a fool t also contributes to his gro't'l1ing self-alienation.
The more Herbert knm17s t or thinks he knows, of V.,
the less he knows of Herbert Stencil. His irrational chase
tacti.cs and the obsessive quality of his quest result. in an
estrangement from self. Don Hausdorf states: "Totally de-
voted to his aimless but imperative quest, Stencil is se1f-
alienated: he is a depersonalized adventurer, the 'century's
21"The l"ellowship of the Roles," p. 74.
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child ,' almost built into the model (stencilized?) of Henry
Adams I and his third-person approach to himself. ,,22 Those
who know Stencil , and Stencil himse~f, ultimatel~' assign
him the most teillng and descriptive identity possible~
over the years, the man has emerge.d s i.mply as He t-\Tho Looks
for V., and Tony Tanner believes this definition "may mean
that he is in fact a vacancy, filled in 1\\'1ith the colours of
his obsession, not a self, but in truth a stencil. 11 23 As
Herbert suffers this loss of self and becomes an object of
sorts to himsal f--a human machine whose sale function is to
search for the mysterious \'1oman--he must necessarily become
estranged from everything not connected with that woman.
Stencil's quest prevents hlm from engaging in more
human endeavors. So completely does V. possess him that
he has no time and no desire to cu1tivate personal relation-
ships. He has no real friends and no romantic involvements
and initiates contact with only those people who can feed
his V.-addiction. As Stencil's alienation from the human
population reveals and as Richard Poirer has commented,
participation in self-constructed fictional plots precludes
participation in the more human plots of love and friend-
Ship.24 Herbert himself recognizes the precariously
22nThomas Pynchon's Mult.ip1e Absurdities, r, p , 263.
24 1111. Literature of Law and Order,1t p , 202.
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alienating nature of his pursuit andean foresee a time
when it will be "he and V. all alone, in a world that some-
how had lost sight of them both" (V. I 44). In order to
stave off that total isolation aa long as possible, stencil
is given to compUlsive yarning about v. to anyone who will
listen and llthat way had left pieces of himself--and V.. --all
over the western world" (V., 364).. 't'tonetheless, he has no
genuine interest in anyone who cannot serve his purposes,
and, as he readily admits, the only feelings of love he
experiences are directed inward, reserved for the sense of
animacy which enables him to continue the chase.
Stencil's devotion to that chase entails additional
dangers. With V. serving as the entirety of his t-torld, he
is completely oblivious to actual reality. The quest de-
mands ths t he remain immersed in the past, and such immer-
sion prohibits real involvement with the present. In his
search for meaning and significance, stencil is sealed off
from currency. As Tanner indicates, in many ways he is n a
stencil with a hothouse mind,rt and "1ike a stencil he will
admit no configurations of experience that cannot be shaped
25into the pattern of his fantasy." Thus, in some respects,
Herbert Stencil is as isolated from the present as he is
from himself and others, and all for the sake of a quest
Which can never be fully realized.
25Cit:x. of Words, p. 164.
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For eleven years,. Stencil has pursued a woman or
force he can never comprehend. 'rhe plot he believes to be
of V,,' s mak1.ng is 1.maginary. She as an entity 1.e non-
existent, for throughout the novel the author makes it very
clear that her appearances are not manifestations of a con-
spiracy but random, chance events; Pynchon states: I~V .. 's
1.8 a country of coincidence, ruled by a ministry of myth ll
(v., 423) ..
In order to narrow V. down almost within the range
of comprehensibility, Stencil has assigned her the role of
artificer of the Situation, the grand Cabal which has
existed in the past and continues alive in the present, as
\..re11 as cause and queen of the Wasteland. But the Situation/
ploot he seeks to solve the mystery of is only the product
his own need to see events ordered into a context of
logic, however paranoid that logic may be. The repeated
assertion of the opening sentence from ~Nittgenstein'a
the case
Logico--Philo6ophicus--tnat "the world is all that
IO_-negates the Situation, "repudiates the very
tion of plots, and leaves things and events
standing in isely describable inexPliCability.1l 26 There
no plot; is only
ate to see things
Stencil enacting a
with an ominous logic
than bereft of or cause, as is actually the
26Tanner, p .. 169 ..
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case. In searching for v. and in attempting to unearth the
secrets of the Situation, Stencil seeks a phantom. Similar-
ly, his efforts to assign v. an identity, to pinpoint who
or what she is,ara ludicrous, for, representing past his-
tory and pre.sent reality, she is too multiple to be
ordered or understood and too many things to be anything at
all..
Stencil's quarry is,ae he discovers, Valletta, a
bar called the V-note, Victoria Wren, Venus as goddess and
planet, Hedwig Vogelsang, the Ponte Vecchio, Veronica the
rat and Veronica Manganese, Vesuvius, Venezuela, Vheissu
and the Vatican, Voce del Popolo, Queen Victoria and Vera
Meroving, the mons veneris and vas deferens, Violet and
Viola, the V-2 or vergeltungswaffe zwei; she is velocity and
vanity, violation and voyeurs, the vanquished and vassal-
age, the Virgin and virtu, Day and the Vedas, violence
venality, vaudeville, variability and volcanoes. V. is
V-ness and is too many thim:p3 to be anything objectifiable
or recogni to the intellect.
V. represents the multiplicity of reality; she is
past which cannot be absolutely comprehended and the
present ",hich is absurdity. 'the letter V., states Bryant,
"embodies the elusiveness of the identification of intel-
lectual explanation and subjective experience;"27 it
27The Olean Decision, p. 255.
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designates. the mUltiplicity, variabil.ityand uncertainty of
life, which resists impos.itions or order. Frederick Hoffman
asserts that in attempting to assign any identity to the
Lady V., who has many shifting identities, Stencil enacts "a
Sel.f-defeating oounter-activity of making all identities
the same. The result of all this is cross-purpose:
..
Identities blend, confuse, and clash, the search for
identity is itself eo exaggerated as to become futile and
ludicrous. n2 8 By making V. everything, Stencil ultimately
makes her nothing, his quest to understand who or what she
is is vain, for she cannot be known.
With such being the case, is Stencil's approach to
the Wasteland any more viable than Cleanth Siegel's or Dennis
Fl.ange's or Cal1.isto' s? Clearly, the response has many
dangers and defects. Stencil is less than a caring human
individual. He is alienated and isolated, tormented and
obsessed. His actions are impote.nt. He may be a fool. Can
his pursuit of V., then, be considered a valid alternative?
Because Herbert Stencil's method of coping with the
Wasteland reality is an active respon·se, it is a valid one.
In all cases,. Pynchon approves the active rather than the
passive. Unlike Flange and Callisto, Who, by attempting to
withdraw from the world, thereby drown in it" Stencil seeks
to remain alive in it, to keep afloat in its tides of
28Frederick J. Hoffman, "The Questing Comedian:
Thomas pynchon's V.,l1 Critique, 6, No.3 (1963-64),175.
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absurdity by rearrang.ing thew-aves. Not as extreme as
C1eanth Siegel's response, Stencil's reaction is a further
extension of l~eatball MUlligan' s , and the extremity of the
response accounts for the dangers inherent in it. As
Meatball attempts to restore order in a society which, by
its very nature, destroys order, so stencil attempts to
impose meaning upon and glean significance from a universe
which resists me.aning and is empty of significance. If
Meatball and Herbert labor in vain, the labor itself is
meretorious. The effort, not the result, is of value, and
in this world whi.ch is rapidly running out of alternatives,
in which no alternative will be completely successful, the
paranoid quest provides at the very least an active response.
Herbert Stencil is a man struggling for position
and survival in a world which would destroy both: his
paranoid quest for V. is the vehicle by which he achieves
them. The search lends significance to his life, and in
a world as chaotic as this one, human life attains only
the significance one is ,gilling to work for. The grand
Cabal he envisions all about him is its own raison d' etre,
the avenue by ~lhich he orders random events into the context
of meaning and logio.. The threat of conspiracy is, for
Eerbert Stencil, vastly preferable to the horror of random-
ness, for, as Fausto Maijstra1 states, there may 't",e11 be
too much accident to this life to admit to and remain sane.
The paranoia to which Stencil SUCCumbs is precisely and
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paradoxically what keeps him sane .in a mad and maddening
universe.
If all of it--V. and her p1oi:--is illusion, it is a
vital illusion. In the face of the Wasteland, some kind of
i11usion may be necessary, and viab1edelusion may become
a survival tactic ina world rapid1y running out of alterna-
29
tives. Richard Lehan insists that in making his fictions,
man makes himself. 30 By means of hi.s V. creation, Stencil
creates a world. If it is a lonely, isolating, tormenting
world which no one else understands or shares, it is none-
theless a world which no one can take away.
That Stencil's quest never ends is also of no con-
sequence. That he never discovers who or what V. really is
is in itself a blessing. Robert Buckeye states: "Events,
places, f·acts have value only in their relation to each
other. As the meaning of Stencil's search indicates,
qualities, quantities, and states of Venus, Veronica, or
Venezuela are unimportant: only the directions he m.oves, the
relationships of V-neels he discovers, V-ness itself have
si.gnificance.11'3l The quest represents a process which, in
order to be effective, must be incomplete; motion, not
"9~ Hausdorf, p. 268.
30A o.angerous Crossing, p. 183.
3lRobert Buckeye, ll'l'he Anatomy of the Psychic
Novel, h 9r i t i q uEl , 9, nc , 2 (1967),. 36 ..
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discovery, is of value. An end in it.self, the paranoid
quest has Pynchon's approval. In the wastela.nd today, it
has t.o be the going, not the getti.ng there,. that's good,
and Pynchon gives the nod to those who get up to get going.
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III
Much like pre-V. Herbert Stencil, pre-Tristaro
Oedipa Mass is "an eviscerated Californi·an falling into the
cavity of herself, finding in the floating debris around
her nothing solid enough to hold her up. f132 A typical
suhurban housewife and average citizen with a personal
history composed of events no more meaningful than
attendance at Tupperware parties enlivened by fftoo much
kirsch in the fondue" (Crying, 1), her twenty-eight years
collectively comprise only "a fat deckful of days Which
seemed. more or less identical, or all pointing the
same way subtly like a conjuror's deck" (Crying, 2). When
suddenly named co-executrix of her dead lover's estate, she
i9 violently shaken from her routine existence. The legacy
of Pierce Inverarity allows Oedipa to choose a personal
ni.ghtmare of paranoia and the conviction of conspiracy as
an alternative preferable to the void, for as long as she
is embroiled in this search for meaning, a search Roger
Henkle believes to be representative of "the desperate and
possibly self-destructive drive of Americans to understand
33the causes of the meaninglessness of their lives," she is
exempt from falling victim to the Wasteland.
32Shorris, p. BO.
33npynchon1s Tapestries on the Western Wall,lI
p. 215.
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Previous to the death of Inverarity, Oedipa had
endured a persistent feeling of entrapment; about her
existence there flhad hung the sense of bUffering, insula-
tion, she noticed the absence of an in.tensity, as if watch-
ing a mOVie, just perceptibly out of focus, that the
projectionist refused to fix" (crying, 10). Frequently she
imagined herself to be Rapunzel, "a pensive girl somehow,
magically, prisoner among the pines and salt fogs of
Ki.nneret,. looking for somebody to say hey, let down your
hair" (Crying, 10). When Pierce Inverarity arrived on the
scene, Oedipa, with reserved daring, took him as lover,
believing in that minimal gesture she could conjure a
rescuer, a shining knight who ,.,.ould deliver her to freedom.
Unfortuna tely I such was not to be the c8:.se, for
Oedipa soon discovered that the affair had not released her
at all, and uall that had then gone on between them had
really never escaped the confinement of that tower" (Crying,
10). A Remedios Varo painting seen in Mexico City illumin-
ated her as to her persistent sense of entrapment: in the
triptych she saw a nu.mber of girls, prisoners in a tower,
embroidering a tapestry which "spilled out the slit
windows and into a void, seeking hopelessly to fill the
~oid: for all the other buildings and creatures, all the
waves,. ships and forests of the earth were contained in
this tapestry, and the tapestry was the world" (Crying, 10).
As Pynchon unfolds his second novel, it becomes obvious
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that the plight of the Ra.pun.zel-like weavers in Varo' s
"Bordando el Manto Terrestre" symbolizes the predioament
and paralysis of those who endure an insipid I self-defined
cu1ture. 34 Outside the tower is the void world of con-
temporary America , an arena of menacing uncertainty and
absurdity, its essence a "magic, anonymous and malignant"
(Crying I 11). It i.s this threatening void outside, every-
where, which fr ightens Oedipa and has forced her tower
incarceration.
In an initial attempt to f1ee the tower, Oedipa her-
self had embroidered a tapestry with Pierce Inverarity the
central e:mblem~ as with the girls in the painting I however,
the exercise had proven futile, and I1Pierce had taken her
away from nothing, there ed been no escape n (Crying I 11).
Inverarity had neither carried her to freedom nor dispersed
the outside threat ~ the affair which was intended to save
her had failed of i. ts purpose because the void is indispers-
ible, and the tower, located in its midst, is but another
version of the smne.
As Oedipa suspects, the world surrounding her prison
is uncertain and probably dangerous, but, as she only
intuitively senses, her middle-class Kinneret tower,. with
the very routine and understandable existence it offers, is
a Leo a void; beneath its secure and sensible surface lies
34Cowart, p. 25.
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the nothingness which characterizest.he \'la.steland lurking
outside.
Desiring escape from both and situated in an appar-
ently irresolvable quandry, a disconcerted Qedipa Maas
formulates alternatives, which are few and equally undesir-
able: u ••• she may fall back on superstition, or take up
a useful hobby like embroidery, or go mad, or marry a disk
jockey. If the tower is everywhere and the knight of
deliverance no proof against its magic, what else?" (Crying,
11). Her first hobby, the Inverarity affair, a failure and
her subsequent non-communicative marriage to a. disk jockey
also a failure, to Oedipa remains the Uwnat else,li which,
as it develops, proves to be a sort of embroidery-
superstition-madness ..
The "what else'! for OedLpa is escape from the tower
and escape-of-sorts from the void outside by a paradoxical
plunge into the midst of that void via the legacy of her
dead lover; the rescue Pierce was unable to effect \'1hile
alive he forces upon her, intentionally or unintent.ionally,
when deceased.. Previous to his death, Oedipa had allo\'Il'ed
herself to remain a half-unwilling captive in her narrow,
predictable prison; as John Hunt observes, she had "settled
for such a life because of a 'gut fear I • • • that outside
the tower was only void, only dea.th f or what would pass for
it--meanings which would destroy the limited sense she had
made of life. Inverarity's will forces her out of t.he
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tower and into the void, to face whatever nameless and
malignant maqic had held her prisoner. 11 35
Through l?ierce Inverarity, says David Kirby, Oedipa
is compelled to U pierce inveracity, II to truly penetrate the
lie of her own life. 36 Upon escape, she is forced to recog-
nizethat her Kinneret tower-\tlorld, in addition to being
empty of real meaning, is but a distorted, scaled-down,
false model of rea~ity; she is also compelled to contend for
the first time with the ambiguous and terrifyingly insecure
real world beyond t.he 'tower. Oedipa Maas' s'tory is, in
many ways, an enactment of a popular literary theme \'lhich
Paul Levine describes as lithe terrible confrontation between
the illusions by 'Which we invest our lives with order I
meaning, and aecuzL ty as a defense against reality and the
prm..rl.ing reality \<lhich is ever read.y to strip us of our
defenses and reveal.. its true violent and absurd nature. ,,37
In order to accept Pierce's challenge, Oedipa must
forsake the rationality which exactly orders her Kinneret
life and superimposes on it a too-intelligible interpreta-
tion. According to Kierkegaard and fellow existentialists,
35ncomic Escape and Anti-Vision, If p , lOB.
360a.vid • Kirby, "Two Modern Versions of the
Quest, If SouthemHu.:manities ReView, 5 (1971), 392.
,- -,,' .. .•.. ..-.-- - .- _ .-- . ".- . --.. -._-----.__.
37pa u 1 LeVine, "The Intemperate Zone: The Climate
of Contemporary Fiction, II Massachusetts Review, a, No. 3
(Summer, 1967), 51S.
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real meaning is drained from all such rational lives pre-
cise1y because theY have been so narrowly defined. 3 8 Such
has been the predicament of pre-Tristero Oedipa Maas, who,
as Kolodny and Peters point out, has "been conditioned to
see the world. in terms of symmetrical dualities rather than
coextensive mUltiplicities. ,,39 In her too-reasonable,
black and white tower-world, she can only be complacent,
enervated and unmotivated.
~1hen she undertakes the task of organizing Inver-
arity' s surviVing i.nterests, she is obliged to enter a gray
world of the completely unknown. As soon-to-be-quester in
an undefined land, she must face the threat of the uncer-
tain, which implies the elements of both loss and gain.
Sypher recounts that Ortega and kindred philosophers pro-
pou.nded the theory that "we do not begin to live until we
feel ourselves lost--that is, until we feel t..l-te security of
logic give way and we try to get along with only probabilities,
or possibilities, which reason cannot completely master.
40In true existence every instant brings uncertainty. II And
the Tristero, to which Inverarity's estate seems to be
inextricably linked, implies nothing if not unce.rtaintYl it
38Sypher,. • 66 ..
39 "Pynchon \I s The Crying of Lot 49," p , 84 ..
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is ul"ldefined and apparently undefinable. Through her quest
for the answer to its complex riddle, Oedipa Maas achieves,
for the first time, a meaningful S!:J<istence. She enters the
void world of reality and attains in the process redemption
from complacency, vital animation and a sense of purpose
and direction. But, like Herbert Stencil, she acquires these
saving elements at a cost, for the void "torld is frustrating
and hostile, frightening and madd.eningly random. Long-
accustomed to the a ll-too-predictable and serenely mundane,
she must assume the armor of paranoia in order to survive.
Although Oedipa enters the city of San Narciso "with
no idea she was moving toward anything: new" (Crying, 12),
her anxious mental state has primed her for the new
paranoia to which she proves so receptive. suspecting her
appo:lntment as executrix to be a result of Inverarityts
annoyance wi.th her (Crying, 3), an example of hi.s unpre-
dictable mali.clousness, she accepts the assi.gnroent feeling
"exposed, fi.nessed, put down" (Crying, 3). t1ith her
neurotic husband incapable of assisti.ng her and her attorney
only tially willing, Oedipa can find no one to execute
Pierce t s wi.ll for her, and, thus, reluctantly abandons her
Kinneret herb garden for San Naro:lso.
San Narciso-bound, bereft of her insulation and
readily-understandable t~rorld, Oedipa finds herself suddenly
thrust into a wor ld where there seems to be too much
meaning, all of which is incomprehensible. scanning the city
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in which she is to find her co....executor and Pierce f s books
and records, she.19 inexplicably struck by "a hieroglyphic
sense of concealed meaning, of an intent to cOInniunicate "
(Crying, 13). Upon viewing a tel.avision commercial for an
Inverarity business int.erest, she senses that "some
irlUILediacy was there again,. some promise of hierophany"
(Crying, 18). After only a short while on the job, OedLpa
is convinced there is "revelation in progress all around
her" (Crying, 20), and the intent, the meaning, is escaping
her; the inner resources and intuitions cultivated for
dealing with her K.:Lnneret environment leave her at a loss
to make sense of her unfamiliar surroundings. Sensitive to
the random revelations which are descending upon her and
frustrated by their indecipherability t insecure in an
arena saturated '\I;li til too much meaning t alone and somewhat
frightened about an arduous and, possibly, malevolent
assigmnent \tlhich she suspects is "mer-e than honorary"
(Crying, 1), Ilft..r s .. €las i ly succumbs to paxanoLa •
Paranoia al.leviates her uncomfortable situation,
is, in fact, seductive for the peculiar sort of comfort it
affords; according to Hendrik HertZberg and David
l>1:cClelland, the condition offers nthe comfort of a universe
ordered about oneself, a comfort that many people are will-
ing to pay for in the currency of anguish. Paranoia is the
very oppoa I.ee of meaninglessness t indeed., paranoia drenches
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every detail of the world in meaning .• "41 The paranoia
Oedipa assumes enables her to bring into focus 'the random
and absurd occurrences in the void, to glean meaning from
and impose order upon them. As that paranoia explodes into
a be1ief in a treacherous plot, the target of which is none
other than herself, she enters into a quest which will
insure her safe distance from Rapunzel' s tower and absent
her from the Wasteland's list of victims.
The development of Oedipa I s protective paranoia. is
instantaneous. 'Ij<I,'hen she meets Metzger, her immediate reac-
tion is that the one-time Baby :Igor is "so gOod-looking
that • • • They, somebody up there, were putting her on"
(Crying, 16), and as their first night tog-ether wears on
amid drinking, Strip 13otticel11, mixed-up reels of Cashiered
and an explosive sexual experience, Mrs. l>1iaas hegins to be-
lieve the lawyer had either created the ridiculous film for
the occasion, or he had ubrfbed the engineer over at the
local station to run this, it· a all part. of a plot, an
elaborate, seduction, E1ot" (Crying, lB). Suddenly sensi-
tized into a prepared-for-plota mental state, "things then
did not delay in turning curious. If one object behind her
discovery of what she was to label the Tristero System or
often only The Tristero (as if it might be something's secret
titie) were to br; in9 to an end her encapsulation in her tower,
4lHParanoia," p. 60.
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then that night's .infidelity tV'ith Metzger would logically
be the starting point for it: logically. That' S ''ihat would
come to haunt her most, perhapsi the way it fitted, loqi-
cal.ly, together" (Crying, 28). J.fter one meeting with
Metzger, Oedipa i.s in the grips of paranoia, wherein every-
thing is logical, wherein there are no random, unrelated
events.
As time progresses, OedLpa is battered with revela-
tions "lJ'hich relate too peculiarly; so logical are the con-
nections, in fact, that she nourishes a suspicion that every
person with whom she speaks, eve.ry odd event that occurs,
every tenuous c1ue she uncovers is in some way tied in with
Tristero. Even Inverarity' s stamp collection holds the
potential for reve1ation. While alive, Pierce had spent a
great deal of time with his collection, and then "she had
never seen the fascination" (Crying, 28), had "no suspicion
at all that it might have something to tell her~ II as paranoid
execut.rix of his estate, however, sensitized by the omf.noua
logic of her seduction and "ot.her, almost offhand things,"
she begins t.o \-londer "what. after all could the mute stamps
have told her?" (Crying, 29).
once Oedipa has received a st.rangely-postmarked
letter from husband Hucho, conversed t-dth Peter Pinguid
member, Mike Fallopian, seen her first W.A.S.T.E. symbol
and "(;;i tnessed an unorthodox mail delivery in the Scope Bart
she is ready to in piecing together an anti-world which
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gathers unto itself all the meaning of the void. Believing
each new revelation to fit together too logically to be
pure coincidence, Oedipa posits the existence ofa great,
on-going con.spira.cy aimed at driving her to madness at the
very least. Weaving together a. few random bits of informa-
tion, hez paranoia provides the mental impetus for a grand
oabaL, and "so began, for Qedipa, the languid, sinister
blooming of The Tristero" (Crying, 36). And bloom the
enigmatic conspiracy does, if not in fact, then in response
to Oedipals need.
Whether Tristero is actual or fantasy remains
throughout The Cr;ying of Lot 49 an unanswered question.
Raymond Olderman maintains that in Lot 49 "Pynchon seriously
considers the possibility that conspiracies could exist. n 42
Robert Sk1ar states that this second novel is flthe story of
how Mrs. Oedipa Maas discovers a world within her world, an
anti-world, an adversary wor1d--or invents one in her
imagination. u 4 3 Throughout the book's 138 pages, the
alternatives remain fixed: either Tristero exists in its
own right, or it is a mental projection of a paranoid
housewife-turned-detective. Very likely it is the latter.
Scattered throughout the novel are hints that the
Tristero conspiracy is a tapestry Oedipa weaves to fill the
42Beyond the \\lasteland, p. 144.
43 1l 'l'h e New Novel, USA, 11 p .. 279.
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void she must penetrate, a tapestry to refashion that void I s
ambiguou.s and multiple meanings7 the plot. she envisions all
about her may well be the product of her need to impose a
measure of order and coherence on her very new and very
threatening experience. Oedipa is alerted to her precarious
positionin the Wasteland when she attempts to see her
reflection in a broken mirror and finds nothing, an inci-
dent. which results in "a moment. of nearly pure t.error"
(Cryi.ng, 2.6). The lack of her image in the mirror, the
sudden knowledge that outside her tower she is nothing
surrounded by nothingness, haunts her and keeps her waking
and reawak.ing from a nightmare (Crying, 74). It may also
resu1t in the mental fabrication of Tristero.
Soon into her assignment, Oedipa herself intimates
that she may be bringing more than just her physical efforts
to the task:. Paranoid and sensitive to the least
glimmering of conspiracy, she succumbs without valid reason
to the suspicion that Pierce' s testament holds the key to
the vast mystery of another world, and, as past lover and
present executrix, nit was part of her duty, wasn't it, to
bestow life on what had persisted, to try to be • . • the
dark machine in the centre of the planetarium, to bring the
estate into pUlsing stelliferous Meaning, all in a soaring
dome around her? II (Crying, 58). To bestm'l1 is, most commonly,
to give as a gift; oedipa's bestowal of life upon Pierce's
interests may well be a gift of life where none exists or
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has previously existed. Like a planetarium mach.lne, Oedipa,
through a willed mental exercise, m:aybe superimposing the
order and position of the stars of meaning which dot her
conspiratorial universe.. Pondering the very first posthorn
she discovers, she writes in her memo book: "Shall I pro-
ject::. a world?" (Crying, 59). Not discover a world, but
:e.roject a world. That projected world is Tristero, in which
she finds new magic to counteract the old which held her
prisoner in Kinneret.
Having once dedicated herself to the self-imposed
quest, she retraces earlier steps, returns to the Scope and
Fangoso Lagoons, where she may have overlooked clues, "O\'1ing
to this, what you might have to call, growing obsession,
with 'bringing something of herself' --even if that something
was just her presence-... to the scatter of business interests
that had survived Inverarity" (Crying, 65).. So great do
Oedipa's obsession with Tristero and her belief in the
existence of the underground grow that what she brings to
Invera.rity's testament, in addition to her presence, may
well be a hyperactive imagination.. So determined does she
become to "create constellations" (Crying, 65) that she is
able to puLL together one conspiracy from the multi-million-
aire's immensely numerous and widely-scattered interests
and investments.. How much of that conspiracy is fact and
how much is fiction is open to question, but it is more than
possible that it may be entirely imaginary, for i after
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making her acquaintance with the Tristero prospect, Oedipa
has 1.ncreas.ing difficulty in separating fantasy from
real1.ty.
Having searched for the posthorn throughout one San
Francisco night I she senses that later ft she would have
trouble sorting the nig-ht into real and dreamed" (Crying I
86). The posthorn becomes, ultimately, so essential to
Mrs. Maas' existence that in her incessant search for it,
she grows "so to expect it that perhaps she did not see it
quite as often as she later was to remember seeing it"
(Crying I 91). The posthorn and the conspiracy it symbolizes
may he nothing actual at all, but both are real enough for
the one-time housewife. Tristero and symbol bring the void
into sharp focus, and that void produces an even brighter,
clearer picture when Oedipa herself emerges as the intended
victim of the plot.
In fine paranoid fashion, Oedipa orders her
unfamiliar world completely around herself: she suspects
from the outset of her mission that at the heart of her
quarry lies something evil, possibly destructive, which is
bent on doing her in. Prematurely envisioning the time when
she will confront the Tristero tl in i t8 terrible nakedness n
(Crying, 36),. she wonders if it will reveal itself finally
as friend or foe: f't'tould its smile, then I be coy, and
wou1d it flirt a"'ay harmlessly backstage, say goodnight
wit.h a Bourbon Street bow and leave her in peace? Or would
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it, i.nstead, the dance ended, come back down the runway,
its 1.uminous stare 10cked to Oedipa' s , smile gone malign
and pitilesB; bend to her alone a.mong the deSolate rows of
seata and beginto speak words she never wanted to hear?"
(cryi.ng, 36). There is really no valid question, however,
for at the very beqinning Oedipa decides that Tristero is
foe indeed.
Dur ing the performance of The Courier' IS Tragedx,
Oedipa hears the word "Trystero" along wit.h a couplet de-
fining its malignant nat.ure, and, although the word was
"not yet to exert the power over her it was to" (Crying, 52) ,
she is suddenly compelled to beg ~<1.etzger to "be on her
side " against adversaries as yet unknown but who, Oedipa
insti.nctively senses, will issue from Tristero. Some\<lhat
intimidated but nonetheless intrigued with the play scenes
relating to the treacherous black assassins, the sleuth
decides to search out director Randolph Driblette and ask
about "Trystero. II Having done so, she discovers she "hadn't
wanted to say the word.. He had managed to create around it
the same aura of r.it.ual reluctance here, offstage t as he
had on ff (Crying t 56). Driblette is quick to deny encourage-
ment; he refuses to answer oedd.pa ' 8 questions and darkly
advises her to leave it all a Lone , But Oedipa is not to
leave it alone; rather, she leaves the evasive director con-
vinced that the 'I'ristero, whatever it is, is of an evil
nature. When her co"'executor subsequently seems intent on
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runni.ng her down with his car in the theatre p.".rk 4. n9' 1 t
... ..0,
she bas her first bit of evidence that the prime target of
this Tristaro is none other than Oedipa Maa.s ..
In the infant sta.ges. of her paranoia, Oedipa is
fascinated by the prospect of self-destruction her assign-
ment seems to imply. The poas!bility--as yet totally un-
founded--is directly antithetical to anything whioh has
happened or could happen in her routinely secure, nondescript
Kinneret daily life and is almost appealing for the sense of
excitement it offers~ in initially committing herself to the
endeavor, with its seemingly self-destructive element, Oedipa
"faced that possibility as she might the toy street from a
high balcony, roller-coaster ri.de, feeding-time among the
beasts in a zoo--any death-wish that can be consummated by
some md.ndmum gesture. She touched the edge of its voluptu-
o'ua field, knowing it would be lovely beyond dreams simply
to submit to it; that not gravi.ty's pull, laws of ballistics,
feral ravening, promised more delight n (Crying, B7). This
allure is to fade quickly as hypothetical danger and evil
turn into a maliciousness too real for Oedipa and as her
mission becomes an exhausting, confusing and desperate
obsession ..
As a self-made detective fresh on the Tristero track
and eager for clues of any kind, Oedipa is disheartened
when her efforts fail to unCOVer them. At the Tank Theatre,
she enters the restroom deliberately looking for the \'Y' ..A.. S.T.E.
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sYmbol: when it does not ap•• p.. ear, II she could no"" ""'a·y h
.... <:.> W y,
exactly, but felt threatened by this absence of even the mar-
ginal. try at communication latrines are known forI! (Crying,
48) • Somewhat later, however, as she continues with what
becomes the awesome task of piercing through and piecing
together an enigma, her enthusiasm flags.
As clues proliferate, and she is forced to assume
unto herself revelation after revelation, it appears to
Oedipa "as if the more she collected the more would come to
her, until everything she saw, smelled, dreamed, remembered,
Would somehow come to be woven into The Tristero" (Crying,
59). Firmly entrenched in an anti-world saturated with
meaning and determined to glean order from. it, r-1rs .. Maas
finds herself confronted with an incredible task, for the
clues ,v-hich emerge everywhere she turns seem to be too ttl<any
and too dissociated to lend themselves to unified pattern.
Oedipa's clues range from the mysterious mail
delivery and muted posthorn symbol at the Scope, to Mucha's
irregularly-postmarked letter, to an ominous reference in a
reven.ge play, to Driblette, Koteks and Nefastis, to an
underground of individualistic inventors, to a historical
marker at Fangoso Lagoons, to old Thoth I s tale of marauders
disguised as Indians, to irregular stamps discovered by
Ganghis Cohen, philatelist hired to appraise Inverarity's
stamp collection.. Although each bit of evidence seems to
point to the existence of a widespread conspiracy designed
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t.o Oppose and evade distribution of mail by the government.,
Oedipa cannot solidify the clues to prove her thesis.
As that which began as mission mushrooms into
obsession, she experiences an increasingly desperate sense
of futility. Like an epilept.ic who recognizes the signal
announcing the seizure but never comprehends the events of
the attack, she begins to suspect that the many leads she
has col.lected may never resolve themselves into an ultimate
truth; she frequently "Tonders if nat the end of this (if it
'li'leresupposed to end), she too might not be left 'tfJith only
compiled memories of clues, announcements, intimations, but
never the central truth itself, '"hich must somehow each time
be too bright for her memory to hoLd] which must always
blaze out, destroying its own message irreversibly, leaving
an overexposed blank when the ordinary world came back. • • •
She. • saw, for the very first time, how far it might be
possible to get lost in this" (Crying, 69).
As her quest consumes her, Oedipa does find herself
hope1essly lost, for '1'ri8tero monopolizes the action of
every waking moment and infiltrates her dreams as well. Yet,
for all of her perseverance, she never achieves the mystery's
solution. As neWly-named executrix, she had entered San
Narciso only to f herself Loca'ced nat the centre of an odd,
rel Lous instant.. AS if, on some other frequency, or out
of the eye of some whirlwind rotating too slow for her
hell. skin even to feel the centrifugal coolness of, words
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were being spoken"(Crying , 13). As obsessed quester, it.
seems as if the answer to the mystery will always remain
just past the threshold of her understanding, will be com-
municat.ed on a frequency with which she is not. in tune.
Grappling with her stubborn clues , she realizes she is
It faced witha metaphor of God knew how many parts • • ..
With coincidences blossoming t.hese days wherever she looked,
she had not.hing but. a sound, a word, Trystero, t.o hold them
t.ogether" (Crying, 80) ..
By virtue of her persistent paranoia, Oedipa is
able t.o hold her coincidences toget.her and keep alive and
int.act a belief in a malicious underworld conspiracy and a
steady resolve to unearth its secrets. But the anti-world
threatens to overwhelm her total1y, shows itself a foe she
has neither the mental nor physical stamina to withstand ..
I f her paranoia offers a means by which to order the void
and avoid insigni.ficance and disi.ntegration, it also exacts
a toll of personal angUish, for, as Hertzberg and McClelland
exp1ain, "the paranoid view of reality can make everyday
life terrifying and social intercourse problematical.. And
paranoia is tiring.. It requires exhausting mental effort
to construct trai.ns of thought demonstrating that random
44
events or detailS 'prove' a wholly unconnected premise .. "
The price Oedipa pays for her paranoid Tristero obsession
44"paranoia,· p. 52 ..
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is physical deterioration, social isolatlonand a frighten-
ing brush with insanity.
Harried and "hung up on and interpenetrated with
the dead man's estate" (Cry.inq , 80), Oedipa decides at one
point to abandon the obviously inverarity....controlled areas
surrounding San Narciso and journey to San Francisco in an
attempt either to uncover the c1ues which will at last
elucidate the mystery and confirrn~ the existence of the con....
spiracy or to discover a total absence of clues, which will
attest to the fictional nature of the plot.
Distanced from Pierce's established domain, she
wanders out into the San Francisco night with the faint
hope "there might still be a chance of getting the whole
thing to go away and disintegrate quietly. She only had to
drift tonight, at random, and watch nothing happen, to be
convinced it was purely nervous, a little something for her
shrink to fix·· (Crying I' 80). Almost unfortunately for the
tormented Mrs .. Maas, something does happen, for "it took her
no more than an hour to catch sight of a muted post horn"
(Crying, BO). In a bar called ~he Greek Way, where she
spots a man wear ing a posthorn- shaped pin, she admita to
herself: "You lose. A game try, all one hour's worth"
(Crying, 81). After telling herself she should leave but
being unable to do so, Oed Lpa questions the man about
'I'ristero, confessing plaintively: "'I think of nothing
but··' (Crying I' B2) t and listens with despair as the unnamed
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member of Inamorati Anonymous reveals yet another facet of
the conspiracy--a group of failed suicides dedicated to the
prevention of love.
Burdened now with another piece to assimilate into
the puzzle and believing herself to be uncomfortably olose
to madness, Oedipastumbles through the night only to find
San Francisco as Tristero-infected as the areas she has
left behind. She approaohes panic when the posthorn appears
at every turn, attaohed to every person she encounters, and,
with a fatalism appropriate to a paranoia victim, compares
her present self to a former Oedipa Maas:
Where was the Oedipa who'd driven so
bravely up here from San Naroiso? That
optimistio baby had come on so like the
private eye in any long-ago radio drama,
believing all you needed was grit, resource-
fulness, exemption from hidebound cops'
rules to solve any great mystery.
But the private eye sooner or later has
to get beat up on. This night's profusion of
post horns, this malignant, deliberate
replication, was their way of beating up.
They knew her pressure points, and the
ganglia of her optimism, and one by one,
pinch by precision pinch, they were
immobili.zing her.. (Crying, 91-92)
The woman who had hoped to settle the Tristero ques-
tion for good and all finds at the end of twenty... four hours
in San Francisco that "she was back where she'd started l1
(Crying, 97), haVing come full circle while growing no wiser
and now forced to wrestle with more vexatious clues and an
even firmer sense of the futility of her pursuit.. By degrees,
she has lost her bearings, "feeling like a fluttering curtain
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in a very high window, moving up to then out over the
abyss" (Crying, 114). At one point she finds herself dan-
gerously no longer in control of her own actions. In a
telephone call to a Tristero informant, she begs for clari-
fication on the conspiracy, pleading: 1f'1 got drunk and
went driving on these freeways. 'Next time I may be more
deliberate. For the love of God, human life, whatever you
respect, please. Help me' 11 (Cryi.ng, 133).
Exhausted, demoralized, with every ounce of her
sleuth ingenuity spent, Oedipa remains faced wit.h the
spectre of a too-complex and stil.l-unsolved Tristero riddle.
With her executrix mission having become too great, she
grasps at alternatives and begins hopefully to try to
persuade herself that Tristero is merely a figment of her
sick imagination, something she has willfully created to add
a dimension of mystery and excitement to her sterile life.
Almost optimistically she tells herself "she might
we11 be in the cold and sweatless meathooks of a psychosis"
(Crying, 98). Attempting to ignore the fact that she has
witnessed Tristero symbols, stamps, mailboxes and a mail
delivery, Oedipa finds herself wanting "it all to be
fantasy--some clear result of her several wounds, needs,
dark doubles. She wanted Hilarious to tell her she was
some kind of a nut and needed a rest, and that there was no
Trystero. She also wa:n.ted to kno",r why the chance of its
being real should menace her so" (Crying, 98). Already,
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however, she underst.ands why a Tristero reali.t.y poses such
a threat. It demands involvement and pursuit to the extent
of isolation and agony, While it simultaneously defies logi-
cal explanation. :If it is real, Oedipa, compelled almost
against her will to pursue it, is apparently without. the
resources to unravel it.s mystery and comprehend its totality.
If i. t is fiction, however--or if Oedipa can believe it to
be f iction--she may be released from i t.s malignant spell and
rendered free to regain her sense of mental balance and
physical well-beinq. Clearly, for t.he tortured questar, her
own present insani.ty seems t.he more pleasant alt.ernative
and an easy escape from a de.sperate plight.
For Oedipa Maas, however, the pleasant alternative
is neither possib1.e nor truly desirable. If Tristero
threatens to cripple her, the absence of Tristaro promises
to destroy her. Alb~ough the endless quest has forced upon
her toothaches, nausea, headaches, night.m.ares and exhaustion,
her active, purposefUl existence hinges on this search for
meaning. Tristero alone keeps Oedipa from the tower and
insures her passage throu9h the void. If the conspiracy is
illusion, it is a necessary illusion. David CO\il1a r t states:
"The Tristero mayor may not exist, but whether delusion or
discovery it is Oedipa's salvation, the t.ramEa she em-
broiders to escape a world of conventional and deadly real-
ity into a world of richer personal reality. That the
Tr1stero and the 'Whole tapestry of The Crying of Lot 4, are
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being embroidered in Oedipa' IS head hardly matters; the
important consideration is that she is now becoming
responsible for her own mental tapestry. 11 45 Even the
demented psychiatrist Hilarious realiuas how vital Tristero
is to Oedipa' s life; when she visits him in hopes he will
talk her out of the obsession, Hilarious cries fiercely:
tI 'Cherish it I • .. . t"lhat else do any of you have? Hold it
tightly by its little tentacle, don't let the Freudians coax
it away or the pharmacists poison it out of you. Whatever
it Ls , hold it dear, for when you lose it you go over by
that much to the otl'lers. You begin to cease to be'1t (Crying,
103) •
Qedipa herself recognizes that, whatever Tristero
is, it is somehow vital to her. If at times her desperation
results in a desire for the conspiracy to be fantasy t she
is never able to cherish the wish for long. t~en M.ike
Fa110pian questions: "'Has it ever occurred to you, Oedipa,
that somebody-'s putting you on? That this is all a hoax,
something Inverarity set up before he died?,'" she is
forced to adroit that "it had occurred to her. But like the
thought that someday she would have to die, Oedipa had been
adfastly refusing to look at that possibility directly,
or in any but the most accidental of lights" (Crying, 126).
Now pregnant with Tristaro (Crying, 131), Oedipa cannot
45,tpynchon 's The Crying of ;.()t 4~ and the Paintings
of Remedios Varo,1I p. 24.
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bring herself to believe it is fantasy any more than she
can abandon the sea.rch for its solution. Without the anti-
wor1d I she will be cast helplessly adrift in a world where
too many meanings render everytbing meaningless,. "for this,
oh God, was the void" (Crying, 12B). The Tristero tapestry
brings those incoherent meanings into one meanf.nq , albeit
evasive and distorted. liithout this evil directed against
her, without clues to track and informants to hound, she will
be forced to "breathe in a vacuum" (Crying, 128) or to
return to tower-life; without Tristero there is only void.
So, for Oedipa Maas, the conspiracy must be a reality: if
it is not, she must remain a paranoid convinced of the
existence and actuality of this most necessary illusion.
Tristero itself is redemptive only insofar as it
provides the possibility for pursuit. The pieces are of
value I' for they supply the initiative for her quest: the
clues to the enigma are her "compensation. To make up for
her having lost the direct, epileptic Word, the cry that
might abolish the night'l (Cryi.ng t 87). Of this sentence,
Catharine Stimpson states: "The capitalization of 'ti>iord f
is vital: it is a translation, linguistically and con-
ceptually, of the Greek I logos' I an animating and renewing
46principle of reason in the cosmos. tt As a middle-class
46catharine R. Stimpson I' npl:e-Apocalyptic Atavism:
Thornas Pynchon' s Early Fiction,f' in ~ind~ul Ple.asur~s:
Essays on Thom~s ~ho!!, ed , George LeV1ne and DavLd
uverenz (Boston: Litt.le, Brown and co ,, 1976) t p. 44.
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Kinn.eret house\'life, Oedipa lost more than a country and a
self; reason and meaning evaporated as she languished in
her safe and st.ifling tower. Because what there is of
significance in her life om" resides in this compensa.ting
quest, the prospect of an end poses a great threat. Pre-
cisely for this reason, Oedipa is hesitant to uncover the
entire meaning of her experience. vfuile she is compelled
to seek out connections in order to keep the quest alive,
she is simultaneously wary of making them too concrete.
In Stencil1.an fashion, when Oedipa believes she is
approaching too closely to what could be the final solu-
tion, she backs off and engages for a while in avoidance
techniques. Confronting bookseller Zapf about The
Courier's Tragedy, Oedipa senses the need to stop mid-
question, initiating what "was to be the first of many
demurs" (Crying, 65). ~1ben clues seem to fit together too
ominously or neatly, she begins Uto feel reluctant about
following up anythi.ng U (Crying, 124). Oedipa failS to
check back -vdth Cohen on irregular stamps, refuses to ra-
visit informants and ignores new leads because she is
"leery of what she might find·t (Crying, 125). Now fearful
of arriving at the day when Tristero reveals itself in its
nakedness and forces upon her a complete and final under-
standing, the quester becomes "anxious that her revelation
not expand beyond a certain point. Lest, possibly, it
grow larger than she and assume her to itself ll (Crying, 125).
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Too much revelation will destroy her. It is imperative
that Oedipanever be left with nothing more to pursue and,
therefore, nothing towards which to direct her acquired
sense of purpose. Anne Mangel remarks: "The motion in-
volved in a pursuit is in itself important, as it is in v.
There, Stencil's meandering search for v. at least saves
him from inertness.. He dislikes thinking about any
possible conclusion to his pursui.t, preferring to 'approach
and avoid.' The same refusal to resolve confusion and
reach any conclusion about the Trystero characterizes Oedipa.
Her continual doubt and re-evaluation of events differenti-
ates her from other characters in the novel who do, in
fact, end in closed systems of inertness. 1l 47
Possessing dozens of leads, Oedipa says at one
point: n'It's over .... they've saturated me. From here
on 1:' 11 only close them out' n (Crying, 133), but it is un-
likely that she can and improbable that she would. Rather,
she seems determined to wrestle with the four alternatives
to the Inverari.ty legacy, which have remained constant
dur Ing her quest and which offer great possibilities for
paranoia. Faced with a comforting range of possibilities
rather than one terminal option, Oedipa reflects on the
feasible sources of her situat.ion:
Either you have stumbl.ed indeed, without
t.he aid of LBO or other indole alkaloids, onto
47uMaxwell's Demon, Entropy, Information," p. 200.
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a secret richness and concealed density of
dream: onto a network by which X number of
Americans are t.ruly communicating ""hilst
reservinq their lies, recitations of
routine, arid betraYals of spiritual poverty,
for the official government delivery system;
maybe even onto a real alternative t.o t.he
exitlessness, to the absence of surpris.e to
life, that harrows the head of everybody
Amer ican you know, and you too, sweetie.. Or
you are halluoinati.ng it.. Or a plot has
been mounted against you, so expensive and
elaborate, involving items like the forging
of stamps and ancient books, constant sur-
veillance of your movements, planting of
post horn images allover San Francisco,
bribing of librarians, hiring of professional
actors and Pierce Inverarity only knows what-
all-besides, all financed out of the estate
in a way either too secret or too involved
for your non-legal mind to know about even
though you are co-executor, so labyrinthine
that it must have meaning beyond just a prac-
tical joke.. Or you are fantasying some such
plot, in which case you are a nut, Oedipa,
out of your skull. (Crying, 128)
These are the four alternatives, none of them especially
pleasa.nt, with which Oedipa is faced as she is forced to
attend the auction of Inverarity' s irregular stamps, the
crying of Lot 49.
The prospect of the impending stamp auction fills
Oedipa with dread. If she goes, she may uncover the clue,
the connection which will bring her pursuit to an abrupt
conc1usion1 but, compelled to make connections in order to
keep the quest alive, staying away from the auction will
certainly end it. In this precarious position, she summons
her l.ast. reserve of courage, "the courage you find you have
when t.here is nothing more to lose" (Crying, 137), and
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prepares to do battlew!th themyster!ous bidder, whom she
suspects to be a Tristero emmisary. Having first formulated
plans for apprehending the myst.ery-man, she enters the auc-
tion room unsure as to what she will do if and when he
reveals himself and concludes by "wondering if she' d go
through with it" (Crying, 137). The reader, in turn, is
left wondering if Tristero is a reality or a hoax and if the
crying will end Oedipa' s quest, after all.
But Pynchon, on the last two pages of his novel,
implies that the crying of Lot 49 will not prove to be the
end for Oedipa, that, rather, it will merely offer her
another lead to be hounded and a further incentive for pur-
suit. Although Oedipa fears that the auction of Invera.rity's
stamp collection may offer up the final clue, there is no
indication this clue will prove to be any different from her
previous ones, which led her not to a solution but around
and around in a large, unending circle. As she attends the
auction, she is acting aga.in only on suspicions and possi-
bilities. Oedipa only suspects that the mysterious bidder
max be from Tristero; the bidder's agent tells her she might
run iota him at the auction--"She might" (Crying, 137). And
as she enters the room where the crying will take place,
she does so with her paranoia intact: to Oedipa, all in
attendance are staring at her with pale, cruel faces. She
is 1eftguessing, as she has been throughout her quest, left
wonder ing whi oh 0 f the men would be II her target, her enemy,
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perhaps her proof n (Crying, 138). Perhaps her proof, but
not l.ikely. Rather, it appears from these hints and the
novel. I s abrupt and ambiguous ending that the crying will
resul. t in only another step along the Tristero track rather
than the end of the journey.
Thus, Oedipa will continue on her endless quest, by
means of Which she can come to terms with a crushing real-
ity and avoid disinte.gration in i.ts multiplicity and chaos,
rid herself of inertia, acquire purpose and direction and
glean both significance and meaning which the Wast,eland
cannot destroy. For all of its dangers and defects, Oedipa's
paranoid quest is an alternative to the Wasteland; if it is
extreme, it is an alternative nonetheless. Randolph
Drib1ette's warning emerges as a blessing in spite of it-
self: the director had admonished Oedipa: "'You can put
together clues, develop a thesis, or several ••• You could
waste your life that way and never tough the truth'" (Crying,
56).. Fortunately, he is right.
PAROUSIA: THE PRICE OF PASSIVITY
nLife is to be lived, not controlled 1
and humanity is won by continuing to play
in the face of certain defeat."
--Ralph Ellison,
Invisible Man--
Grl!.vity· ~ Rainbow,contends Neil Schmitz, is a
demonstration of "Pynchon's loathing for the continuity of
the obscene in history, the overwhelming sense that it has
always been thus, always as dire•••• So wicked is the
'Wor1d d.epicted in Gravitx' ~ Rainbm'!, so burdened with lun-
acy and despair, that indeed it deserves to be ended. ,,1
That deserved, world-annihilating parousia is Pynchon's
donn~e. Blicero's 00000 and its secret and sought-after
cargo, the Imipolex-shrouded Gottfried, symboli~ing the
consummate fusion of man and death-machine, is descending1
launched toward the exact center of the earth, it has been
frozen at Brennschluss and now, more than thirty years
later, returns to the last delta-t, located just above
Los Angeles' Orpheus Theatre. Falling a mile per second,
the Rocket-Avenger promises deliverance from "this cycle of
I Ne i l Schmitz, "Describing the Demon: The Appeal
of Thomas Pynchon, n Part!san ~ev:lew, 42, No. 1 (1975) I 120.
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infection and death" (GlR, 724). Enzian' a subsequent 00001
will complete the bleaching of Blicero' sRilkean transcend-
ence, bringing everything to Absolute Zero. It is "a judg-
ment from which there is no appeal" (GR., 4).
The less cataclysmic V. and The Crying of Lot 49,
as well as the short stories, are Pynchon' s fictional en-
dorsements of active resistance to the negative, malevolent
forces which drive the universe: they disclose the necessity
of struggling to retain humanity, integrity, meaning and
life itself in a nightmare world of chaos and corruption.
Gravity's Rainbow is an expose on the end to which our
passivity, our unwi.llingness to resist, has brought us. In
this third novel, which Richard Locke describes as "bone-
crushingly dense, compUlsively elaborate, silly, obscene,
funny, tragic, pastoral, historical, philosophical, poetic,
grindingly dull, inspired, horrific, cold, bloated,
bleached and blasted, u 2 Pynchon' s concern lies with the
events which have led us to that final moment of horror and
hymn just prior to the annihilation of the v10rld.
In grotesquely exaggerated and distorted images,
Pynchon paints a picture of man's historical quest for self-
destruction, his :long-term obsession with creating and per-
fecting methods and machines of death to which he,
ultimately, will be sacrificed.. He traces the annihilistic
pursuits of those in power which have resulted in the
2Richard Locke, "Gravity's Rainbow, n New York Times
Book Review, 11 M~arch 1973, p. 1.
~~~.-...-
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hegemony of death-systems Upon the earth: "They, ff the
agglomeration of multinational, i.ndustrlal-politic.al-
scientificomnipot.ent elite, have been conspiring, con-
trivi.ng and controlling throughout. history to construct
Their System, which has devoted itself and its vast
energies and resources to the perversion of nature and the
destruction of all life within the universe. They have
succeeded, for the Lord of I'light reigns, and Apocalypse is
at hand. And They have been aided in Their enterprise,
for ·'We," the powerless and passed-over ordinary people,
have succored and abetted Them.
The Preterite are guilty of complicity 1 they have
assi.sted in the birth of the vla.steland and are as
responsible as They for the mess lanic Rocket which will
bleach it to ultra\'lhite. They have capitulated to Their
demands, submitted t.o Their controls and continued in Their
service, unwilling to surrender the comfort and security
existence 'If.lithin the System affords, all the while under-
standing that "living inside the System is like riding
across the country in Eli bus driven by a maniac bent on sui-
cide n (GR., 412). Cooperating in the quest for annihila-
tion, the Preterite have been damned through their passivity.
Of all things obscene in this 'World, declares Melvin
Maddocks, the aupr'eme for Thoma s Pynchon is that ordinary
people are willing to have life defined for them by men
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whose singular talent iefor death .. 3
Gravity IS Rainbo", reveals that opportunities for
freedom are real. The passed-over simply choose to refuse
them. At the interfaces of their 1ives, those transitory
moments of possibility, they will not act, voluntarily re-
linquishing autonomy and, in the process, self-respect and
the chance for a meaningful, satisfying existence.
Frightened of the randomness which teems outside Their
well-ordered, highly-efficient and smoothly-functioning
System, the Preterite acquiesce to Their patterns of thought
and established structures, withdraw into the solace of
riumb Lnq illusions or retreat into paranoia in order to en-
dure enslavement and a Systematic, slow-but-certain death
at the hands of those who are completing annihilistic
endeavors initiated at the emergence of the human race ..
Since the beginning of his history, white Western
man has courted death. Compelled to subdue and control, his
overriding urge has been to subvert all things alive and
life~inducin9 into lifeless systems and unnatural cycles.
At the very birth of his social consciousness, he detected
his purpose in the despoilation and destruction of life
within the universe and assumed the promotion of death as
his planetary mission (GR, 720). Warring against all random,
vital, dynamic energies, man manifested his passion for
3Melvin Maddocks, "Palefa.ce Takeover, II Atlantic
Monthly, 231 (March, 1973), 99.
_ .. --- -----'$I
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dominion, and the life-and-death struggle between the
forces of freedom and the foroes of oontrol ensued ..
Western man established his death-kingdom through
repressive and oppressive systems.. Thought structures of
Society, Christianity and Propriety squelched his own
spontaneous, natural instincts 1 his sensuality was extin-
guished by a driving mania for rationality and order.
Euphemisms such as Empire, Enterpr ise, Overseas Markets and
Labor Shortage allowed him to expand his regulated kingdom
and tame the primitive, savage energies of his "dark,
secret children" (GR, 75) while indulging in secret his
wi1.dest death fantasies. Colonies, nthe outhouses of the
European soul n (GR, 317), soon became lifeless, infected
with the West's systematic death ..
America, an abundant land of unstructured and un-
hampered vitality, was a last frontier and a last hope for
a return to natural life cycles.. But Europe again systema-
tized and methodized, perverting nature in the name of
Modern Analysis, and found in the conquered country a com-
pu1.sion to defilement greater than her own: tlIn Africa,
Asia, Amerindia, Oceania, Europe came and established its
order of Analysis and Death. What it could not use, it
killed or altered.. In time the death-colonies grew strong
enough to break away. But the impulse to empire, the mis-
sion to propagate death, the structure of it kept on" (GR,
722). Inheriting Europe's maniacal rage to order and
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control, America completed the o1'01a by imposing synthetic
structure on her openness, deoimating her dark-skinned
savages and establishing her own rig-I,d institutions and
organizations. From those auspioious beginnings mushroomed
simi1ar structures, and a gradual worldwide merging of such
death-systems resultecl in the They cartel which controls
and corrupts the world.
In Gravity's Rainbow, They are now completing the
campaign for death. With uno real. country, no side in any
\llar, no specific face or heritage" (GR, 243), They are the
abstractions of power which have supplanted personalities,
the structures which govern the world by rational techniques
(GR, 81). Ubiquitous, omniscient and anonymous, They are
the international, multinational composite of bureaucracies,
markets ,corporations, interest groups and organizations
political and a.political which comprise the System's world-
wide, interlocking network of con1:rol. Knowing what the
powerless do not, They are privy to the "terrible structure
behind the appearances of diversi1:y and. enterprisef! (GR,
165).
If Their ways are inscruta.ble and. Their means un-
limited, Their ends are those which have motivated man from
his genesis. Under the facade of growth, enterprise and
dynamism, They impersonate life. Their seemingly organic,
superficially diversified and Vigorous System demonstrates
only "the persistence • • . of structures favoring death.
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Death converted into more death. Perfecting its reign"
(GR, 167).
Death is perfecting its reign through technology,
man • s grandiose attempt to create his own order. A mani-
festation of Their control, it is simultaneously a power
grown out of control, and They are now at the mercy of Their
supremely destructive man-made system. Technology was born
in the late nineteenth century when the German chemist,
Kekul~ von Stradonitz, interpreted his dream of an ancient
symbol of unity and renewal as a vision which enabled the
perversion of natural elements into the death-tools of
plastics and rocketry.
Kekul~'s dream of the benzene ring guaranteed no
returns, no hermetic cycles and no salvation from an inevit-
able progression toward total annihilation:
Kekul~ dreams the Great Serpent holding its
own tail in its mouth, the dreaming serpent
which surrounds the World. But the meanness,
the cynicism \'I1ith wbich this dream is to be
used. The Serpent that announces, "The World
is a closed thing, cyclical, resonant,
eternally-returning," is to be delivered into
a system \'lhosa only aim is to violate the Cycle.
Taking and not giving back, demanding that
"productivity" and lI e ar ni ng s " keep on increas-
ing ~tith time, the System removing from the
rest of the l'iTorld these vast quantities of
energy to keep its own tiny desperate fraction
showing a profit: and not only most of
humanity--most of the World, animal, vegetable
and mineral, is laid waste in the process. The
System mayor may not understand that it's
only buying time. And that time is an arti-
ficial resource to begin with, of no value to
anyone or anything but the System, which sooner
or later must crash to its deat.h, when its
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addiction to energy has become more than
the r~st.of the World can supply, dragging
with.1t innocent souls all along the chain
of life. (GR, 412)
Technology is a system which depletes and despoils: it rapes
the earth and employs her life-giving resources in the
creation of tOOls of destruction.
Kekule's desecration of the sacred cycle has cul-
minated, through Their efforts, in a State "that spans
oceans and surface politics, sovereign as the International
or the Church of Rome, and the Rocket is its soul" (GR,
566). The Rocket is a testimonial to Their death-engendering
prowess; contained within the great airless arc of its
trajectory is Ita clear allusion to certain secret lusts that
drive the planet . . . over its peak and down, plunging,
burning, toward a terminal orgasm't (GR, 223). Pynchon" s
comment on the Rocket, the dead-end polnt of Their Faustian
scientific impulses and irreversible pursuits, comes when
the chemical fonnula c-n of pre-plastic time is replaced
with a formula for inanimateness: . . • in enormous
letters, Si-N i ' 4(GR, 580). The technological product
through which the planetary mission \>lill be accomplished
and all things brought to Absolute zero, the Rocket encap-
sulates the paramount perversion of nature.
During its historically-extended death-trek, the
System has roade use of the talents and energies of the
4Thomaa LeClair, "Death and Black Humor," Critique,
17, No.1 (1915-16), 28.
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Preterite, t.hose who arenct.";i.llfecteqMtth;'Ja,u$t4;;an;"'EUnhi~ ..
tiona and who oannot pierce '1'he4;r.:facade ;01 'c;diversity ,and
enterprise. Only half-unwilllng victims, the power~ess
have been swept along. inthe,:establishmeni:.of:theearthly
death-kingdom and have contrlbutedtothecreationof
destructive orders and systems. As tools of tbe.manipula-
tors, they have "ouddled "eni and kissed 'em" (GR, 640) and
served Their ends by passively submitting t.o Their demandsr
silently accedinq to the anonymous, dehumanizing energy of
t.he Cartel/Corporation, they have become accomplices 1n a
rage for destruction. David Leverenz points out that 'the
passed-over have waived their opportunities for freedom and
surrendered simple human urges toward love, kindness and
life itself and then encouraged 'their ohildren to be
irredeemably bought, used, co-opted, fucked and corrupted
by the various aspects of the system. 5
Running technology's maze on Their command, the
Preterite have assisted as well in the erection of the
Rocket State, and "they must have 9uessed, once ortwice--
guessed and refused. to believe--that everything, always,
collectively, had been moving toward that purified shape
latent in the sky, that shape of no surprise, no second
chanoes, no return. Yet they do move forever under it,
5David Leverenz, "On Trying to Read Gravity's Rain-
bow II in Mindful Pleasures: . Essa::is on Thomas Pxnch<?!!.,ed.Geo~ge LeVina f.ui'd-Dav"1d Leverenz (Boston: LIttle, Brown
and Co., 1976), p. 235.
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reserved for its own .black:....and~wh1te bad~l"J;ews eerta1nly as
if it were the Ra.inbow, and they ltsohildr~n
209).
Refusing 1;0 oppose 'l'hea or: t.o -desist £ront8id1.1)9 in
the ent.erprise whioh must inevi.tably end "all in blood, in
shock, without dignit:y" fGR, 413), mothers and fathers bave
acquiesced to the System and allowed their victimizat.ion at
it.s hands. Fathers, who aarry the virus of death (GR, 723),
infect their sons with the saJne weakness, "the same passiv-
ity, the same m.asochistio fantasies ~e:I cherishedln
secret," and anotber cyclic perversion ensues as "genera.tion
after 9'Emeration of men in love with pain and passivity
serve out tbeir time • • • silent, redolent of faded sperm,
terrified of dying, desperat.ely addicted t.o the comforts
others sell them, however useless, ugly or shallow, willing
to have life defined for them by men whose only talent is
for death" (GR,747). Await.ing the holocaust. they have
helped eng-ineer via. non...resistance, the powerless revert to
paranoia to excuse their submission and to infuse t.heir
terrifyingly stark existences with a measure of appalling
meaning.
The paranoia which serves as the salvation of
Herbert Stencil and Oedipa. Maas no longer actuates and BUS-
tains. In Gravity's Rainb5?w, Which, as Richard Schiekel
states, "is not about the paranoid vision, but is one--a
labyrinthine, closed system that is ~ • ~ an example in
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itself of what it's talking about, ,,6 paranoia is para-
phernalia with few redeeminqattributes. The dominant con-
dition of the passed-over,parano1aenablee ordinary people
to detect the on ....going liaisons between General Electrio,
Shell, IG Farhan, Siemens and other industrial/scientific
corporations and to deoipheri1'l Their aotivitiesthe cooper-
ative movement toward death; a method of peroeiving connec-
tions, it is "perhaps a route In for those ••• who are
held at the edge ••• If (GR, 703). Paranoia allows the
Preterite to glimpse the power of the System and to projeot
blame by identifying at whose mercy they are.
However, paranoia rarely offers fuel for action in
the form of a vitalizing an4animating paranoid quest; it
does not result in the personal commitment and striving
Which purchase redemption. Paranoia paralyzes the char-
acters of Gravity's ~inbo:,!. Sapping the strength and drain-
ing the will, it does not provide escape from the Syst.em
but renders its victims more susceptible to assimilation as
docile, pliable tools for the death-masters.
Pynchon's third novel depicts an accretion of para-
noid paralyses, of unmade moves and failed moments; it re-
veals how passivity at the various interfaces of their
lives damns roost of the major characters to manipulation
within and by Their systems of control.. Of the author's
6Richard schiokel, 'IParanoia at Full Cry, II World,
10 April 1973, p. 44.
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metaphoric usage of the ternt"interfaee," Marjorie Kaufman
states: "By' interface,' I take Pynchon to mean ..... a
partition, a line, not necessarily visible, at which people
or things reach. their greatest intensity, and at. which any
attampt t.o cross may mean repulsion, destruction, or resolu-
tion into a new whole. Interfaces abound in Gravit~'s
~ai~bow. Everywhere their presence ohallenges the occu-
pants of the novel to risk a crossing. And by their accep-
t.ance or refusal, we shall know them." 7 Action at the
interfacederoands the abandonment of security and comfort-
able illusions and the acceptance of danger.s which could
lead to self-destruct.ion. The characters of the novel will
not risk the crossing, and t.hat refusal sentences them cer-
t.ainly and irrevocably to a precarious thinness, a leukemia
of soul (GR., 6S8) and to Their slow deat.h..
Amon9 Pynchon's d~ed are Pirate Prentice and Katje
Borgesius, who are without true commitment to any cause or
count.ry and the willing tools of those who use them. Sub-
sisting on i11usiooso£ usefulness, self-control and a
carefully preserved humanity, they refuse to break from
Them: Pirate from the Firm and Katje from the various They
who manipulate her. When forced to confront the truth of
their lives and selves, both mask the horror and withdraw
7Marjorie Kaufman, "Briinnhilde and the Chemists:
Women in Gravit 's RaiI!.bow," in Mindful !,leasures: Essays
on Thomas pxn__~, ea. George LevIne and David Leverenz
(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1976), p. 227, n. 5.
into
solve.
will .:·be
baving helped a soul:
never vindioated-....to
poor honor lost, impossible to loeateortoredeem" (GR,
544).. Sentenoed to ...•• survive in the Dantesque InfernoOr:E
double agents and political defectors, the soon.-to...be-
eontr8.cted-forprent.iceisreduced .... to fear for his personal
safety; he' s "full of worry for nothing but his own ass,
his precious, condemned., personal ass" " ." (GR, 544).
Like her sometimes lover, Kat.je, too, carries with
her a Sense of doom. Raj eoting freedom when d.ropped from
the Dut.eh underground, she continues in '1'heir service,
losing herself through oount.less betrayals as dou.ble and
perhaps triple aqent, until finally she has been stripped of
all human emotion. As much vict.imized as victimizer, Katje
can be seen n st.andinq at the end of a passage in her life,
without any next step t.o take--all her bet.s are in, she has
only the tedium nm\T of being knocked from one room to the
next, a sequence of numbered rooms whose numbers do not
matter, till inertia brings her to the last. That's all 11
(GR, 209). Hoping time remains to atone for a lifetime of
easy work, cheap exits and a refusal to go all the way in
(GR., 662), she, with pirate, joins the Counterforce in a
la.st""ditch
But
able illu.sions, by ·!1·A11"l\11
after becoming
annexed· t:.o·the P:tenticetrade on].yforms
of· serv1t.ucle. He is last. Seen flyinsta<nijaekedP...41,
llfting· nhislong, hisg:uil.tly, his permanently enslaved face
to the ll1usionof sky 1'1 .. (GR/54S)., while ·.sheaccompanies
Bnzian to the reassel'tlbly oft.heOOOOO, employing<"any
technique her crepe...papera.ndspider.... italics YOUfig·ladyhood
ever taught. ber, to keepfrom<having·to move into his black-
ness • • • an inadmissable darkness she is making believe
for t:h.e moment is Enzian 'a" (GR, 661). Noncommittal and'
oom.p11ant, oomments Marjorie Kaufman, they st.ill flfail to
break away, enchained not only by 'Their' orders and a cer-
tain pride in an illusory success as double agents, but also
by a blindness to the fact that t.h.e self each so secret.ly
harbors bas already suffered a death of the hea.rt., 'a
leeching: of the soul •• .,8 As double agents nobody wants and
nobody will ever love, Katje and Prentice tuust "dissolve
now, int.o t.he race and swarm of t.his dancing Pret.erit.ionl!
(GR, 548).
Political agent. Vaslav Tchitcherine of Soviet
Intelligence, who has failed t.hroughout his career t.o achieve
8.'BrUnnhilde and the Chemists, II pp , 222-23.
a·rornantic·ldeal
oause ,·£a11s
thexeafter
brother in a
Haunted by images
"is bound, in love a.ndbodily fear, to st.udentswno<have
died under the wbeelsof oarriages, t.o, eyes betrayed <by
niqht.s without. sleep and arrnsthat.nave open.ed maniacally t.o
death by absolute power. He envies t'.heirlonelinells,their
willingness to go it. a.lone, out.side even a milit.arystruc-
ture, often without. support or love from anyone: "but. if
enrapt.ured by such romantic t.ormentand isolation,
Tchitcherine is unwilling t.o risk existence apart from
Soviet control, and .this own faithfUl network of frauleins
around the Zone ill a compromise: he knows there' s too much
comfort in it., even When the intel.ligence inputs are good.
But the perceptible hazards of love, of attachment, are
still light enough for him to accept, When balanced against
what he has to do" (GR, 33B). What he must do, and fails
to do during his exile in Central Asia, is gamble everything,
even his life, at a moment of decision.
Tohiteherine does not attain his spiritual rebirth
at the Kirghiz Light. Confronting an interface which
demands total surrender to t.he unknown and a willingness to
all.ow the Shattering of an unreal self, Tchitcherine re-
fuses the experience. Later, wandering' through Germany, the
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Russianoffic~r
IIrrchitcherine ItlUohon •..•• outward evidence
he has found moving throutJh.the Zone as ·.out of a.· personal
doom he carries with him ........always <tobe<held at the echJes of
revelations. It happened first<with the KirghizLlght,
and his only illuminat.ion then was t.hat fear would always
keep him from going all the way in•••• He wl11 <miss the
Light, but not. the Finger" (GR, 566).
still Their agent, Tchitcherine, throughonerine
theophosphate and the hallucinations accompanying t.he drug,
is allowed the small comfort. of paranoia. Fleeing extermin-
ation by Nikolai Ripov of the Commissariat for Intelligence
Activities and persecution by a worldwide Rocket cartel
which has denied him membership, the dissipating "Red Doper,. f1
increasingly unreal to himself and passively acquiring
metal, continues his quest for Enzian in an effort to
retrieve an illusory integrity and an election which Was
never his; he •• feels obliqed to be on the move, though there' s
noplace for him to 9"0" (GR, 701). Tchitcherine is finally
rescued from disinte9"ration by the love-spell of the witch-
like Gel! Tripping, which grants his freedom and a meeting
with Enzian, during which he begs cigarettes and potatoes
and passes him by without reco9"nit.ion.
The one woman who might have shown Franz Pokler an
avenue to existence ind.ependent of Their control is unable
to shatter his apolitical passivity and tractability ..
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Afraid for his life of Leni'EJviolents,treetand. incapable.
of harperilous devotiontorevolution,>,.ranzturns.. ito t.he
delusion of transcendence through tecMology.andhunts
"between the two desires, pe:tsonal·identity and impersonal
salvation" (GR, 4(6) long enough for·Them t.o gain posses-
sion of him as well as his uncanny engineering- abilities.
t'fuen he persists in denying the dest.ructive nature of t.he
A4 he is helping to make operational, Leni abandons him in
loat.hing, and Franz, Who "needed to beat someone's com-
mand,ftis left. behind, "an unemployed servant Who'd go wit.h
the first master that called, just a VICTIM IN A VACUUM1"
GR, 414).
The first. master '\<'/ho calls is Blicero, and "presently,
PokIer found that by refusing to take sides, he'd become
WelBBm~:11Jn'ft , 4(1). Bereft
will,s his assumption into
r~1fications of his
to resist Blicero's demandijf,
1 i· . t 10.•···and bis expu son 1fiO.,.
.~
_-.. -. -'iE
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released to her fat.hert.woweeksaYElJa.r inexohangefOr
cont1.nued.,,,ork on. the Rocket...-Franz subm1.tst.,o theexqu1.sit.e
torture; as usual, "Pokler chose silence.. Had he chosen
something elae,back while there was time, they all might
have saved themselves. Even left. the country.. NOw,t.oo
late, when at last he wanted. to act, there was not11.inq to
act on" (<.lR, 4(9).. Extst.ing only for the annuaL: visit to
Zwolfkinder with a daughter who mayor may not hahis own,
Franz continues in the shelter of self-delusion, oocupying
his days with rocketry and forcing a belief that Dora is the
benevolent re-education center it is titled ..
When at last the true nature of Dora actively
penetrat.es his consciousness, the enginee.r is forced to
admit that "he had knO\'ffi the truth \\Yit.h his senses, but
allowed all the evidence to be misfiled where it wouldn't
upset. him.. Known everything,. but refrained from the only
act that oould have redeemed him. He should have ttlrottled
t'leissmann "1here he sat" CGR, 428). But PokIer f \,dth his
history of untiaken moves, s1n1.ultaneously acknowledges who
is the guiltier, for "if he must. curse t\Teissmann, then he
must also curse himself. t'leissmann I s cruelty "vas no less
resouroeful than PokIer's own engineering skill, the gift
of Daedalus that allowed him to put as much lab~~inth as
required between himself and the Lnconveni.encea of caring"
(GR,428). Channeling his emotions into the inanimate
,,,eapon and acquiescing in the manipulation of his
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6xtraordinarytalents t Fr·anzf!ashion.s •.• a personal. vaouum....
world. in which he can exist·withou:t:. the burden of concern
for a wife and child impri.soned ·in >t:he concent.ration camp
situated just out.side his own prison walls.
At anot.her of his moments of possibilit.y, Franz
considers giving up his summer-child and abdicat.ing his
secure position within Blieero's syst.em. Overwhelmed by a
Budden love for llse and an almost unendurable sense of guilt
and shame, "Pokler committ.ed t.hen his act of courage. He
quit. the game" (GR, 430). That decision to live on his
own terms is short-lived, however. When the rocket-master
beckons again, Franz timorously obeys, returning from
Zwolfkinder to carry out orders to design a plastic insulated
casing for the proputs ton s·ect.ion of Rocket 00000.
With t.he sudden release of Ilse, Pokler receives
payment for his retrofit work and is Set free from bondage
to Slicero, t"ho had been keeping the puppet "deliberately
on ice, all so he'd have a plastics man he could depend on,
when the time came" (GR, 432). Once again an unennployed
servant with no inner resources of his Ol'm, Franz drifts
aimlessly to Dora, but uhe was not looking for lIse, or not
exactly. He may have felt that he ought to look, finally.
He waS not prepared. He did not know. Had the data, yes,
but did not know, with senses or heart .•• ft (GR, 432).
ToO long in retreat from overt action and defiance into
illusions of altruistic technological endeavors, he enters
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the camp "with hardly any chances left him for good rage,
or for turning • .. .." (GR, 433) .. Perforn"ing an act
penance which he knows cannot redeem. him,· ... he returns to
Z·wolfkinder to await a daughter who will never return..
Mentally traversing the deserted streets and untaken paths
of his past, Franz PokIer, who never made his oW'nmove, is
left finally with no mOVes to make.
A similar fate is pending for Edward Pointsman,
psychologi.st/di.rector of the Abreaction Research Fa.cility at
PISCES. As his name implies, Pointsman pulls the switches
which dictate the directions in which others move. Allied
firmly with Them, the Pavlovian is unreasonably preoccupied
with absolute controlt Lance Ozier declares: "Conditioned
stimulus and conditioned response is the cornerstone of
Pointsman's character, allowing him only a love for experi-
mental manipulation. Control and individual prediotability
are the ultimate goods in Pointsman's philosophy, and the
realm of their application even extends beyond laboratory
animals to human beings. 119 He is, hOTileVer, as much con-
trolled as controller.
Obsessed with realizing his mentor's ideal of "the
true mechanioal explanation ••. No effeot without cause,
and. a clear train of linkages" (GR, 89), Pointsman
gLance w. Ozier, tl Antipointsman/Antimexico : Some
Mathematical Imagery in Gr~yity's.. Rainbow," critigt!e, 16,
No • 2 (1974), 17.
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unquestioningly and unremit.tingly acoepts thetenet.sof
Pavlov and achieves at the end of his career not a Nobel
Prize but an ignobledemlse. lie is renderedsoientifioally
impotent through a slavish devotion to oause and effect and
The Book, Pavlov's second series of Leotures on Condition,ed
Re.tle:H:es , for, as Edward Mendelson etates, "this sacred
object has, fo:rPointsman, the effect only of limiting his
understanding, forcing his perceptio.n of extraordinary
events into the sterile categories that pavlovproposes .. nlO
With the discove.ry of Tyrone Slothrop, Whose sexual
conquests inva.riably desiqnate sites of future V2 targets,
Pointsman is confronted with a paradoxical phenomenon:
either the experimental subject who will pave his way to
Stockholm Or an inexplicable horror who will wreak havoc on
Their t.hought system of cause and effect. Determined to
solve the myst.ery of the penis with predictive powers and to
ascribe it, however he must, to infantile conditioning per-
formed by one Laszlo Jamf, Pointsman sees Slothrop as his
only salvat.ion from a mediocre career characterized by no
not.eworthy achievement.s and leading only to an inglorious
end, he decides "the exact. experimental subject is in his
hands.. He must. seize now" or be doomed to the sante stone
hallways, whose termination he kno'Wsu (GR, 144) .. Polntsman
lOEdward Mendelson, "Gravity's Encyclopedia,ll in
Min.dful PleasureS: Essays on Thomas Pynchon, ed , GeorCJe
LevIne 'and DavId-Leverenz (Boston: Little, Brown and Co.,
1976) I' p , 182.
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obs~li!Ised wit.h making·;·the $cientif1c breakthrough
wu .........'u will aecoune for Slot.b.rop's .. apparent.rs1ltersal ;of
and effeot, obsessed with link.1ngTyrone's hardon
to Pavlov's hypothetical "ultraparadoxicalphase,"
a strong stimulus elioits a weak response and vice
, and, in turn, with proving that stimulus to be
linked to the Rocket. The psychologist. in-
forms Roger Mexico that when the stimulus is located, the
will "have shown again the stone determinacy of
·ev,erythl,ng ,of every soul" (GR., 86). The importanoe of such
III discovery, ~texioo is assured, is without quest.ion.
But the statistical Antipointsman sees only demonic
irrationallty in the Pa.vlovian· s logic. With his probahil-
ltles, his Polsson distribution map and his insistenoe that,
unlike doqs, bombs are not subject to linkage, conditioning
or memory, Mexico threatens to demolish pointeman's ecienti-
ficassumptione. He informs the psychologist that even
though Slothrop's sexual successes are identical to bomb
targets, preceeding them by a mean of four-and-one-half
days, it is nonetheless impossible to determine where
single bombs will fall next; although a pattern for strike
dist.ribut.ion can be predicted, the location of individual
future targets cannot be specified. Ozier explains that
Roqer's poisson distribution, which describes the V2 strike
pattern, can only predict "how many of the 576 s.quares • " •
will have three hits, how many will have two, one, or none,
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cannot tell whioh particular square will have three,
, one or none. "II If Mexico can live with such random.-
and uncertainty in the universe,Pointsman,.who"can
possess the zero and the one" (GR, 55), cannot survive
absolute prediotabili.ty and control.
Roger' s probabilities horr.ify the Pavlo·vian, for,
oomments, "Po.intsman .is an experimentalist: the
of .indiv.idual exper.iments must be pred.ictable, or
so.ience would cease to exist. He qu.ickly and aoour-
perceives in Mexico's method the assumpt.ion that
past events have no effect on the outcome of present or
future events, a necessary precondition for the application
of the Poisson d.istribution to a particular set of events.,,12
The harassed psychologist, pondering the denial of verifi-
able linkage between rocket strikes, reflex arcs and Laws
of Negative Induotion, is confronted with an even more
devastating truth and "goes in to Mexico each morning as to
painfUl surgery. • • • How can f.1exico play, so at his ease,
w.ith t.hese symbols of randomness and fright? Innocent as a
ohild, perhaps unaware--perhaps--that in his play he wrecks
the elegant rooms of history, threatens the idea of cause
and effect itself. What if Mex.ico's whole generation haveW . m . . . ..~
turned out like this? Will Postwar be nothing but 'events,'
newly created one moment to the next? No links? Is it the
11"Ant:.iPointsman/Antimexico," p. 133.
1211Antipointsman/Antimexico," p. 85.
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of history?ff (GR, 56)
If M.exico is correct, not only ha's Pointsman more
phenomenon in Tyrone Slothrop than he has·bargained
example of Roger's random, unpredictable probabil-
, a statistical oddity, ona human scale-"'but history
is a jumble of discontinuous, unrelated events. He
tolerate either possibility. Much like Herbert Stencil
confronted with Fausto's truth about Lady V., Pointsman
closes his mind to Mexico, deciding: IfWe must
lose contrQ!" (GR, 144). Redoubling his efforts, he
a degradingly unprofessional and fanatical cam-
to pigeonhole the American lieutenant safely within
the realm of cause and effect.
Cause and effect is an artificial system, one of
Their man-made thought structures. As the shade of Walter
Ratheruau insists, speaking from the other side: 't'All talk
of cause and effect is secular history, and secular history
is a diversionary tactic,n (GR, 167). It is a synthetic
imposition on nature and Their attempt to order and control.
Pointsman's refusal to penetrate the myth, to accept the
universe as it exists in randomness and to forego his own
need for certainty and manipUlation leads him inevitably not
to personal glory and scientific achievement but "only his
death, that dumb, empty joke, at the end of this Pavlovian's
Progress" (GR, 169).
Brainwashed in Their ideology, Pointsman ends his
in official disgrace{demoted and a
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office at TwelfthHo1.1sef'or the' ,castration of Ma.jor
, he is rendered an ignoble palm of PaVlov:
l"ora while he kept a faithful daily record
of his physiolo9ical changes.. But this was
mostly remembering about Pavlov en his own
deathbed, recording himself till the end.
With Pointsman it's only habit, retro-
scientisnu a last look back at the door to
Stockholm, closing behind him forever.....
In the faces of Mossmoon and the others, at
odd moments, he could detect Eli. reflex. he'd
never allowed himself to dreamef: the
tolerance of men in po,,"rer for one t'lho never
Made His Move, or made it wrong. " .... he'll
be left only with Cause and Effect, and the
rest of his sterile armamentarium • • • his
mineral corridors do not shine. They w.ill
stay the same neutral nameless tone from here
in to the central chamber, and the perfectly
rehearsed scene he is to play there, after
all • • " CGR, 752-53}
Retiring ignominiously, never having glimpsed the coveted
Nobel Prize, Pointsroan is left "dth his failure I a lifelong
obeisance to the master and The Book. Having refused to
renounce both when there was still time, he reflects: tlI
should ••• should have...... There are, in his history,
so many of these unmade moves, so many •should ha.ves' 1'(GR,
140-41)
Pirate and Katje, Tchitcherine, Pointsman and Franz
PokIer, in yieldint;T to systems of control, damn themselves
to personal debasement and irrevocable failure. Similarly,
the faithless Jessica Swanlake leaves the unknown , risky
quantity of the war-child, Roger 1'1,exico, for an eminently
safer, Iideath-by....government," Establishment tool,
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,who nis the 'War., • every assertion
fuc.king War has ever. made....... th.at .we aX'e meant for work
governm.ent, for aust;.etity: and these shall take prior-
over love, dreams, the spirit., the senses and the other
$eCono.-c:leuJs trivia that are found among 'the idle and mind-
hours of the day" (GR, 177). Jessica will assume her
as a subordinate and servile bureaucrat in the
's newly-created vacuum, in the "rationalized power
that will be the coming peace l l (GR, 177). In his
Roger Mexico, confronting the quality of his own
$ubm;lssion, wonders "which is worse: living on as Their
, or death? II He, too, refuses his freedom~ decides to
on Their terms and endures a career and a life as one
Their "doomed pet freaks " (GR, 713), a victim of his
mother, the "Viar, and his own cowardice.
For the certainty of a secure position and an ostens-
ibl.y comfortable shelter, all repudiate their freedom and,
simultaneously, any chances they might have for se.lf-respect
and at least a minimum of personal satisfaction. The fates
of Katje, Franz, Pointsman and tbe others illustrate that
those Who refuse action at the interface, who are unwilling
to accept the challenge of independence and who preserve
their unrippled lives through an alliance with Them, find
those lives Ultimately rendered so empty and valueless as
to be unworth living- The fate of Tyrone Slothrop reveals,
however, that living outside System entails dangers and
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a CalvinistcarrY"'over from. ancestors
"the numinous certaint.y of Godf' (GR , 242),
American lieutenant stationed in London,
"Puritan reflex of seeking ot.her orders
visible, also knov-1n as paranoia fl (GR, 1SS) ..
Blit~, when the soundless V2 announces its
which may prove no less deadly.. After
makes his successful escape from Them, he steadily
in the chaos of the Zone ..
after exacting it8to11 of dead, paranoia en-
him to rationalize the irrational malevolence through
"with the idea of a rocket "lith his name
on it-"'if they're really set on <Jetting him ('They'
possibilities far beyond Nazi Germany) that's the
way, doesn ' t cost them a thing to paint his name on
~"d'&II1I"''I;T one, If':i;9:h~?'' (GR, 25).. That same paranoia, ,.,hen a
concantenation of events reveals him to be the target of
malicious plote I propels him on a quest across Europe t"1hich
allows him to elude Their grasp.
While on the Riviera I ::nothrop "could almost S1;7ear
he's being followed, or watched anyway" (GR, 114).. ltil'ith
the suspicious carryings-on of Ted.dy Bloat, the abrupt in-
trusion of Katje, an octopus and an all-too-convenient crab,
Sir Stephen Dodson-Truck'e unexpected crash course in
rocketry, the theft of his clothes and identification certi-
ficates and the mysterious disappearance of his only friend,
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certain They •are actd.vebut. is ·equa.lly.·· "sure
They want, it WOffttmean risking h1$< life, or
of his comfort" (Gkt, 2(7). That. fiJenseof
is shattered, however, when he> comes
document· concerning an Imipolex insulat.ion
for a unique 1\.4, a discovery which leaves him "with
kind of a, well not an obsession rea.lly • • • not
242).. With the sudden news of Tantivy Muoker...
death, Slothrop is comTinced Their designs are not
as he had thought and determines to escape ..
Under the nom de guerra of Ian Souffling, Slothrop
Riviera, gathering as he goes information 'IIl1hic11
the Imipolex inventor, Laszlo Jamf, to "Uncle Lyle'·
_ .......~~""'I onetime board member of the Slothrop Paper Company,
Bland to the financing of his own Harvard education.
a correlation between a haunting smell and the
flsomething II which t'tas once done to him in a darkened room r
Slothrop begins a. paranoid quest to unravel the secret of
the S-Gerat and his own relationfrship to the Rocket.
Pursued by the English, Russians, exiled Africans
and who-knows-\'lho-else, Slothrop, variously disguised as war
oorresponden.t Ian Scuffling, movie star i"Tax schlepzig,
Rocketman and pig hero Plechazunga, undertakes a frenetic
escape from Them and toward the Rocket, \'1hieh leads him from
Nice to Gel"teva, Zurich, the Mittelwerke at Nordhausen,
Berlin, the potsdam Conference, Peenemunde and Swinemunde,
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and. Cuxha.ven. Racin9inanaout of preposter-
situations......an aerial creamp!e fight-,al sea....g~oin.9Nazi
a search for a suicidal lemming, a. hashish <heist, an
une~pect:ed meeting wittl lJIiokey· Rooney, a da.ring resoue of a
porno-film director a ramrodding of bla.ckmarketeers
t@te-h-t@te wit.h an amorous plg"'-Tyrone manages to
always a few steps ahead of Them. But, drifting about.,
out and running from town to town, he also begins to
the consequences of his successful escape.
Soon after his entry into the Zone, Slothrop begins
sy!tl;ptoms of diasolution. He grows "less
about betraying those who trust him. He feels
less immediately. There is, in fact, a general
loss of emoti.on, a numbness he ought to be alarmed at, but
ean't quite ••• n (GR, 490 ....91). Just as t.hat. emot.ional
paralysis results in the bet.rayal and ultimat.e death of
Bianca-, it. also contribut.es to his lapse frorfl an animat.ing
and '(.)reserving paranoia into anti-paranoia, 'lwhere not.hing
ie conneet.ed t.o anything, a condition not many us can
bear for Lonq" (GR, 434).
So anti ....paranoid does slothrop grot'l that, as his
fear of Them subsides, his quest devolves int.o directionless
meanderings. The onetime, full-time obsession wit.h the
Rocket resurfaces only sporadically, at which instances the
increasingly attenuated lieutenant wonders: nYeah! yeah
what happened to Imipolex G, all that. Jamf a-and that 5-Gerat,
to ba a hardboiledprivate~ye here,gonna go out
and beat·· the odds, avenge my friend t.hat They
get. my 10 back and find that piece of mystery hard-
but now a~., it's JUST LIKE--LOOK-IN' FAWlK ANEEDI~E IN A
n (GR., 561) It Breaking- into ludicrous songs,
cannot sustain or, finally, even remember his pur-
for being intbe zone.
An example of Kurt .Mondaugen's "Personal Oensity/
Bandwidth La:wtt in operation (GR, 5(9), he also
who he is and from where he has come.. l>~emories of
youth in the Berkshires are 10$t,ana his relationship
his parents is transformed into a garish fantasy of
Nalline and Pernicious Pop (who steals the Radiant
Hour) VIS .. the Floundering Four, in a series of adventures
titl<ed "Paternal Peril" (GR, 675). Soon enough even these
comLcbook images fade as Broderick and l'lalline dissolve into
"ssshhhghhh .. . • (into what? li:rhat was that word? Hhat-
ever it is, the harder he chases, the faster it goes a"'1ay) t!
(GR, 682). Hentally orphaned, his paranoia depleted, his
identity stolen by Them, his past forgotten and his
future--the Rocket....-increasingly un Lmpor tiarrt; and irrelevant
to him, Slothrop remains a vacuous present consisting of
numerous sexual encounters with nameless women who are
rapidly forgotten during an aimless hegira through the Zone.
Controlled by no one, responsible to and for no one,
Slothrop is absolutely free of the System, but his
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from Them has beenpurehased at the .. coetof his
Edward Mendelson clarlfieshisabstractlon and
acero.iee:
Slotbrop's dJ..sintE!grationat t.he end of the
book • • • is not the work of those who oppose
or betray him, but is the consequence of his
own betrayals, his own loss o,f interest in the
'World, his own failures to relate >and connect.
• •• when he has entered his isolation in the
Zone, his senSe that aots have oonsequences in
time begins to diminish; he forgets that he
exists in a realm of responsibility where re-
lations extend into the past and. future. • • •
separated by his own escape and his own empty
freedom from an originating past or a future
to which he could be responsible, Slothrop
can only diminish and disintegrate. As his
"temporal bandwidth"--the degree to which he
"dwell [s] in the past and in the future'l--
dimini!hes, so must all his relations to the
'World. 3
Failing to maintain his paranoid quest and oblivious
to any form of personal commitment or sense of responsibil-
ity, Slothrop becomes "one plucked albatross. Plucked,
hell--str:1l';12eed.. scattered allover the Zone. It's doubt-
ful if he can ever be 'found' again, in the conventional
Sense of •positively identified and detained' ft' (GR, 112).
His acquaintances are unable to see him as any sort of
integral creature, and even Pig Bodine dismisses him with a
blood-soaked John Dillinger good-luck-charm and a tfRocketman,
Rocketman.. You E..oor fucker" (GR, 141).. The system loses all
interest in him, and the Counterforce designed for his rescue
b t hi tending • tI ,£.1'..,. w''''''r,e never that. concerned,.e.rays: .' m, oon. ,. n"" ""
l3"Gravity'B Encyclopedia," pp. 183-84.
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Slothrap qua Slothrop,tl(GF., 738) Of use to no one,
Jc • .l.ulc>c.l.f, Slothrop vanishes into the Zone 7 his Tarot
his fate with "the cards ofa tanker and a£eeb::
only to Ii long>andscufflin9 future, to medioc-
.. .. .. to no clear happiness or X'edeeming cataclysm ..
his hopeful cards are reversed" (GR,738). At last
ll:I.il.YUt"., Slathrop is covered by the Fool, the only card in
QeCk without a designated. place or number.
Although the unfortunate end of Tyron.e Slothrop
appear tosugge.st it, Gravity's Rainbow does not, as
Edward Mendelson states, propose that it is impossible to
live outside "the systems of pain and control that occupy
and shape the world • • .. that it is impossible to escape
those .systems yet retain any decency, memory, or even
11fe--just as it is impossible to escape from language yet
oommunicate. ,11 4 Although freedom from the System imposes
dangers and hardships few are willing to take upon them-
selves, it is nonetheless a real possibility, as the story
of Leni PokIer illustrates. Amidst the accumulation of
failed lives of the passive and the disintegration of
Slothrop, Leni stands out as the rarity she is. Understand-
ing how They subjugate for Their purposes, she will not
yield to manipulation, and, at the interface of her life,
she accepts the challenge to act, resists Them and breaks
l4"Gravity's Encyclopedia," p , 169.
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Preserving both •her •.•. revolutioncu:y •.. dedicat.ion .: and a
of responsibility for her child'8 welfare, Len! Pc),Jtler
aotively and meaninqfullywit.hout. submitting either
controls or Their oomforts.. She is·· the finest. of
of integrity within the world o.fG.ravity· s
As an activist in the suppressed Communist Revolu-
I Len! embraces t.he openness to danger demanded. by the
revolutionary; she accepts as a.n unavoidable risk of
commitment the violence of the Street and "the impossi-
bi1iey of any rest .. .. .. needing to trust strange.rs who may
be working for the police, if not right now then a little
lat.er, when t.he street has grown for them more desolate
than they can bear" (GR, 158). Leni is reconciled to the
possibility of death as a consequence of her opposition to
Them ..
When her apolitical and cowardly husband questions
What appears to him as foolhardy fanaticism, Leni attempts
an explanation of the inexplicable: "She tried to explain
to him about the level you reach, with both feet in, when
you lose your fear, you lose it all, you've penetrated the
moment, slipping perfectly into its grooves .. .. .. She even
tried, from what: lit.tle calculus she'd picked up, to ex-
plain it to Franz as 8t. approaching zero, eternally
approaching, the slices of time growing thinner and
thinner, a succession of rooms each with wallS more silver,
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as the pure Iiqht. of'theze,ro· o()me~ . nearer
• tl (GR, 158-59) ..
Al thou.qh Franz denies the accuracy of· the< applica-
the delta-t-approa.ohing-zero metaphor serves to sig-
a transformation achieved at the very instant. of per-
,the moment at which past events and
consequences dissolve as thesel£' is shed in the
of that moment's possibilities. George Levine
that t.he wi.ll.ingness to risk a cros.sing from the
into the pure zero is "an act of faith because the
restraining fact is the terror of what. lies beyond
•.•• The possible act is, simply, acceptance of the moment.
on its ownterms. f1 l 5 True acceptance necessitates that Leni
eschew Franz's kind of security and order: to achieve the
pure presen.t of the delt8.-t, she must renounce the rational,
predictable world of her husband.
Since Franz refuses to forsake his passive alliance
with Them, Leni abandons him to the sheltered comfort of
his vacuum....world, unders.tanding that "her \ilings can only
carry her own weiqht, and she hopes Ilse's, for a while.
Franz is a dead weight. Let him look for flight out at the
Raketenflugplatz, where he goes to be used by the military
and the cartels" (GR, 162 ....63). Dreaming of the charitably
15George Levine, II Risking the MOll1~ent : Anarchy and
Possibility in pynchon' s Fiction, It in M:indful PleaslJres:
Essays on Thomas Pyncholl' ed. George LevIne and Oav:Ld
LeverenzfBoston: Little, Brown and Co, , 1976), p. 12B.
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coexisting world that might have been with
Luxemburg at the belm,butfacing squarely the reali.ty
is, Leni take,s her· daughter to confront whatever
in the Street, knowing "the best there is to believe
now is a Revolution-in-exile-in-residence, a can....
surviving at tho bleak edge over these Weimar years,
its moment and its reincarnated Luxemburg ••• "
155).
In the Street and, later, in the concentration camp,
doeS whatever she must to insure the survival of her-
and her daughter. When starvation threatens, she re-
to prostitution. 'With an eye to the future, she
hardness and maternal indifference to force Ilse's
independence and toughness; determined not to have the
a puppet like the father, "she knows what she has
to impersonate. Especially with lIse watching her more.
lise is not qoing to be used" (GR, 156). ~,larjorie Kaufman
comments: "In bitter paradox, While the dead of Gravity'S
RainbOW t.ry desperately t.o impersonate the living, Leni, to
live and to qive life t.o her child, understands she must
play the dead-at-heart. n1 6 aiding her time, she endures
the pain and imprisonment which result from her decision to
live on her own terms outside Their dictates and comforts.
But Leni does survive. As a masseuse in Cuxhaven
l6"Brunnhilde and the Chemists,1l p .. 219.
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t.heArmist.ice, she is "Solange,flfrom. t.he Gerxnan word
"so long as." li.S long as necessary, she will continue
self-impo.sed and arduous exile from t.he System. At
cost, she remains convinced of the rightnes.s of
revolutionary cause and dedicated to its goals, await-
the next delta-t to be confronted. Meanwhi.le, her
and self-denial have their rewards to offer, for
, too, will survive--precariously but independently in
Street; as Leni has dreamed, she will not be used (GR,
•
Leni PokIer grasps her opportunity for action ..
to creat.e her own kind of order, she opts for
the hazards whioh necessarily accompany a decision for free-
dom, responsih!lity, corom! tment and self-cont.rol. Leni
shuns the oold comfort of Their System for an infinitely
more difficult life on her own terms.. Seizing as she can
'those "few small chances for mercy" (GR, 610), she realizes,
'through an active resistance to the world's dehumanizing
and annihilistio forces, a measure of personal achie~ement
and reward anna purposeful existence in the interim before
t.he death of the world, before the parousia which is the
price of passivity.
FOR BEST BAD
tt'What.'s that about t.he Apocalypse?'"
--Herman. ~lelvillet
The. Confidence-Man--
Gr~vitI:'sRainbowemerge all the themes of Thomas
l"ynclmcn's earlier fiction", Uis third novel is t.he 011111:1s-
tic point towards which his works and his imagina-
have been bui1d.ing throughout his short stories,. v ..
and The Crxin~ Lot 49. Recapitulating motifs introduced
seven years of increasingly despair-ridden writinq,
Pynchon'g vision in bis most. recent work is supremely dire,
and with a bombed-out, war-torn world encapsulating his
pessimism, the author reveals the absolute hegemony of V.'s
kingdom of death. nugh Godolphin's private annihilistic
dream has been so thoroughly adopted and actualized that
nothing worldly remains for man's defilement. Contemporary
rnan--the tihole Sick Crew made large-scale--has so effec....
tively promoted inanimacy and death on earth t.hat, with his
mania for destruction still unappeased, he is compelled to
gaze skY"t7ard and vlonder: "'~'Vill our new Edge, our ne1'l
Deathkingdom, be the i-ioon?' U (GR, 723).
Reiterating the concerns first presented in his
short stories, Pynchon, in his massive third novel, confirms
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and concretizes his previous <juogment. of the·earth, leaving
his prediction for its future unchanged. Gra.vity'. s Rainbow
is a diagnosis, brought up-ta--date, of tbe Wasteland con-
tagion revealed in "M.ortalityandMercy in Vienna: II Blicero' s
Rilkean redemption from the infectious and deadly earthly
cycle is but Cleanth Siegel's messianiccleansi.ng universal-
ized.. Sidney Stencil's old fears of sudden Apocalypse
prove prophetic, aft.er all, as the Nameless lIorror, the
rtockat 00000, descends, and the last delta-t looms but a
hymn away ..
Gravity's Rainbow concludes, if more dramatically
and cataclysmically, with the same utter hopelessness which
reigns on the last page of "E.nt.roP¥, II where "a. tonic of
darkness and the final absence of all motion ll (Entropy, 292)
settle surely over a horrified, hothouse-\I'Tithdrawn Callisto
and where Meatball Mulligan. struggles vainly in a 'World
trembling on the brink of total disintegration. In
Gravity's Rainbo"!, the Hulligan-like Leni pokIer also re-
sides in a Wasteland whose end is irrevocably determined
and rapidly approaching. Just as her predecessor rejects
the dark shelter of the closet for the chaos of the
entropical party....world, so Leni denies the system to labor
futilely in a 't'l1orld in which the heat-death, the paralyzing
equilibrium initiated by the earth's Inverarity/dynamoS, has
been superseded by Their more ingenious and atrocious
methods of self ....destruction. The end is at hand, and even
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t.be best of Pynchon'sdelineated alternatives to the Waste-
land will not deter it. Throughout buman history,. t.he
Meatball Mulllgans and the Leni Poklers have been too few
to divert. the course of an ann.ihilation....prone universe, and
Armageddon has been horn of a modern tendency t.o non-
resistance and passive participation.
In Kat.je Borgesius, Roger Mexico and Jessica Swan-
lake, Franz PokIer , Tchit.cheri.ne and Ned Point.sman,Pynchon
relncarnates such early characters as Dennis Flange, Benny
Profane and Fausto II and III, Callisto, Sldney St.encil,
the Trlstero conspirat.ors and all the inactive souls who
have damned themselves and their world through retreat.,
whet.her into subterranean shelt.ers, dreams, hothouse delu-
sions or stifling systems of order and control. The life-
sustaining Spartacan-Stencilian-Oedipal quest for vit.ality
and personal identity in a meaningful reinvented universe
has been abandoned; the arduous active response to t.he
Wasteland, with its implicit pa.Lna and commitments, has been
shunned for the numbing and deadly comfort bought with
acquiescence. While the death-masters have been constructing
monster machines and structures for the dehumanization and
ultimate destruction of the world, the passive have allowed,
if not applauded, Their annihilistic endeavors and have
relinquished their opportunities for autonomy for voluntary
enslavement to the products of Their pursuits.
Having renounced the perpetual struggle for freedom
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and self-determination, refu.sed to make the continuous
efforts demanded by love and humanity and tim.orously re-
jected the challenge of uncertainty lying outside the
parameters of Their imposed standards and supervision, the
inactive have chosen alliance with security and have opted
for death-in-life existences; they have settled for incar-
ceration in Oedipa's pre-quest tower, Stencil's pre-V. ki.ng-
domof death, and have watched in horror and paralyzed
paranoia as all meaning and value vanished from their lives
and the universe. Confronted with the chaos and oorruption
of a Wasteland born of their refusals to act, of their
capitUlation to non-resistance, they have witnessed the
earth's devolvement to a stagnant steady....state of degrada-
tion and disease. And now, as the 00000 truly legitimizes
the Lord of Night and bleaches the t>l1asteland to ultrawhite,
the best response is no longer good enough. Inactivity has
finally bred Apocalypse.
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